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Abstract
This dissertation reports research and development of a platform for Collaborative
Virtual Environments (CVEs). It has particularly focused on two major challenges:
supporting the rapid development of scalable applications and easing their
deployment on the Internet. This work employs a research method based on
prototyping and refinement and promotes the use of this method for application
development. A number of the solutions herein are in line with other CVE systems.
One of the strengths of this work consists in a global approach to the issues raised
by CVEs and the recognition that such complex problems are best tackled using a
multi-disciplinary approach that understands both user and system requirements.
CVE application deployment is aided by an overlay network that is able to
complement any IP multicast infrastructure in place. Apart from complementing a
weakly deployed worldwide multicast, this infrastructure provides for a certain
degree of introspection, remote controlling and visualisation. As such, it forms an
important aid in assessing the scalability of running applications. This scalability is
further facilitated by specialised object distribution algorithms and an open
framework for the implementation of novel partitioning techniques.
CVE application development is eased by a scripting language, which enables
rapid development and favours experimentation. This scripting language interfaces
many aspects of the system and enables the prototyping of distribution-related
components as well as user interfaces. It is the key construct of a distributed
environment to which components, written in different languages, connect and
onto which they operate in a network abstracted manner.
The solutions proposed are exemplified and strengthened by three collaborative
applications. The DIVE room system is a virtual environment modelled after the
room metaphor and supporting asynchronous and synchronous cooperative work.
WebPath is a companion application to a Web browser that seeks to make the
current history of page visits more visible and usable. Finally, the London travel
demonstrator supports travellers by providing an environment where they can
explore the city, utilise group collaboration facilities, rehearse particular journeys
and access tourist information data.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1. A Vision has become Reality
1.1.1. The Dawn of Virtual Environments
The term “Virtual Reality” (VR) was coined by Jaron Lanier1 [1] in 1989. Other
related terms include “Artificial Reality” [2] by Myron Krueger in the 1970s,
“Cyberspace” by William Gibson in 1984 [3], and, more recently, “Virtual
Worlds” and “Virtual Environments” in the 1990s.
The ideas of VR have their ground in science fiction books. They shape one or
several parallel worlds within which we immerse and feel as if we were in the real
world. In the late 1980's and early 1990's, the ideas of VR invaded the public stage
through novels and media coverage. VR was to revolutionise the way we interact
with computers. While the hype has recently died out, the numerous research
projects that have been conducted along the years have unearthed new domains and
new types of applications. For example, evacuation rehearsal is much more
effective when users are present within a realistic burning environment, as depicted
in Illustration 1.1 compared to a two dimensional view of the building’s floor plan.
In the media, virtual reality and virtual environments have been used almost
interchangeably and without much care. In this document, the term Virtual Reality
refers to the underlying technologies, and the term Virtual Environment to the
particular synthetic environment that the user is interacting with.
1.1.2. Collaborative Virtual Environments
In shared virtual environments, VR technology is used to immerse multiple
individuals in a single shared space. Shared environments have received a lot of
consideration in the past decade and have been used to support a range of activities
including virtual conferencing (see Paper F) and collaborative information
visualisation [4]. Commonly, the nature of shared virtual environments is such that
the participants are collaborating in some way. Therefore this document refers to
them as Collaborative Virtual Environments, or CVEs (see sidebar). In short, CVEs
are to virtual environments what CSCW is to HCI.
The rapid growth in academic interest has been mirrored by the development of
commercial organisations offering access to shared communities: ActiveWorlds
[6], The Palace [7] and there.com [8] being three of the most well-known. Since the
basic standard for distributing models of virtual environments over the Internet,
known as the Virtual Reality Modelling Language (VRML [9]) does not provide
explicit support for simultaneously shareable worlds, these systems use proprietary
extensions. The VRML community that is assembled as the Web3D consortium
[10], has started a number of working groups to address and standardise these
issues. Lately, the MPEG standardisation effort have added a back channel to
complete the SNHC (Synthetic/Natural Hybrid Coding), which combines natural
video and audio with synthetic graphical objects and is based on VRML.
1 Jaron Lanier is the founder of VPL Research, the first company to sell software
and hardware VR products.
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Illustration 1.1: An example
scene showing a burning
room.
In “Neuromancer”, William
Gibson defines Cyberspace
as “A consensual hallucina-
tion experienced daily by
billions of legitimate operat-
ors, in every nation... A
graphic representation of
data abstracted from the
banks of every computer in
the human system. Un-
thinkable complexity. Lines
of light ranged in the non-
space of the mind, clusters
and constellations of
data...”
“A CVE is a computer-
based, distributed, virtual
space or set of places. In
such places, people can
meet and interact with oth-
ers, with agents or with vir-
tual objects. CVEs might
vary in their representation-
al richness from 3D graph-
ical spaces, 2.5D or 2D en-
vironments, to text-based
environments. Access to
CVEs is by no means lim-
ited to desktop devices, but
might well include mobile or
wearable devices, public
kiosks, etc.” (in [5]).
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It is not uncommon for the advocates of virtual environments to argue that they
may support social interaction in ways which go beyond what is possible using
more familiar CSCW technologies such as video conferences or shared desktop
applications. Crucially, virtual environments permit users to become embodied
within a shared space by means of an embodiment or avatar2, as exemplified by
Illustration 1.2. It is often claimed that this approach permits a degree of self-
expression for users, and many systems support the end-user configuration or
design of embodiments. It has also been argued that appropriately designed CVEs
enable users to sustain mutual awareness about each other’s activities [11].
A few years ago, virtual environments were seen by some as the interface that
would ultimately replace the current desktop-based interface. Some people
predicted that all applications would become three-dimensional in one form or
another. However, virtual environments are not a panacea. There remain many
limitations both at the technological and software levels and this vision has died
out. In the meantime, virtual environments have found a number of niched
applications, driven by real needs. Architecture [12], mechanical design [13],
scientific visualisation [14], psychotherapy [15], medicine [16], education [17], art
[18], entertainment [19], military are some of the most prominent fields where
notable advances have been made and where CVEs have proposed better solutions
to real problems.
1.1.3. System Challenges for CVEs
CVE applications are highly interactive and recent trends such as the success of
multi-user computer games show that they will soon have to support thousands of
participants. The research issues raised by such grand goals are many and complex.
Here are some of the most important system challenges, inspired by [20].
CVEs accommodate varying numbers of geographically distributed users. All
participants have to be kept updated with changes in the virtual environment. They
will also converse using means such as network audio and video communication.
Supporting these users at the networking level raises many issues and CVE systems
handle distribution in significantly different ways. There are three major network
architectures being used: client-server, peer-to-peer unicast and peer-to-peer
multicast (see Section 3.2). Current research is looking into new ways of
combining these architectures to better support various applications and media over
mixed infrastructures (networks and computers).
The scalability of CVEs refers to two distinct aspects: the graphical and
behavioural complexity of the environments and their content; and the number of
simultaneous participants and active entities that can be hosted within these worlds.
All participants have to be kept updated with changes in the environment. As the
number of participants and active entities increases, network traffic to mediate
messages describing those changes as well as audio and video communication will
also increase. Whichever the distribution architecture is, the major bottleneck is the
so-called “last mile”, the connection of end users to the Internet (see sidebar) and
the processing power available at their computer.
Human perceptual and cognitive limitations form the basis of the responses to the
problems of scale. These solutions typically subdivide the virtual space so that each
participant only perceives “enough” of the environment. “Enough” is defined in
terms of their interest in the environment and its contents, and features such as
2 The naturalness of avatars is the subject of a debate. Virtual humans through a perfect
modelling of real humans will typically raise the expectations of users who will assume
that these virtual humans actually behave like real humans.
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Illustration 1.2: A typical
CVE scene with a number
of avatars, each represent-
ing a user. In this example,
avatars are using colour
codes to differentiate their
true geographical location.
The graphical representa-
tion of the avatars in this
scene is simplistic, more
elaborate graphics can be
used if necessary
Home connection to the In-
ternet is improving, but
users are also becoming
more demanding. Current
trends show the develop-
ment of home networks,
computers that will always
be powered (media centres,
personal video recorders)
and the popularity of applic-
ations that constantly ac-
cess the network (P2P ap-
plications). All these trends
point at a future where a
number of applications and
computers will constantly
compete for external ac-
cess to the Internet. In
short, bandwidth will contin-
ue to be a scarce resource,
even if the problem has
evolved under the past five
years.
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solid boundaries or distance are used to restrict perception. For example, audio that
attenuates with distance can simply be cut off at a given distance. The recurrent
theme of these solutions consists in dividing the space in smaller areas and
associating separate software and hardware resources to these subdivisions.
CVEs are slowly migrating from the research sphere into the industry. This shift
generates stronger requirements on software quality and modularisation. It has
resulted in the emergence of a number of software frameworks that seek to provide
pluggable architectures where modules, possibly written in various languages, can
be assembled to form an application. The relative novelty of CVE applications and
the necessity to experiment with various designs and approaches have also led to
the slow integration of interpreted languages into systems and toolkits. As these
languages do not require any recompilation, they shorten development time and
allow designers and programmers to take a more iterative approach.
CVE collaboration usually assumes that each participant sees the same content, still
from a different perspective. Earlier experiences in 2D interfaces have shown that
this is not totally adequate. This has led to the introduction of “subjective views”
([21] and [22]). These subjective views allow users to perceive environments
slightly or radically differently, reflecting the different roles and interests of
participants. More generally, a “space-vs-place” debate [23] has also agitated the
community. Although not exclusive, these opinions have led to different types of
environments. Space has resulted in fully navigable CVEs with avatars. Place has
resulted in environments that are not necessarily three dimensional or where means
to ease and constrain navigation are provided.
1.2. Motivation for this Work
Most CVE applications are niched, which points at the possibility for a number of
novel application domains to come. In [24], the three major advantages of CVEs
from the point of view of CSCW are presented. These are persistence and on-going
activity, peripheral awareness and navigation and chance encounters. This harmony
between CVEs and some of the CSCW core issues also points at a number of novel
application domains to come. Both the research and industrial communities have
now acknowledged the importance of CVEs for the future evolution of our
interfacing to computers. But years of research have shown the complexity of
understanding all related issues. Consequently, the “hype” that surrounded VR a
few years ago has been toned down. Instead, more serious research is being
conducted in order to tackle both the human and system issues related to CVEs.
This work is placed in such a context. It is placed in the context of continuously
applying the ideas behind CVEs to solve a number of long-term oriented problems
at the system level. It is also placed in an historical context. Work conducted
within this thesis spans a number of years and a number of articles or technological
achievements are as old as the mid 90's. Consequently, some of the achievements
related here are similar to (parts of the) systems described in a survey [25]
conducted as part of this thesis. Sometimes, the novelty of these achievements is in
their historical context and the recognition that similar ideas have been used by
others to solve similar problems.
This work is also placed in the context of a particular system developed at the
Swedish Institute for Computer Science since 1991: DIVE — the Distributed
Interactive Virtual Environment. DIVE supports the development of virtual
environments, user interfaces and applications based on shared synthetic three-
dimensional environments. The system is especially tuned for multi-user
applications where several networked participants interact over a network such as
3
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the Internet. DIVE has undergone considerable modifications within the life-time
and, as a result, of this work.
Experience has shown that designing, developing and deploying CVE applications
on the Internet is a complex task that requires knowledge in a number of areas.
Experience has also shown that CVEs were not mature enough for a full
understanding on how to actually design, develop and deploy these applications.
Research is still going on, the essence of this research is prototyping and
experimenting. One key question solders all the work described here:
How can we design a system that supports both the rapid
development of CVE applications and their deployment on the
Internet?
The approach to this question has been twofold: first through the offering of
sufficient and well-targeted components for the development of a wide range of
applications, second through the opening of these components to allow
experimentation at many levels and refinement of applications. Decision upon the
components to integrate within the system has been driven by years of research of a
small group of persons in close collaboration with industrial and academic partners.
The approach has been to extrapolate new or improved components from the
requirements of the applications in order to let future applications benefit from the
same features. This design process, spanning along a number of years, has resulted
in a system that supports a wide range of applications and provides enough
openness to interface with existing applications. Through the desire to let future
applications benefit from present achievements this design process has also
resulted in a system where the components have enough “hooks” to be modified or
reorganised within future applications.
The three keywords that describe best this work are prototyping, analysis and
refinement. The work advocates a strategy based on early prototypes when it comes
to application development. Its existence is driven by the relative immaturity of the
technology and the number of application domains that have not been addressed
yet. This strategy is also in line with recent software methodologies such as
extreme programming (see Section 1.4.2.2). Through the provision of techniques to
quickly prototype applications and deploy these in a real network environment, this
approach allows application designers to assess different concepts at the user
interface, the application and the networking levels. The ability to deploy the
applications in real settings allows user trials on a smaller scale, but on top of an
architecture that is similar to the architecture that would be put in place in the final
application. This allows the gathering of more accurate data and leads to a better
analysis of application behaviour and of interface issues so as to be able to remedy
problems at a later stage.
This strategy, which is highly appropriate for research in general, has also been
used internally. For example, some of the findings of the analysis of networking
behaviour in Paper B have resulted in a number of improvements to the platform,
as described in Paper C. The trials have shown the importance of navigation in
interactive applications and the amount of traffic that this generates. To relieve the
burden of this navigation and minimise bandwidth usage, a number of techniques
such as generalised dead-reckoning and aggregation of 3D transformation data
have been introduced. Similarly, a number of new and better audio compression
algorithms have been integrated so as to account for the amount of bandwidth
usage that audio communication represents in similar scenarios.
The importance of prototyping, especially in a research context, is the driving force
that justifies the introduction of a scripting language to the system. This
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introduction and interfacing is one of the key aspects of this work. As opposed to
other existing systems, this interfacing is thorough and deep. For example, some of
the networking techniques offered by the system have been made visible to the
scripting language. This interfacing allows application developers to even
experiment with alternative partitioning techniques that are more appropriate for
the application at hand, as described in Section 7.6.3.2. Another example is the
combination of the scripting interface, general collision detection and subjective
views mechanisms to implement some application- and model- oriented rendering
improvements, as described in Section 6.9.
1.3. General Goals
The articles highlighting this work witness to its diversity. They span varying
domains from network architecture to CVE applications, through system design
and application development. In this section, a number of the grand goals that have
been recurrent throughout the years over which this work spans are summarised.
1.3.1. Application Development
This work has had a number of requirements for application development. These
requirements are directed to developers. Their leitmotiv is the support for three key
actions: prototyping, analysis and refinement. They are:
• Make sure to offer prototyping facilities, since CVE applications and systems
are still not totally mature and require experimentation.
• Make sure that programming is network transparent and network aware at the
same time: transparent, to hide details and complexity; aware, to scale and to let
complex situations be solved.
• Make sure to widen the programming palette and to offer facilities to mix.
CVE applications are not completely mature. Especially designing an application
and its interface in suitable ways is still a complex task. Even though a few
guidelines are emerging, the design of applications and their interface is still
subject to a lot of experimentation in order to get it right (see Illustration 1.3). The
necessity for experimentation with the interface and the application itself results in
the necessity to prototype applications quickly in order to shrink development time
and allow for a number of refinement cycles. These development cycles are the
warrant for satisfactory applications and their interface. But prototyping has a
number of advantages apart from its tight relation to human aspects and to the
design process of applications. This is because supporting prototyping is most of
the time done through the integration of higher level languages such as scripting
languages, which is very much in line with the latest trends in software
development (see Section 2.2.4).
The necessity to facilitate rapid prototyping lends itself to adopting a layered
approach to application development so as to benefit from its simplicity. However,
the complexity of CVE applications and the stringent requirements put on
computer resources of all sorts point towards an opposite approach where
applications and the CVE layer collaborate at all levels to master this complexity.
Consequently, it seems reasonable to seek for a dual approach where default
behaviours and models of the CVE layers, tuned for simplicity, can be broken into
smaller parts and contain hooks so as to allow specific applications to provide more
knowledge about the tasks at hand.
Through the offering of abstraction and simplicity, scripting languages are capable
candidates for the interfacing to the system and the development of CVE
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Illustration 1.3: One typical
mistake being made by
CVE designers is the quest
for realism, while at the
same time providing objects
with affordances that they
cannot live up to [26]. For
example, in the application
depicted above, a video
slideshow metaphor was
represented through a num-
ber of CDs that could be in-
serted into a player. There
were a number of problems
with the affordances of this
choice. Mostly, users ex-
pected sound since the
player looked like a home
CD player, not video
slideshows.
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applications. However, their execution usually requires more CPU resources,
which is in contrast with the real-time nature of the target applications.
Furthermore, the abstraction that they introduce comes in contrast to the quest for
network awareness described above. Consequently, there are a number of situations
where scripting languages might be inadequate and where imperative and compiled
languages will be more appropriate. This duality points at the necessity to offer a
palette of programming languages in order to suit the needs of the developers and
means for these building blocks to cooperate. Finally, as the field is becoming
more mature, it is necessary that CVE applications interface to legacy applications
in an easy way. Consequently, a CVE system should offer a number of facilities for
easing this interfacing at all levels, both at the data and interface level.
1.3.2. Application Deployment
At the object communication level, this work has had four strong requirements.
These requirements are generic requirements that also are recurrent to a number of
systems, as will be shown in Chapter 3.
• Make sure that everybody can participate.
• Make sure that interaction time is kept low.
• Make sure that environments continue living further after disconnection.
• Make sure that environments scale in number of (behaving) objects and
participants.
One of the major requirements for the success of CVE applications and their
establishment as an alternative way to interface with computers in some domains
consists of making sure that everybody will be able to participate. At the current
time, this implies the establishment of network architectures that support users as
various as corporate users, home users and even nomadic users. As technologies
progress, all these users have the possibility to connect to the Internet, but with
very different access to this common medium. The challenge consists in finding the
adequate hybrid solutions that make best use of peer-to-peer multicast and client-
server models.
The essence of CVEs lies in entertaining the illusion of a shared world where all
actions by all participants are witnessed in real-time by all other participants. If
delays are introduced in the execution of these actions, communication between the
participants will degrade. CVEs support gestural communication through common
manipulation of objects and through the performing of actions in front of other
participants. As delays increase, common manipulation will suffer and interaction
will feel at best clumsy and at worst inappropriate. Keeping delays low is not only
related to the network architecture put in place, but also to a number of time
consuming tasks such as rendering of the virtual scene or spatial mixing of the
audio streams.
In a number of scenarios, participants will connect and disconnect from
environments and will be able to introduce objects within the environment, just as
we are able to move objects in real-life and are able to modify our surrounding
environments. These objects should continue to have a life in the future, even when
the user who has introduced them has disconnected. This persistence is valid for all
applications that present themselves within environments through a number of
interactive artefacts. There are two different types of persistence that are associated
with CVEs. Persistence without evolution covers the introduction of new artefacts
by participants, their persistence even after the introduction by a participant but not
their evolution when all participants have left the environments. Persistence with
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evolution addresses this problem through allowing artefacts and applications to live
further even though all participants have left an environment. Later connection to
such an environment will allow participants to witness the probable evolution of
these artefacts.
The problem of scale is the last driving force. Later environments tend to be large
in extent and deep in details. This puts a number of requirements on the rendering
sub-system. Environments also tend to be behaviourally more complex. This raises
issues such as how to best describe those behaviours and where to execute them,
especially with regard to interaction. Interactive behaviours imply the reaction of
applications to actions from the participants. In order to keep delays as low as
possible, the execution of such behaviours should occur “close” to the participants.
However, the complexity of these behaviour might have direct implications on
local computer resources such as CPU utilisation. Finally, the problem of scale that
has received most attention consists of being able to host a large number of
simultaneous participants and active entities within environments. This problem
has been driven by user requirements and the success of 3D chat community
systems to which many users connect around the world. However, not all
applications need to be able to scale in the number of participants. Tight interaction
between small groups is sometimes more beneficial. For example, distributed
engineering scenarios [27] involve a small number of remote teams. Typically 3D
chat systems are not very interactive and rich. Consequently, the driving force
behind this quest for scale is to combine the best of both worlds: providing
solutions to support scalable highly-interactive applications. The recurrent solution
to scaling issues at the network level consists in minimising traffic in all sorts of
ways: minimising the number of receivers and senders, reducing frequency of
traffic, compression techniques, etc.
1.4. Methods Used
This section describes the methods that have been used for the present research and
for work within the DIVE system in general, as this research has been an integral
part of this team work. The section starts by describing the research method that
has been employed for this work. It then describes agile software methodologies, as
opposed to traditional engineering methodologies, and focuses on one of these
methodologies: extreme programming
1.4.1. Research Method
At the core of this work is a research method based on the experimental
development of working prototypes and their incremental and iterative
improvement based on experiences. This method is complemented by literature
studies, design and testing. Additionally, this method is seconded by a
multidisciplinary approach to software development and a constant flow between
the different disciplines. This is better explained through a gross summary of this
work and how the different aspects feed into one another. This work has been
concerned with two major questions:
• How to make sure CVE applications work and can be developed on the
Internet? (Papers A, B and C)
• How to offer appropriate means to (quickly) write CVE applications? (Papers D
and E)
Both questions have been completed and “verified” through the development and
trial of a number of applications (Papers F, G and H). This very last step is key to
the research method employed throughout this work. The applications and the
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solutions to both questions have been developed in concert and in very tight
cooperation, even often in parallel. Typical software engineering methods gather
requirements and design, and implement a system as a result. In this work, only a
restricted set of initial requirements has been isolated. Further requirements have
been discovered by a relentless iteration between the development of the
applications and the technical solutions to the two major questions that have been
the driving force of this work. For example, it is during and through the
development of the DIVE room system (Paper F) that the scripting interface (Paper
D) has taken shape and been designed and implemented. Most elements of the
room system have then been migrated into parts of the London application (Paper
H). The initial network trials of this later application have led to the development
of the network architecture related in Paper B.
DIVE is a system that has survived a number of years and is still in use in a number
of academic groups. The reason for this long survival lies in a particular mindset
and the research method. The applications at hand have constantly acted as a
driving force for the forming of the system. This has been complemented by
general knowledge of the field and of other existing systems and applications.
Consequently, the design of the system and the research method have been marked
by anticipation, by the attempt to prepare for the next coming steps, once the goals
would have been reached. Also, never have the applications been considered as
goals by themselves. Instead, many possible generalisations and further future
developments have been envisaged for each solution being tested. In short, part of
the research method has consisted in a systematic broadening of the goals at hand
so as to be able to anticipate partly or totally future applications.
Most of the work that has been performed as part of this thesis is characterised by a
“hands-on” method and the strong will to improve an existing system in order to
make it more usable at all levels. Usable is to be understood as easier to program
and design for programmers and easier to put into place and action for people in
charge of application and system deployment. While these goals are noble, “easy”
has to be defined more closely and the relevance, quality and generalisability of the
solutions proposed have to be evaluated. The research method that has been
utilised to measure these questions is based on a number of intertwined approaches.
The networking-level solutions have undergone thorough trials and measurement
involving a number of remote sites. These trials, described in papers B and J have
involved highly-skilled individuals in order to be able to solve easily all the quirks
of remote operation and deployment. However, they also have been put into place
into real-life settings and the “worse” environment, i.e. the wild and non-simulated
Internet. Consequently, real and appropriate data could be gathered in order to
provide a model of network traffic and assess the viability of the distributed
capacity of the system. Prior to these trials, a number of lab experiments were
conducted under simulated situations (packet loss, disordering, etc.). These
experiments were able to assess the viability of the solutions provided and the
capacity of the system to go “live” during the trials. However, to complete this
assessment, a number of larger-scale simulations and/or trials should have been
conducted. None of these were possible due to lack of funding and time.
The relevance of the DIVEBONE, the application-level multicast backbone can be
assessed rather simply through the evolution of the trials and its absolute necessity
to grow to the number of sites and users reached. The quality of the solutions
proposed is partly assessed through the trials, their measurement and the model that
has been developed on top of these measurements. The generalisability of the
solutions can be assessed through looking elsewhere. As described in this thesis, a
few other CVE systems have used embryos of solutions to palliate the lack of IP
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multicast support. Lately, overlay networks have flourished and proposed a number
of self-configuring solutions.
The programming-level solutions have also undergone thorough trials, even though
these are more difficult to assess and evaluate. The application papers of this thesis,
papers F, G and H are part of this evaluation. As such, these papers provide an
interface to users and the usability of their interface should have been tested in full
user studies in laboratory settings. An environment in the same vein as the
conferencing tools of Paper F have been partly tested as described in [28].
However, in the context of this thesis, these papers merely act as an attempt to
validate the application development solutions that have been put in place in this
thesis. Another track for the assessment of these solutions has consisted in making
the system available for download for free and the feedback gathered from users
(programmers in this case).
Developing applications and making DIVE available for free download and use is a
lead into an assessment of the relevance and quality of the solutions provided. The
current programming techniques in use when developing applications are perhaps
the best evaluation of the relevance of these solutions. All modern DIVE
applications use scripting at one level or another and they all tend to mix
programming interfaces. This is best exemplified through an extended version of
Paper E that appeared as [29]. Again, the generalisability of the solutions can be
assessed through other existing systems and similar choices within these systems.
Some of the implemented solutions are in line with current techniques for
application development and, as such they bring these techniques to a new domain
of application. Also, the VRML standard points at one scripting language at one of
its preferred programming interfaces.
1.4.2. Software Methodology
1.4.2.1. Agile Methodologies
A software methodology is the set of rules and practices put in place to create
programs. Software methodologies were born in the 1970s with the dual goal of
improving the quality of software and of controlling its complexity. To this end,
they introduce rules that help to write software with consistent quality and
predictable costs. However, the set of rules and practices have grown with time in
the hope to cover all potential problems. Nowadays rules have become hard to
follow, procedures are complex and much documentation is being written. CASE
tools (Computer Aided Software Engineering) help programmers follow the rules.
But these tools are hard to use themselves and, to meet delays, steps are often
omitted. Consequently, programmers are instinctively moving away from what has
become heavyweight methodologies.
Agile methodologies, also known as lightweight methodologies, take the learnings
from the past into account. They provide simpler rules to control software
engineering and supply a compromise between no process and too much process.
They are less document-oriented and minimise the amount of documentation for a
given task. They are also code-oriented, seeking to integrate documentation and
source code. In [30] two strong differences between agile methodologies and
traditional methodologies are highlighted:
• Agile methodologies are adaptive rather than predictive. The nature and goal of
heavyweight methodologies is to plan software development as much as
possible for a long time span. So, by nature, they resist to change. Agile
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methodologies adapt and encourage change. They make change an integral part
of software development.
• Agile methodologies are people-oriented rather than process-oriented. The goal
of heavyweight methodologies is to define a process independently of who will
perform the task. On the contrary, agile methodologies focus on the individuals
and the team.
1.4.2.2. Extreme Programming
There exists a number of agile methodologies and extreme programming (XP) [31]
is probably the most well-known. XP is a “discipline of software development
based on values of simplicity, communication, feedback, and courage. It works by
bringing the whole team together in the presence of simple practices, with enough
feedback to enable the team to see where they are and to tune the practices to their
unique situation” (Ronald E. Jeffries [32]).
XP is built on top of a restricted set of practices that projects should follow.
Projects are undertaken by teams that enclose all contributors. A simple form of
planning and tracking is used to decide upon the course of actions and to predict
the project's completion. Software is produced in a series of small fully-integrated
releases and it is kept integrated and running at all time. Extreme programmers
work both in pairs and as a group, improving the design continually to always keep
it at the right level for the current needs and making sure software is written using a
common coding standard. Everyone works at a pace that can be sustained
indefinitely so as to ensure long term viability.
XP uses a process of continuous design improvement called refactoring (see
sidebar). The result is that XP projects always have a good and simple design for
the software. This lets them sustain their development speed, and even possibly
increase it as the project goes forward.
1.5. Overview
This thesis is built around a set of papers detailing the solutions that have been put
in place for the rapid development and deployment of scalable CVE applications.
This first part consists of a set of chapters with the structure described below. This
part provides a greater context for the papers and highlights the common goals and
solutions that these papers share. Additionally, a survey of existing CVE systems
has been conducted and published as a technical report [25]. The second part of
this thesis consists of the set of papers themselves.
Chapter 1 presents the field of collaborative virtual environments. This chapter also
presents the motivation and problems related to this work.
Chapter 2 provides some background on programming languages, distributed
systems and multicast architectures.
Chapter 3 isolates a number of current trends in CVE systems. These trends span
fields as various as communication architectures, communication protocols and
major software choices.
Chapter 4 presents DIVE, the Distributed Interactive Virtual Environment. This
presentation has two complementary goals. First, it describes the design and
technical grounds onto which this work has been built. Second, it acts as the
description of one out of many systems and points at a number of challenges for
this type of system.
Chapter 5 summarises each of the papers composing this thesis.
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Refactoring is “the process
of changing a software sys-
tem in such a way that it
does not alter the external
behaviour of the code yet
improves its internal struc-
ture. It is a disciplined way
to clean up code that min-
imises the chances of intro-
ducing bugs. In essence
when you refactor you are
improving the design of the
code after it has been writ-
ten.” (Martin Fowler [33])
Introduction
Chapter 6 focuses on the solutions that this work has developed in order to ease the
development of CVE applications. At the heart of these solutions is the integration
of a scripting language. Peripheral to this integration, this work has advocated for
the division of applications into communicating components.
Chapter 7 focuses on the solutions that this work has developed in order to ensure
that DIVE-based applications actually work on the Internet. Central to these
solutions is the development of a network architecture that eases deployment and
introspection. Peripheral to this architecture are a number of additional solutions to
address the problem of scale and of persistence.
Chapter 8 summarises and concludes the thesis and offers a brief look into the
possible future of collaborative virtual environments.
Chapter 9 specifies the division of labour between the authors of the different
papers. Chapter 10 contains the biography of external work referenced in this
introduction. Chapter 11 acknowledges the origin of some of the illustrations in
this document.
Last follow the eight papers.
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2.1. Introduction
The previous chapter has summarised what collaborative virtual environments are
and presented a number of grand challenges for the realisation of this vision.
Central to these challenges are two key aspects that have been addressed in this
thesis.
CVE applications are faced with the problems of scale at all levels and the success
of 3D chat communities and networked games have shown the necessity to reach
out to users on the outer edges of the Internet and provide them with means to
access these virtual worlds. CVE applications will have to deal with the global
Internet and be accessible to users as varied as the enterprise, the home and the
nomadic user. However, reaching out to that many and various users has many
implications at the distribution level. Indeed CVEs are highly interactive and need
to minimise delays at all levels in order to entertain the illusion of a shared
interactive virtual world.
CVE applications and their success is also conditioned by the ability for users to do
much more than just navigate and chat in entertaining worlds. In order to
understand the implications of this new metaphor, new and existing application
domains have to be experimented with. We are at a stage where human and
technological issues are still not entirely well understood and where prototyping
and experimentation play a key role in the building of applications. However, as
some domains have already emerged, there is also a need for more “serious”
application development. This leads to larger efforts, larger projects and the need to
provide means to control this extension.
2.1.1. The Quest for a Suitable Programming Language
At the core of this work, there is the will to ease application development and to
facilitate activities such as the rapid prototyping of CVE applications. This will is
grounded in the relative immaturity of the field and the necessity to experiment
before achieving satisfactory interfaces and environments. Before this work had
taken place, there was one and only one way to write applications in DIVE:
programmers would describe the logic of the applications using C, an imperative
and compiled language, and the resulting programs would be run and tested until
acceptance to the requirements. As all other programming languages, C has
advantages and drawbacks. The tasks of compiling and debugging, which is
complicated by the distributed aspects of DIVE are often too cumbersome and
complex for the very reasons explained at the beginning of this paragraph. In short,
C is inappropriate for the prototyping of applications, even though it is suitable for
the development of the system itself.
Earlier versions of DIVE provided some facilities for animating the environments,
giving them some life and letting them react to user interaction. These facilities
were however restricted. As described in Section 6.7.1, this work has started by
some attempts to improve these facilities. However, these improvements rapidly
evolved into the design of a new programming language. There exists many
programming languages and unless specific goals are to be met, reusing and
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extending an existing language is a better solution. Also, animations are far from
enough, most of the applications require more complex reasoning. In short, earlier
versions of the system were lacking a new programming interface to really take off
as a suitable platform for the development of varying CVE applications. A large
amount of the programming community is mostly acquainted to imperative C-like
languages. Therefore, an appropriate conjecture consisted in integrating and
interfacing a higher-level language, preferably imperative. This choice was driven
by the belief that the imperative nature of the language would facilitate transition:
programmers of the current system would more easily approach the new
programming interface; and later, programmers using the higher-level interface
would more easily approach the C interface if necessary.
The choice ended up to be an imperative scripting language known as the Tool
Command Language (TCL) [34]. Even if the language is not object-oriented (there
are extensions), the design of the interface itself is object-based. This interface
populates virtual environments with objects that form applications when combined
with their behaviours. Therefore the very nature of virtual environments deems
itself to a number of aspects and advantages that are those of object-oriented
languages and that have made their popularity: reuse and encapsulation being
probably the most important ones. Section 2.2 provides some theoretical grounds to
this quest for a suitable language and places this quest in a larger context.
2.1.2. The Quest for Real-Time Distributed Systems
In earlier versions of DIVE, the distribution mechanisms were based on the Isis
toolkit [35]. Isis is based on a group communication paradigm. Groups of member
processes interact and communicate in order to achieve a common goal. In the case
of DIVE, this goal was maintaining the state of a virtual world. At the time, the
notion of scale was already starting to be an issue and it was felt that the reliable
communication service offered by Isis was not sufficient and too rigid for the needs
of CVE applications.
Rapidly Isis was phased out and replaced by a new multicast-based communication
layer called SID1. SID1 featured a positive acknowledgement scheme, i.e. the
reliable communication service was based on the necessity for all recipients of a
given packet to send back a reception acknowledgement. This solution does not
scale and is impaired by the necessity for each sender to know the exact group of
receivers (see Section 2.4.2). Soon, SID1 was also phased out and replaced by
SID2. The implementation and design of the communication layer of DIVE that
have been performed within this work have taken place in the context of SID2.
SID2 attempts to address issues that are specific to real-time interactive distributed
systems. Such systems introduce stringent requirements on the communication
layer. There exist however more traditional solutions for less demanding
applications. Section 2.3 presents some of the current standard efforts in an attempt
to describe why they are not entirely suitable for the needs of CVE applications.
Multicast has already been named and this chapter discusses this solution to group
communication over the Internet in more details before returning to the issues
raised by real-time distributed systems in the last section.
2.1.3. The Quest for Solutions to Deploy Applications
Through its communication layer, DIVE was entirely dependent on IP multicast for
its deployment over the Internet. This deployment was therefore dependent on the
deployment and success of the MBone and its successors. The MBone is a virtual
network, a loose federation of sites that implement IP multicast. The MBone was
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an interim solution until worldwide multicast would establish itself as an integral
part of the Internet. However, both the MBone and worldwide multicast have been
impaired by a number of problems and running distributed sessions is not always
feasible.
The COVEN project (see [36] and Paper M) experienced such a desperate
situation. Despite involving in the first phase only a few academic partners, the
level of connection and the bandwidth available along the MBone were so low that
initial trials showed strong difficulties. The necessity to involve the responsible
network engineers, their reluctance to get involved contra the technical level of the
COVEN academic staff pointed at a crucial problem. The idea of an application-
level backbone to replace the multicast infrastructure in place wherever needed
emerged from these problems.
The principles for multicast communication and routing are few. Section 2.4
presents these principles so as to provide an understanding of the solutions behind
the application-level backbone that has been developed as part of this work. As
explained above, this section ends by returning to the problem of real-time
distributed systems. This time, the specific case of multicast communication and
the implications of this technology are examined.
2.2. Programming Languages
2.2.1. History
There has been a flourishing of programming languages over the last 50 years [37].
Every language has its strengths and weaknesses and each of them attempts to
answer given problems and provide solutions that are most adapted to these
problems. This section provides an overview of programming languages and
emphasises the advantages of scripting languages.
Programming languages have emerged from the various assembly languages that
existed in the 1950s. The history of modern languages begins at the end of the
1950s with the development of Algol, Cobol, Fortran and Lisp (see [38] and [39]
for more details). All these languages aimed at decreasing the complexity of
writing computer software. Programs written in high-level languages are more
adapted to human modes of expression, consequently they help programmers to
better concentrate on the problems to be solved.
Fortran made it possible to use ordinary mathematical notation in expressions and
introduced subroutines, arrays, formatted input and output and declarations of
variables. Cobol was a programming language aimed at business applications and
its syntax resembled that of common English. Lisp and Algol introduced stack
memory management and recursive functions. Lisp provides garbage collection
and higher-order functions, i.e. functions that take functions as an argument. Algol
provides better type systems and data structuring.
The 1970s brought innovations such as methods for structuring data, abstract data
types and early form of objects. Object-oriented languages made significant
progress in the 1980s. The 1990s brought increasing interest in network-centric
computing, and associated issues such as interoperability and security.
2.2.2. Categorisation
There are several ways to categorise computer languages. One recognised
categorisation consists of splitting languages into imperative and declarative
languages. An imperative program consists of sequences of commands that update
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the state of variables. Imperative languages are characterised by assignments and
iterations. On the contrary, a declarative language expresses more what a program
does than how it does it. There is no implicit state that can be modified by
assignments, instead such languages operate by making descriptive statements
about the data, and expressing relations between data. Declarative languages are
usually subdivided into two further categories called functional and logic
languages.
There are other ways to categorise computer languages. For example, it is possible
to differentiate object-oriented (OO) languages from the others. Further
subdivisions can be made within OO languages, depending on their capabilities
when it comes to object orientation. Another categorisation consists of
distinguishing serial from parallel languages. Serial languages are aimed at running
on a single CPU while parallel languages target several CPUs. Yet another
categorisation is made between compiled and interpreted languages, although this
has more to do with how the language is going to be used than its inherent features.
Indeed, many languages can be used with either a compiler or an interpreter or
half-way between those (virtual machines). Scripting languages are targeted at the
rapid development of prototype software, and are generally of the interpreted
nature.
2.2.3. Object-Oriented Languages
An object-oriented (OO) language is a language where the data and the operations
that can be performed on this data are encapsulated into a unit called an object. In
addition, relationships between objects can be specified. One such relation is
inheritance, where one object inherits characteristics from other objects. The
principal advantage of object-oriented programming is that it enables programmers
to create modules and reuse these at a later time. Apart from reuse, OO has a
number of recognised benefits such as quality, naturalness, resistance to change,
encapsulation and abstraction.
Simula [40] was the first object-oriented language providing objects, classes,
inheritance and dynamic typing. Smalltalk [41] is the language that popularised
OO. Smalltalk provides a whole environment and refines a number of the ideas
from Simula: everything is an object and all operations are messages to objects.
Since then a number of OO languages have emerged. C++ added classes to C as
early as 1985 and nowadays languages such as Java or C# have probably become
the most used languages.
2.2.4. Scripting Languages
Scripting languages are languages which are principally targeted at the task of
scripting. A number of these languages have their grounds in the automation of
regular tasks, particularly system administrative tasks. A more modern approach to
scripting languages consists in considering them as the necessary “glue” to bind
together a number of heterogeneous components.
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While a few scripting languages are aimed at a particular domain, most are generic
enough to let programmers write general programs. The ability to glue together
components have led to a design and programming style within larger projects
based on the combined usage of two (or more) languages: lower-level languages
are used for the programming of time critical or complex components and a
scripting language tighten together all components. In general, scripting languages
offer some interacting facilities and are based on the provision of a number of high-
level operations. Shell tools use entire programs as their operations and are, as
such, extreme examples.
The provision of high level commands within scripting languages simplifies the
process of writing code. Scripting languages typically do not require activities such
as memory management, variable declaration or bounds checking. Whichever
language is chosen, these tasks are usually tedious and require both time and effort
for their successful completion. Consequently, it is usually faster to write programs
in a scripting language, and programs tend to be shorter and easier to read. The
drawback of this approach are however several. First, scripting languages are often
interpreted and thus execute slower and consume more memory resources for their
execution. Second, some scripting languages provide poor structuring capabilities,
which leads to code that is harder to maintain. However, both these problems tend
to disappear with time. Object orientation and modularisation are now inherent part
of many modern scripting languages. Furthermore, as the price for writing software
far outperforms the price and capabilities of hardware, scripting languages are
gaining importance since they enable faster development cycles and higher-quality
software.
There are many scripting languages that are available. Scripting languages have
their roots in what was previously called batch languages, such as the different
variants of UNIX shells: sh, csh, ksh, etc. The three most prominent modern
scripting languages are probably TCL, Perl [42] and Python [43], with challengers
such as Ruby [44], Lua [45], JavaScript (ECMAScript) [46] and PHP [47].
2.2.5. Towards Heterogeneous Application
Development
In the previous section, scripting languages were pointed out as one essential
component to the way software design and practice will evolve along the next
decades. They act as the glue between a number of components that are usually
written in lower level languages. This mode of programming has proven to be very
successful in the past decade and will probably strengthen in the future. It is
probably best exemplified by the considerable success of Visual Basic, which can
be considered as a scripting language to a certain extent. Through the combination
of a (visual) development environment and a number of well designed components,
Visual Basic has allowed many programmers to quickly write small applications
that are tailored to their very needs and to the needs of the organisations within
which they are working.
Scripting languages will help putting it all together and allowing programmers to
best focus on the task at hand and to pick up the best language for solving
problems. This will be favoured and encouraged by a number of late initiatives
such as Java or .NET which seek to introduce virtual machines in order to abstract
out platform dependencies and provide the technological solutions to write
applications that can run anywhere. The provision of a common abstracted machine
allow software components to smoothly cooperate at the binary level along this
common backbone.
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2.3. Distributed Object Communication
Simultaneously to this shift in application development habits, the computer
industry has undergone a shift in paradigm with the growth of the Internet. While
computing had long been seen as computer centric, it is slowly shifting towards a
network centric paradigm. This paradigm is not new. Early computer projects such
as the online system (NLS) [48] had already seen the need to provide means to
collaboratively work on documents. Also, apart from having such an impact on the
graphical user interface of today's computer, the Xerox Star [49] was designed to
operate in a distributed computing environment, i.e. to connect all workstations to a
network and attach and provide shared resources such as file servers and printers.
Hand in hand with new ways to divide applications into components, networks
have become more powerful and we are now provided with means to always be
connected in one form or another to the Internet. Consequently, applications are
becoming increasingly distributed and thus communication takes a central part in
modern systems. To tackle the communication issues, a lot of techniques and
concepts have been developed over the last 15 years. These have led to forming the
basic building blocks for distributed object systems. In general, the distribution of
components makes the system more scalable and allows performance
enhancements by computing in parallel on different machines. Another advantage
of such distributed system is their higher reliability compared to single computer
applications. Distributed systems often show a better price/performance ratio than
large centralised systems. A separation into distinct components also allows
performance improvements by using dedicated hardware for special tasks.
2.3.1. Mechanisms for Distributed Object
Communication
To date, there exist four major software solutions for communication between
components written in different programming languages and running on different
machines. Most of these solutions suppose the use of object-oriented languages,
and all are based on TCP and rely on the client-server paradigm. These
technologies are CORBA, DCOM, RMI and Web Services. All these architectures
provide mechanisms for transparent invocation and accessing of remote distributed
objects. Though the mechanisms that they employ to provide remote access may be
different, the approach taken is more or less similar. In particular, these
technologies are tuned for synchronous communication and based on a
request/response scheme. Some are however supporting asynchronous data
communication.
2.3.1.1. CORBA
The Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) is an industrial
specification first presented in 1991 by the Object Management Group (OMG)
[50]. The CORBA architecture is centralised around a central object bus called the
Object Request Broker (ORB). Each CORBA object interacts transparently with
other remote or local objects through the ORB. Communication within CORBA
relies on two standardised protocols called the Internet Inter-ORB Protocol (IIOP)
and the Generalised Inter-ORB Protocol (GIOP).
Each server object has an interface and exposes a set of methods. These are
specified through a standardised language called the Interface Definition Language
(IDL). To request a service and start using a server object, a client acquires a
reference to the object. Once this initialisation phase has been performed, the client
can invoke the object as if it was part of its local address space. The ORB takes
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care of bookkeeping operations such as finding an implementation for the server
object, preparing to receive requests, communicating requests and replies between
the client and the server, etc. Communication can occur directly with the ORB
interface or through an object adapter.
2.3.1.2. DCOM
The Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM) [51] is an extension of the
Component Object Model (COM) that allows COM components to communicate
across the network and not only locally as originally. DCOM is a Microsoft only
product and was first made available in 1995. It is based on a protocol called the
Object Remote Procedure Call (ORPC). ORPC is an extension to the RPC
mechanisms from the Distributed Computing Environment (DCE) [52] that
interacts with COM run-time services.
A DCOM server is capable of serving objects of a particular type at runtime. A
server object can support several interfaces to the same object, each representing
different behaviour of the object. These interfaces are described using Microsoft's
Interface Definition Language (MIDL) and are assigned a universally unique
identifier. Communication from a client is initialised by acquiring a reference to
one of these interfaces. Once this has been done, the client object can start calling
the server object as if it was part of its address space. DCOM is built on top of
COM and provides, as such, binary compatibility between different programming
languages.
2.3.1.3. Java/RMI
Java Remote Method Invocation [53] is a Java only solution for the implementation
of distributed object systems. RMI relies on a protocol formerly called the Java
Remote Method Protocol (JRMP) and now simply called the RMI Transport
Protocol. JRMP is highly dependent on the capability for Java objects to be
marshalled and transmitted as a stream, i.e. Java object serialisation. Consequently,
RMI usually requires that both the client and server objects are written in Java.
However, RMI now supports IIOP to facilitate migration from CORBA.
Each server object defines an interface which can be used to access the object from
outside of its virtual machine. This interface consists of a number of methods that
exposes the capabilities of the object that can be accessed from other client objects.
In order to locate object, RMI implements a naming mechanism that runs on every
server and holds information on all server objects that it implements. Once
initialisation and location have been performed, a client object holds a reference to
the server object and is able to invoke method as if the object lied in its address
space. The naming convention used for locating server objects is based on URLs.
2.3.1.4. Web Services
Web services are a set of Internet Web standards for distributed application
computing. Their goal is to support dynamic component communication
independently of platforms and programming languages. From this point of view,
they are very similar to CORBA and their existence is justified because CORBA
has only been partially successful at this task and is often heavy-weight.
Web services are composed of a set of standards. They use HTTP as their (default)
transport protocol. They use the Single Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [54],
which is an XML derivative, to specify the messages that are sent between the
server and its clients. Typically, a single class makes up a Web service and its
methods are available as remote operations. The class can be written in any
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language, its parameters are serialised and deserialised as needed using SOAP. The
Web Service Description Language (WSDL) [55] defines the Web service and all
its possible SOAP messages and provides the bindings for translation to and from
the programming language in use. Finally, the Universal Description, Discovery
and Integration (UDDI) [56] provides means to look up Web services of interest.
Stub mechanisms can be added on top of Web services so as to provide transparent
access as in the case of the three other techniques described above.
2.3.2. Real-Time Applications
The various standardisation efforts that have been described in the previous section
have been primarily targeted at business applications where reliability and stability
are two key aspects. Consequently, most of these efforts rely on a client-server
model which is appropriate for most of the applications aimed at. However, there
are a number of other domains where the real-time aspects of the applications are
crucial and where most of the models employed within regular distributed systems
platforms and standards fail. For example, applications such as groupware systems,
real-time multimedia conferencing applications or collaborative editing typically
expose characteristics such as many receivers for the modifications that are applied
to an object and sometimes a very versatile object ownership transfer. For the
support of such types of applications, the use of IP multicast has long been seen as
one of the essential technologies that will permit their deployment and success.
Multicast will be described in the next section.
2.4. Multicast Communication
Most high-level network protocols only provide a unicast transmission service, i.e.
nodes of the network are only able to send to one and only one other node of the
network at a time. Consequently, if a node wants to send the same information to
several nodes, it has to replicate the data and send as many copies as there are
receivers. Clearly, a better way to proceed is through the implementation of a
multicast transport service, where a single node can send data to many destinations
at once. On the Internet, multicast is implemented as what is known as IP multicast.
The discussion in this section is based on IPv4, since the implementation part of
this thesis have taken place in an IPv4 setting. However, many of the mechanisms
described here have been migrated to IPv6.
2.4.1. IP Multicast
IP multicast [57] uses a part of the IP address space (Class D addresses) to
implement an unreliable group delivery service on top of UDP. Hence, IP multicast
is by essence an unreliable protocol and, without additional services there is no
guarantee that packets will reach their destination. The network implements
“intelligence” to duplicate packets as needed instead of at the sending source as in
the unicast case. Duplication will usually happen within the Internet routers
themselves, allowing for hardware acceleration and a faster delivery of the packet
(see Drawing 2.1). The implementation of multicast requires two basic
mechanisms:
• Dynamic registration, i.e. a mechanism for the host to communicate to the
network that it is a member of a particular group. This ability is standardised
under the Internet Group Membership Protocol (IGMP) [58].
• Multicast routing, i.e. the ability for the network to build packet distribution
trees so as to ensure the arrival of all sent packets to their destination. A
requirement is that each packet arrives once only at any given network. There
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are a number of standards and proposals for IP multicast routing, as described
below.
2.4.1.1. Distribution Trees
There are two different ways to build multicast distribution trees: shortest path and
shared distribution trees. A shortest path (or source) distribution tree is a minimal
spanning tree with the lowest cost from the source to all the leaves. For every
source sending to a given group, there will be a corresponding shortest path tree, as
depicted in Drawing 2.2. A shared distribution tree is a tree where the root is a
known shared point in the network. Multicast traffic from the sources will first
flow to the shared point and further along the tree to the receivers, as depicted in
Drawing 2.3.
Source trees use more memory since they require state to be stored for each source
and group at the routers. However, they build optimal paths and minimise delays.
Shared trees use less memory since they only require state for each group to be
stored at the routers. However, they only build sub-optimal paths and may
introduce extra delays.
2.4.1.2. Forwarding
Multicast routing uses reverse path forwarding, which is the opposite of unicast
routing. Routers are concerned with the origin of the packets, as opposed to the
destination. A router forwards a multicast datagram only if it has been received on
the up stream interface to the source, i.e. it follows the distribution tree. A TTL
mechanism associated to a threshold at each router interface allows packets to die
out.
2.4.1.3. Routing
There are two different classes of multicast protocols. Dense-mode multicast
protocols use a push (or data-driven) model. They initially flood multicast data to
the entire network and prune back paths that do not have interested receivers.
These protocols periodically re-flood in order to discover new hosts that want to
receive a particular group. The Distance Vector Multicast Routing Protocol
(DVMRP [59]) is the protocol that initially constructed the MBone. There are other
dense-mode protocols though. MOSPF [60] and PIM-DM (Protocol independent
Multicasting – Dense Mode). Dense mode multicast protocols build shortest path
trees using different methods.
Sparse-mode multicast protocols use a pull (or demand-driven) model. They
assume that no receivers are interested unless they have explicitly expressed
interest. Traffic is sent only where it is requested and these protocols exhibit an
explicit join behaviour. There are two existing such protocols: PIM-SM (Protocol
independent Multicasting – Sparse Mode) [61] and CBT (Core Based Trees) [62].
PIM-SM is able to use both source and shared trees and to switch to shortest path
behaviour “on demand”. In PIM-SM senders and receivers use a rendez-vous point
to learn of each others existence. CBT constructs single, shared delivery tree for
members of the multicast groups. Traffic is sent and received over the same tree,
which is constructed using core routers.
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DVMRP and MOSPF are old multicast routing protocols that suffer from
scalability limitations, since they only support dense distribution. PIM is a newer
protocol and is in use in production environments. Furthermore, it interoperates
with DVMRP, the legacy protocol of the MBone. CBT is similar to PIM-SM but
more efficient. There are currently no large-scaled deployments of CBT. A
comparison of these can be found in [63].
2.4.2. Reliable Multicast
Being based on UDP, current IP multicast only provides support for real-time loss-
tolerant applications such as audio or video conferencing over the Internet. There
are however a number of other domains where the provision of a reliable multicast
transport channel is necessary: applications such as data and software distribution,
collaborative workspaces, etc. For such applications, there are a number of basic
requirements. All packets from each source should be delivered to each receiver in
a finite amount of time and free of errors. Packets should be safely deleted within a
finite time. Preferably, packets should be delivered once and in source order. Since
such applications potentially support many receivers, positive acknowledgement
schemes are not scalable if applied in a straightforward manner.
There are two major approaches to reliable multicast communication: sender
initiated and receiver initiated [64]. In the sender initiated model, the sender keeps
track of all the receivers, sending is done using multicast and the receivers send
unicast acknowledgement messages back to the sender. In the receiver initiated
model, sending is done using multicast and the receivers detect missing packets
and send negative acknowledgement messages upon such discovery. The sender
gives priority to retransmissions.
2.4.2.1. Sender-Initiated Reliable Multicast
In this model, the sender must receive an acknowledgement (ACK) from all
receivers for each packet sent. There are derivative models, for example through
sending negative acknowledgement when nothing has been received for a while or
working with a window of acknowledgement messages. The major problems of
this approach are twofold. First, it enforces the consistency of the receiver set at the
sources. Second, it suffers from an ACK implosion problem both on the network
and at the sender-side (processing implosion). Consequently, there exist other
approaches.
Tree-based protocols such as RMTP [65] extend the approach above by dividing
the set of receivers into hierarchical groups. The transmission of
acknowledgements occur upwards the tree structure. This allows to minimise the
ACK implosion problem and remove the necessity to know the whole set of
receivers. However, it is not always easy to build the tree, and more importantly,
this approach is tuned for one-to-many applications.
Ring-based protocols such as RMP [66] extend the sender-initiated approach
through electing a primary receiver and allowing the rotation of this token site for
load balancing. On reception, the token site timestamps the packet and
acknowledges it. Missing packets or acknowledgements lead to a NACK with
unicast retransmissions. Packets are delivered at all receivers with timestamps. The
advantage of this approach is the total ordering of packets, at the cost of less
interaction.
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2.4.2.2. Receiver-Initiated Reliable Multicast
In this approach, the receivers send back multicast NACK and detect missing
packets through sequence number gaps. NACK implosion is avoided through RTT-
based timeouts. Retransmission of packets is through multicast or unicast. There
are several advantages to this approach. Senders do not need to be aware of the
whole receiver set, which provides for more dynamism. Furthermore, processing
implosion is avoided. However, there are some drawbacks. This approach requires
an “infinite” memory of the packets that were sent, which is solved through the
usage of ALF (Application Level Framing) techniques [67]. Furthermore, NACK
and retransmissions implosion can occur for processes within congested islands.
Finally, since sequence numbering of packets is necessary, session messages have
to be added to avoid missing the last packet of a sequence.
2.4.2.3. Other Approaches
Reliable multicast is an active field of research and a number of other approaches
have been proposed. For example, some researchers have focused on asynchronous
layered coding of information and forward error correction techniques. In practice,
FEC solutions only cannot guarantee a totally reliable service, therefore hybrid
methods have been proposed. Other have attempted to move some of the necessary
intelligence in the routers (PGM – Pragmatic General Multicast) [68].
2.4.2.4. Standardisation
Current standardisation effort around reliable multicast is focusing on one-to-many
approaches. For example, the Reliable Multicast Transport working group within
the IETF has issued a number of RFCs and Internet drafts. These efforts account
for the heterogeneity of the answers to the problems sketched above and the
documents and efforts attempt to step off the “one size fits all” approach.
2.4.3. Multicast Distribution of Objects
Applications that communicate through a protocol like TCP post a data message
for transport to the other end without any additional semantic. It is up to the
network layer to establish the necessary buffers that hold data until it has been
transported to the other end. The main advantages of this scheme are generality and
application independence.
However, these protocols also have drawbacks. Principally, in some application
areas such as real-time multimedia, it is necessary to introduce semantic awareness
into the protocol. For example, there could be situations when retransmission is
unnecessary and already obsolete when packet loss has been discovered, or when
retransmission of data is performed in a different way when it has been discovered
to be necessary.
As described above, some of these protocols are based on the concept of object-
based communication and the ALF principle. In this type of communication
protocols, the information transmitted is associated with application objects all
along the transmission path. Thus, the protocol will be able to request the
application for additional data whenever necessary. In short, the application code
participates to the communication activities, as opposed to the push-and-forget
scheme used by opaque data transport protocols.
The following sections isolate different types of objects with regard to their
modification activity and use the isolated types to outline some general distribution
mechanisms. In a distributed application where objects are partially replicated at
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the connected sites, it is possible to model object updates as described in Drawing
2.4.
2.4.3.1. Message Types
Messages can be categorised into three different categories:
1. Functional messages transform parts of an object into a new state. A functional
operation is dependent on the previous state of the object. Experience with DIVE
has shown that functional operations are the most common system operations in
CVEs.
2. Complete messages: the complete object state can be dumped into a message
(marshalled) so that the complete object state can be reconstructed. In this way,
the history of the object is irrelevant and what is important is to get the latest
copy of the object state.
3. Reliable messages: some operations have side-effects that can not be contained
within an object. Such messages need to be replayed in order to get a correct
result. Examples of such messages are interaction events in CVEs.
Some operations are also sub-complete. These operations are complete on a subset
of an object's state, only concerning some of its fields. These are a hybrid of type 1
and 2 above. Generally, from a design point of view, if there are too many of these
operations for an object type, it is probably a good idea to sub-divide the object
into smaller stand-alone objects types that can be handled individually by the
communication layer.
2.4.3.2. Repairing Policy
Receiver initiated reliable multicast protocols such as Scalable Reliable Multicast
(SRM) [69] use version (sequence) numbers on objects to detect when a mutating
operation has been lost and a repair must be issued. Version numbers are
incremented for every operation and a gap in the number sequence indicates a lost
operation. There are two major repairing policies, depending on the type of
messages that are applied to an object.
• P1: The operations are complete, as in Drawing 2.5: Sequence number gaps are
irrelevant, the latest operation completely describes the object. 
• P2: The operations are not complete, Drawing 2.6. When gaps are detected, the
whole object is requested.
The disadvantage with P2 is that if only one such operation is defined on an object,
then the whole object needs to adopt policy P2. As a conclusion, such protocols
impose a carefully designed granularity on the object space, so that P1 is used to a
maximum and so that P2 is used on objects that are small enough not to generate
messages that are too big (e.g., whose size exceed the MTU (Maximum
Transmission Unit) of the communication layer).
Note that if all operations on an object are sub-complete, it is possible (but
dangerous) to only apply P2 when consistency is requested to be tight, while
applying P1 when consistency is relaxed.
2.4.3.3. Side Effects
As seen above, messages can also contain side-effects which may not be caught by
any object state. This is typical in message passing systems, such as method
invocation, control of an external device, or any one-time event that is not an
update of an object's attributes.
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In order to offer an adequate repairing policy, instead of resending the state of an
object, special objects can be created containing a minimal set of entity state and a
message queue. When a gap is encountered in the sequence number, the missing
messages are requested. The current message is placed in the message queue. To
complement the section above this policy is called P3.
When sending a message to the object, the message is put in the message queue.
When a request indication is received from another process, the message is resent if
existing. Note that since receivers may also cache messages, it need not be only the
sender of a message that replies to a message request. The reliable multicast
algorithm should take care of inhibiting unnecessary duplications, etc. However,
this policy is faced with the problem to theoretically require an infinite history of
the message queue.
2.4.3.4. SRM
This section describes SRM in order to provide insights on the mechanisms behind
a receiver driven reliable multicast protocol. In such protocols, the receiver is
responsible for loss detection and recovery. Recovery is initiated by multicasting a
repair request rather than a traditional unicast NACK. This is to avoid the infamous
(N)ACK implosion problem. In the following discussion the term NACK is
synonymous with repair request. SRM is based on the following principles:
• Updates and negative acknowledgements are multicast to the whole group to
suppress duplicates. In other words, all applications that have subscribed to the
group are likely to receive the updates. An application that has scheduled a
negative acknowledgement (NACK) will be able to cancel it if it receives a
matching NACK.
• In case of network congestions or problems of any sort, SRM attempts to
arrange so that the host that is closest to the point of failure sends a NACK.
• SRM also attempts to arrange so that the host closest to the responder sends an
update.
• Any application should be able to supply data. The identities of data and sender
are distinct (object-based communication).
• Objects have version numbers that get increased when updates are applied to
them by the application. These version numbers transit together with the
packets. Receivers may use gaps in the version number sequence to detect
packet loss and generate a NACK.
• Round-trip time (RTT) estimation between all participating applications is used
to determine the closest host.
• SRM delays requests and responses in proportion to RTT. This allows other
applications to pick up these requests and responses from the network and
cancel possible similar requests and responses from their network output queue.
• To fix the case of equal RTT, a random time factor is introduced in the delays
described in the previous item.
2.5. Conclusion
This chapter has presented some background information and theory for three key
aspects of this thesis, namely programming languages, real-time distributed
systems and multicast architectures.
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DIVE, the system on top of which the solutions presented in this thesis have been
implemented is strongly biased towards IP multicast so as to favour real-time
interaction. In this context, multicast architectures are one of the essential solutions
to distributed CVE applications deployment. More generally, as discussed in
Chapter 3, multicast is recurrent to a number of other CVE systems and has shown
to be a valuable technology for their realisation. As seen in the introduction to this
chapter, multicast suffers from deployment problems. An endeavour has been to
find ways to supplant the existing infrastructure when necessary, while still
benefiting from the infrastructure when it exists. Replacing in parts an
infrastructure opens for new possibilities and improvements such as the
introduction and endowing of application knowledge, which allows for
introspection and optimisation.
Seen from the distribution angle, DIVE instances a particular class of application
where the real-time features play a crucial role. There are particularly two specific
aspects that are of importance. First, DIVE and other CVE systems require a many-
to-many distribution model since several participants may modify the environment
at any time and since these modifications need to be distributed to all necessary
parties. Second, DIVE exhibits a particular reliability model where reliability can
sometimes be relaxed in favour of real-time interaction. Consequently, it shares
commonality with both multicast multimedia streaming applications and with
multicast data distribution applications. These two particular aspects pose specific
requirements on the distribution model and on how this model transpires to the
application programmer. However, while CVE probably form a distinct class of
distributed applications, other distributed systems have posed the grounds for
techniques and solutions that cannot be neglected.
The specificity of the distribution of CVE data has implications on the conceptual
and programming models that are used. In particular, one principle advocated in
this thesis has consisted in partially hiding this complexity while still letting it
appear for better control and understanding. Mostly, the novelty of the field, its
lack of design guidelines and the necessity to experiment thoroughly has driven the
quest for better programming interfaces and models. There are a number of
essential trends that have taken place in the field of programming languages within
the last decades. With the emergence of more powerful computers and the
establishment of a ubiquitous Internet, application programming has started to
break up monoliths into communicating components and objects glued together by
better and improved scripting languages. On one side, CVEs provide for  uniformly
transparent environments where applications and participants unites. On the other
side, their programming have not always followed the application breakdown trend
summarised above. While they have been made possible by the development of the
Internet, they have not always utilised its capabilities at the programming level.
They have often chosen to focus on the real-time requirements of this class of
application and let aside more resource demanding languages for this reason.
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3.1. Introduction
CVE systems are complex to built and the issues that they need to address are
many. Some of these issues have been summarised in Section 1.1.3 and two areas
of interest have been isolated in the previous chapters as key to this thesis and the
field in general. There are a number of common solutions and trends that have
emerged among the past decade or so. This chapter describes the most important
issues and solutions that have been provided and points at relevant systems
whenever possible. In the next chapter, DIVE, the CVE system within which this
work has been performed is described. In a number of cases, DIVE has been a trend
setter for the systems that are evoked within this chapter. However, the descriptions
are kept separate for clarity.
Research in the field have been directed into two major directions. On one side, a
lot of effort has addressed the issues that are related to CVE data distribution and
the networking aspects that are directly relevant. On the other side, some more
effort has been put on understanding the human aspects of the technology and how
the sense of presence can be achieved. However, the issues of application
development have been less scrutinised, even though a number of these issues go
hand in hand with data distribution and human interaction aspects.
At the networking level, there are a number of issues that all systems are trying to
address in a number of ways. Networked virtual environments try to ensure the
illusion of a shared virtual world so that the effects of users' interactions are
perceived at all remote peers within an acceptable amount of time. The time
elapsed between an action and its perceived results conditions the illusion and the
feeling that all remote participants actually share an identical simulated world.
Sharing a virtual world is more than just navigating around and talking to one
another, it also consists of focusing on common objects, interacting with these in
“real-time” and concurrently. This object-based interaction is an essential
component of the human communication that can occur through the metaphor as it
is instantiated by all these systems. Consequently, most systems have to
incorporate mechanisms to handle concurrency and to make sure that users take
turns or agree on a common goal in a natural manner. This will keep the virtual
world consistent with all participant's will and ensure that the effect of their
concurrent actions will be perceived at all participants in the same order and with
the same results.
An additional issue is one of causality, or making sure that a synchronised course
of actions is perceived in the same order by all participants. This issue is crucial
when several remote participants are engaged in the course of several simultaneous
actions. Ideally, all the effects of these actions have to be perceived at all
participants in the same order, to avoid ambiguities in the gestural communication
that emerges from their different interactions.
At the application development level, one of the crucial issues is to provide enough
support while still offering flexibility and openness. For example, the structure of a
number of systems have been influenced by the graphical aspects of virtual
environments and the concept of a scene graph. The quest for flexibility is driven
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by the novelty of the field and the introduction of different programming interfaces
or of a variety of programming languages has been seen as one possible solution.
Finally, a later trend consists in the influence of middleware technologies on the
field of CVE. This trend answers, again, the double quest for flexibility and
openness, and aims at providing enough power and “tweaks” so as to best support
the application or domain at hand.
3.2. Architectural Decisions
3.2.1. A Central Point or Not?
There are two general models between which all systems described in this chapter
oscillate: these are the client-server and the peer-to-peer model. Both have
advantages and drawbacks.
3.2.1.1. Client-Server
The client-server model makes one process, the server, responsible for a (sub) part
of the environment. In this model, clients send object updates to the server which is
in charge of further delivery to other clients than the sender, as depicted in
Drawing 3.1. Examples of such systems are AGORA [70], DEVA [71], BrickNet
[72], RING [73], Living Worlds [74] and NetEffect ([75] and [76]). The advantage
of this model is that it gracefully solves the problems of concurrency and causality
by letting the server decide upon the course of actions at a central and common
point. The server is responsible for a number of objects, responsible for transferring
ownership between all participants who wish to interact with the objects and
responsible for the order of a set of actions. Another advantage of a server solution
is the possible gain in bandwidth at the client side. The server is able to take a
number of decisions upon which object updates should be transferred, at which
pace, within which vicinity, as exemplified by RING. All these decisions can be
made in concert with the clients and their known available bandwidth access.
Consequently, client-server solutions are often used for community-oriented
systems, which target consumer computers with modem connections. 
The client-server approach has a number of drawbacks. From the human-aspects
point of view, its main drawback is the introduction of arbitrary and unnecessary
communication delays. Indeed, before any decision has to be taken at the client
side, the client has to ensure that it will be allowed to perform the action.
Furthermore, the server is responsible for the dispatching of object updates to all
interested participants. Therefore, network packets will travel twice: once from the
source client to the server and a second time from the server to the destination
clients. On a congested Internet, this travel time can be measured in hundreds of
milliseconds, if not in seconds in the worst cases. Server architectures are also
facing the problem of scale. As the number of clients grows, as the number of
objects grows, their processing and network load will increase. A solution, as
employed in a number of systems, is the multiplication of servers in various ways
(arbitrary, by virtual geographical position, by actual geographical position, etc.).
This solution has a financial cost that might not be sustainable within all contexts.
Finally, through the introduction of a central point, a server-centric solution
introduces possible long-lived failures. As soon as one or several servers stop
working, for hardware or software reasons, part of the virtual environment will also
stop working and stop living.
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forward it further to the oth-
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3.2.1.2. Peer-to-Peer (Unicast)
In the peer-to-peer model, all participants' processes will communicate directly
with a restricted and well-chosen set of other participants, as depicted in Drawing
3.2. Early systems such as MASSIVE-1 [77] and the MR toolkit ([78] and [79])
used this model. As opposed to the client-server model above, this model has the
advantage to shorten network delays by suppressing an additional hop between the
client and the server. Packets sent by a client will reach all interested clients at
once, without the explicit help of a third party server. Since interaction is one of the
key points justifying the very existence of CVEs, this solution is generally
preferred for systems tuned for highly interactive environments. This solution has
the advantage of not putting the burden of scale on any specific central point within
the network. Instead, used in conjunction with partitioning techniques, peers will
only have to communicate with a restricted set of peers. As consumer hardware is
gaining in both communication and processing power, peer-to-peer systems are
gaining importance.
However, there are a number of drawbacks to the peer-to-peer approach. For
example, concurrency and causality of actions become more complex problems
since they have to involve the arbitration of a number of remote peers.
Additionally, filtering facilities such as those offered by servers to restrict the flow
of information in the direction of specific clients in a concerted way are harder to
achieve. One solution would be for each pair of clients to actually negotiate how
this communication should occur, but such a solution requires some additional
processing power at the sending client, which is not always compatible with the
number of other tasks that it has to perform in real-time (graphical and audio
rendering, for example). Finally, a pure peer-to-peer approach is the one that
actually puts the largest burden on the network since packets have to be duplicated
as many times as there are destination peers. To relieve this situation, multicast has
been proposed and is in use in a large number of systems. This is discussed in
Section 3.2.2.
3.2.1.3. Mixing?
Recent research has acknowledged the complexity of actually finding a model that
fits the needs of all applications. Therefore, a number of systems are seeking to
combine the approaches in a number of ways to benefit in the best ways from both
approaches. There are a number of situations where relying on a central point is
crucial and simplifies the network architecture necessary to the establishment of
large-scale multi-user virtual environments. One example of such a situation is the
initial connection to the virtual environment. Relying on a server centralises the
distribution of resources in an easy way. Since this server is only used at
connection and possibly at disconnection time, its load is insignificant even when a
large number of participants are involved. This type of solution is used in systems
such as CIAO [80] and GreenSpace [81]. Another example is how systems achieve
persistence of the virtual worlds, be it with or without evolution. Persistence
involves the necessary allocation of computer resources to store objects that have
been created by remote participants and should be kept within the environment,
and to keep these objects alive when participants have left. This allocation needs to
be planned and organised and relying on a number of “central” nodes on the
network is a necessary solution. An example system using this technique is
Community Place [82] and its so-called application objects (AO).
Other systems have experimented with the combination of both approaches at the
protocol level. In those systems, the peer-to-peer approach is used to make sure
that most packets reach their destination as soon as possible in an attempt to keep
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the best interaction results as possible. However, these systems use a number of
servers to ensure the reliability of the transmission and possible retransmission
when failures have been detected. An example of such a system is SmallTool [83].
It seems to be difficult to find an approach that suits all possible applications. This
recognition have led a number of developers to offer frameworks within which the
different models can be mixed in harmony with the specific requirements of the
applications. Continuum [84], and NPSNET-V [85] to a lesser extent are such
examples. However, these frameworks increase the actual work to be undertaken to
develop applications since they only offer a number of more or less finalised
building bricks that have to be refined and assembled in harmony. This leads to
longer development cycles, especially since these issues are still not fully
understood and since real-life trials are still important to show the appropriateness
of the chosen approaches.
3.2.2. Unicast or Multicast
In virtual environments, packets sent by participants have to reach a number of
destinations. These destinations are typically participants that the system decides
are interested in the packets. Partitioning techniques of all sorts are used to make
the decision, this is covered in Section 3.2.3. To reach their destination packets
have to be duplicated. In client-server approaches, the server is in charge of the
duplication. In pure peer-to-peer solutions, the peers (participants processes)
themselves are in charge of the duplication. There is however an alternative choice,
which is the one of multicast, described in more details in Section 2.4. In IP
multicast, each packet sent to a group will be received by all members of the group,
as depicted in Drawing 3.3.
However, multicast has a number of drawbacks. For example, until the début of
IPv6, the number of available multicast groups was restricted. Therefore, schemes
where each active object would be associated to a separate multicast group and
where remote participants would join these groups as needed have been
impractical. Such schemes are also impaired by the fact that joining and leaving
operations cost a number of network and computing resources both at the client
side and within the routers. This very problem does actually apply to all multicast
solutions. Furthermore, the spreading of multicast on the Internet has been slow:
network operators are reluctant to offer multicast to their customers, computer
hardware only supports a handful of multicast groups in network cards3 and
operating systems have been slow to incorporate multicast capabilities. Finally,
multicast packet delivery is based on UDP and is, thus, unreliable. Reliability is
discussed in Section 3.3.1.
Multicast has a number of advantages over unicast. For example, in unicast
solutions based on the client-server model, packets have to travel all the way from
the network hardware, through the operating system up to the application server
before a decision can be made whether they should be forwarded to another
participant or not. For the forwarding to happen, packets have to travel all the way
back from the application, through the operating system, down to the network
hardware. These travel times, under stressed situations can account for a large part
of the delays introduced (see sidebar). These travel times are also of importance in
pure peer-to-peer unicast approaches where packets are already duplicated at the
3 Most network cards support the multiplexing of less than two dozens distinct multicast
addresses in hardware. Operating systems will take over the multiplexing when the
number of subscribed groups have overtaken the amount supported by the hardware.
When this happens multicast traffic can be slowed down due to the necessity to utilise
CPU resources at the operating system level.
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clients. This is especially true since such clients have to perform a number of other
computing intensive operations such as the rendering of the graphical 3D scene or
the mixing of audio packets coming from the remote participants. On the other
hand, uninteresting multicast packets can already be discarded at the hardware
level, or at the low-level software level.
To alleviate the slow spreading of multicast and its difficulty to reach consumers, a
number of systems rely on mixed architectures, see Section 3.2.1.3. Example of
such systems are Spline [88], Community Place, SmallTool and Continuum. In
these systems, servers are placed on a trusted network to glue together true clients
and other multicast capable peers. Packets coming from the clients will be
multiplexed at the application-level to all necessary clients of the servers and also
sent to the multicast groups. Symmetrically, multicast packets incoming at the
server will be forwarded as necessary to the clients. In a system like Spline,
additional computing is performed at the servers in order to minimise the
bandwidth used. An example of such processing is the re-encoding of audio
streams or the pre-mixing and spatialisation of audio streams.
3.2.3. Dividing the Space
Human perceptual and cognitive limitations form the basis of the responses to the
problems of scale. These solutions typically subdivide the virtual space so that each
participant is not overloaded and perceives “enough” of the environment.
“Enough” is defined in terms of their interest in the environment and its contents,
and features such as solid boundaries or distance are used to restrict perception. For
example, audio packets from distant enough participants can be discarded since
audio spatialisation will render them inaudible. Position updates from an entity in
another room can also be discarded under the condition that walls form a perfect
visual obstacle. However, participants’ interests will change dynamically as they
navigate and environments themselves are also deemed to change. Therefore
interest management schemes need to be flexible and dynamic.
• NPSNET [89] divides environments into hexagonal cells of fixed size, as
depicted in Drawing 3.4. Each participant sends position updates to their current
local cell but can choose to receive updates from several cells, as long as they
are part of their area of interest (AOI). This type of subdivision is appropriate
for applications such as battle simulations where objects move with predictable
speeds and trajectories and where objects are spread rather evenly across the
entire space.
• SPLINE divides environments into “locales” [88] of variable size, as depicted in
Drawing 3.5. Each locale possesses its own local coordinate system, which
provides infinite geometric scalability. Each participant sends position updates
to their current locale, and receives information from their current locale and its
adjacent neighbours. Neighbouring is locally expressed within each locale to
avoid any global knowledge. The use of variable sizes and shapes for locales
provides additional flexibility when dealing with less predictable objects and
environments and is more appropriate for indoor environments.
• MASSIVE-2 [90] divides environments into regions whose boundaries can
provide different degrees of permeability for different media, as depicted in
Drawing 3.6. For example, a wall may hinder all visual information but only
attenuate audio information. Regions can also provide aggregate representations
of their contents and move with it. For example, a region may synthesise a
crowd of participants and move with them, offering a simplified representation
at a distance (less position updates, pre-spatialised audio, etc.).
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Drawing 3.4: In NPSNET,
participants subscribe to the
hexagonal partition that
contains themselves and all
the immediate neighbours
of this hexagon. (The local
participant is represented
by a circle, remote parti-
cipants by diamonds).
Drawing 3.5: In Spline, the
spatial subdivision is based
on regions of variable size.
Participants subscribe to
the partition that contains
themselves and all its im-
mediate neighbouring parti-
tions.
Drawing 3.6: In MASSIVE-2
regions add the notion of
permeability. This figure is
similar to the Spline ex-
ample above. For the sake
of simplicity, it is limited to
demonstrating the concept
of permeability (dashed
lines) when it comes to
artefact locations.
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Cells, locales and regions use spatial properties and especially distance, to tackle
the issues of scale and reduce the effects of movement and interaction. Typically,
systems will associate dedicated and specific network resources to each sub-
division of the space. These resources will be used by a restricted set of
participants. Consequently, only a reduced number of participants will share those
resources, which minimises the use of network bandwidth at all interested parties:
both at the resources in question (whenever relevant) and at the participants. All the
systems described above associate multicast groups to regions. However, dividing
the space is also used in client-server solutions. Typically, such systems will
associate servers to regions. Example systems using these techniques are
Community Place (for its aura manager), RING and NetEffect.
3.2.4. Interest Management
There are also other models to tackle these problems at a higher level. The most
prominent of these was pioneered in [91]. It proposes a model based on two
components: the concept of aura and the concept of awareness.
Each active object of the virtual world has an aura for each medium in which it can
interact (graphics, audio, etc.). This aura defines the extent to which interaction
with other objects is possible and interaction between two objects can only happen
when their respective auras collide. Auras facilitate scaling by limiting the number
of object interactions that must be handled.
The second component of this model regulates interaction or communication
between two objects once their auras collide. Interaction is controlled through the
concept of awareness. One object's awareness of another quantifies the subjective
importance or relevance of the other object in a given medium. In general, more
resources (bandwidth, audio quality, etc.) will be dedicated to objects with high
awareness.
To compute mutual awareness, two additional fields are associated to active
objects: focus and nimbus. The focus characterises the observer's allocation of
attention, while the nimbus characterises the observed object's manifestation or
observability. The observer's awareness of the observed is a function of the
observed nimbus and the observer's focus, as explained further in Drawing 3.7.
These fields can be manipulated in various ways. For example, they can be used to
model social behaviours such as shouting (large nimbus) or whispering (small
narrow nimbus). This model has been implemented in a number of systems,
namely an earlier version of DIVE [92] and MASSIVE-1 [77]. MASSIVE-2
implements this model in an extended version where the effects of third party
objects on mutual awareness and interaction are taken into account.
3.3. Network Protocols and Techniques
3.3.1. Reliability
In shared virtual environments, the state of objects has to be replicated in one form
or another to the participants so as to ensure that they will be able to access them
whenever needed. For graphical objects or their position, access will be necessary
for every frame to be rendered. Consequently, it is of crucial importance that some
of the objects and their state are distributed to all interested parties in a reliable
way. This reliability is the key to the illusion to share an identical virtual world.
There are two ways of achieving the reliable delivery of packets: the “black-box”
approach or in agreement with the application (Application-Level Framing). In the
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former approach, the application gives away packets to the protocol level and the
protocol itself ensures their delivery to the recipients. TCP is a well-known
example of such an approach. There are also a number of reliable multicast
protocols that attempt to provide a similar service. For example, RMP [66] is used
in a number of systems such as GreenSpace and Urbi et Orbi [93]. In these
protocols, the application can tune the delivery requirements. For example, it can
request a total ordering of packets.
A number of systems use TCP or “blind” multicast protocols. Examples of such
systems are Avocado [94], Urbi & Orbi and GreenSpace. This has the advantage of
relieving the application from the intricate details of reliable delivery of packets.
However, this approach has also a number of drawbacks. For example, TCP
ensures the timely and ordered delivery of all packets that are sent, though it is not
always necessary. A typical example is the position updates of an object. Since
these occur very often, it does not make sense to ensure their ordered delivery as
long as they are expressed in absolute coordinates. Instead, what is more important
is the reception of the last sent update. Updates in between can gracefully be
discarded if necessary. TCP does not support this style of communication.
Furthermore, experience has shown that for highly-interactive applications,
reliability has to be relaxed for the system to scale to a large number of users.
To address those problems, a number of systems have tried to let the application
participate to such decisions at a finer granularity. One typical example of such a
protocol is SRM (see Section 2.4.3.4). In one of its profiles, provides support for
SRM. Also, MASSIVE-2 uses a protocol which is similar to SRM but with a
different acknowledgement scheme. The success of this approach and the
recognition of different requirements when it comes to reliability of delivery have
also led to a number of standard proposals. RTP/I [95] is one example of such a
proposal. This view on relaxed reliability is also one of the driving forces behind
frameworks such as  and, to a lesser extent, NPSNET-V.
3.3.2. Dead-Reckoning
Dead-reckoning is a technique to smooth out otherwise jerky position updates from
participants. It was pioneered by SIMNET [96] and can be found in most systems
The idea is to rely on a kinematic model (velocity, acceleration) to interpolate at all
receiving participants the position of a moving object. This is exemplified in
Drawing 3.8. Dead-reckoning has a number of advantages. It minimises the
number of network packets necessary to describe the position updates of the
participants, which accounts for the majority of data events within a number of
applications (see Paper B). Additionally, it decouples the animation effects from
the capacity of both the sender and the receivers. Providing a physical model
allows the receivers to animate remote participants at each rendering frame.
Symmetrically, the position updates of the sender are not conditioned to the frame
rate in any way.
Because of network delays, the dead-reckoned path of remote copies will drift
apart from the true movement of a participant. Consequently, while offering a
number of advantages, dead-reckoning also introduces subjectivity when it comes
to the real position of participants at a given time. This is further explained in
Drawing 3.9.
Some client-server systems such as NetEffect or AGORA have extended the idea
to a group of participants. The server cumulates position updates for a (small) time
period and all information received within this period is forwarded to the relevant
clients periodically. This optimisation has the advantage of cutting down the
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overhead of the protocol headers at various levels. Sending a group of updates
within one single packet reduces redundant UDP or TCP headers and application-
level headers. Since position updates can be expressed with very few bytes,
aggregation forms an effective compression technique. This is especially true since,
at the hardware and operating system level, there is very little difference between
sending a UDP packet at its maximum size or at a smaller size (see sidebar).
The technique of dead-reckoning can be taken a step further. The idea is to make
sure all remote clients get a copy of a deterministic object behaviour. This can be
achieved through the transmission of a parametric curve for example, but more
complex behaviours can also be obtained. Systems such as DEVA or Continuum
support the transmission of high-level events that will trigger the behaviour of
objects in a deterministic fashion. This approach has the advantage of considerably
decreasing the amount of information transiting on the network (assuming the
behaviour has been transmitted previously). However, it raises some
synchronisation problems since behaviour execution is subject to the differing
processing power of all remote participants. However, when movement is a unique
function of time and can be expressed as such, the technique is powerful. Such a
technique is used, for example, in VRML97.
3.3.3. Achieving Consistency
For the illusion of a shared virtual world to be entertained, the local copies of all
participants have to be kept consistent across time and space. While participants
might accept delays to reach the consistent state (see sidebar), consistency should
happen within a “reasonable” amount of time. There are two major (and
complementary) ways to achieve consistency: supporting roll-back mechanisms or
making sure a user is allowed to perform an operation before it is actually
executed.
The most widely used technique is the association of an ownership to each object
of the virtual environment. Some systems do not allow for the transfer of
ownership (residing for example, within a server). In systems that allow transfer of
ownership, this transfer has to be done prior to any operation on the object itself.
Even though finer-grained ownership is possible, e.g. at the level of object fields,
most systems associate one owner to each object. Since ownership transfer is
subject to network delays of all sorts and, thus, might impair interaction between
participants, a number of systems have tried to minimise these delays using a
number of techniques. For example, PaRADE [98] uses prediction techniques to
know in advance that ownership has to be transferred. These techniques are
combined with application-dependent semantics about what can and cannot be
done when participants approach an object. The system advocates the locking of
users' possibilities just before an action can be performed, sends the “guessed”
action in advance and offers some roll-back facilities if the action was not
performed. There are other techniques that can be used, for example tracking the
objects that are pointed at by the interaction device and requesting for ownership in
advance. Such techniques have the drawback of introducing unnecessary network
traffic.
In some other systems, such as CIAO or MASSIVE-3, a more optimistic approach
is taken. Users are more or less allowed to perform actions on objects at once. As
explained further in Drawing 3.10, ownership transfer is sent simultaneously and
the system hopes that if there is conflict, it will be solved by other means such as
the other communication channels between the various participants involved. To
achieve a consistent state at all sites, the system incorporates roll-back mechanisms
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that allow all processes to get back to a previous state and advance to an agreed
state.
In the real world, events happen according to their causal order. However, in CVEs
causality may be violated due to non-deterministic message transmission delays in
the network. Causality has been widely studied in parallel and distributed systems.
Most of the work is focused on logical time systems and based on Lamport's
happened before relation [99] and the vector clock. Logical time is not generally
suitable for CVEs because not necessarily real-time. Consequently, wall-clock time
is adopted instead to characterise the real-time behaviours in CVEs. Most of the
work so far has been focuses on vector time, and adapting the concept to multicast
[100]. The problem with this approach is that it reduces the potential concurrence
of the system by ordering events that, from the applications perspective, have no
relation. Consequently, in [101] the authors of PaRADE make a trade-off between
the real-time requirements and causality through proposing a scheme aimed at
maintaining only those important causal relationships. However, the scheme needs
to know all the objects that an event will affect. This is not always applicable in
CVEs, which are highly dynamic in their content and non-deterministic as such.
3.4. Software Choices
3.4.1. Bringing Semantics to Data
The graphical aspects of virtual environments have in most cases dictated the
software representation of the worlds themselves. At one or another level, most of
the systems handle a hierarchy of objects well-suited for the creation of a scene
graph. At the graphical level, this hierarchy has a number of advantages. An
example is its ability to recursively move a whole sub hierarchy of objects through
the modification of the transformation of the top object of the hierarchy to be
moved, as described in Drawing 3.11.
In a number of systems, the scene graph is the only semantic aspect available to the
programmer. For example, Avocado provides the scene graph as a sole abstraction
and mechanisms to transparently replicate it at all sites participating to the
environment.
There are, however, attempts to enhance this vision through a number of additional
concepts. Urbi et Orbi is one such example. It is based on conceptual graphs where
the links between objects carry a given semantic, instead of simply forming a
hierarchy. Examples of such relations are “is localised on”, “is adjacent to” or “is
composed of”. This semantic allows the application and the programmer to reason
at a higher level of abstraction and to extract more information from the
connections between objects. This can be beneficial in a number of situations.
Other attempts consist in bringing true object orientation to the structure of the
data. Through the introduction of classification and inheritance, applications and
programmers are able to reason at a higher level, for example to know whether
some operations are available on a given object or not. Two examples of such
systems are Continuum and NPSNET-V. In the latter, object orientation is
complemented by a hierarchy to enhance the abstraction.
One of the effects of this search for more abstraction is the ability for several
systems to provide for alternative visualisations of the environments themselves.
For example, MASSIVE-1 provides a textual 2D rendering of the worlds and its
inhabitants. This rendering (organised like a map) offers enough cues for textual
participants to get a grip of where participants are and to understand a number of
the activities that they are engaged in. Urbi et Orbi takes another approach by
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making available a shell in which commands can be executed to perform actions on
the world components.
3.4.2. Behaviours
Behaviours give life to CVEs which would otherwise simply be static
environments populated by avatars. While this theme of research is of high
relevance and conditions the actual success of CVE as an application domain, it has
been less investigated than other issues such as the architectural and networking
aspects. This section does not consider behaviours as simple animation of the
scene. It focuses on behaviours that can be triggered through human interaction and
other unexpected events in the environment and how their results can be mediated
to all necessary participants. There are, however, a number of questions which are
recurrent across existing systems.
A few systems are based on a classification (arbitrary or not) of behaviours. This
classification helps understand how the results of an execution can be seen at all
remote participants. It works in conjunction with the networking mechanisms so as
to try to minimise traffic as much as possible. The key direction of these models is
that they try to separate “expected” behaviours from “unexpected” ones. Through a
replication of all or part of the code that describes the behaviours, it should be
possible to execute them in parallel, upon arrival of an unexpected event and until
the next one. Two examples of such systems are SmallTool and DEVA. In
SmallTool, explicit resynchronisation has to occur at application-chosen points in
time. DEVA separates entities of the environment between an objective and a
subjective part. The objective part is in charge of the unexpected, while the
subjective part is in charge of its results. DEVA replicates the subjective parts and
allows them to derive slightly.
The key problem behind this type of behavioural description is the one of
synchronisation. Without any synchronisation, the replicated copies of the
environments at all participants may diverge with time and lead to inconsistencies,
which might have disastrous effects on both the metaphor and the communication
that occurs between participants through the environment.
To speed up the design and implementation process, a few systems have
recognised the necessity to introduce interpreted languages. These languages,
typically at a higher level, allow for quicker application development and the trial
of various application interfaces and semantics, leading to better applications for
the end user. An extreme example of such a system is Urbi et Orbi, where a
specific language has been designed and around which most of the system is built.
In general, there is little information available up to which extent it is possible to
implement actual applications using those languages, or a combination of
interpreted and imperative languages. Some systems such as BrickNet or Spline
have taken unconventional languages, which increases the learning curve and
minimises the benefits of such an approach.
3.4.3. Frameworks and Middleware
Designing and realising platforms for the deployment of CVE applications is a
challenge. At the networking level, there are a number of flows to control and
handle to minimise bandwidth usage and to maximise interaction between all the
participants. Most early systems have been aimed at understanding these issues and
finding novel ways to tackle the various issues. It has been found that, within some
application domains, some models work better than other. For example, at the
current time, a client-server model seems best suited for community-based
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applications. However, since this impairs interaction in general, new hybrid or pure
peer-to-peer models have to be found.
To account for the complexity of the task and allow experimentation with different
models and algorithms when it comes to data distribution and networking, a
number of late systems are based on the idea of frameworks. Example of such
systems are Continuum (see sidebar), NPSNET-V, JADE [102] or Bamboo [103].
The three last systems are oriented towards providing a run-time architecture that
allows environments and applications to run non-stop and to be upgraded as
needed during their (long lasted) life-time. The first system, Continuum is more
geared to being able to mix network protocols, policies and architectures so as to
suit the needs of particular application domains.
The drawback of frameworks is their very nature: they are frameworks into which
components have to be plugged in. This means that the development of these
components is a time consuming task, especially since these have to be developed
in a concerted and compatible manner. Thus, their establishment has to undergo
some sort of standardisation process or through their acceptance by a larger
community. To this end, NPSNET-V has opened its source code to the Internet
community. The later developments of the MPEG standardisation effort offer a
more industrial approach.
3.4.4. Migrating lessons from 2D interfaces and CSCW
CVEs, through the primary use of a three-dimensional metaphor have had to
develop an understanding of their possibilities and limitations. The dominant
approach has been to start “from scratch”, under the assumption that the metaphor
was so much different from the traditional two-dimensional desktop. However,
taking such an approach partly disregards years of research in the field of human-
computer interaction. Consequently, a number of authors and systems have tried to
bring back some of the lessons from traditional 2D interfaces into the world of 3D
collaborative virtual environments. One such lessons is the recognition that the
content of the shared environment does not necessarily appear to be identical as
seen from all participants view point.
Earlier experiences in 2D interfaces have shown that this not always adequate. It
has been shown that the strict WYSIWIS (What You See Is What I See) is too
restrictive and “Relaxed WYSIWIS” [104] has been proposed to relieve these
problems. Relaxed WYSIWIS acknowledges that there are inherent conflicts
between the needs of a group and the needs of individuals and proposes to relax
constraints along four different dimensions: display space, time of display,
subgroup population and congruence of view.
Learning from 2D interfaces, a number of authors — [21] and [22] — have tried to
migrate these concepts into what is generally called “subjective views”. This is also
described in more details in Paper C. These subjective views can reflect the
different roles and interests of participants. For example, a plumber and an
electrician wish to see different aspects of a 3D architectural model, namely pipes
and wires. In their most straightforward approach, subjective views allow the
appearance and/or presence of artefacts within environments to be tweaked
according to the needs and roles of participants. This type of scenario is
exemplified by Illustration 3.1 and Illustration 3.2 (taken from the approach in
[22]). However, the authors in [21] have also experimented with different positions
for participants and objects.
There are also other examples of such migration among some of the other systems.
For example, NPSNET-V requires all entities to fit to the model-view-controller
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abstraction [105] pioneered by Smalltalk. NPSNET-V requires that the abstract
state of each object of the virtual world, its model, be separate from its views,
which depict the object to the user, and from its controllers, which control the state
of the object. While not explicitly stated as above, Continuum also takes a similar
approach through the use of a specific language for the description of the objects
(their state), their capacity (their methods), leaving apart their graphical
representation.
3.5. Conclusion
Early systems such as MR toolkit have contributed to show that realising shared
virtual environments was possible and that the idea had potential for a number of
applications and domains. Later, and as the field matured, scaling in the number of
participants and active objects has become a new problem that systems have had to
tackle. The scaling issues partly originate from military usage of the technology
and systems such as SIMNET. To deal with these problems a number of both
network and software architectural solutions have been investigated. At a higher
level, the key idea consist in modelling and using the human perceptual
weaknesses to reduce the number of “interesting” entities to be taken in account.
This has resulted in techniques such as awareness, world partitioning or automated
summary of participants groups. At a lower level, and to ensure scalability for the
remaining participating processes, the network architectural solutions depend on
the requirements of the platform and the target applications. Currently, trends are
trying to find the best models to intertwine peer-to-peer and client-server
architectures. They also focus on offering open frameworks and middleware within
which different replication and distribution strategies can be mixed and chosen
from to best apply to the application at hand.
With time CVE applications have slowly migrated from technology demonstrators,
through research prototypes into real applications in niched domains. As migration
occurred, developers and designers have realised that more traditional software
programming methods could be migrated into the field. Also, learnings from the
past have been taken into account and experiences from collaborative 2D interfaces
have transposed into CVE systems. However, the relative novelty of the field and
the small amount of programmers and designers involved have slowed down this
recognition and migration.
The current “state of affairs” when it comes to network communication or
application development is the result of more than a decade of research, a period
within which this work has taken place. The next chapter will backtrack and
somewhat revert to the first third of the 1990s. It will describe the design choices
that DIVE has made and how these have influenced existing trends and systems.
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4.1. Introduction
VR is typified by a number of “exotic” hardware technologies for the presentation
and interaction with virtual environments. Whether they are input devices (gloves,
wands, etc.) or output devices (head-mounted displays, multi-screen displays, etc.),
one of the key requirements for these technologies is to be able to reflect as quickly
as possible the results of user actions onto the output devices. In a network setting
where a number of participants share a common space, this requirement remains
valid. It is then doubled by the necessity to transmit the results of these actions to
other participants in order to provide the illusion of a shared environment. The
previous chapter has presented how a number of systems have tackled these
problems and some of the solutions that have been provided.
This chapter presents the DIVE toolkit onto which most of the work conducted
within this thesis has been performed. This description has a twin goal. First, it
aims at providing a context for the description of the work that has been performed
within this thesis. Second, it aims at providing insights in the number and
complexity of the issues that have to be addressed and solved when implementing a
platform for supporting the development of CVE applications. Also, it aims at
showing how some of the ideas emerging from the previous chapter can be
tightened together in a single system.
Whenever possible the major achievements of my work have been eluded so as to
be able to better point out later on the solutions that I have provided and how they
have strengthened the system. DIVE is the result of parallel teamwork and work
performed by other people has fed into my work on a daily basis and vice-versa
(see Section 1.4.2.2).
DIVE is characterised by a number of choices and orientations as compared to other
systems. One of the major choices is the one of the provision of a programming
and conceptual model that inherits ideas from both the fields of distributed systems
and of user interface software. Another major orientation of the system is its strong
inclination to rely on IP multicast for all communication between applications and
services that form the system. These two key components are detailed in this
chapter.
The content of this chapter is inspired by the beginning of Paper A. However, it
completes the discussion with a number of aspects that are relevant to this
document and will help the reader gain a better understanding of the solutions that
my research has provided.
4.2. The World at the Centre
DIVE provides an architecture for implementing CVE applications. The architecture
focuses on software and network solutions that maximise interaction at each
participating peer. Generally speaking, interaction results are immediately shown
locally at the interacting peer, but slightly postponed at remote peers. The delivery
delays to remote peers is dependent on network conditions.
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A peer is an application process running on a specific host (computer). Different
hosts are connected via a network, the Internet in the case of DIVE. An application
or process is any program interfacing one or several virtual environments and
performing operations such as modifying or presenting their content. An example
application is the 3D browser that handles interaction for a specific user and
present the auditory and visual content of selected environments to this user. Other
applications might only involve computation of some sort on reaction to user
interaction and modification of the database in accordance with the interaction and
their logic. An example of such an application is a virtual whiteboard for
collaborative drawing [106], as further explained in Illustration 4.1.
At the heart of DIVE is a representation of environments (also called worlds). This
representation is a shared, distributed world database populated by objects (also
called entities) describing the content of worlds. Worlds are the medium where all
objects exist and all actions that occur within the environments happen.
Applications connect to one or several virtual worlds, as shown in Drawing 4.1.
Upon connection, they will be able to witness what happens in the worlds and
modify those worlds. Knowledge and modifications are subject to restrictions such
as partitioning or object ownership, but the principle remains. The world and its
representation are the only medium for interaction. Everything that happens in an
environment is mediated through the world representation. Everything that exists in
an environment is mediated through the world representation.
Applications never communicate directly with one another. Instead, they modify
and/or get information from the environments they are connected to. Awareness of
what happens within an environment is achieved through events. Most of the
events are associated to and concern one object of the database. Very seldom are
they associated to several objects at the same time. There are three classes of events
in DIVE. All these events can be observed by any other application connected to the
same environment4.
• The first type of event is human-driven. Such events represent the results of
user interaction. For example, clicking on an object with the mouse in the
environment will generate an interaction event. This interaction event is at a
high-level, so clicking on an object with a 3D wand would result in the same
event. This provides device independence.
• The second type of event consists of system-level events. Such events represent
the results of actions of applications onto the database. For example, moving an
object contained in the database will generate an event fully describing the
movement.
• The third type of event is the result of system-wide services or application-level
events. Such events are generated spontaneously by applications or system
services with a given purpose. Collision detection is an example of a service
that is system-wide. It is described in more details in Section 7.6.3.1. Events
describing collisions between objects will spontaneously be generated as the
position and orientation of objects are changed.
Environments are represented through a hierarchical database of so-called entities.
DIVE uses this hierarchy for two different purposes. Firstly, it is well adapted to
rendering techniques and the concept of a scene graph that is used by most
contemporary graphical systems (see Drawing 3.11 on page 35). Secondly, this
hierarchy is the key component for partitioning techniques through the association
of separate communication channels to branches of the hierarchy. Except in special
4 Actually, only applications that are connected to the same partition of the environment
will be able to catch events. This is covered later on.
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cases, events will be transmitted by the communication channel that is closest to
the object that they are associated to in the hierarchy. Partitioning techniques are
key to the issue of scale by allowing to divide the space into regions. Applications
will then typically only communicate with the other applications that belong to the
same region.
Entities are categorised according to a class hierarchy. This class hierarchy
contains much more than simple graphical information. It also contains
semantically richer information. An example of such information at the system
level are actors. Actors, as opposed to avatars, are the conceptual representation of
participants and applications in DIVE. Avatars are the visual representation of
participants. Actors understand an avatar at a high level and point at key objects
such as eyes, ears, etc. This separation allows for more flexibility and enables
scenarios where participants can become any object of the virtual environment in
real-time and where it is possible to separate key objects from the body. For
example, it is possible to momentarily use some other objects of an environment as
the ears in order to spy on its surrounding.
4.3. Replication as a Key to Interaction
While the database exists conceptually somewhere on the network and is shared by
all applications that have connected to it, DIVE really replicates its content within
every process that has connected to the world that it represents. This is depicted in
Drawing 4.2. This replication is the key to interaction since it guarantees that
applications will be able to access current and accurate data as quickly as possible.
DIVE provides mechanisms to synchronise these replicated copies at all necessary
sites. These mechanisms ensure that modifications applied to an object by one
application arrive at all other applications that have a copy of this object.
Applications will always modify first their local copy of an object and send an
event describing this modification to all other relevant applications. Upon
reception, these will perform the same modification so as to bring their local copy
in synchrony with the one of the modifying application.
To address scaling issues at the data and network level, databases are only partially
replicated. As described above, specific communication channels can be associated
to branches of the database. Applications can subscribe to and unsubscribe from
these branches dynamically. The mechanisms described above apply then only to
applications that have subscribed to a given branch. This facility is key to the issue
of scale since it allows only a subset of all the connected applications to
communicate and share some branches of the database (usually, but not necessary,
representing disjoint geographical regions of the world). The top of the hierarchy,
represented by an entity called the world, is also associated to a communication
channel. This communication channel can never be unsubscribed from, unless at
disconnection from that world. It is via this channel that all communication
concerning all applications connected to this world will default. This arrangement
allows prototyping of CVE applications through ignoring, in a first phase, the
partitioning mechanisms and rapidly achieving environments that are functional
but less scalable.
Entity persistence is ensured as long as one application owns a copy of the entity.
When the last application disappears through disconnecting from the partition or
the world to which this entity belonged, the state of the entity is lost. Consequently,
when the last application disconnects from a world, the world will die and so will
the entities that describe its content. The next time an application connects to this
world, it will reload its content from some initial description files. These
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descriptions are located by a file uniform resource locator (URL), and thus may be
located either on local storage, or remote servers on the Internet.
4.4. Communication Architecture
4.4.1. Communication Channels
Communication in DIVE is heavily based on peer-to-peer multicast. The
communication channels described above are implemented as IP multicast groups
to which applications subscribe. Used in conjunction with partitioning techniques,
multicast is a key to the dynamism and scalability of the system. First, it does not
allow processes to communicate directly with one another, but through the concept
of a group. Messages sent to a group will be received by all members, without the
necessity for any of the members of the group to know of any other member.
Consequently, members can join and leave the group as they wish without any
overhead at the communication level. Second, when available, multicast moves
packet duplication decisions into the network itself, leaving this decision to be
made at the router level. Packet duplication is necessary to reach all members of a
group. However, multicast defers this decision as late as possible, which minimises
bandwidth usage in comparison with a solution that would duplicate packets at the
application level and send all packet copies to relevant receivers.
DIVE handles three different types of media: VE data, audio and video, as depicted
in Drawing 4.3. These have very different requirements when it comes to flows,
delivery and reliability.
Audio and video communication work in similar ways: the information is digitised
at the sending side, packaged into small packets and the stream that these form is
reconstructed on the receiving side. Live audio and video have strong requirements
on real-time. If a packet forming a stream was not received in time, there is usually
no time requesting its resending. Consequently, continuous data streams such as
audio and video communication between participants are sent using unreliable
multicast.
On the other hand, VE data has very different requirements since the most
important issue is to keep consistency and ensure that all interested applications
will perceive all objects in the same state so as to keep the illusion of a shared
(almost) identical virtual world. For this type of data, resending packets or
information when they have not been received is a necessity. Consequently,
database modifications are sent using a reliable multicast protocol, as described in
the next section. Reliability is necessary to ensure the postponed equality of all
local copies of an entity.
4.4.2. Communication and Multicast Protocol
For non stream-based data communication, DIVE pursues an idea originally in SRM
to reduce the amount of message passing and thereby minimise network load and
increase scalability. SRM (see Section 2.4.3.4) communicates tightly with the
application when it comes to packet-loss detection, requesting and repairing.
In the DIVE approach, communication objects are equivalent to entities. A sending
peer does not need to store messages until their arrival has been confirmed by all
recipients, as in TCP for example. Instead, it may request the latest object replica
from its local application by a callback. If a peer detects a missing update message
or just requests an object, it simply requests the object on the associated multicast
address. By an approximation of the network distance between peers and a timeout
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algorithm, the closest peer with the latest version of the object responds, also by
multicast to inhibit other similar replies. In this way, the network is not flooded by
replies. In the optimal case, only the closest peer replies.
4.5. Partitioning through Lightweight Groups
As described above, DIVE supports three different types of media: audio, video and
VE data. The system uses partitioning techniques to address these different types of
media separately. Any node of the hierarchy can be associated to a so-called
lightweight group (see sidebar) and this group is associated to a media type.
Whichever the type is, application code will have to subscribe to the lightweight
group separately.
Audio groups are somewhat transversal to the database hierarchy of objects. Any
object of the database can be associated to an audio group. When an object starts
sending audio (input taken from a microphone or a URL), the hierarchy will be
traversed upwards in search of an ancestor with an associated audio group. Once
found, audio packets will start being sent to this lightweight group. By
construction, there will always be a group at the top of the hierarchy. Remote
listeners will have to subscribe to audio groups separately to start receiving packets
that are sent to these groups. By construction, all processes tune to the group that is
associated to the topmost object of the database hierarchy. Spatialisation of sound,
when turned on, will be based on the position and orientation of the ears of avatars
and on the position and orientation of the objects that are sending audio,
independently of the groups onto which data is being sent. This decoupling
between sending, receiving and the hierarchy itself allows for maximal flexibility,
as exemplified in Illustration 4.2.
Video groups work in a similar fashion. Additionally, they might be concerned
with the ability for the renderer to map the content of video images onto the surface
of objects. This is achieved through the association of a name to every video
stream. Every object that is texture mapped with a texture of the same name will
show the live content of video streams, under the condition that a process has
joined the video group to which this stream is being sent. This is depicted in
Illustration 4.3.
The transmission of VE data is also based on lightweight groups, but in a slightly
different manner. Any object of the hierarchical database can be associated to a
lightweight group for data communication. When operations are performed on an
object, the hierarchy is always traversed upwards until a group is found and the
resulting message is sent to that sole group. It is up to other processes, and thus to
application logic, to decide which groups should be subscribed to. Consequently,
only the subset of processes that have subscribed to a lightweight group will
receive updates for that part of the hierarchy. For maximum flexibility, the same
group can be reused several times within the hierarchy, if this is necessary. Of
particular interest to a number of applications are null groups, also called local
groups. Updates on objects belonging to branches under an object associated with
such a group will not result in any network traffic and objects within this branch
will not be seen by any other process.
To initialise the content of branches that are under the control of a lightweight
group applications will request the content of a branch. Such requests are issued
via and conform to the principles of SRM. Consequently, the answer in the form of
the content of a branch will be transmitted via multicast to all members of the
lightweight group. This transmission will be issued by a process that is “close” to
the requesting process in network terms. It will be formed of a series of object
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updates containing a full description of all the objects of the branch. Typically,
there will be one message per update.
Lightweight groups are further explained through an example in Drawing 4.4 and
Drawing 4.5.
4.6. Run-Time Architecture
4.6.1. The DIVE Name Server
The key application that allows DIVE processes to enter a world is the name server.
The name server exchanges a world name into a “ticket” that will let in an
application willing to connect to a world. This “ticket” is simply composed of a
version number and a multicast channel on which all further world communication
will take place, except for specifically marked sub-hierarchies, i.e. light-weight
groups. The workload of the name server is thus proportional to the number of
processes that are willing to enter a world at a given time point, not to the total
number of connected users during the session. Thus, while the name server is the
necessary centre point with which any DIVE process needs to communicate before
being able to enter a world, it scales easily to hundreds of simultaneous participants
since it only needs to deal with initial connection requests.
Initial communication with the name server can be established either on a fixed
multicast channel, or using a traditional point-to-point client-server request.
Several name servers can coexist on the Internet, but currently, applications that
obtain their tickets from different name servers will not be able to share the same
world since they are likely to receive different global world communication
channels from the different name servers.
Once a process has received its “ticket”, it will not communicate with the name
server any more. Instead, it will ask for the current world state by sending a request
to the world multicast channel. If the process is the first one to connect, it will read
the initial world status from several Internet locations. Otherwise, it will receive an
incremental state from already running processes, using regular point-to-point
communication or multicast. This procedure is called the state transfer. As this
state can represent large amount of data, its total size is reduced using lossless data
compression [108]. DIVE uses network distance estimates coming from SRM to find
the nearest processes likely to answer.
4.6.2. 3D Browser
The 3D browser is the application that gives its user a presence within the
environment. It introduces to the shared environment a new logical entity called an
actor, which is the virtual representation of the real user. The avatar used for the
visual representation of the user, also introduced by the 3D browser, is loosely
pointed at by the actor entity. This coupling between the actor and the avatar is an
exception to the normally strict graph hierarchy of the database. It allows for the
coupling of more than just a representation and all objects that are pointed at by an
actor will follow the user when he/she changes environment.
The 3D browser handles interaction with entities, and allows the user to move
freely or in a constrained way within the environment, listen to all audio sources
and talk through the mouth of the avatar. DIVE supports a number of input and
output devices: from 3D tracked devices to standard mice, from multi-screen
displays (see Paper I) to standard workstation screens and even Personal Digital
Assistants (PDAs). 3D output has been made possible on such a range of devices
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through implementations of the renderer for a number of APIs throughout the
years. OpenGL, Performer, Direct3D and PocketGL are the modern APIs in use.
OpenGL is the most complete and preferred implementation.
When interacting with a mouse in desktop settings, the two dimensional
movements of the mouse have to be mapped onto three dimensional movements.
This mapping is made through so-called vehicles. Vehicles are interactive objects
that are placed on the visor, an invisible special object that is always kept close to
the eye. The most elaborate vehicle is depicted and explained in Illustration 4.4.
Any number of vehicles can be placed on the visor and used. Each vehicle provides
a different style of navigation, sometimes in conjunction with keyboard input.
4.6.3. Other Applications
A C interface and API allows to program any other application. DIVE applications
perform three distinct steps to exist and interact within the environment. Each of
these steps is optional. An application will:
• Introduce one or more (shared) entities to the environment.
• Register events on selected parts of the environment, usually but not necessarily
the entities that it has added to the environment itself.
• React to events occurring in the environment through modifications to the
database, i.e. modify the environment.
The whiteboard depicted at the beginning of this chapter in Illustration 4.1 is an
example of such an application. It introduces to the world a number of 3D objects
that resemble a real whiteboard. This application will register for interaction events
from the participants on these objects. Participants will be able to draw on the
surface by interacting with the surface. “Drawing” in this case is implemented as
the dynamic creation of new 3D objects that coincide with the surface of the board.
Writing separate processes can be a tedious process if only simple behaviours such
as object animations are to be programmed. Animation is key to virtual
environments since it brings life to worlds that would otherwise feel static. To this
end, in earlier versions of DIVE, a state machine could be associated to any object of
the database in order to describe its behaviour. The state machine could contain any
number of states and changing state required the occurrence of an event. When
changing state a number of predefined actions could be performed.
In its initial version, the state machine allowed simplistic animations through the
implementation of actions such as moving, rotating objects and the reaction to
events such as object collision (typically collision of an object with the invisible
aura around an avatar) or user interaction. To control sets of objects from the single
occurrence of an event, state machines were able to communicate with one another
through a specific “behaviour” event that could be triggered as one action from
within one state-machine and received as an event in another state-machine.
4.7. Conclusion
The DIVE system as described here and in a number of articles written by former
and present colleagues have influenced a number of other existing systems.
Actually, a number of the ideas described in this chapter can be found in the
discuusion in the previous chapter. However, when I started to work on the system,
DIVE was more a lab tool than a usable system. There are several reasons for this
and the most crucial ones are summarised here.
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Illustration 4.4: As pointed
at in this figure, the visor
carries a vehicle that en-
ables 3D navigation in a
desktop setting. Pressing
and dragging with the left
mouse button on the upper
triangle, will move the
avatar forward or backward
and rotate sideways. Inter-
acting with the box will
translate the avatar up,
down and sideways; while
the lower icon pitches and
rolls.
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At the communication level, DIVE was unable to coexist with other applications on
the MBone. Since the number of IP multicast groups in IPv4 is limited, this could
turn out to be a crucial resource allocation problem. More importantly, DIVE relied
solely on the MBone or any other global multicast infrastructure to accommodate
users worldwide. However, the MBone had difficulties to establish itself as more
than an experimental network. Also, home users had neither the necessary
bandwidth, neither the access to a multicast MBone capable network. Finally, DIVE
suffered from scaling problems at the networking level. Traditionally, the system
had divided the universe into separated worlds. As described earlier, lightweight
groups were added and had proven to be an interesting testbed for the
experimentation of partitioning techniques. However, they were only building
blocks and they offered only a very rudimentary control for application writers. In
particular, they offered no adequate means to initialise the content of their sub-
branches.
Writing applications was a tedious task. DIVE has a thorough C interface, but this
interface is complex. More importantly, the interface was in opposition with the
very nature of the system: a lab tool should open for experimentation, and
experimentation was made difficult by the level of knowledge that was required to
actually write applications. Additionally, interfacing existing applications to DIVE,
for example to supplement them with a 3D interface, required these applications to
comply to the DIVE programming and execution model, which was seldom possible.
In general, the 3D browser was raw and too simple, since it only provided for
rendering and navigation. There were no ways to give it commands or at run-time,
to interact with the user in other ways than through the 3D space. Finally,
rendering was one of the weaknesses of the system since it was rudimentary and
did not scale to large and complex environments.
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Chapter 5 Summary of the Papers
5.1. Introduction
This chapter summarises the articles that are part of this thesis work and puts them
into context. The summaries are kept short, since all details are provided within the
papers themselves. The distribution of work among the authors is presented in
Chapter 9.
The papers in this thesis can roughly be divided into three groups:
• The first three papers (papers A, B and C) are system papers that focus on the
networking and architectural aspects of the realisation of scalable CVE
applications and their deployment on the Internet. They describe a system
where core issues such as localisation, scalability and persistence are left partly
open to allow for experimentation.
• The subsequent two papers (papers D and E) focus on programming aspects.
They argue for the existence of a wide palette of programming interfaces to suit
the needs of as many applications as possible. They especially point at the
advantages of tightly integrating an interpreted scripting language to the system.
• Finally, the last three papers (papers F, G and H) are application papers. They
validate the concepts developed in the previous two groups of papers through
the implementation of prototype applications.
As described in Chapter 1, the research method that has been used has consisted in
a continuous iteration and feeding between the different activities highlighted by
the papers.
5.2. Paper A: DIVE: A Scalable network architecture for
distributed virtual environments
The DIVE system provides a network software architecture for the development and
deployment of CVE applications. DIVE features a conceptual model that attempts to
hide the network from the application at the highest level. Applications reason
about the virtual environment that they are connected to and about the users
(participants) that are present within this environment. Applications work upon this
model through its modification and through reactions to events that might happen
within it. The underlying DIVE infrastructure is in charge of ensuring that the
changes that are made by applications are distributed so that the illusion of a shared
environment is maintained.
A number of techniques have been developed to put in place this conceptual model.
Data is partially replicated within all connected applications to cope with
interactivity. Object creation and updates are sent using IP multicast to provide
fastest possible transfers to all other relevant remote applications. As IP multicast is
unreliable by nature, mechanisms are provided on top of the communication
architecture to support the selected reliability of object updates. These mechanisms
are based on an algorithm named SRM (Scalable Reliable Multicast). SRM makes
extensive use of multicast at all levels: it uses a negative acknowledgement scheme
where receivers detect packet loss and request repairs. Requests and repairs are
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multicast to the group in an attempt to minimise traffic. Request and repair
implosion is avoided using a combination of network distance estimates and
random timers.
DIVE depends on a particular run-time architecture for the establishment of world-
wide environments. In particular, it provides an application-level multicast
backbone (overlay network) to complement the slow spreading of multicast across
networks. This implementation has matured and improved over time and is detailed
in the next paper.
5.3. Paper B: The DIVEBONE - an application-level
network architecture for Internet-based CVEs
The DIVEBONE is an application-level network architecture to relieve the necessity
to run DIVE solely on top of multicast aware networks. Once designed and
implemented, this architecture was deployed and tested, and a model of network
traffic was built to assess its usefulness and adequateness.
The key application to the run-time architecture of the DIVEBONE is the proxy
server, an application that is able to bridge multicast traffic at the DIVE level. The
proxy server accepts any number of clients and forwards packets coming from one
client to all other clients and to subscribed multicast groups, and vice-versa. The
backbone is constructed through the ability to connect together any number of
proxy servers. This backbone prevents internal packet looping within the graph of
proxy servers connection through a dynamic algorithm that prunes traffic
adequately. An external visualisation application allows a level of control and
understanding for a currently established backbone. For example, the application is
able to visualise the structure of the backbone as seen from one proxy server, or to
visualise traffic flows at a very fine grain. Consequently, this application can be of
practical use during application development and trials to understand what happens
on the wire and the different solutions that can be taken to minimise network
traffic.
The DIVEBONE was deployed for a longer series of trials and an independent
analysis of network traffic was performed at the end of these trials. This analysis
provides insights into the network characteristics of highly interactive collaborative
virtual environments in normal settings and usage. An interactive game scenario
was developed for the sake of this analysis. The game encouraged interaction
between participants. It was found that participants spent over 25% of their time
moving and a little bit less than 10% of their time speaking to one another.
Findings from this very analysis are of significant importance for the optimisation
of traffic within the platform. The analysis also built a model of DIVE traffic and
was able to show that the introduction of an application-level backbone was far
more superior than a pure unicast approach. A refined version of these findings and
a description of the settings that were put in place for the trial phase can be found
in Paper J.
5.4. Paper C: An Overview of the COVEN5 Platform
DIVE was modified and improved in a number of ways during the course of the
COVEN project. Apart from network trials, as reported in Paper B, a number of
5 COVEN was a European project under which a great deal of this work has been
undertaken. The overall objective of the project was to comprehensively explore the
issues in the design, implementation and usage of CVEs, at scientific, methodological
and technical levels. The main strength of the project lied in its focus on applications
and extensive trials. COVEN paid specific attention to scalability issues.
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components at the application and user level were implemented. COVEN
comprehensively explored the issues of application development and this resulted
in a number of new or improved components that are necessary for the writing or
running of CVE applications.
Apart for providing a deployment architecture for CVE applications, DIVE procures
mechanisms to partition environments into smaller conceptual or geographical
regions. Partitioning reduces the number of participants that need to be aware of
one another. Two additional techniques allow to reduce network traffic. These
techniques are an immediate result of the analysis performed in the previous paper.
These are the ability for an application to aggregate kinematic-oriented network
messages and to support application-driven dead-reckoning through the description
of parametrical movements with the help of a scripting language.
Apart from the system components above, DIVE also supports a number of user-
oriented services. For example, the system provides fully spatialised audio
communication between all participants and with the ability to incorporate live and
recorded video streams into the environments. Additionally, the system supports
scalable rendering techniques that allow very large-scale and complex
environments to be rendered in real-time. These techniques are used in the
“London Travel Demonstrator” application described in Paper H. Finally, the
system supports a number of cooperative visualisation mechanisms that allow
participants to have a slightly different view on a shared environment, a view that
depends on their role as participants.
DIVE is complemented by a number of software services for the development of
CVE applications. For example, one 3D modeller is interfaced and integrated to the
system so that designers are able to edit the content of a distributed environment in
real-time and in groups. Also, the integration of an interpreted scripting language
for the rapid development of applications is summarised. This is further described
in Paper D.
5.5. Paper D: Semantic Behaviours in Collaborative
Virtual Environments
In order to ease application development, a scripting language was integrated to the
DIVE system. This integration has been performed in a network-aware manner
through a characterisation of behaviours. Classifying behaviours and entities
enables them to be reasoned about in terms of their complexity and likely activity
within the CVE. This taxonomy is based on four levels of behaviour: direct
modification of an entity's attributes; change in an entity's attributes over time;
series of calls to the previous level to perform some task; and, finally, top-level
decision making.
With this taxonomy in mind, an interpreted scripting language has been interfaced
to the system. Scripts can be attached to entities in the environment, reason about
this content and modify them appropriately. From the programmer's point of view
when using the scripting language, the programming model is identical to the one
described in the previous papers. This model is based on an event-based approach
where applications (scripts) react to events by modifying the environment itself.
The scripting integration is seconded by DIVE's networking mechanisms to cut
down network traffic drastically when necessary. This is achieved through
allowing the communication of high-level events only and performing
unsynchronised actions in reception of these events in parallel at all sites. The
scripting integration pays particular attention to keeping interaction high at all
sites. Consequently, it provides a fully distributed model where scripts are in
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general executed at the interacting sites for immediate local results, while their
results are sent to remote connected peers.
The integration of a scripting language has revolutionised the way applications are
written: lowering development time allows programmers to spend more time on
prototyping and application design. The last three “application” papers of this
thesis are mainly written using the scripting language.
5.6. Paper E: DIVE: A generic tool for the deployment of
shared virtual environments
The DIVE system offers a wide variety of application programming interfaces.
Whichever language is used, a number of principles are kept consistent over
application programming. DIVE orbits around two key components: an event system
and a partially replicated database. Applications will typically perform three
(optional) steps: introducing new objects to the database, listening for events
occurring on the objects populating the database and reacting to these through
further modification of the database. DIVE interfaces two major groups of low-level
languages: C/C++ and Java. Usually, these languages are used for the
implementation of stand-alone monolithic applications. Additionally, DIVE allows
applications to be dynamically loaded at runtime through the support of plugins
and of a scripting language, as described in the paper above.
The design of these interfaces encourages their mixing in order to let application
designers focus on performance at critical points only and to have more freedom to
test various designs at the application level. A typical example is the combination
of plugins for services such as facial animation, crowd simulation or midi
interfacing, and the use of the scripting language to glue all the pieces together and
to describe application logic.
Networking and programming issues are inter-related. In particular, the provision
of a scripting interface to low-level networking and partitioning techniques allows
experimentation with different spatial partitioning or high-level object aggregation
to relieve network traffic.
5.7. Paper F: Building distributed virtual environments
to support collaborative work
The DIVE room system is a virtual environment that supports cooperative work
synchronously and asynchronously. The approach is centred around the concept of
a room, as opposed to the concept of a meeting in most groupware systems. The
major motivation for this orientation is the observation that physical team rooms
have become an essential tool for business teams. Rooms are long-lived and
persistent. They contain a number of standard tools for collaboration and members
can bring a number of purpose tools to customise them.
The room system is an application that mimics real-life meeting rooms through the
provision of a number of virtual counterparts that are modelled after real-life
objects. These include rooms with usual furniture such as tables or chairs. The
application populates these rooms with a number of standard collaboration tools
such as an overhead projector or screens. Additionally, individual participants can
bring in other objects such as notebooks or documents for the purpose of a
meeting.
The application is seconded by a number of key features of the DIVE system which
are not specific to the application scenario but are used in the context of
synchronous and asynchronous communication. Example of these features are the
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provision of individual avatars, facilities for audio and textual communication and
awareness features to summarise the activities of other participants and get
personal information. As such, this paper both acts as a complement and a
demonstration of usefulness of the issues presented in Paper C.
5.8. Paper G: WebPath - A three-dimensional Web
History
WebPath is an application that aims to make the current history of page visits
within a Web browser more visible and complement it with page information and
statistics. This application was motivated by a study in which it was shown that
people were unable to find pages they had already visited and where the regular
history mechanisms provided by current browsers are rarely used.
The application is based on a three-dimensional space where each visited document
is represented by a cube. The vertical axis is bound to time, so that each visit to a
new document will introduce a new cube at the top of the visualisation space. The
remaining two dimensions for positioning the cube are dependent on a number of
user changeable metrics, which allows rapid visual searching through the history.
Examples of the available metrics are document loading time, information on
document internal structure (number of links, anchors, paragraphs, images, etc.),
size of document, date of document. A number of visualisation techniques answer a
number of common but diffuse questions through the selection of given metrics.
Example of such situations are finding an old document, a big document, a
document that took a long time to load in the browser, etc.
Since the application is a complement to browsing, WebPath is constrained to run
in conjunction with a non-modified Web browser. Consequently, the solution
chosen was to bridge between a standard browser and a running DIVE 3D browser
without modification of any of these core applications. As such, WebPath is a good
example of one of the programming models championed in Paper E.
5.9. Paper H: The London Travel Demonstrator
The London travel demonstrator supports travellers by providing an environment
where they can explore the city, utilise group collaboration facilities, rehearse
particular journeys and access tourist information data. The demonstrator consists
of four main geometric and functional layers: a 19x10 km geometric model of the
centre of London, collaboration services for use by groups, a tourist information
data visualisation service and a simulation of public transport and crowds. The
application integrates all these services into a coherent environment.
The London model is both large in extent and deep in details. Most of the model is
based on a heuristic-based extrusion of building contours combined with height
information. However, some parts such as the conference facilities are modelled at
a much higher level of detail, i.e. down to the accurate architectural and structural
building details and, in some parts, down to the furniture content level. The model
is seconded by a number of simulations which are of interest to the application at
hand. These are a simulation of a journey on the London Underground close to the
conference centre, a simulation of crowds of people in the vicinity of the
conference centre and a simulation of an audience to enable talk rehearsals for
prospective conference attendees or for support of those who suffer from a fear of
public speaking.
Two other components complete the demonstrator: selected parts of the room
system and a data visualisation tool for the collaborative selection of places of
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interest at the venue planning stage. The tool allows the selection of attractions
such as pubs, hotels or theatres through a number of pre-defined criteria (price
range, star rating, etc.). Selected attractions are shown on a map associated to the
tool. They can also be “transferred” into the model so as to allow for collaborative
travel rehearsal. This rehearsal is complemented by a personal map that will
contain attractions and additional cues such street names constantly being shown to
participants under rehearsal.
The application is a showcase of a number of the ideas presented in the other
papers. The application uses plugins for performance critical situations (crowd
simulation and facial animation) while all the remainder is written using the script
interface. It seamlessly integrates applications developed in some other context, for
example it incorporates several instances of the room system described in Paper F.
Finally, a number of advanced networking facilities, partitioning and rendering
techniques are used at a number of levels to control the data flows that might
transit within such a wide and detailed environment.
5.10. Conclusion
The papers composing this thesis cover a wide range of research areas: from
network infrastructure to user interface issues. This chapter has ordered and
presented these areas and papers in the conventional way, i.e. from the network to
the user, and thus, from the network infrastructure issues to applicative solutions.
From an historical perspective, my approach has however been the reverse. I
started looking into user issues and have progressively dug into issues such as
distribution solutions or network infrastructure. The two succeeding chapters are
therefore ordered in an “historical” order. Chapter 6 will address a number of
solutions to ease the development of CVE applications. Most of these solutions are
in line with the trends for application development that were unearthed in Chapter
2. They extend these trends to the field of CVEs through benefiting from the
unified access to a common environment model that the metaphor provides.
Chapter 7 will present solutions to implement scalable CVE distributed
applications and deploy them on the Internet. These solutions conform to and
extend a number of the distribution issues that were unearthed in Chapter 2.
Nevertheless, the approach taken for this thesis has never been linear and cannot be
described as truly top-down or bottom-up. Indeed, I have looked at all these issues
more or less simultaneously and higher-level results have fed back into lower
levels of the software, and vice-versa. Hence, one of the strengths of this work is
perhaps its global approach to the problem and the recognition that complex
systems such as CVEs are best tackled using a multi-disciplinary approach that
understands both user and system requirements.
To complement this approach, I have strived to build more than simple technology
demonstrators. In particular, the applications are usually solid prototypes that only
require a few more steps to be usable applications. For example, the components of
the room system can be put in place for true user testing over long period of time:
the content of documents, notebooks or post-its can be edited, modified and saved
to support real activities and all features have been tested. Some of these
components were migrated into the London demonstrator, some new components
were added, and the London application has been tested and demonstrated
numerous times up to the present time.
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of CVE Applications
6.1. Introduction
As explained at the end of Chapter 5, the presentation of this work will from now
on take a top-down approach: from application development to distribution issues.
The DIVE system, as presented in Chapter 4, lacked a number of facilities for
application development and for the connection of VR applications to existing
applications. This chapter presents a number of components that have been added
to the system in order to ease these activities. In the next chapter, the issue of CVE
data communication over the Internet will be addressed. This issue is crucial since
it conditions the establishment and deployment of global applications.
At the application level, the major achievement of this work is the integration of a
scripting language within the system. As seen in Chapter 2, this integration is in
line with current trends in software development and provides for means to shrink
development time and improve software quality. The novelty of this work consists
partly in following this trend but mostly in showing that the gains that apply to
regular software development also apply to a novel field such as CVEs. Through
the implementation of a number of applications (see Papers F, G and H),
experience has shown that there were even additional gains, especially since
scripting languages facilitate prototyping and refinement of applications.
In addition to this integration, a number of other components have been introduced.
Most of these components have been developed with scripting in view but are of
wider use and aim at better and easier application development in a distributed
context. The development of these additional components is in line with the
research method that has been described in Section 1.4.1. Indeed, they have
systematically been generalised so as to permit more and enable their use in a
number of other scenarios.
The driving force behind the ideas and solutions presented in this chapter is the
recognition that CVE applications are growing in complexity and that their
realisation requires different competences at the programming level. Consequently,
this work forments a methodology that breaks regular software monoliths into
much smaller components, written in different languages and by different people.
This methodology is very much in line with current software development
practices. However, the novelty of this work consists in looking into how to
migrate its realisation to a real-time distributed setting. Consequently, the resulting
components are not only glued together through a scripting language but also, and
even in priority, through the environments themselves and more precisely the sets
of objects that compose these environments. This glueing allows to partly hide the
complexity of distribution and logically follows up the conceptual and
programming models that ground DIVE.
Finally, this work has also considered the maturing of CVE technologies and the
necessity for applications to integrate with other existing applications and
platforms. The solutions proposed have been driven along two combined
directions. First and most importantly, the scripting language interface has been
extended to let external and existing applications control parts of an environment
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with a much looser integration. This technique is exemplified by Paper G. Second,
this work provides a migration path for the integration of standard desktop
applications into virtual environments and their sharing. 
6.2. Programming Interface Palette
As described in Section 4.6.3, DIVE applications perform three distinct steps to exist
and interact within the environment. Each of these steps, repeated here, is optional.
An application will:
• Introduce one or more (shared) entities to the environment.
• Register events on selected parts of the environment, usually but not necessarily
the entities that it has added to the environment itself.
• React to events occurring in the environment through modifications to the
database, i.e. modify the environment.
Given this very general principle, DIVE offers a wide-range of programming
interfaces. They are all detailed in Paper E.
6.2.1. Monolithic Applications
Monolithic applications can be implemented by compiling some or all of the DIVE
component libraries into a DIVE stand-alone application (or part of another
application if necessary). Two examples of such a type of applications are the logic
behind the Pond (see Illustration 6.1 and [109]) or the virtual whiteboard depicted
in Illustration 4.1 on page 40. DIVE offers interfaces for two major groups of
languages: C/C++ and Java. The C/C++ interface gives full access to the
component libraries of the system. This leads to both power and complexity in
some cases. The Java interface translates the DIVE object-based approach into true
object orientation.
Along the years, I have enhanced the C/C++ interface with a number of
components that are important for the development of CVE applications and that
programmers can reuse in many applications. A series of components aims at
integrating DIVE with the 2D Internet as it stands now: support for Internet
protocols such as FTP or HTTP, support for many graphics file formats in order to
reuse existing images as textures mapped onto the surface of 3D objects, support
for HTML, etc. Another series of components aims at integrating DIVE with the 3D
Internet as it is taking shape: support for importing and exporting a number of 3D
file formats, in particular the different versions of the VRML6 standard. Some of
these components are described in more details in Paper C.
6.2.2. Dynamically Loaded Applications
DIVE applications can also be loaded dynamically at run-time. Such applications are
typically “hosted” by one or several monolithic applications and require the run-
time existence of DIVE applications to interact with the environments and their
participants. There are two major interfaces for dynamic loading of applications:
• DIVE has support for plugins written in C or C++. By construction, plugins have
full access to the component libraries of the system without any restrictions.
Plugins can be either loaded when a stand-alone application starts or later on,
programmatically or as a result of user actions.
6 Some of these components have migrated further. For example, the first version of the
VRML parser was made freely available for download under an non-restrictive license
and the second is in use in a number of external software.
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Illustration 6.1: The Pond is
a multi-user horizontally
projected system for access
and manipulation of inform-
ation. The Pond uses an
aquatic ecosystem as its
metaphor and is especially
focused on shoulder-to-
shoulder collaboration. In its
current implementation, the
Pond interfaces an Internet
music record database.
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• More importantly, DIVE offers a high-level programming interface in the form of
a scripting language. This interface is based on TCL. Any entity of the database
can be associated to a script that will describe its behaviour over time. Scripts
follow the DIVE programming model: they will register events and react to
events. To this end, the set of standard TCL commands is enhanced with a
number of DIVE specific commands for event registration, modification of the
environment, etc. The combination of the standard TCL commands and of DIVE
specific commands forms DIVE/TCL (see Section 6.6) and is a major achievement
of this thesis.
Finally, external applications are allowed to connect to a running stand-alone
process through the DIVE Client Interface (DCI). In this case, the DIVE process acts
as a server and the external application as a standard TCP client. External
applications will be represented in the environment by an actor and this actor will
operate on the environment on their behalf. The language used here is again
DIVE/TCL. DCI is tuned for situations where the external application cannot be
easily modified but needs some DIVE facilities.
The first version of the Java interface, called JDI (Java Dive Interface), was
implemented as a wrapper on top of DCI. A JDI application would open a socket
with an existing DIVE process. Within this application, Java object proxies were
dynamically created for each existing DIVE object involved in the application. This
design provided true object orientation on top of the DIVE object hierarchy. The
Java interface was later on reimplemented as a direct interfacing of the DIVE C
libraries. However, most of the initial design remained.
6.2.3. Combining
A key design of the DIVE system introduced as part of this work is the possible
inter-connection of all programming components. As such, the system encourages
application programmers to mix programming interfaces in order to best suit the
needs of the various components that they are working on. This is facilitated
through allowing applications to associate data to the environment (see Section
6.3) and through permitting their components to communicate at the application-
level (see Section 6.4), anchoring this communication onto entities of the
environment. Consequently, DIVE proposes an environment-centric approach which
hides the network and allows application components to cooperate wherever they
are located and however they are programmed.
A typical example is the combination of plugins for services and DIVE/TCL for
application logic (see Paper H for an example). This combination provides a very
powerful prototyping process. Plugins will register functions with the DIVE/TCL
layer and the TCL layer is able to inspect loaded plugins or request a plugin to be
loaded/unloaded. Another example is external applications connecting through
DCI. Such applications will often extend the actor that represents them in DIVE at
run-time. This extension will consist of some application specific DIVE/TCL code
and will both relieve the burden placed on the socket connection and simplify it
(see Paper G for an example).
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6.3. Application-Level Data
In addition to the structure of the virtual environment in use, any application will
have its own proper semantics. For example, most applications will represent
themselves as a set of virtual objects forming their graphical user interface. In
addition to their visual presentation, applications will have a proper reasoning
about the content of the environment and will semantically connect its content to
internal data.
DIVE provides means for applications to anchor their own data in the environment
through a concept called properties. Any number of properties can be attached to
any entity of the environment by any number of processes and applications. A
property has a name, a type and a value. Consequently, properties allow embedded
application-data in the environment. A property can be local to a process or
distributed.
Distributed properties are distributed together with the entity that they are attached
to. Modifications performed by a process on a property will therefore be
propagated transparently to all other processes that have a copy of the entity.
Creating, modifying and removing properties will generate events that can be
caught and reasoned about by application code. Since properties are automatically
distributed, they are a means to implement communication between processes at
the data level. Such communication can be useful in a number of contexts, for
example when one application is implemented as a number of processes typically
running on different machines or when several applications wish to communicate.
6.4. Application-Level Events
To facilitate communication of spontaneous events within one or several
applications, DIVE also supports application-level events. As opposed to events
describing property modification, creation or deletion, these events are not directly
related to any entity of the database and the manipulation of data that can be
associated to these entities. Events are built of a name, a type (in the form of an
integer) and any data. An event may have an origin (typically the identifier of an
application or a participant) and may be loosely pointing at an entity. Within each
event, any additional data is represented as properties, for maximum flexibility.
Any application can generate any event at any time and events are distributed as all
other spontaneous events within the system. The same or any other application can
listen for these events. Interest is expressed through the registration of a filter based
on parameters such as name, entity and type. All events matching this filter will be
passed further to the application.
Application-level events can be used in a wide range of contexts. They can abstract
communication between several applications while anchoring this communication
in the environment itself. Furthermore, such events are useful in the context of
applications composed of components written with several of the programming
interfaces offered by DIVE. For such applications, application-level events permit
communication through the environment instead of directly between the
components. This allows for a higher level of abstraction and for an environment-
centric approach. Components do not need to know how other components are
programmed and where they are running. They only need to know of their
existence and to agree on a communication “protocol”, implemented as a set of
application-level events that components have agreed upon.
Application-level events are not only useful for the development of applications,
they are also used internally at the “outer” edges of the system in order to
implement lightweight functionality. For example, as described in Paper F the 2D
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interface component of the 3D browser embeds a text chat application that supports
two-part and group communication, as depicted in Illustration 6.2. The
implementation is based on application-level messages that are mediated through
the environment. This builds a “protocol” to which all applications (in this case the
3D browsers) comply. Since text communication is mediated through the
environment, it is also possible to support text communication in and through the
environment itself. This facility, shown in Illustration 6.3 was developed while
integrating the room system in the London application and is especially useful for
the support of immersive users.
6.5. Collections
One common feature of most CVEs is that they use a hierarchical database. This
choice is driven by modelling tools used for building the appearance of virtual
environments and by the rendering toolkits used for presentation to the users. As a
result, applying a 3D translation to an object of the database will accordingly
translate all its descendants in the hierarchy. By having placed a book in a
bookshelf and declared the book as a child of the bookshelf, users will then be able
to move both the book and the bookshelf when moving just the bookshelf (see
Drawing 3.11 on page 35). As the hierarchy is geometrically biased there is no way
to link all the books in a number of bookshelves without also including the
bookshelves themselves. This approach is similar to early file systems and
databases without view functionality (see sidebar). That is, the hierarchy of objects
cannot be arranged or grouped in different ways for use by individual applications
or users.
To overcome these problems, DIVE integrates the notion of collection. Collections
are full members of the database representing environments. They can contain any
number and any type of entity. However, collections are loosely coupled to the
hierarchy, i.e. they point directly into the hierarchy. Thus, collections do not
participate with the hierarchy and are not subject to its restrictions (typically those
of one-to-many relations), instead they gather parts of the hierarchy under some
commonality. As a result, one entity can be the member of several collections at
the same time. Collections can contain collections, in order to support sub-
grouping and this sub-grouping is loose and not subject to the hierarchical one-to-
many relation. As for entity membership, a collection can be a member of several
other collections at the same time, but cyclic grouping is forbidden. For maximum
flexibility, the association between a collection and its members is not binary.
Instead, it is a floating point value between 0.0 and 1.0, expressing the strength of
the membership. This association also contains an optional name. Collections can
be arbitrarily named and typed. Collections, as any other entity are themselves
reactive. They will be able to have a given behaviour, which will typically add or
remove members depending on some parameters. Entity membership resolution,
i.e. the final membership strength of entities introduced by sub-collections of a
collection or by several collections has a number of pluggable implementations:
maximum, minimum, median, multiplication of the different memberships, etc.
Entity membership resolution also includes determination of the membership when
an entity appears several times in a collection because of its cumulated membership
with different sub-collections. For this type of resolution, a top-most entity
membership scheme is adopted. Collections are explained further through an
example in Drawing 6.1.
DIVE is based on a logical class hierarchy and collections have been specialised for
internal use. Actors, the conceptual representation of participants and applications
are one example. Actors are a specialisation where ownership is binary, where no
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sub-grouping is allowed and where additional semantics have been implemented.
Any entity hierarchy that is pointed at by an actor will follow a participant when
interactively migrating from an environment to another. The visual representation
of participants, also called the avatar is one such object. But the system will make
sure that any other object will follow, allowing participants to carry “belongings”
with them wherever they navigate.
Another specialisation is called indirection. An indirection implements a “shortcut”
across the hierarchy with regard to key operations such as rendering, intersection or
collision. During all such recursive operations, when an indirection is encountered,
the recursion will continue at the entities that are pointed at by the collection that it
implements and will, once completed, continue as usual. This allows lightweight
copies of whole hierarchies at different places of the database without actually
copying data in any way. Indirections are memory savers in environments where
the same graphical objects can be found numerous times.
6.6. Scripting 
Any entity of the database can be associated with a script that will describe its
behaviour. Scripts are written in an extension to the TCL language. TCL is a
procedural interpretive language with a specific focus on the ability to easily
extend any application with a powerful scripting facility. To this end, the standard
set of TCL commands can be amended and extended with new commands that will
typically interface application-specific facilities.
6.6.1. DIVE/TCL
The scripting integration has resulted in the creation of a large amount of new
commands that interface and simplify the internal facilities of the system. The new
language formed by this integration into the TCL core is commonly known as
DIVE/TCL. The additional commands support a wide range of activities and
applications and there are almost 200 commands at the time of writing [110]. There
are roughly four major categories of commands, apart from the standard TCL
commands.
• The first category consists of commands for the subscription and unsubscription
of events. These commands register application procedures that will be
triggered and executed when events occur. Any event occurring on any entity of
the environment can be caught, and filters based on parameters such as the
identifier of the entities or the type of the event can be specified to refine
registration. When an event occurs, the procedure will be called with a
predefined set of arguments, matching the content of the event and, thus,
providing enough information for decision-making at the script level.
• The second category of commands aims at getting information from the
database forming the environment in which the script is running in. There are
commands for traversing the hierarchy, for searching for entities matching a
specific filter, for getting detailed information on any entity, etc.
• The third category of commands provides means to modify the database and
thus the environment, usually in combination with script logic, the occurrence
of an event and/or the state of the environment at a given moment in time. This
category is the most furnished. It contains commands to modify attributes of
objects (transformation, material, etc.), to add or remove entities to the database,
to modify the hierarchy itself, to operate on properties (see Section 6.3), to
operate on network-oriented parameters, etc.
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• Finally, the last category of commands is oriented around message passing and
communication. The major contribution of these commands is the ability to
communicate between scripts by performing actions within the script associated
to an entity on behalf of another script, possibly awaiting a result. Additionally,
there are commands to generate events, for example application-level events
(see Section 6.4) or simulated interaction events.
Given this set of commands, scripts will operate in two phases:
• They will register events on selected parts of the environment. Usually, but not
necessarily scripts will express interest in the entities that they are associated to,
together with some of their children in the tree of the database.
• They will react to events occurring in the environment by modifying the
database, and, as a result the environment. These modifications will possibly
lead to events to which other scripts might react.
6.6.2. An Example
The simple script that follows exemplifies the scripting interface. Associated to any
object of the database, this script would move the object 10 centimetres upwards
every time a user sends it a so-called interaction event, an event generated for
example for every click of the mouse in a desktop setting.
proc on_interaction {type view_id sub_type origin src_id x y z} {
dive_move [dive_self] 0 0.1 0 LOCAL_C
}
dive_register INTERACTION_SIGNAL DIVE_IA_SELECT [dive_self] “” \
on_interaction
The last line (broken by the \ for space reasons) registers the procedure
on_interaction to be called for every interaction (INTERACTION_SIGNAL) with the
object. The identifier of the object is returned by the call to [dive_self]. The
procedure itself is declared in the first line and introduced by the proc command.
Its arguments, declared within the first pair of curly braces are imposed by the
DIVE/TCL interface and carry the semantic of the event. For example, the variable
view_id will contain the identifier of the geometrical primitive that was interacted
and x, y and z will contain the exact 3D position of the interaction. The procedure
contains a single command, which will be executed for every matching event. The
command in question, dive_move will move the associated DIVE object, returned by
[dive_self], 0.1 metres upwards. In DIVE, the Y axis points upwards.
6.6.3. Execution Model
DIVE/TCL is based on a dual execution model that attempts to favour interaction and
to introduce fairness with regard to the resources necessary for execution.
Unless otherwise specified, the execution model for script is a distributed model. In
this model, scripts are distributed along with the entities that they are associated to,
which means that they are replicated at all necessary processes. At all replicated
peers, scripts are brought to a same initial state with regard to procedures and event
registrations. The unit of execution is the event, or more precisely the chain of
procedure calls generated within a script when an event occurs. Execution is
always performed at the peer that has generated the event, which guarantees the
highest possible interaction. Results of script execution in the form of database
modifications are propagated to all other processes connected to the same partition
through the regular DIVE network mechanisms, as described in Section 4.3. Since
execution will “migrate” from process to process with interaction, any global state
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cannot be kept within a local copy of a script. As described in Section 6.3, DIVE
provides the concept of properties to alleviate this problem and mechanisms to
automatically keep one property and one global script variable synchronous at all
time exist within DIVE/TCL.
However, DIVE also provides a solely local execution model. Any entity of the
database can be marked as process bound (see the discussion on collision detection
in Section 7.6.3.1). At the scripting level, this means that script execution will
always happen at the process responsible for that entity. As opposed to the model
above, events will have to travel to the process bound to the entity before the script
is triggered. Results of script execution on the environment will be propagated to
all necessary processes just as in the distributed execution model. This model
makes it possible to extend some interpreters7 with specific commands that only
exist within a given process. For example, plugins, written in C, can be interfaced
at the scripting level using this technique. Another example is the user interface of
the standard DIVE 3D browser. This user interface is created using TK, a companion
of TCL aimed at the creation and management of 2D user interfaces.
Inter-script communication is aware of this dual model. When a script wishes to
post a command for execution within the context of another script, it acts
differently depending on the locality of the destination entity. For process bound
entities, an event will be generated, distributed via multicast and caught at the
process responsible for the entity, which will execute the requested command. For
other entities, execution will continue within the same process as the original
script.
In a 2D desktop context, the execution model described here offers application
writers facilities to complement the 3D interface of their application with a more
traditional 2D interface. For example, most of the objects part of the room system
described in Paper F implement such a functionality for less common operations.
The script that follows exemplifies the execution model with regard to this
possibility. It will open a message box at the centre of the screen every time a user
interacts with the object that it is associated to.
proc on_interaction {type view_id sub_type origin src_id x y z} {
dive_send $origin {
tk_messageBox -icon question -type yesno -title “Question” \
-message “Have you understood the execution model?”
}
}
dive_register INTERACTION_SIGNAL DIVE_IA_SELECT [dive_self] “” \
on_interaction
As in the previous example, the last line registers on_interaction to be called
for each user interaction with the object to which this script is associated. In the
arguments to the procedure pre-defined by the procedure, the variable origin
contains the identifier of the actor that has performed the interaction. For the sake
of simplicity, this script assumes that the actor is TK aware8. The command
dive_send sends the code that follows in curly braces for execution within the
context of the interpreter associated to the actor. This code will open a simple
message box in the centre of the screen asking whether the user has understood the
programming model or not, as depicted in Illustration 6.4.
7 An interpreter is the context of execution for TCL commands. At every process, every
entity that is associated to a script will be associated to an interpreter within which
script commands will be run.
8 The DIVE/TCL interface supports loose classification of objects. A true implementation
would check that origin is a member of the class Tk.
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If this code is associated to a regular (not process bound) object, the code of the
on_interaction procedure will be executed at the 3D browser process that
implements the actor representing the user within the environment. Consequently,
dive_send will simply request another interpreter for the execution of the
command, but within the same process.
If this code is associated to a process bound object, the code of the
on_interaction procedure will be executed at the process to which the object
is bound. Consequently, dive_send will generate a network event that will travel
to the 3D browser process that implements the actor representing the user. This
event will contain the code contained in the curly braces. Execution will happen on
reception of this event.
6.6.4. The Environment at the Centre, the Network as
an Abstraction
The scripting interface places the environment at the centre of the programming
paradigm. At the expense of a tiny restriction (the impossibility to use global
variables without caution), programmers will write application code with a sole
reasoning and understanding of the environment, its content and what happens
within it. Execution will migrate from process to process, or not. But, at the
scripting level, this will not have any major implications on the design of the
application. For example, a script written with the distributed execution model in
mind can be associated with a process bound entity and will function properly
without any modification of any kind.
This design orientation applies to DIVE programming in general. Applications,
whichever language they are programmed in, reason almost solely in terms of the
environment. Events occur, applications will react by modifying the environment.
Applications have their own semantics and need their own data structures, but they
are provided with mechanisms to hook these structures into the environment so as
to favour integration of their semantics and provide for their possible division into
several remote components working in harmony towards a single goal. To this end,
applications are also provided with ways to let these components communicate
data with one another in an abstracted and standardised way at the level of the
environment.
The network is present, but more as an “invisible” tool for the realisation of the
vision. Whenever it is needed, network-related problems are abstracted so as to
ease comprehension. The possibility to bind operations such as collision detection
or script execution to one process is one such example. Never is the process
directly specified at remote ends. This is done is an implicit way. Scripts outside of
the context only need to know that one process is responsible for the entity, and not
which one. The implementation itself follows the same principle. It multicasts
events that should anyhow reach this process and lets the process that is effectively
responsible for them react appropriately on reception only.
6.7. Animations
Without support for animations at the system level, a CVE would only be a static
environment populated by avatars only capable of interacting with one another.
This section summarise several consecutive implementations of solutions to this
requirement.
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6.7.1. State-Machine
In earlier versions of DIVE, a state machine could be associated to any object of the
database in order to describe its behaviour. The state machine could contain any
number of states and changing state required the occurrence of an event. When
changing state a number of predefined actions could be performed.
In its initial version, the state machine allowed simplistic animations through the
implementation of actions such as moving, rotating objects and the reaction to
events such as object collision (typically collision of an object with the invisible
aura around an avatar) or user interaction. To control sets of objects from the single
occurrence of an event, state machines were able to communicate with one another
through a specific “behaviour” event that could be triggered as one action from
within one state-machine and received as an event in another state-machine.
To allow more elaborate animations and especially the possibility to count, i.e. to
implement the equivalent of loops in traditional procedural languages, properties
were interfaced to the state-machine syntax as part of this work. In addition to the
necessity for an event to occur for state changes, one conditional operation (based
on the content of a property associated to the same object) could exist and had to
be satisfied. Specific actions to modify the content of properties were also added.
In the initial version, moving an object 10 times would require 10 different states.
In the amended version, this would only require two states and a property. The
object would remain in the same state 10 times, as the property would be
incremented 10 times (an action) and the object moved (another action).
State-machine programming is not entirely natural for most programmers, who are
generally used to procedural languages. Furthermore, while adding the possibility
to better control execution through the use of properties, complexity was
introduced and it was felt that a new computer language was in the process of
being designed. There are many existing languages and no real need for a new one.
This consideration is the ground to the necessity to interface a scripting language
and the later genesis of DIVE/TCL. However, a number of design choices have
migrated into DIVE/TCL. For example, state-machine programming attempted to
keep interaction high through the execution of the actions at the site that had
generated the event, whenever relevant.
6.7.2. TCL-Based
Since DIVE/TCL provides numerous commands to modify the transformations of
objects, it is tempting to use the language for the programming of animations. Such
animations will often be stepwise modifications of the translation or orientation of
an object to simulate its movement in space. Such use is not discouraged, since it
provides for a powerful means of prototyping animations tightened to the
programming activity.
However, this style of animation is demanding on network resources. Indeed, if no
special care is paid, every modification of a transformation will lead to a network
event describing the modification. Since animations will require a number of such
transformations to give the illusion of continuous movement, a number of network
messages will result. Section 7.6.2 provides one possible solution to the problem.
This solution is based on the encapsulation of objects to be animated under local
groups, their animation locally at each process9 and the manual synchronisation of
all simultaneous animations through application-level messages.
9 Since objects are encapsulated under local groups, any modification of an object's
transformation will not lead to any network messages.
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DIVE/TCL provides an additional solution. Any object transformation can be bound
to a procedure in an associated TCL script. Every time an application or the system
wishes to know the position and orientation of such an object, the procedure will be
called with time information and will have to return the current position and
orientation. This will happen at crucial moments such as collision detection or
rendering, locally at all processes. The technique allows the implementation of an
advanced form of dead-reckoning and the ability to code any movement that is a
function of time.
6.7.3. Key Frames
Using DIVE/TCL for animation tasks has a number of drawbacks. It is not network
efficient in the straight-forward approach and the solutions proposed in the
previous sections are cumbersome for users. Consequently, DIVE integrates the
notion of key frames that has been made popular by VRML. The idea is to provide
a number of animation keys in the form of transformations at key points in time,
together with the time that should elapse between key frames. As time goes by,
intermediate positions and orientations are interpolated between key frames. Time
objects can be associated to the hierarchy in various places to simultaneously
control the animation of a number of objects.
Animation information is part of the distributed database. Since animations
described in such a way are uniquely dependent on time, their execution can be
performed locally to each process and will not lead to any network traffic.
Operations for starting, stopping or modifying animations will be propagated
following the same principles as any other distributed data. Consequently, all
processes will, at a given time, all understand the environment identically and as
described by the animation semantics.
Apart from a file and a C interface, this facility is also interfaced at the DIVE/TCL
level. This allows the smooth integration of animations with the remainder of script
logic. Commands exist to start and stop animations, and to modify, add and remove
key frames. Key frames are not part of this work. However, they show that once a
scripting language has been thoroughly integrated, further features are
systematically and naturally interfaced as part of any development.
6.8. 3D Browser Extensions
In the context of persistent environments, the 3D browser also implements a scene
and environment editor for the power-user. It offers facilities such as visualising
parts of the environment graph, detailing information for any entity of an
environment, modifying this information in real-time, for example the materials
(colours) of an object, its position, its appearance, etc. For complex edition, the 3D
browser is coupled to an interactive 3D modeller called AC3D [111]. Objects from
the environment can be sent to the modeller for edition, modified and reintroduced
in the environment. Communication is performed through file exchange and
techniques migrated from DCI into AC3D.
Finally, the 2D graphical user interface of the 3D browser is implemented using
TK. The script that implements the interface is logically associated to the actor, the
representation of the user within the environment. Consequently, applications can
send commands to the actor, which will be executed at the process in charge of
interaction and leading to the creation of additional 2D GUI objects. This feature is
used, for example, throughout the room system (see Paper F) for operations such as
editing document content or controlling other objects of the metaphor. In addition,
the provision of a scripting language for building the 2D interface allows quick
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modification of the appearance of the standard GUI and to provide “skins” that are
more appropriate to some tasks or contexts. For example, as part of the work for
Paper H, an integrated GUI was developed (see Illustration 6.5). This GUI is
oriented towards desktop usage of large-scale environments and provides four
major components within a single paned window: the rendered scene, a list of all
viewpoints (i.e. semantic places for quick navigation within the space), a list of all
participants together with an iconic summary of their real-time activity (talking,
moving, etc.) and a chat window for textual communication.
6.9. Scalable Rendering
Finally, this work has also focused on a number of rendering techniques for the
rendering of extended and detailed environments. These techniques are twofold. A
system-oriented approach has consisted of the introduction of a number of generic
rendering algorithms and techniques. An application-oriented approach consists of
“misusing” subjective views mechanisms (see Section 3.4.4) to implement
occlusion solutions.
At the system level, there are two major scalability techniques: the implementation
of an adaptive far clipping plane that aims at maintaining a given frame rate and
the possibility to incrementally draw scenes when not in movement. Both
techniques dynamically order objects of the scene in distance order from the
viewer. The first technique continuously adapts the distance up to which objects
are rendered to satisfy a user-defined frame rate, as shown in Illustration 6.6. The
second technique takes over when a user is standing still. It draws more and more
of the scene as time goes by, painting objects that are further and further away, as
shown in Illustration 6.7. Objects whose transformations are changed under an
incremental pass are automatically remembered and rendered separately in order to
provide adequate visual feedback. This may lead to restarting an incremental pass
if an object that has already been drawn is later moved on. In addition to these
techniques, a number of features are available: level of detail, billboards, being
able to reduce rendering fidelity when moving, etc.
The second scalable rendering technique is at the application level. It uses a
combination of collision detection, script programming and the possibility to hide
completely parts of the graphical database for specific users. This possibility is part
of the subjective views implementation. The approach allows application-level
occlusion solutions which will turn off parts of the database as soon as they cannot
be seen by the user, e.g. the interior of a building from a distance, as depicted in
Drawing 6.2.
6.10. Integrating 2D Desktop Applications
There are a many existing 2D applications and one of the conditions to the success
of virtual environments is their ability to smooth the transition from the traditional
desktop metaphor to 3D spaces. In a number of scenarios, integrating legacy 2D
applications into an environment is also crucial. Apart for specific collaborative
groupware applications, there are a number of existing solutions to share existing
applications without modifying them — SharedX [112] and MMConf [113] for
example. Such solutions are usually called collaboration transparent (as opposed to
collaboration aware [114] as with groupware solutions).
All such solutions suppose the use of the desktop and can only be used in such a
setting. Paper C describes an attempt to embed X servers into DIVE environments.
This solution builds upon the video streaming facilities to map the bitmap
representing the virtual X screen onto any textured object and distribute the content
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of this screen to all processes connected to this video lightweight group. However,
this implementation had a number of drawbacks. It scaled badly since it distributed
whole images at a time (as opposed to distributing only the rectangles of the screen
that had changed). Also, it did not support interaction from the virtual participants.
Finally, being based on X, it did not support all platforms and especially let aside
all Windows applications.
To palliate all these problems while still offering a migration path for the
integration of regular 2D desktop applications and their transparent collaboration,
this work has implemented a similar solution based on the VNC architecture and
protocol [115]. The implementation comes as a DIVE plugin that bridges an
environment and a VNC server. Textures showing the remote desktop to be shared
are updated piecewise. 3D mouse interaction is converted to 2D texture coordinates
and further to desktop coordinates so as to be sent back to the VNC server.
Keyboard interaction from the participants is also converted and sent to the VNC
server, under the condition that they have focused on an object that carries the
texture representing the VNC-supported desktop. The provision of these
conversions provides full collaboration between participants and even with external
regular 2D users. An example of such a setting is shown in Illustration 6.8.
6.11. Conclusion
Together with the rest of the DIVE system, the solutions that have been described
above fulfil many of the goals that were presented in Section 1.3.
As part of this work, the DIVE system has been extended with a scripting language
facility based on the Tool Command Language. The interfacing is such that any
object of the shared database can be associated to a script that will typically
describe its behaviour over time and interaction. This interfacing facilitates
prototyping at a number of levels. Its major advantage is a reduction of
development time through the interpreted aspects of the scripting language, which
enables a more iterative and dynamic approach to software development.
Furthermore, the interfacing has been done such that the scripted content of
environments can be modified on the fly and tested at once, without taking down
the system. This has been made possible through the integration of a programming
“shell” to the browser interface and the possibility to modify, update and change
the content of scripts in real-time and distribute those changes as needed. As
described in the next chapter, these changes can be made persistent. As such, the
solution presents a number of similarities with the Smalltalk environment, with the
major addition of the provision of a distributed programming environment.
The interfacing of scripts is event-based. It follows the event model and style of
programming that form the basis of the other programming interfaces to the
system. Typically, programmers will be encouraged to encapsulate a script and an
object hierarchy for the description of the behaviour of an object's hierarchy. This
will form a minimum stand-alone application that can be reused in many contexts.
All objects forming the room metaphor described in Paper F follow this model of
programming. Most of these objects have been reused in parts of the larger London
application described in Paper H.
Scripting pays particular attention to keeping interaction high. Indeed, most scripts
will be written to describe the behaviour of a given hierarchy of objects with
respect to participants. For example, scripts will react to direct interaction with the
mouse or any other 3D pointing device to describe what happens and trigger the
internal application semantics. Another example is scripts that will react to
collisions between objects or objects and avatars. To keep interaction high, the
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scripting interface attempts to perform script execution at the interacting site, i.e. at
the site that has generated the event to which the script will react. Results are
spread to all other connected processes through the modifications that have been
applied to the shared database and the different state variables necessary to script
logic are stored as application-level data bound to the objects of the database.
The scripting interface supports communication between objects through two
forms of message passing. Both are constructed on the ability to send application-
level messages within the environments. Any application can send an application-
level message to any object of the database. This message, composed of a number
of typed fields, will be distributed as any other system-level event. It can then be
intercepted as any other event by any other application, anywhere on the network.
This flexibility allows remote processes forming a single application to exchange
data based on the semantics of the environment itself. It binds application
semantics to the environment. Application-level messages are interfaced at the
scripting level. Consequently, scripts are able to generate or receive such messages.
On top of this raw facility, message passing between objects is implemented.
Message passing again pays particular attention to keeping interaction high. It
attempts not to cross process and to stay at the interacting site as much as possible.
The scripting language interfaces deeply with the system facilities and components.
Since interfacing has been running over a long period of time, any new component
or feature that is added to the DIVE core is systemically interfaced to TCL.
Consequently, scripts have commands to control facilities such as networking
features, partitioning core techniques, animation techniques, etc. For example, no
partitioning techniques are per se provided with the system. However, as seen in
Section 7.6.3, partitioning techniques of different sorts can be programmed and
experimented with using the scripting interface combined with the core techniques
provided. This opens up prototyping at the networking level as well and allows
applications to mix techniques within a single environment.
There is a plethora of programming languages, each with their strength and
weaknesses. For a given task at hand, some languages are more appropriate than
others. The approach taken in DIVE is to offer a wide palette of programming
languages and interfaces, so that application designers and programmers will be
able to pick the language that suits best their needs. This work goes one step
further and also favours the combination of these languages and interfaces in order
to divide large applications into smaller components, which can be programmed in
various languages.
At the core of this approach are two key components: the scripting language
interfaced to the system as part of this work and the ability for applications to bring
their semantics into the environments in two forms: through associating their own
data within the database and through being able to send application-level messages
to objects of the database. The integration of the scripting language is in line with
an approach advocated by the Father of TCL in [116].
For the realisation of such components, DIVE provides a plugin interface. DIVE
facilitates the focusing on performance issues within well-targeted plugins only
This is made possible through interfacing plugins at the scripting level and letting
the scripts act as the glue that holds together the remainder of the application. DIVE
also provides an interface to the Java programming language. Applications written
using this interface will typically connect to an environment and control some of
the objects composing this environment. Application-level messages can, in such a
context, favour the mixing of languages. For example, scripts within the objects
themselves can be notified of important events happening within the application. In
general, application-level messages can be used to ease communication between
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heterogeneous and remote application processes. This communication happens
within the environment, and thus application processes will be able to benefit from
all the facilities offered by the DIVE system when it comes to distribution and
scalability.
Modifying existing applications to add some CVE component is not always an
easy task. Therefore, this work has also developed an alternative to link with the
dynamic libraries composing the DIVE toolkit and to comply with its conceptual and
programming models. This alternative consists of letting external applications open
a direct communication channel to a running DIVE process. Communication within
this channel will be based on commands written in the scripting language. These
commands will be sent by the external application and executed on its behalf
within the environment by the DIVE process. The external application will have an
abstract representation within the environment and will be able to perform most of
the operations available at the scripting level. Implementations for the client side
(external application) exist in a wide range of languages.
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on the Internet
7.1. Introduction
Most of the work that has been performed at the distribution level has been
motivated by the network trials related in papers B and J. In short, the work has
focused on transforming DIVE from a lab tool into a system that actually works on
the Internet. There are two main orientations for the solutions that have been
investigated to achieve this goal: letting the system scale to more than a few
participants and allowing the deployment of applications by regular and/or power
users.
Consequently, part of these activities have consisted in complementing, improving
or implementing algorithms initiated by others. Both the conceptual and the
communication models behind DIVE had been designed with scale in mind.
However, a number of “final tweaks” were missing and impaired deployment in
real settings. Experience from the network trials highlighted a number of these
problems and solutions were implemented as a result, for example through tuning
and finalising the SRM mechanisms.
A second part of these activities consisted in adding the necessary features to make
sure that the system can be deployed on any Internet capable network. This
addition tones down the dependence on the MBone that the system had in the past
and is designed so as to be accessible to less system-knowledgeable users. This has
led to the development of facilities to easily establish an overlay network that is
both capable of making use of a global multicast architecture when it exists and to
supplement it when it is locally missing. Even though the facilities consists of only
forwarding and routing techniques, they are implemented at the application level so
as to provide a migration path towards future platform aware improvements
(compression, aggregation, etc.). This is in accordance with the research method
described in Section 1.4.1 and which consists in systematically broaden any
solution and bed for further enhancements.
A last goal of the activities that have been performed at the communication level is
to make available analysis to users and application developers. The techniques that
had been developed for the analysis of the network trials used generic and complex
tools and required deep insights in the DIVE protocol. The encouraging results of
this analysis and the lessons that could be learnt motivated the development of
solutions to let application developers to understand how well or bad their
applications behaved under real circumstances. Through making this possible,
these solutions would permit application developers to understand scaling issues
and improve their applications in consequence. A key requirement for these
solutions was to make them available in a deployed setting. Consequently, they are
built on top of the overlay network solutions and separate gathering from logging
and visualisation. This makes it possible for people in charge of the deployment to
analyse from a distance, a crucial requirement in a global setting.
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7.2. Connecting from Anywhere
7.2.1. Application-Level Backbone
This work has acknowledged that multicast, while probably a better solution to the
problems of scale and interaction, is deploying slowly across and within worldwide
corporate networks. Consequently, this work has established the grounds for a
network architecture that is able to make use of worldwide multicast when it exists
and to bridge between unconnected multicast islands. Simultaneously, this
architecture is also able to accommodate clients for the connection of, for example,
home users.
Embryonic support for multicast unaware clients and home users is found in a few
other multicast-based systems such as Spline or SmallTool. However, none of the
existing systems has addressed the issue at the network architecture level and are
able to provide a replacement or complement architecture. Other systems solely
rely on the MBone for that purpose.
To allow processes to connect to running DIVE environments independently of their
multicast connectivity, an application-level backbone can be deployed through the
instantiation of a number of proxy servers. This is depicted in Drawing 7.1. A
proxy server is a general packet multiplexer. On one side, it joins multicast groups
and, on the other side, it accepts unicast connections from clients. Wherever
packets are coming from they will be forwarded both to the relevant multicast
groups and to the relevant clients. Consequently, the proxy server is able to
interconnect sub-islands with multicast connections and to interconnect single local
networks.
• The proxy server allows multicast unaware processes to join regular multicast
session by multiplexing messages between all relevant connected applications.
Connection can be made via UDP or TCP, in order to accommodate modem
clients.
• The proxy server allows networks that are not connected to the international
multicast backbone (MBone) to join DIVE multicast session by offering
application-level multicast tunnelling through the connection of several proxy
servers between remote sites.
A thorough discussion of the proxy server and an analysis of typical DIVE traffic
can be found in Paper B. Instead, this section complements the discussion by
focusing on the remote controlling aspects of the DIVEBONE, the hybrid backbone
constructed by the connection of several proxy servers.
7.2.2. Backbone Introspection
Another novel achievement of this work has been to provide the means to analyse
traffic at a very fine grain and analyse the structure of the backbone. This analysis
is vital to the detection of the techniques that were pointed out above and is
necessary to alleviate incoming traffic at home users.
For the purpose of remote controlling, every proxy server is able to accept
connections from so-called controller applications. Communication along this
connection is based on a TCP-based command protocol. There are three main goals
that drive the existence of these controlling applications:
• The controllers are a means to understand the current architecture of the
backbone, as seen from a proxy server.
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• The controllers allow remote operation on an existing backbone. For example, it
allows one to disconnect and connect proxy servers, therefore changing the
current topology of a backbone. Analysing topology, as stressed in the point
above, is a crucial step that has to be performed prior to topology changes.
Remote controlling is strengthened by the way controlling is done, i.e. through
a simple TCP/IP connection. This allows administrators to operate on any point
of the backbone, wherever they are.
• Finally, the controllers are a means to analyse application traffic at a very fine
grain. This type of analysis is crucial when understanding the reasons for
application traffic and when trying to find solutions to minimise this traffic if
necessary.
The algorithm for graph discovery is based on the ability to flood a discovery ping
along the message path. This path is automatically constructed using the DVMRP
algorithm [59]. On reception of this ping, every proxy server will send a
description of its direct connections to other proxy servers back to the requesting
proxy. These descriptions are forwarded to the controller and a connection graph is
constructed and visualised, as shown on Illustration 7.1.
On behalf of controllers, proxy servers can start accumulating real-time network
statistics. At the highest level, only a list of the multicast groups that are currently
active is shown. Statistics gathering can be further detailed. In a first step,
information on bandwidth usage per group is provided. These statistics are started
as user clicks in the controller, which will open a new window focusing on a
specific group, as shown on Illustration 7.2. In a second step, statistics can be
refined at the packet type level, as shown on Illustration 7.3. All these real-time
statistics can also be saved in log files for later analysis.
These statistics provide intrinsics into the internals of the platform and the
applications. For example, the ability to analyse traffic at this level has led to the
implementation of specific aggregation techniques for transformation messages,
which account for most traffic in a number of situations. Also, for application
developers, the ability to visualise statistics in conjunction with a running session
can provide an understanding of the bandwidth requirements. Notably,
programmers are able to couple the behaviour of their code with the actual
behaviour on the network, which provides a detailed understanding of what is
happening and what can possibly be done to reduce bandwidth usage when
necessary.
7.3. Improving the SRM Implementation
7.3.1. Estimating Network Distance
SRM uses well chosen timers when issuing requests and repairs. These timers are
based on the estimated travel time for packets between a sender and a receiver. For
SRM to function correctly and not to flood the network with a multitude of
requests and repairs, it is thus crucial to estimate travel time in an accurate manner.
This is generally known as round-trip time (RTT) estimation. In earlier versions of
DIVE, RTT estimation had been left aside and plausible constants were used instead.
As described in the SRM paper, the algorithm inherits some mechanisms from
existing NTP [117] implementations. To summarise, an RTT sample is constructed
by adding the time in transit between sending a message from one host to a remote
host and the time from that remote host to the start of the estimation. Drawing 7.2
explains the principle of the algorithm based on two single sources A and B that
exchange information over time. In order to get rid of short modifications of the
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Illustration 7.1: The control-
ler application can be used
to visualise the topology of
the backbone as seen from
a proxy server. It visualises
the routing graph for pack-
ets entering the backbone
from this point and how
they reach their destina-
tions. Here the topology for
the trials related in Paper B
is shown as seen from the
host with IP number
193.10.67.22.
Illustration 7.2: The control-
ler application displays real-
time graphical statistics of
the instantaneous band-
width used by the proxy
server that it is connected
to. Time runs from left to
right.
Illustration 7.3: The com-
panion application displays
statistics at the network
packet level. Clicking on
one of the “Graph” buttons
will open a window similar
to the one depicted in Illus-
tration 7.2, but only for a
given packet type.
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network response and benefit from general trends, the RTT value is smoothed over
time.
The DIVE implementation of RTT estimation differs from the original SRM paper
in a few ways:
• The current implementation uses the continuous flow of messages to estimate
round-trip time. This is achieved through adding RTT specific information to
each event that is sent by a process. The size of this information is optimised so
as to avoid too much overhead on bandwidth usage. This solution allows RTT
estimation to converge quicker than if a RTT specific heartbeat mechanism was
used.
• A weakness with the implementation is that some processes may not emit traffic
spontaneously and no statistics can thus be collected from them. However, the
DIVE communication model implements elsewhere a heartbeat that is, as RTT,
associated to each joined multicast group.
• The RTT estimation algorithm has to be initiated. The current implementation
uses a plausible constant when no other solution is available. Otherwise, good
guesses are made through an analysis of the IP numbers of the sources, for
example when other machines on the same network are already known.
7.3.2. Minimising the Last Packet Problem
One of the major design problems with SRM is the so-called last packet problem.
Indeed, it is up to the receivers to detect that object updates have been missed (via
gaps in the version number sequence) and to request retransmission. But what if the
missed update was the last one in a sequence and there are no more updates sent for
a longer period of time?
In preparation for the trials that led to the results in Paper B, a mechanism was
added to DIVE to alleviate this problem. This mechanism is based on the ability to
periodically send a report of a number of entity identifiers and their current version
number to their respective multicast group. On reception, a process that discovers
that it is late in the sequence of version number and has thus lost a packet will issue
a standard SRM request. Consequently, apart from the extra bandwidth required for
the periodic mechanism, it integrates well with the remaining of the SRM
implementation and benefits from its ability to minimise requests and repairs
through the use of multicast and well-chosen timers.
The heartbeat mechanism is divided into two categories. Both use the most
compact representation possible at the event level so as to be able to pack as many
identifiers and version numbers as possible. Whichever the category is, entities that
are added to the mechanism are associated to a given period of time, possibly
infinite. Once this period has elapsed, they will be removed from the mechanism:
• C1: The first mode allows the packaging of any entity from the hierarchical
database, without any correlation. This is further explained in Drawing 7.3.
Adding an entity that already is registered will have the effect to reinitialise its
time to live.
• C2: The second mode packs branches of the database in a compact manner. To
avoid using too much bandwidth for deep branches, the mechanism is then
cyclic. The whole branch is described over a number of heartbeats so that one
heartbeat only packages part of a whole branch but so that the sum of a finite
number of heartbeats will describe the whole branch. This is further explained
in Drawing 7.4.
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Whichever the category of the heartbeat, the mechanism will automatically detect
the multicast group to which entities belong so that only entities that belong to a
group will be included in the heartbeat to that group. Several strategies are
employed to make best use of the heartbeat mechanism and solve the problems that
it has been introduced for. Any process performing an operation on an object will
automatically add it to C1. New operations on the same object will automatically
result in new version numbers and replace these in the heartbeat message.
However, when a series of operations has ended, the heartbeat mechanism will give
increased chances for remote processes to detect loss of the last packet and react
accordingly. In addition, a number of object hierarchies are pinged using C2. One
example is the avatars representing participants and all objects which are solely
controlled by that process. This strategy helps keep interaction high through
ensuring that all participants perceive one another in a similar state. The last
automatic strategy is employed when a participant or application adds an object
hierarchy to the shared database. This hierarchy is automatically pinged according
to C2 to ensure that all participants will see the new object. Very often, the
introduction of new hierarchies is a very special case of the last packet problem
since this introduction is both the first and last packet for most of the entities of the
hierarchy in question. Finally, a user interface to the heartbeat mechanism exists so
that participants will be able to add objects to C1 or C2 upon agreement and to solve
consistency issues at the user level.
7.4. Coexisting with other MBone Applications
In order to be able to coexist with other standardised multimedia applications on
the worldwide multicast backbone called the MBone, all DIVE packets comply to
the RTP standard [118]. RTP is really a twin protocol: RTP itself specifies the
packet format for the transmission of real-time data over multicast or unicast
network services. RTP is complemented with a protocol called RTCP, which aims
at monitoring the data delivery. At the time of the implementation, there was no
such proposal as RTP/I. Consequently, a minimal approach was taken and only
compliance to data transport was incorporated into the system. An arbitrary RTP
payload type was chosen, which allows DIVE-based applications to coexist gently
with other RTP compliant applications on the same IP multicast group. However,
DIVE will not recognise packets from these applications and vice-versa.
Since audio and video communication in DIVE is very similar to the standardised
existing payload formats, a natural extension to this work would have been to split
DIVE's unique payload format into several. Through making DIVE's audio and video
communication compliant with the existing standardised formats (and payloads), it
would have been possible to integrate regular Internet audio and video conference
streams into DIVE environments and vice versa. However, this integration is not
entirely trivial since DIVE needs to position audio sources in space in order to
spatialise sound at reception. But complement information could be sent separately
to achieve this goal. As a turn around, an alternative (and temporary) solution was
implemented. This solution, represented as a virtual phone and shown on
Illustration 7.4, bridges a running VAT10 and DIVE's network audio streams. All
incoming DIVE streams are (optionally) spatialised using the position of the virtual
phone, mixed and sent further to VAT for regular transmission. Similarly, all
incoming mixed VAT sound is reflected further as DIVE sound, originating from the
3D position of the phone in space.
10 VAT is one of the MBone audio conferencing applications.
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Illustration 7.4: The VAT
phone application allows
participants to take part in
MBone audio conferences.
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7.5. Persistence
Being able to describe the interactive behaviours of objects within an environment
through scripts allows their replication and execution from almost any process.
Within this context, work performed in this thesis has amended the DIVE system so
as to support both persistence without evolution and persistence with evolution.
Persistence with evolution is supported for objects whose behaviour is directed by
the scripting interface. Persistence is ensured through the help of specific
applications that have two major goals. These dedicated processes will participate
actively in the sharing and replication mechanisms. Additionally, they regularly
save the state of environments to files in order to restart from that point if
necessary and to add some form of historical snapshot facility for an analysis of
evolution. Since these applications will keep running, they keep the whole
description of environments, including the scripts that describe their behaviour.
Evolution occurs within those applications when all participants have left. Upon
connection, new participants will obtain the current state from one of these
applications and, thus, synchronise with the current state of the world.
This mechanism is protected against failures in two different ways. The existence
of persistence “servers” can be supervised by a watch guard application that will
restart them if necessary. The watch guard is also able to automatically start new
persistence servers as needed, given a set of restriction filters11. Furthermore,
persistence applications, which are tuned to only a subset of all of the
environments, can be replicated as needed on the Internet. This replication
facilitates interaction by placing persistence services closer to the participants. It
also avoids restarting from the saved state file in most cases, since the chance that
another persistence server is still running and will thus be able to provide the state
of a current environment is greater.
For applications that are written in other programming languages, persistence with
evolution is a more complex task. As it is, the DIVE system supports the evolution
of the environments as long as these applications are connected to the world.
However, if they happened to crash, there are no system mechanisms to restart
them automatically. Solutions similar to the existing mechanism between the watch
guard and the persistence server could be employed to ensure the existence of the
application. However, these would not be sufficient, since a restarting application
has to re-synchronise with the state that it had reached before disappearing. Paper
G provides an example solution through the use of application-specific data that is
associated to and distributed with the objects of the environment. In this example,
the VR system provides the building bricks supporting such solutions. Applications
are free to use other solutions, such as an external database, a set of files, etc.
A few existing systems have been trying to address persistence issues. Community
Place relies on unique servers, controlling part of the environment for that purpose.
MASSIVE-2 and MASSIVE-3 also rely on the existence of specific running
processes. None of the systems have the ability to minimise risks through a
replication of persistence servers cumulated with the ability to automatically start
or restart these processes when needed.
11 This allows an organisation to provide the persistence of a restricted number of
environments that it offers as a service to their users.
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7.6. Partitioning
7.6.1. Initialisation of Database Branches
There are two ways to initialise the content of branches that are under the control
of lightweight groups. In the first approach, described in Section 4.5, applications
request the content of a branch under controlled circumstances. Such requests are
issued via and conform to the principles of SRM. Consequently, the answer in the
form of the content of a branch will be transmitted via multicast to all members of
the lightweight group. This transmission will be issued by a process that is “close”
to the requesting process in network terms. It will be formed of a series of object
updates containing a full description of all the objects of the branch. Typically,
there will be one message per update.
However, this technique introduces complexity. It also introduces uncertainty since
content is likely to be subject to the last packet problem (see Section 7.3.2). As a
result, an abstraction called “holder” (described in more details in Paper D) has
been introduced. This abstraction is an object of a certain type, entirely part of the
hierarchy. It always carries a lightweight group for data and allows the
synchronisation and control of the branch that it encapsulates. In particular, it
obeys the same rules as worlds12, the topmost (root) entity of the database
hierarchy. Apart from an automatically generated lightweight group, a holder can
contain an initialisation URL. A programmatic interface allows to join holders
according to application logic. Joining a holder will result in two different
behaviours depending on the context. If no other process has already joined, the
content of the branch that a holder encapsulates will be initialised through reading
its associated URL, if present. Otherwise, a state transfer request will be sent to the
lightweight group and another process that has already joined will transfer the
content of the whole branch to the requesting process in one sweep.
State transfers are used in DIVE to transmit the content of whole branches of the
database between a running process and a process that is requesting this branch.
Requests are sent using SRM and replies are transmitted using a TCP connection.
The use of SRM for requests guarantees that only processes that are close enough
will send back the whole branch content. State transfers are used for transmitting
the initial content of worlds and guaranteeing that incoming processes synchronise
with their content. As part of this work, the concept has been extended to parts of
the hierarchy, i.e. to holders.
7.6.2. Local Holders
Since lightweight groups can be null, holders are also a way to ensure that some
parts of the database are local to each connected process. Such holders, called local
holders are useful for expressing parts of environments that are guaranteed to never
change or where synchronisation is not an issue. They can be automatically joined,
if so specified. As a result, all processes having a copy of such a holder will read
the associated URL and attach its content as an object hierarchy under the holder.
Using a URL guarantees that all processes will initialise this branch using the same
description and thus end up with similar (but not shared) content. Since the
lightweight group is null, any modification applied to any object under such a
holder will not result in any network message and will not be mediated to other
processes participating in the environment.
12 Worlds are actually a sub class of holder, in object-oriented terminology.
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Apart for being used to quickly initialise the content of parts of an environment to
similar, but not shared content, local holders are also a way to cut down network
traffic generated by some behaviours. The idea, described in more details in Paper
D, consists of transmitting high-level and semantically rich messages through the
holders and to have one or several scripts reacting to these messages under the
holder. Since these scripts will all be local, none of the actions triggered by the
arrival of a high-level message will generate any traffic. Since the high-level
messages are sent to the holder object, these will be sent to the group higher up in
the hierarchy and likely distributed.
Such an approach introduces complexity when it comes to application
programming. Generally, it will only be part of the performance enhancements
undertaken when migrating a prototype to a finalised application. Apart from
breaking behaviours into smaller pieces in a cumbersome manner, this approach
also faces the problem of synchronisation between all local executions. Indeed,
CPU resources will vary from machine to machine and local script executions,
unless entirely tightened to the local clocks will drift apart slightly if no extra
attention is paid to synchronisation. To facilitate this last issue, DIVE elects one and
only one process as the “server” for a given holder. This election is dynamic and
there is no guarantee that the same process will remain server forever. Scripts that
are made aware of this election through a specific event and are thus running at the
server will be able to send additional synchronisation messages to the holder. As a
result, all local scripts at all remote processes will be able to react and
resynchronise with the imposed synchronisation pace and state on reception of
such messages. Other techniques more suitable for animations are described in
Section 6.7.3.
7.6.3. Using Partitioning
The partitioning techniques described in Section 4.5 and the sections above are
flexible and let the application developer choose how to best use them. They aim to
impose as little conceptual abstractions onto the designer as possible to open the
way for experimentation. Most techniques described in Section 3.2.3 are spatial. As
opposed to these, in DIVE, partitioning is hooked into the hierarchical database.
While this database is usually spatial, this is not entirely and always true. For
example, parts of the database could be toggled depending on the true localisation
of participants and their language. Furthermore, DIVE allows the reuse of
lightweight group addresses at several differing branches of the hierarchy. This
facility allows the bridging of remote places. For example, in the case of audio
groups, using an identical group would be required for the implementation of a
virtual telephone. However, most partitioning techniques are based on spatial
assumptions and the ability to group participants into regions. One of the keys to
such techniques consists in detecting when participants enter and leave regions in
order to take appropriate measures. To this end DIVE implements a distributed
collision detection algorithm.
7.6.3.1. Collision Detection
DIVE implements a general collision detection algorithm in a distributed manner.
The algorithm is able to detect collisions between all the geometry primitives that
are supported by the system. It supports the computation of point to volume and
volume to volume intersection. Since collision detection is a resource intensive
task, designers provide hints to the algorithm by marking objects or sub-hierarchies
as subject to collision and the algorithm will restrict itself to these objects only (see
sidebar). The implementation works as a service and its results are mediated to
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applications through a number of collision-oriented event types. The
implementation is distributed, but since communication with the application is
through events, any application that is connected to an environment will be able to
react to collision in appropriate ways, as long as it has subscribed to the partition of
the database that this collision is occurring into. The implementation is distributed
as follows:
• Objects that are marked as owned by a given process and marked for collision
will be checked against the remainder of the objects marked for collision by the
process that owns them. A typical example of such objects are avatars. This
scheme spreads the burden of collision detection and places resource
consumption at the processes directly responsible for the collision.
• For all objects that are not owned by any process, collision detection is
performed at the holder server. This allows the burden of collision detection to
be spread further, since different processes will be elected for different holders
within a single world. Additionally, the system makes it possible for a process
to refuse becoming a holder server. This permits the implementation of such a
distributed service among processes belonging to an organisation and not within
the 3D browsers.
7.6.3.2. Spatial Partitioning
In DIVE, traditional spatial partitioning is implemented through the combination of
collision detection, scripts, lightweight groups and holders. The general idea
consists of enclosing areas of the spaces by invisible boundaries that will react to
collisions with avatars. Upon collision, the processes of the avatars will join
lightweight groups and/or avatars will be put under branches of the hierarchy
controlled by lightweight groups.
The combination of these four concepts allows, for example, the reproduction of
the spatial partitioning of NPSNET. To achieve this partitioning three types of
boundaries (implemented as invisible objects marked for collision) are necessary.
The first type are the hexagonal cells, which all should have a distributed holder
with no URL information directly contained in the hierarchy. When avatars collide
with such a cell, they will be re-parented in the hierarchy to be direct children of
the holder. This will ensure that avatars all send position updates to different
groups, one for each cell. Additionally, two boundaries should surround avatars as
shown on Drawing 7.5. The inner boundary will react to collision with cells by
joining their associated lightweight groups. This will let avatars (and thus their
controlling processes) receive updates from all other participants that have been
associated to the surrounding cells. The outer boundary will have the inverse effect
and will leave the lightweight groups. Using two separate boundaries for joining
and leaving accounts for jerky position updates at the cell boundaries. If only one
boundary was used, such movements would lead to frequent multicast joining and
leaving operations, which are rather expensive in terms of network resources. The
provision of two boundaries introduces a buffer zone within which avatars can
move without network overheads.
Although having proven to be adequate in a number of environments and,
especially, in the context of military simulations, NPSNET is less adapted to more
“chaotic” environments, with less predictable participants and less predictable
geometry. To this end, Spline has proposed Locales and MASSIVE-2 has proposed
third-party objects (see Section 3.2.3). The combination of the low-level concepts
and techniques offered by DIVE also allows the implementation of these models.
For example, the ideas behind the conference rooms of the London application,
depicted in Illustration 7.4 are very similar to Locales. Another example is the idea
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figure) and two joining and
leaving boundaries (circles
on the figure).
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of crowds of participants as implemented in MASSIVE-2. A crowd is an abstract
representation of a group of avatars. Crowds, in this context, are based on the
assumption that, from a distance, the actual position and behaviour of the
participants is of less importance than the actual information that there are a lot of
avatars within this vicinity. From inside a crowd, there should not be any
difference.
Crowds, as proposed in MASSIVE-2, can be implemented through a combination
of boundaries, collision detection and holders. A crowd is implemented as a
boundary. As in the NPSNET example, this boundary is an invisible object marked
for collision. Two other objects exist in the hierarchy under this object: a
representation of the crowd as seen from far away and a holder. When colliding
with the boundary, avatars are moved under the holder, so that they will only be
seen by the other members of the holder. Additionally, they are enhanced with a
behaviour that will duplicate their current representation, attach this representation
under the object representing the crowd from far away and update the position and
orientation of this “shadow” representation periodically, but at a rather low pace.
To arrange for these shadows not to be seen by members of the crowd themselves,
they have to be made subjectively invisible to all members. A number of
improvements can be brought to this raw design. To accommodate for hysteresis13
at the boundary, two boundaries can be provided as in the NPSNET example
above. To simplify the aspect of the crowd, the copying of avatars can be made at a
lower level of detail and it can even have a much simpler representation when seen
from far away. To accommodate for scalability, the boundary can be of fixed or
variable size.
The provision of a number of low-level concepts brings a flexibility that is seldom
found in other systems. This flexibility comes essentially from the integration of
the scripting language at the networking level and its ability to select processes for
execution in very particular cases. However, flexibility comes at the price of the
necessity to program behaviours and scripts to achieve spatial partitioning of the
environments. This necessity can be relieved through the provision of libraries of
ready-made objects and scripts.
The scripting facilities are not a requirement for the experimentation of new
partitioning techniques. For example, work on aura collisions, as related in [107]
has led to an industrial implementation in Community Place.
7.7. Conclusion
Together with the rest of the DIVE system, the solutions that have been described
above fulfil many of the goals that were presented in Section 1.3.
Participation of any Internet-connected participant is ensured through the
establishment of an application-level multicast backbone. Along this backbone,
servers communicate with one another either through multicast or through direct
unicast connections. Servers also accommodate regular clients at the outer edges of
the backbone. These clients are mostly 3D browsers. Placing this network
architecture at the application-level provides a number of advantages. The
application-level routers of this architecture can handle more targeted tasks than
simple packet forwarding. This poses the grounds for a number of techniques to
reduce bandwidth usage at several levels. Especially, the specific problems of
home connections can be addressed. In addition, this network architecture provides
13 Hysteresis can easily happen when participants are navigating close to the boundary
and enter and leave the crowd numerous time as a result of this navigation.
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the means to analyse traffic at a very fine grain and analyse the structure of the
backbone.
At the network level, the key to interaction is to keep network delays as low as
possible. DIVE uses multicast as its favoured transport protocol. All network
communication is based on the concept of group communication, which maps
directly to IP multicast. The backbone architecture is built on top of this concept.
The servers that form the backbone are multicast-aware and perform software
multiplexing of packets as required.
Another key to interaction in the architecture is its minimum usage of central
servers. Whenever possible “centralised” resources are implemented through a
number of parallel processes that communicate with one another through the same
mechanisms that are used for communication between clients. In short
communication with the services is multicast based, seconded by the backbone
network architecture and through the common abstractions of a shared replicated
virtual environment. This replication of services minimises delays when
communicating with them, especially since a round-trip time estimation algorithm
has been implemented within this work and since this estimation usually
dynamically ensures the shortest network distance for this communication.
Support for persistence is provided through the provision of two dedicated
applications. One application makes full use of the replication mechanisms to
participate actively to object communication within environment and to ensure
their persistence with or without evolution. Persistence with evolution is currently
only ensured for applications written using DIVE/TCL. The second application is a
watch guard that controls the existence of the first type of application and ensure
their presence and activity even in case of failure.
This work has focused on the problem of scale at a number of levels. The first
group of solutions is the offering of a number of partitioning techniques of various
kinds. To begin with, the system allows the inter-connection of virtual worlds
which are hermetically separated. Navigation between these worlds is facilitated
through the concept of gateways. Furthermore, the system provides for partitioning
techniques within these separated worlds themselves. Partitioning techniques are
recurrent to all systems that aim at scalability. However, as opposed to other
existing systems, the techniques developed within this work are opened to the
programmer for experimentation. The argument for this openness is to let the
application decide upon which partitioning technique works best for the task at
hand and the possibility to mix these techniques if possible.
The second group of solutions consists of systematically implementing algorithms
that will cut down network traffic and use less bandwidth. The improvements to
SRM described above are placed in this context. But, the hunt for cutting down
network traffic has also taken a lot of other forms within this work. For example, a
number of new audio compression algorithms were incorporated, or aggregation of
packets carrying object transformation information was made possible. Such
techniques have also (good) implications on interaction between participants by
making applications more responsive or allowing audio communication even if
bandwidth is sparse.
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The work that has been described within this document spans almost ten years and
most implementation has been done within the DIVE system. DIVE has been made
available for free for non-commercial use for a number of years. Consequently, the
system has been and is used in a number of academic and industrial research
institutes worldwide. In the late 1990s, at a time when downloads were tracked,
analysed and archived, the system was downloaded about 10 times per working
day. Several mailing lists have been set up as a channel to help users on a voluntary
basis. Traffic on these lists have shown the viability and promises of the ideas
developed throughout this thesis. In particular, the integration of a scripting
language has shown to be adequate for the purpose of prototyping applications. But
this integration itself does not explains it all. It is the combination of so many
necessary components within a unique system and their systematic integration at
the scripting level that give its strength to the system as a whole.
8.1. Summary of Achievements
At the platform level, one of the achievement of this work has been to build a
framework for controlling the large data flows that are generated by applications.
Indeed, while creators of multi-user virtual environments often wish them to be
spatially extended (if not infinite), to contain many detailed and interactive objects
and to allow many simultaneous participants to interact with each other and with
the environment, this would not be possible without the use of specific techniques.
The complexity and extent of the environments, the ability for their inhabitants to
interact in real-time generate large data flows at a number of levels, which leads to
a necessity to manage these flows and control the resources that they utilise.
To allow the number of participants and applications to grow and to allow these
applications to have complex behaviours, this work has incorporated scalable
networking techniques. The leitmotiv of these types of solutions in other systems is
that they utilise the general principles of occlusion and attenuation with distance to
reduce the number of participants that truly share a region of the environment. In
this work, a number of building blocks have been constructed so as to make
possible the use of other principles or the tuning of existing principles if necessary.
Additionally, particular attention has been paid to the most common network
operations, so as to reduce their size and frequency whenever possible.
Scaling is a key to a number of CVE applications. While scaling really
encompasses a number of aspects, the most crucial one is the possible connection
of thousands of participants to live environments. This work has focused on
building network architectures that will support this scaling and that will allow the
connection of participants wherever they are and at any time. To this end, this work
advocates the use of a dynamic application-level backbone that will support a
controlled deployment of applications on the Internet. This backbone supports
introspection and remote maintenance so as to satisfy the need for applications that
will be available at any time.
Presenting environments that are geometrically detailed and extended, and that are
visually appealing is a key issue. Consequently, this work incorporates scalable
rendering techniques and specific navigation methods. The rendering solutions
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Illustration 8.1: A view of a
network trial assembling 15
participants in an interactive
game involving speech and
gestural interaction.
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focus on improving the overall image quality, while keeping the pace of the frame
rate.
Building and describing visually attractive environments is necessary for many
reasons, especially because it conditions the success of virtual reality as a better
metaphor than traditional two-dimensional interfaces. This work has favoured
model reuse and integration by adapting to international standards such as VRML
(the Virtual Reality Modelling Language) and through the internal and/or external
support of a number of industry standards for the description of 3D models and
their animation.
This work has also focused on making the virtual environments more than just
visually attractive by integrating many of the media types that have been
introduced by the World-Wide-Web: still and animated pictures, video, composite
documents, and so on. For example, to improve the quality of the simulation, point
audio sources (i.e. object and avatar sounds) and ambient sounds are mixed and
spatialised to render a “soundscape” that corresponds to the three-dimensional
structure of the environment.
Writing applications that will react to user interaction and other events will add
"life" to otherwise static graphical scenes. Traditionally, CVE toolkits have not
offered many ways to write applications. In general, existing systems offer a low-
level complex programming interface typically in Java or C/C++. Additionally,
some of them offer a programming interface at a higher level. This work has
opened up an existing system through the integration of a number of new or
improved programming interfaces at all levels. It also advocates for the
interconnection and mixing of these interfaces to best suit the needs of application
developers by allowing them to divide their work into smaller tasks and pick up the
interface and language that is most appropriate to the tasks.
8.2. Novelty of this Work
As stated in the introduction and described along this document, this work has
concentrated on two different aspects: providing better support for rapid
development of applications and providing the means to easily deploy and run
scalable CVE applications on the Internet. In Chapter 2, these orientations were
refined and related to several scattered research domains: programming languages,
real-time distributed systems and distributed applications deployment.
One of the key technical achievements of this work is the offering of a multicast
network architecture for the deployment of CVE applications. This architecture is
able to benefit from existing multicast topology and to complement this topology at
the application level whenever necessary. As described in Section 7.2.1, a few
other existing CVE systems realised the limitation of the existing multicast
infrastructure and proposed similar solutions rather simultaneously to this work.
However, there are two key areas where this work differs from these systems. First
of all, it is able to completely supplant the existing multicast architecture and offer
a complete solution to the problem. While other systems have only focused on end
users, this solution takes a global Internet approach. More generally, seeking to
remove the barriers to wide-spread multicast deployment through the provision of
application-level multicast solutions is in line with more recent work such as
Bayeux [119], Scattercast [120], End System Multicast (ESM) [121] or overcast
[122] to name a few. Second, the solution provides for some degree of
introspection, remote configuration and visualisation of the current state of both the
network infrastructure and the environments that are deployed on top of it. Adding
a GUI to control and understand this infrastructure from a distance is another
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novelty of this work. Recent overlay networks such as the X-Bone [123] have
started to integrate such facilities.
At a slightly higher level, this work has also been concerned with the issues of real-
time reliable multicast. From this respect, the DIVE system has shown that the SRM
approach could also be used in another application domain, given a number of
slight modifications, as described in Section 7.3. The combination of SRM
techniques on top of an overlay architecture is in line with recent work such as
Scattercast. Scattercast advocates the transformation of data within nodes so as to
accommodate clients with lesser bandwidth or momentously worse connection.
This goal is similar to the strategy that has been developed by the DIVEBONE.
Finally, this work has integrated a scripting language as one of the primary
programming interfaces to the system. The novelty of this work to this regard is
probably to have shown through an implementation that scripting languages had
reached a state where they could even be used in such stringent real-time systems.
While standards are difficult to act upon for such a small institution as SICS, I
participated in a workshop for the preparation of what would become VRML97. I
demonstrated DIVE and especially its scripting capabilities during that workshop.
Later on, VRML adopted ECMA Script as one of its preferred programming
interfaces and I believe and hope that my participation and demonstration had some
influence on this decision.
8.3. CVEs, a Novel Metaphor
This work has proposed a number of technical solutions for the development and
deployment of CVE applications. From a human aspect point of view, the novelty
of CVEs is their ability to embed participants and applications in a common and
seamless environment. The provision of such an environment makes the duality
itself less important and provides a space within which “everything” happens.
Applications will typically appear as objects or artefacts that will react in real-time
to actions of the participants and modify the environment itself. Consequently,
users will understand the environment as a natural place where interaction happens
and where the results of this interaction can be shared with other participants to
support natural communication between participants. Gestures, positioning,
actions, talking, listening; human communication is based on a number of physical
assets that virtual environments attempt to mimic and reproduce in order to provide
a metaphor that feels as natural as possible. The metaphor builds upon these assets
and lets participants forget about the interface itself and focus on communication
and the ability to perform tasks as they would in the real world.
8.3.1. The Ultimate Collaboration Tool?
As a result, CVEs might be viewed as a shift of focus. Rather than supporting the
process of the collaborative work itself, they intend to support the context within
which the work takes place. This shift can be showed through the support of a
number of core issues of CSCW, as discussed further in [24].
Human cooperation takes place over long periods of time. This cooperation is the
result of a number of asynchronous, synchronous and individual processes. For
example, a real-life meeting is individually prepared by all coming participants and
will result in a highly synchronous activity, namely the meeting occurrence itself.
There are a number of asynchronous cooperative activities that are related to a
meeting, such as any correspondence in order to fix the date, the modalities and the
exact topic for that day. Decisions and deadlines will come out and the cycle is
likely to start again: individuals will be assigned new tasks and new meetings will
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probably be scheduled in similar ways to synchronise the work of the team. This
example shows that human cooperation also involves many inter-related instances
of different activities. CVEs are able to support this type of interaction through the
provision of a sense of place, the creation of familiar and persistent environments
within which a number of collaborative activities can be situated and performed,
whether they are synchronous or asynchronous.
Whatever the situation is, human cooperation also needs peripheral awareness.
This awareness allows participants to get a gross idea of the activities of others
beyond their current focussed activities. There are numerous examples of this type
of awareness in everyday life and we give clear signals to others to support it. For
example, in a corridor where a group of colleagues are working, the presence of
another person in a room will be understood by others in a number of ways. First,
something important might be happening for the group, something that might be
related to the common goals being undertaken. Second, other colleagues will not
interrupt unless they have very specific and urgent needs. To enforce this state, a
simple object such as the door can be used: closing it will be understood as a
stronger requirement not to be disturbed. This example shows both the importance
of mutual and peripheral awareness and the use of gestures and of the environment
to mediate this awareness. Through a metaphor that resembles our real world,
CVEs offer a framework for the support of peripheral awareness, provided that
some or all our activities take place within the environment itself14.
Finally, informal communication plays a vital role in establishing and maintaining
cooperative relationships. In a work environment, this informal communication is
common place. Habits such as the coffee break and gathering in a common room
for its undertaking are good examples. Conversations will not only be work
oriented, but getting to know colleagues as individuals strengthens relationships
and grounds a sounder and stronger group feeling. Nevertheless, regularly the
coffee break is the witness of a number of work related decisions: planning the day,
sharing ideas that will change the course of actions, etc. Again, through the
provision of navigation in a shared spatial setting, CVEs support these activities
which are crucial to human cooperation and communication.
CVEs provide a shared space, and this space defines a consistent and common
spatial frame of reference. Within that space, it is possible for participants to
measure or approximate the relative position and orientation of objects.
Participants are provided with the ability to (freely) navigate and have their own
viewpoint which is visualised through the orientation and positioning of their
avatar. It is through this common space of reference and these embodiments that it
is possible to infer where someone else is, what this person actually seems to be
seeing and what the activities of this person are. Indeed, CVEs provide an
integrated, explicit and persistent context for cooperation where both participants
and the information relevant to their activities15 are present in a single common
space.
The DIVE room system described in Paper F exemplifies these issues through the
construction of environments to support both asynchronous and synchronous
collaboration.
14 There are many ways to implement such a transition between our physical activities and
a virtual environment. For example, it is possible to find technological ways to
summarise within a virtual environment a number of the activities that we have engaged
in outside of the environment.
15 Actually, CVEs aims to integrate more than just the information that is relevant to their
activities. This is why they support peripheral awareness and chance encounters.
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8.3.2. Problems with the Metaphor
As discussed above, from the point of view of cooperation CVEs offer a number of
advantages over many of the technologies that have been used to solve these
aspects in the past. They elegantly and naturally solve a number of the issues that
form the core of human collaboration. However, they are and will be for a number
of years to come simply a metaphor which, while more natural than previous
metaphors, still has a number of flaws and drawbacks. For example, the problems
that occur at the boundaries between the real and the virtual world are not entirely
understood and solved. Paper J relates the problems of external interrupts on the
regular course of actions within a shared environment: the intrusion of the real
world, in the form of a phone conversation or a colleague who enters the workplace
and interrupts for a number of questions has a number of disastrous implications on
the evolution within the virtual world. There is no easy way to tell from within the
virtual world that the real world has “taken over” and that there is momentarily
nobody behind a given embodiment (see sidebar).
There are a number of differences between two-dimensional interfaces and the
metaphor postulated by CVEs. For example, along the years, the desktop metaphor
that is now commonplace has settled upon a number of widgets for interfacing
between the user and the applications. These are understood by most users as a
common command language that allows a smoother transition from one application
to another. This visual language also spans operating systems and platforms. A
number of years ago, research teams were developing middle layers to facilitate
this transition. For example, Garnet [125] provided abstraction layers to run on
X11 or the Macintosh. As a direct result of this research, all devices are now more
or less based on a similar set of widgets, from smart phones to super computers.
CVEs intend to use a more natural metaphor where gestures have a greater
importance, in a continuation of the direct manipulation style of interface [126].
The novelty of the metaphor and the number of differences that it has with two-
dimensional interfaces speak for the necessity to find new guidelines for the
development of applications based on CVEs. There are many issues that are still
not well understood and a broad range of social scientific methods are being used
to study CVEs and to inform design choices [127].
8.4. What about the Future?
A decade ago, VR was presented as the technology that would revolutionise the
way we interface with computers. While VR and CVEs have found their way into
niched applications, the predicted revolution has not occurred. However, there is
one domain where 3D is the de-facto interface with the application: computer
games. In computer games, we take roles, we project ourselves into an imaginary
world to escape reality for a while. The illusion is so realistic that some people
accuse the violence of some games to be one of the major factors behind some of
the killing tragedies of these last years.
Computer games provide an escaping context. Users have no problems being
represented by a robot or a badly looking avatar since this representation is part of
the game and part of the context that it creates. Such a context is also provided in
3D on-line communities, one of the other success stories of CVE applications.
There, again, users are willing to take roles and to act.
In more serious applications of CVEs, the context is professional and the issue of
representation is crucial. So far, the avatar solutions that have been developed are
not satisfactory enough for the users to accept these avatars as their representation
and their second “me” in a parallel world. This is to be put in parallel with another
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“killer application” that has existed for years but never taken off: videophones.
Even if live pictures are of interest in many contexts, people like the anonymity
that the regular phone provides. Some have believed that avatars were a good
“medium” solution, between the reality of live video pictures and the anonymity of
a simple voice. However, avatars introduce yet a projection surface, a third party
that it is hard to control. Local users have to accept being represented as these
unrealistic 3D animated bodies without enough connection to their real feelings,
postures and expressions. Remote users have the same knowledge, the same
apprehension and have, therefore, difficulties to accept these representations as
their interlocutors. In professional settings, the context is different: the
environment is not used for entertainment, it is used for performing a number of
specific tasks where collaboration is typically the very reason for the existence of
the environment.
My work has focused on the technical aspects of CVEs and I hope that some of the
solutions to entertain “perfectly” the illusion that they attempt to achieve can be
found in this document. However, the human aspects are the true and only
hindrance to the success of this vision. As long as we have not understood what
users expects from these environments and as long as we have not given them the
means to believe in the metaphor, the vision will remain what it is: a vision, and
nothing more.
So, were all these efforts useless? I do not believe so. More work has to be put on
the issue of representation, so as to achieve fidelity in a manner that is not
cumbersome, that do not require wires, tracking devices of many sorts, etc. It still
remains to be seen whether users will accept CVEs where they can truly be
represented and where all their actions and expressions are mediated through their
avatars.
Another hindrance to the realisation of this vision has been the introduction of a
mobile infrastructure that allows us to be available wherever and whenever we
want. CVEs are based on the idea to overcome distances, to be able to meet and
interact from our desks or from specific enter points. Instead, mobile phones have
introduced a state of mind where place has no importance and where
communication can happen at any time. However, both visions are not
contradictory. The entertainment industry has understood this and the initial
success of so-called pervasive games16 points into that direction. I believe that
Augmented Reality is where both vision will converge in the future. For this to
happen, a lot of technical achievements have yet to occur: miniaturisation of all the
necessary components and their increase in computing power and capacity,
accurate positioning, manageable and tiny projection devices, a mobile
infrastructure that offers enough bandwidth and no delays, the ability for the
solution to smoothly integrate with our habits and lives, etc. The revolution has not
happened, but we might well be at the beginning of a new revolution.
16 Pervasive games are games that are always present, surrounding the player. Also, they
are location-based and use several different media to convey the game experience.
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All the papers forming this thesis are in some form or another related to the DIVE
system. DIVE is the result of a number of years of research performed mainly at
SICS, the Swedish Institute of Computer Science. Some of the papers are based on
work by people whose name is not necessary in the authors' list. Three key persons
who had left SICS at the time of writing and who have influenced some of the
design choices along the years are Olof Hagsand, Christer Carlsson and Magnus
Andersson.
9.1. Paper A: DIVE: A Scalable network architecture for
distributed virtual environments
Work on the conceptual model is common team work. I have participated in the
design and implementation of the content of the database that represents the
environments and on the clean separation between applications and the world
database. Work on multicast communication originates from Olof Hagsand, while
both authors have modified and improved the implementation. The idea and
implementation of the DIVEBONE is mainly my own work. Mårten Stenius
contributed to the finalisation of this paper.
9.2. Paper B: The DIVEBONE - an application-level
network architecture for Internet-based CVEs
I have done the design and implementation of the proxy server and of the
visualisation application. Help was received from Olof Hagsand at the initial stage
of the implementation of the proxy server. I was technically involved in setting up
and performing the European-wide trials of the application. The analysis was
performed scientifically separately on purpose by Chris Greenhalgh. However, for
this to occur, I provided insights on the system internals and closely worked with
Chris Greenhalgh. Mårten Stenius is the key person behind the trials on alternate
carriers (ATM and ISDN).
9.3. Paper C: An Overview of the COVEN Platform
I designed and implemented the additional world structuring technique, the
persistence and logging facilities, part of the scalable rendering techniques and the
file parsing facilities and the application scripting facilities. Olov Ståhl performed
most work on the video and audio integration, which I partly tuned later on. Mårten
Stenius worked on the desktop integration as a follow-up of a number of
discussions that we had. Anthony Steed designed and drafted the scalable
rendering techniques with my aid. Gareth Smith designed and implemented the
cooperative visualisation mechanisms, under my guidance.
9.4. Paper D: Semantic Behaviours in Collaborative
Virtual Environments
Most of the development and design work for the scripting integration is my work.
Gareth Smith provided with the behaviour classification and the visual editor.
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9.5. Paper E: DIVE: A generic tool for the deployment of
shared virtual environments
Most of the implementation work related in this paper is team work. This paper
acts in part as a summary of the system and its capabilities. Hence, the details for
key persons behind components have already been provided. I took the time to put
it into context and relate the programming interfaces to existing applications to
enhance the discussion.
9.6. Paper F: Building distributed virtual environments
to support collaborative work
I designed and implemented most of the elements of the room system, as well as a
number of the platform components that are used within the applications. Anneli
Avatare Nöu helped during the development of the room system's objects.
9.7. Paper G: WebPath - A three-dimensional Web
History
The idea initiates from a discussion between both authors. Design and
implementation were my sole work while Gareth Smith helped during the writing
phase.
9.8. Paper H: The London Travel Demonstrator
Anthony Steed concerted the construction and clean up of the London model,
incorporating both satellite-based data and user-based editing. Gareth Smith and
Duncan Pemberton initially designed and developed the visualisation service.
Anneli Avatare provided some development work on the various edition facilities. I
designed and developed the specific rendering techniques in conjunction with
Anthony Steed. I integrated all team effort into a unique environment, modifying
most of the applications to release their effect on the network and modifying,
through automated programs many of the 3D models used in order to increase
performance. Additionally, I developed a number of scripts for the controlling of
network and rendering partitioning of the environment.
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Some of the illustrations in this thesis originate from elsewhere:
• Illustration 1.1 is courtesy of the former Fraunhofer CRCG, now imedia - The
ICPNM Academy.
• Illustration 1.3 is courtesy of Integrated Information Systems S.A. and
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• Illustrations 3.1 and 3.2 are courtesy of Dr. Gareth Smith, then at Lancaster
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GeoInformation Cities Revealed data set.
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Abstract. We introduce the network software architecture of the distributed
interactive virtual environment platform. The platform is designed to scale with a
large number of simultaneous participants, while ensuring maximum interaction at
each site. Scalability is achieved by making extensive use of multicast techniques
and by partitioning the virtual space into smaller regions. We also present an
application-level backbone that can connect islands of multicast-aware networks
together.
1. Introduction
Our goal is to build a framework for controlling the large
data flows that are generated by networked collaborative
virtual environments. We investigate the techniques to
enable multi-user environments that are spatially large,
possibly infinite, contain many detailed objects and
visualizations, and allow many simultaneous participants
to interact with each other, objects, and processes present
in the environment.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we de-
scribe the conceptual abstraction through which distributed
interactive virtual environment (DIVE) applications trans-
parently communicate with each other, namely via virtual
worlds. We then introduce the design choices that allow
DIVE to scale to a large number of users interacting in real
time. Following this, we present the communication ar-
chitecture of the platform and the different techniques with
which applications communicate event and streaming data.
Then, we describe two key applications that allow DIVE to
run on the Internet and to adapt itself to the heterogeneity of
such a network. Finally, we compare the DIVE architecture
to other approaches.
In the first sections, we describe the DIVE philosophy
using an argumentation roughly parallel to the architectural
discussion developed in [1] to describe the Spline system.
Although DIVE and Spline have evolved separately, the
platforms share many common goals and design choices.
We discuss some differences and similarities between the
two systems in more detail in section 6.2.
y E-mail address: emmanuel@sics.se
z E-mail address: mst@sics.se
2. The world as a common interaction medium
DIVE [2] provides an architecture for implementing multi-
user interactive virtual environments. The architecture
focuses on software and networking solutions that enable
highly responsive interaction at each participating peer,
i.e. interaction results are immediately shown locally at
the interacting peer but slightly postponed at remote
peers.
By peer we mean an application process running at
a specific host (computer workstation). Different hosts
are connected via a network (here the Internet). An
application or process is any active program interfacing the
virtual environment by presenting and modifying entities
(see below), monitoring and reacting on different types of
events, and so on. A typical application is the visualizer
process that handles interaction and visualization of the
environment for a specific user. Other applications may
for instance perform animations and complex simulations,
and present three-dimensional user interfaces for different
purposes.
A central feature in the programming architecture of
DIVE is the shared, distributed world database. All user
and application interactions take place through this common
medium. This is illustrated in figure 1, which shows
five applications interacting through two different worlds.
Application processes 1, 2, and 3 interact with each other
through world 1. Applications 3, 4, and 5 interact with each
other through world 2. Note that application 3 is interacting
with both worlds.
The world database acts as a world abstraction, since
DIVE applications operate solely on the database and do
not communicate directly with each other. This technique
allows a clean separation between application and network
interfaces. Thus, programming will not differ when writing
single-user applications or multi-user applications running
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Figure 1. In Dive, separate processes interface and interact through one or more distributed world databases.
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Figure 2. The simplified DIVE entity class hierarchy.
over the Internet. This model has proven to be successful
while DIVE has changed its inter-process communication
package three times and applications did not require any
redesign, only minor code tweaking.
A DIVE world is a hierarchical database of what
is called entities. DIVE entities can be compared with
objects in object-oriented approaches, although DIVE is
written in plain ANSI C. Entities are organized in a class
hierarchy, depicted in figure 2. The database is hierarchical
to ease ordering of information and rendering. In addition
to graphical information, DIVE entities can contain user-
defined data and autonomous behaviour descriptions. We
believe that the three-dimensional rendering module should
not dictate a structure to the content of the database. By
making this distinction the system becomes more flexible,
and can more easily be adapted to a large variety of
rendering techniques.
Entity persistency is ensured as long as one application
interacts with a world. When the last application ‘dies’,
the world dies and entities will stop living. The next time
an application connects to this world, it will reload its
state from some initial description files. These descriptions
are located by a file uniform resource locator (URL)
[3], and thus may be located either on local storage, or
remote servers on an internet. The current DIVE version
handles persistency by running a monitoring process that
periodically saves the state of the world to a file, from
which the world database can be restored if the system
needs to be restarted. These mechanisms are discussed in
more detail in section 5.3.
3. Partial, active database replication
The DIVE architecture is based on active replication of
(parts of) the database, so that a copy resides at each
application process, as depicted in figure 3. This model
allows applications to access the world database directly
from memory, which provides low-latency user interaction.
Typically, entity additions, removals and modifications
are done on the local copy first, then distributed to all
connected peers through a network message and applied
to the local copy at each receiving peer. By this we mean
that the replication of the database is active. Conceptually,
programmers can think of a ‘global’ central database
residing somewhere on the network, as in figure 1, but the
database is indeed replicated at each process, as in figure 3.
Traditional distributed database systems often enforce
all processes to agree on the information state before
committing updates. Such operations are difficult to
combine with scaleable real-time interaction. DIVE, on the
other hand, focuses on highly interactive applications, and
uses partial replication to remedy some of these problems.
 DIVE tolerates world copies that differ slightly and
implements services that ensure their equality over time.
Dead-reckoning techniques and run-time object update
mechanisms are used to achieve this.
 DIVE divides the world into subhierarchies that are
only replicated and used in between the small number of
applications that have expressed an interest in a particular
hierarchy.
Modifications to the database are applied locally first,
then packed, transmitted and applied to all receiving copies.
Thus, on the receiving side, world events are captured
and transcribed into the database some time after they
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Figure 3. The Dive run-time architecture, simplified here to six processes interacting with one another in a single common
world. Each process holds its own copy of the relevant objects, but the whole world can be seen as residing ‘on the network’.
occur. The length of this time is highly related to
the network carrier separating the processes. Round-trip
estimates measured in DIVE experiments over the Internet
range from 25 ms within Sweden, 200 ms from Swedish
to North American sites, and 800 ms to Japan. This
is managed along with high packet loss rates. Despite
this network latency, DIVE does not introduce differences
between peers that are excessively large. The distribution
principle fits with our experience of virtual environments:
typically, entities will be modified in bursts and then
stabilize into a common ‘inertia’, i.e. a common state that
lasts. Differences introduced by latency and lost network
packets are ‘healed’ over time by periodic synchronization
using sequence numbers to keep track of entity versions,
followed by possible update requests. As a result, with
time, all connected peers will achieve the same ‘inertial’
state for these entities.
To remedy problems with network congestion and
traffic overhead, and to offer the possibility for hundreds
of participants to share a common place, DIVE provides
a mechanism for dividing the world into subhierarchies
that are only replicated and used in between the small
number of applications that are actually interested in
them. Each subhierarchy may be associated with a
multicast communication channel, called a lightweight
group. As a result, processes that are not interested in
these subhierarchies can simply ignore this branch of the
entity tree and cut down network traffic. The top-most
entity, i.e. the world, is itself always associated with a
multicast channel, and every world member process must
listen to it. Lightweight groups are discussed in more detail
in section 4.3.
4. DIVE communication architecture
4.1. Peer-to-peer communication
DIVE focuses on peer-to-peer multicast communication
as opposed to a ‘classic’ client–server model. A typical
client–server architecture would require DIVE processes
to communicate with a server each time an entity of the
database is to be modified. Thus, such an architecture
would have negative implications on interaction time and
would introduce lags.
There are two types of messages sent by DIVE, they
correspond to the different kinds of data sent during a
session.
 DIVE assumes that all entities are likely to be
modified often. Thus, database modifications are sent using
a reliable multicast protocol detailed in the next section.
Multicasting is used to minimize the number of message
duplications between the sender and the receivers. Reliable
multicast is necessary to ensure the postponed equality of
all world copies.
 Continuous data streams (i.e. audio and video) are
sent using unreliable multicast. Here, the emphasis is not
on maintaining consistency between different replicas but
on achieving sound or visual continuity from a series of
distinct messages.
DIVE messages comply with the real-time transport
protocol (RTP v2.0) recommendation [4] so that DIVE
sessions can coexist with other MBone applications on the
same multicast channel.
4.2. Networking and multicast protocol
For non-stream-based data communication, DIVE pursues
an idea originally in scaleable reliable multicast (SRM) [5]
to reduce the amount of messages passing and thereby min-
imize network load and increase scalability. The method
uses multicasting heavily, makes communication entity-
based, and bases reliability on a negative acknowledgment
request/response scheme.
In our approach, communication objects are equivalent
to DIVE entities. A sending protocol peer does not need
to store messages until their arrival has been confirmed
by all recipients, as in TCP for example. Instead, it may
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Figure 4. A simplified view of the communication flow in a
DIVE process. Note the active communication between
SID and the world database, made necessary by SRM
callback mechanisms.
request the latest object replica from its local application
by a callback.
If a peer detects a missing update message or just
requests an object, it simply requests the object on the
associated multicast address. By round-trip time estimation
and a timeout algorithm, the closest peer, with the latest
version of the object, responds also by multicast to inhibit
other similar replies. In this way, the network is not flooded
by replies. In the optimal case, only the closest peer replies.
The DIVE process architecture and the callback mechanism
from the interprocess communication layer into the world
database are depicted in figure 4.
A reliable service needs support from the application
in the form of callbacks. Therefore, our transport service
(called SID) is implemented in user space (not in the
operating system) and is an integral part of the DIVE
software. However, the protocol has been used for
other purposes, such as the JetFile file system for gigabit
networks [6].
4.3. Lightweight groups
As mentioned before, DIVE uses multicast communication
at two different levels of the world hierarchy.
 The topmost entity of the hierarchy is associated with
a multicast group that will be used by default for all data
communication within the world, unless the following case
is satisfied.
 Any entity of the hierarchy can be associated with
a different multicast group. When a modification message
concerning an entity is to be sent, the algorithm will climb
the hierarchy, starting from the entity. As soon as a
multicast group is found, it will be used as a communication
medium. If no group is found during the ascension, DIVE
will use the default world group associated with the topmost
entity.
Lightweight groups can be associated orthogonally to
the entity tree, i.e. several branches can be associated with
G1
G2
G4
G3
G4
Figure 5. An example of a world hierarchy, partitioned
using lightweight groups.
G1
G2
G4
G3
G4
Figure 6. A plausible view of the entire database of
figure 5 as seen from a peer.
the same group. The lightweight group mechanism can be
interfaced and controlled from a high level of abstraction
using the DIVE/TCL scripts that can be associated to each
DIVE entity. This gives us a more flexible tool that makes
it possible to experiment with a variety of application-
dependent distribution schemes without requiring a hard-
coding of the semantics into the platform. For example, this
model is flexible enough to serve as a basis for experiments
with different platform techniques such as aura intersection
[7, 8] or subjective views [9].
Figure 5 depicts an example of a world hierarchy
containing lightweight groups. Entities associated to a
multicast group are represented as an octagon marked with
the name of the group. Diamonds represent other entities
and entire subtrees are simplified as triangles. G1 is the
world default group, while G2 to G4 are lightweight groups.
Note that two different branches of the hierarchy use G4.
It is up to the process itself, and thus to the application, to
decide whether to join a group or not. The decision can be
made through autonomous scripts associated to entities or
by other running applications. Figure 6 depicts an example
of which entities of figure 5 are actually replicated at a
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given peer. The peer has joined G1 and G2, but not G3 and
G4. The lightweight groups that are not joined are marked
with a lighter background.
4.4. Data streaming
DIVE sends continuous streams of data (i.e. audio and
video) using unreliable multicast. Here, the emphasis is
not on maintaining consistency between different replicas
but on achieving sound or visual continuity from a series
of distinct network messages. Reliability cannot be a key
issue since packets resending would only introduce lags
in the continuous media and have negative implication on
interaction.
DIVE associates separate audio and video multicast
groups to each world. These groups are used for live
communication. The current implementation does not
associate separate audio and video to entities that carry a
lightweight group reference. This implementation hampers
scalability for obvious reasons and we are planning to
remedy this problem.
For audio and video transmission, DIVE inherits some
techniques from the popular MBone tools VAT and VIC
[10]. In particular, several encoding and compression
methods are offered, in order to achieve a satisfactory
balance between audio/video quality and network load.
Finally, audio streams associated to database entities (i.e.
object and avatar point audio sources) are mixed and
spatialized to render a ‘soundscape’ that corresponds to the
three-dimensional structure of the world database [11].
5. DIVE run-time architecture
5.1. The DIVE name server
The key application that allows DIVE processes to enter a
world is the DIVESERVER. The DIVESERVER is a name
server that exchanges a world name into a ‘ticket’ that will
allow an application to connect to a world. This ‘ticket’ is
simply composed of a multicast channel on which all further
world communication will take place, with the exception of
specifically marked subhierarchies, i.e. lightweight groups.
The workload of the DIVESERVER is thus proportional to
the number of processes that are willing to enter a world
at a given time point, not to the total number of connected
users during the session. Thus, while the DIVESERVER
is the necessary centre point with which any DIVE process
needs to communicate before being able to enter a world, it
scales easily to hundreds of simultaneous participants since
it only needs to deal with initial connection requests.
Initial communication with the DIVESERVER can
be established either on a fixed multicast channel, or
using a traditional point-to-point client–server request.
Several DIVESERVERS can coexist on the Internet,
but currently, applications that obtain their tickets from
different DIVESERVERS will not be able to share the same
world since they are likely to receive different global world
communication channels from the different name servers.
Once a process has received its ‘ticket’, it will no
longer communicate with the DIVESERVER. Instead, it
Multicast
Network
PS
App3
App4
App1
App2
Figure 7. The DIVE proxy server as a simple message
replicator.
will ask for the current state of the world by sending a
request to the world multicast channel. If the process is
the first one to connect, it will read the initial world status
from several Internet locationsy. Otherwise, it will receive
an incremental state from already running processes, using
regular point-to-point communication or multicast. As this
state can represent large amounts of data, its total size is
reduced using ZLIB compression [12]. DIVE uses a round-
trip-time algorithm to find the nearest processes likely to
answer.
5.2. The DIVE proxy server
For sessions involving peers located in different local
networks, DIVE has long relied solely on the existence
of the MBone [10]—the IP Multicast backbone, a structure
for interactive multimedia communication over the Internet.
From the DIVE point of view, the MBone presents some
weaknesses.
 Despite its wide acceptance within the research com-
munity, the MBone spreads slowly between subnetworks.
Thus, running a worldwide DIVE session can require the
intervention of several intermediate system staffs.
 Even if most of the operating systems now support
multicast in their standard installation—sometimes as an
option—some older versions do not or cannot be upgraded.
 In corporate networks, multicasting is still weak.
As long as the corporate local network is composed of
relatively new operating systems, it has an inherent support
for multicast. However, MBone connection, i.e. multicast
connection with the outer world, is often missing.
 IP multicasting is not fully supported on different
carriers such as ATM or ISDN lines.
Therefore, independence from the MBone was recently
gained by developing the DIVEBONE, an application-
level backbone that can interconnect sub-islands with
multicast connectivity and/or single local networks. The
key application to the DIVEBONE is the DIVE proxy
server. This application provides two different services on
DIVE aware networks.
 The proxy server allows multicast unaware processes
to join regular multicast sessions by acting as a message
replicator for all connected DIVE applications. This is
depicted in figure 7 and detailed below.
 The proxy server allows MBone unaware networks
to support DIVE multicast sessions by acting as a message
y Both the DIVE internal file format and VRML support inlining, which
favours model description re-use.
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Figure 8. The Dive proxy server as an application-level multicast tunneller.
replicator for all connected proxy servers. This is depicted
in figure 8 and detailed below.
The proxy server can act as a simple message replicator
for individual clients. It catches all DIVE multicast
messages sent by applications and replicates the messages
to all connected clients. Similarly, each time a client sends
a message, the proxy server will replicate the message to all
other connected clients and to the multicast group. As an
example, in figure 7, PS is a proxy server that will forward
all data from App1 to App2 and the multicast network, and
thus these messages will be caught and interpreted by App2,
App3, and App4. Similarly, all messages sent by App2 will
reach App1, App3 and App4. PS will also forward messages
coming from the multicast channel, i.e. from App3 or App4,
to App1 and App2.
For simplicity, in the previous example we have
considered that all the running DIVE applications had
joined the same session, and thus were communicating
through the same world database. However, the DIVE
proxy server is able to perform software, high-level
multiplexing in between different groups.
The current version of the DIVE proxy server is not
aware of the worlds within which the different applications
interact. It simply acts as a message dispatcher at the
multicast level. However, a straightforward evolution
is to build intelligence into the proxy server and use it
to compress and preformat data before sending it to its
direct clients, allowing them to run on low-bandwidth
networks such as modem lines. Examples of preformatting
include audio spatialization and mixing. Another evolution
is to automatically duplicate the proxy servers in order
to cope with the additional computational and network
load introduced by new clients. Computational load is
likely to increase if compression and preformatting are
introduced.
The proxy server can also act as a multicast tunnelling
application. Additionally, to serve directly connected
DIVE applications, proxy servers can also connect to each
other in order to bind together MBone unaware multicast
networks. Figure 8 depicts a complex example of five
different proxy servers, named PS1 to PS5, that allow
communication between 14 different applications, named
App1 to App14. For simplicity, in this example we consider
that all the running DIVE applications have joined the
same session, and thus are communicating through the
same world database. Again, however, proxy servers
are able to perform software, high-level multiplexing in
between different groups and serve different applications
on different groups. Tunnelling proxy servers with one
another constructs the DIVEBONE.
Because of the complexity of setting up a DIVEBONE
architecture, proxy servers are guarded against cycles.
Therefore, packets entering the DIVEBONE are marked
with the identifier of the proxy server that introduced them
and proxy servers drop packets that are received from two
different sources. The DIVEBONE uses principles that are
similar to the first versions of the multicast routing daemon,
i.e. DVMRP [13].
A straightforward evolution of the DIVEBONE is again
to introduce compression and preformatting in between
proxy servers. Another interesting application of the
DIVEBONE is application-level network analysis. The
current version of the proxy servers can log network traffic
and a companion application shows graphical statistics in
real-time. The most interesting statistics gather separate
logs for each message type sent by DIVE applications.
Using these statistics, it has been possible to reduce the
packet size for the most common operations, and thus to
increase scalability.
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5.3. Persistency managers
The current DIVE version handles persistency by running
an impassive process, called PERSISTENT, that keeps
its own active copy of the whole world database and
periodically saves its state to a file, in order to achieve
failure-less restarts. In order to strengthen persistency,
several PERSISTENT processes can be run in parallel,
preferably on different hosts and networks. This
arrangement utilizes DIVE’s active replication to its best
by not requiring that restarting PERSISTENT processes
read their initial state from their associated file. Instead,
restarting PERSISTENT processes are likely to receive
that state from another PERSISTENT process that is still
running.
The existence of PERSISTENT processes is managed
by another process called AUTOPERSISTENT. Its
intention is double.
 AUTOPERSISTENT detects requests that are made to
the DIVESERVER and automatically runs a PERSISTENT
process for each world that is requested, if such a process is
not already running on the host that AUTOPERSISTENT
runs on. Automatic starting can be restricted to a set of
worlds, enabling institutions to offer persistency for the
worlds that they wish to make public.
 AUTOPERSISTENT supervises its associated PER-
SISTENT processes and restarts them on failure.
However, these techniques have still to be refined—
many issues are still to be investigated in depth, such as
how to delegate responsibility for persistence of different
parts of a world, and how to handle object ownership in a
general way.
6. Related platforms
The systems that are most related to DIVE are those that
have been experimenting with the same ideas, such as loose
consistency, no central servers and world subpartitioning.
6.1. The ancestors—SIMNET and DIS
In order to achieve scalability, i.e. hundreds of simultaneous
participants, DIVE takes an approach that was pioneered by
SIMNET [14] and DIS [15]. The key to this approach is
that a distributed scaleable system can only achieve real-
time performance if the view of the common data is not
fully consistent throughout all the peers that participate
in the simulation. DIVE shares some commonality with
SIMNET and DIS.
 DIVE makes wide use of peer-to-peer communica-
tion.
 DIVE does not rely on any central service, for
improved scalability and fault tolerance (except for the
DIVESERVER, which supplies the initial ticket).
 DIVE uses dead-reckoning mechanisms to reduce the
number of messages generated when objects move.
However, DIVE goes beyond DIS on some key aspects.
 DIVE is a complete platform for implementing
interactive multi-user virtual environments. DIVE is not
only a communication protocol.
 DIVE supports both audio and video communication.
We believe that spatialized audio, and in particular
live communication, is a key to the success of virtual
environments.
 Introducing new objects at one site does not require
that the other sites can access an external description of the
objects, typically a file containing three-dimensional data.
When a peer introduces new entities in the world, these
are automatically transmitted to all connected sites, using
DIVE specific mechanisms.
 Peers do not necessarily own objects. As a result,
a peer will be able to connect, introduce an autonomous
object and leave. The autonomous object will continue
living, even after the peer has left.
 DIVE divides the world into subregions that are
associated with lightweight communication groups. While
NPSNET (Naval Postgraduate School Net) [16] also
supports subpartitioning, it is less flexible since the
subregions have a predefined shape, i.e. tiles of hexagons.
 DIVE network messages do not contain whole
objects, but rather self-contained modifications to be
applied to entities.
 DIVE does not require that peers send keep-alive
messages. Instead, we have based our approach on SRM
and are able to detect missing data packets on reception.
Much research on networking and protocols is being
done in the context of DIS and DIS-like systems. Of
particular relevance to the DIVEBONE architecture is
the currently planned CBone (Cyberspace Backbone)
[17], which also aims to serve as an application-driven
replacement for the MBone, providing new services such
as bandwidth reservation and dedicated multicasting. The
existence of the CBone is bounded to the emerging effort
for a standardized network protocol for large-scale virtual
environments: the virtual reality transfer protocol (VRTP)
[18].
Furthermore, among current work on reliable multicas-
ting is LBRM (log-based receiver-reliable multicast) [19],
which provides a way for detecting data loss on the receiv-
ing side, by employing ‘heartbeat’ messages and distributed
logging.
6.2. A comparison: the spline system
The scaleable platform for large interactive network
environments (Spline) [1, 20] is one of the software
platforms that resemble DIVE most. Spline has now
evolved into a proposed open standard for multi-user
virtual worlds: open community [21], along with its
communication protocol: the interactive sharing transfer
protocol (ISTP). However, the principles that drive open
community are similar to those that lie behind its ancestor.
Similarly to DIVE, Spline uses peer-to-peer communi-
cation and a derivative of SRM. As with DIVE, Spline has
evolved from a pure multicast approach to a mixed client–
server and multicast approach, in order to cope with low-
bandwidth networks. The role of the Spline session man-
ager can be loosely compared to that of the DIVESERVER,
even though the role of the DIVESERVER is not as inter-
active, but rather a mostly passive name mapping service.
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Spline divides the universe, which is called the world
model, into subregions called locales, each associated with
a multicast group, a technique that can be compared to
the lightweight groups of DIVE. DIVE supports coarse-
grained partitioning of the whole universe by introducing
worlds and gateways between worlds. DIVE also supports
fine-grained partitioning of the worlds by introducing
the lightweight group, a flexible application-dependent
mechanism for implementing subregions. Spline, however,
does not introduce this partitioning mechanism, but
introduces locales as a complete concept for interrelating
and subdividing worlds and regions.
Spline has abandoned Scheme—a scripting language—
as its language for autonomous object description; instead,
Java, a strongly structured language will be used. We
believe that scripting languages are more appropriate, since
they allow rapid and interactive prototyping. DIVE uses the
tool command language (TCL) [22] as its main behaviour
language and has directly benefited from the release of
version 8, which introduced a byte-code compiler and
offered an improved execution speed. DIVE supports Java
through a prototype external Java-to-TCL interface, which
hides TCL under a strongly typed class hierarchy.
6.3. Community place
Community place [23] is a system developed at Sony,
that partially stems from a research collaboration with
SICS [24]. The system uses a layered communication
architecture where client–server communication is used on
low-bandwidth networks, i.e. on modem lines to the actual
users, and peer-to-peer communication is used for long-
distance communication between servers. The browser is
tuned for low-cost PC hardware, to promote a wide spread
of the platform, uses VRML 2 for world descriptions, and
features server-based Java as a behaviour language.
6.4. MASSIVE-2
MASSIVE-2 [25, 26] was developed at the University of
Nottingham. It is based on the use of third-party objects
[27], which act as mediators of awareness and relationship
between other objects in the environment. The third-
party objects are used as a general mechanism for filtering,
structuring and partitioning of the shared environment, with
IP Multicasting as a basis for communication. MASSIVE-2
addresses issues such as nested world structuring, dynamic
view abstraction and aggregation, and the management of
common foci for several participants.
6.5. Distributed worlds transfer and communication
protocol
The distributed worlds transfer and communication protocol
(DWTP) is an application layer protocol [28]. Like most of
the systems listed above, including DIVE, DWTP is heavily
based on multicast and offers a layer on top of UDP/IP
to ensure reliability of data transmission. Furthermore,
DWTP follows a trend that is common to both DIVE and
Spline, i.e. the introduction of specific processes, which
scope and set of tasks are restricted to a few operations.
As compared with the communication layers of both Spline
and DIVE, the major disadvantage of DWTP is that it
realizes reliability using positive acknowledge messages
(ACK), sent from specific processes in an attempt to
lower the network traffic overload generated. Spline and
DIVE use both a variant of SRM, which is based on
negative acknowledge messages (NACK). DIVE avoids
NACK implosion by sending these protocol messages using
multicast. On missing packet discovery, the sending of
NACK messages is randomly postponed. Consequently, all
the peers that have discovered the same failure will cancel
their own NACK sending, since packet resending will be
done using multicast and is then likely to reach them as
well.
6.6. Other recent work
Recently, much practical work on shared virtual environ-
ments on the Internet has focused on the development of the
virtual reality modelling language (VRML) [29]. Most of
these systems support a static background scene and loose
sharing of avatars. Furthermore, most platforms rely on
simple client–server communication, often together with a
single centralized server. As we have pointed out before,
interactive client–server based systems suffer from higher
latency and from a difficulty in scaling. Finally, these sys-
tems usually support only distribution of avatar motion, at
a filtered low-frequency update. Under those conditions
they are able to claim high numbers of simultaneous par-
ticipants. DIVE, in contrast, focuses on an architecture
that supports unfiltered free motion of any entity, includ-
ing avatars and other reacting autonomous objects, in order
to achieve high-quality interaction and communication be-
tween participants.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, focus has been placed on how to support a
system that is scaleable both with respect to the number
of users, and to the network distance between different
users on heterogeneous networks. In particular, two such
techniques stand out.
 The DIVE proxy server and the DIVEBONE
provide tools for an application-level virtual multicast
backbone, that can be used in heterogeneous settings
where connectivity in other ways is limited, and to
create distributed, but separate, application-specific DIVE
networks. Furthermore, DIVE becomes a hybrid system
that can both be viewed as a client–server and a peer-to-
peer system, with increased flexibility for varying demands.
 Lightweight groups are a database-level mechanism
that allow a partitioning of distributed environments into
subsets that can be requested or disregarded based on
custom semantics. This technique can be used as a general
high-level application-dependent scheme for experimenting
with issues such as optimizing data transfers, database sizes,
view culling, object and world abstractions, and so on.
Achieving scaleable virtual environments requires an
adequate architecture such as the one described in this
document. However, we believe that application-level
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techniques are also required to reduce the number of
network messages sent and received by peers that are
connected to a common environment. The common theme
of the techniques that we are experimenting with is that they
intend to replace a group of low-level unary operations by
semantically rich operations that only require a few network
messages for their transmission. We are currently planning
to implement or are implementing the following.
 Operation aggregation controlled from the applica-
tion. This is particularly useful when realistically animating
virtual humans: all limb rotations can be grouped together
into a single operation.
 Adding an animation language that is triggered on
event reception. Animations are distributed to all peers
and thus can be executed locally and simultaneously at all
peers.
 Extending scripting language support. Scripts are
distributed together with the database and can, in some
circumstances, be executed locally and simultaneously
at all peers. While animations are tuned for visual
authoring tools, scripts can be used to add intelligence
to the animations and glue together different animations.
Support for customised scripting languages is also under
development.
The DIVE system has developed from a lab tool
to an evolving, general-purpose platform for networked,
shared virtual environments. While this paper has focused
on the database and network levels, the system is used
for experimentation with application, user interfaces and
interaction in a wide variety of settings. DIVE is an open
research platform. Binaries are available for downloading,
for noncommercial use, at http://www.sics.se/dive.
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ABSTRACT 
To allow the number of simultaneous participants and 
applications to grow, many Collaborative Virtual Environment 
(CVE) platforms are combining ideas such as loose consistency, 
absence of central servers and world sub-partitioning with IP 
multicasting. For long distance connections, most of these 
systems rely on the existence of the Internet multicast backbone – 
the MBone. However, its generality and complexity is often an 
obstacle to the establishment and testing of large-scale CVEs. 
This paper presents the DIVEBONE, an application-level network 
architecture built as a stand-alone part of the DIVE toolkit [5]. The 
DIVEBONE is an application-level backbone that can interconnect 
sub-islands with multicast connectivity and/or single local 
networks. Furthermore, the DIVEBONE allows for visual analysis 
of the connection architecture and network traffic and for remote 
maintenance operations. The DIVEBONE capabilities have been 
demonstrated and successfully used in a series of large-scale pan-
European tests over the Internet, as well as in various experiments 
involving IP over ISDN and ATM. All trials have proven the 
qualitative and quantitative adequacy of the DIVEBONE in 
heterogeneous settings where multicast connectivity in other ways 
is limited. 
Keywords 
CVE, VR, multi-user, Multicast, MBone, Network Architecture, 
DIVE. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
During the past few years, many researchers have been using 
Virtual Reality (VR) together with network software to create 
Collaborative Virtual Environments (CVEs). They intend to help 
people who are geographically located at different places to work 
together. CVE applications are starting to become available to the 
public market. The practical applications of such systems include 
education, business, architecture, science, medicine, robotics, 
command and control, tools for the handicapped, simulators, 
distributed engineering, information retrieval, art, sports and 
fitness, and entertainment. 
While CVE platforms and applications are on the rise and starting 
to be used on a wider scale, there are still many technological 
issues that remain unsolved. At the platform level, one of the 
main research challenges is to build a framework for controlling 
the large data flows that are generated by large-scale CVEs. The 
creators of multi-user virtual environments often wish them to be 
spatially extended (if not infinite), to contain many detailed and 
interactive objects and to allow many simultaneous participants to 
interact with each other and with the environment. However, this 
would not be possible without the use of specialised techniques. 
This paper presents the DIVEBONE, an application-level network 
architecture built as a stand-alone part of the DIVE toolkit 
(Distributed Interactive Virtual Environment) [5]. The DIVEBONE 
is an application-level backbone that can interconnect sub-islands 
with multicast connectivity and/or single local networks. 
Furthermore, the DIVEBONE allows for visual analysis of the 
connection architecture and network traffic and for remote 
maintenance operations. 
In the next sections, we summarise some of the key aspects of the 
most well known CVE platforms to date and describe how a lack 
of adequate infrastructure for wide-area use impairs their 
development. 
We then detail how the DIVEBONE can augment the existing 
international multicast backbone and allow for a painless 
establishment of dedicated CVE overlay networks. In particular, 
we focus on the two main applications that compose the 
DIVEBONE software architecture. Finally, we summarise some of 
the main trials for which the existence of the DIVEBONE has 
played a crucial role. We quantitatively analyse a series of large-
scale pan-European trials over the Internet, performed within the 
European ACTS project COVEN and examine how the 
DIVEBONE have affected these trials. 
2. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 
To allow the number of participants and applications to grow, 
many CVE platforms incorporate scaleable networking 
techniques. The recurrent theme of these solutions is that they 
utilise the general principles of occlusion and attenuation with 
(virtual) distance to reduce the number of participants that truly 
share a region of the environment. This is demonstrated by the 
use of regions in various platforms such as Massive [6], Spline 
[1], NPSNet [9] or the DIVE toolkit [5]. 
In order to minimise traffic within each region, the previously 
named platforms use one or several IP multicast groups for data, 
audio and video distribution. Through their implementation and 
experimenting, these platforms have shown that IP multicast is 
one of the keys to the success of large-scale and media-rich 
CVEs. Indeed, used in conjunction with techniques such as partial 
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and active replication of the shared environment, IP multicasting 
allows a system to minimise the amount of information that needs 
to be communicated during interactive simulations and ensures 
that network packets are only duplicated when needed. 
For long distance connections, most distributed VR platforms rely 
on the existence of the multicast backbone - MBone [8]. Our 
experience is that the MBone presents some weaknesses that 
hinder the establishment and testing of large-scale CVEs. 
• Despite its wide acceptance within the research community, 
the MBone spreads slowly between sub-networks. 
• Although most operating systems now support multicast in 
their standard installation - sometimes as an option - some 
older versions do not or can not be upgraded. 
• At the corporate level, multicast support is still weak. 
Provided that the corporate local network is composed of 
relatively new operating systems it has an inherent support 
for multicast. However, a MBone connection (i.e. a multicast 
connection with the outer world) is often missing. Depending 
on the routers in use, multicast may also be restricted to 
individual LANs within the organisation. 
• IP multicasting is not fully supported on different carriers 
such as ATM or ISDN lines. 
Additionally, some of the concepts behind the MBone make it 
difficult to understand for novice users (and even for some expert 
users). Furthermore, any modification of the network parameters 
and configuration require the intervention of a system 
administrator. This is in strong opposition to the trial-and-error 
strategy that still characterises most CVE experiments. 
To tackle these obstacles, we envisaged an application 
architecture that would act as an extension to the regular MBone. 
Our goals are similar to the currently planned CBone (Cyberspace 
Backbone) [2], which also aims to serve as an application-driven 
replacement for the MBone, providing new services such as 
bandwidth reservation and dedicated multicasting. The existence 
of the CBone is bound to the emerging effort for a standardised 
network protocol for large-scale virtual environments: VRTP – 
the Virtual Reality Transfer Protocol [3]. However, we have 
adopted a software dependent architecture that would help in 
validating the extension of the MBone for CVE purposes. 
Many multicast problems have their root in the generality of the 
MBone. Multimedia applications put strong real-time constraints 
on the networking layer. Furthermore, they differ significantly 
from one to the other. For example, one of the biggest challenges 
of audio conferencing over the Internet consists in providing a 
continuous audio stream based on a series of separate network 
packets. On the other hand, CVE platforms are more concerned 
with ensuring that the modifications applied at one site, together 
with the network packets that result, will be perceived by all other 
connected sites. We have developed an application-level network 
architecture, with the intention of treating network packets 
differently depending on their type in the near future. In the short 
term, the main goal of this architecture is to overcome the 
problems identified with the current MBone. Several key 
guidelines have driven our development: 
• Architecture reuse - We wanted to build upon the existing 
MBone architecture, so as to benefit from its services and 
innovations. 
• Transparency - We wanted to achieve a network architecture 
as transparent as possible for the end user, ultimately making 
it “invisible”. 
• Easy set-up and maintenance - We wanted to allow regular 
users to build their own virtual CVE network across remote 
sites and to be able to intervene on an established 
architecture and modify its configuration on-the-fly as 
requirements change. 
3. AN INTRODUCTION TO DIVE 
DIVE, developed at the Swedish Institute of Computer Science, is 
an experimental platform for the development of virtual 
environments, user interfaces and applications based on shared 
3D synthetic environments. DIVE is especially tuned to multi-user 
applications, where several networked participants interact over 
the Internet. Started as a lab tool in 1991, DIVE has evolved into a 
well-developed system running on many platforms1. 
At the networking level, DIVE is based on a peer-to-peer 
approach, where peers communicate by reliable and non-reliable 
multicast based on IP multicast. Consistency and concurrency 
control of common data (objects) is achieved by active replication 
and reliable multicast protocols, based on ideas originating from 
Scaleable Reliable Multicast (SRM) [4]. Objects are replicated at 
several nodes, and these replicas are kept consistent by being 
continually updated. Update messages are sent by multicast so 
that all nodes perform the same sequence of updates. Typically, 
peers generating updates will apply these on their local replicas 
first, so as to ensure the fastest possible local interaction. 
DIVE supports live audio and video communication between 
participants. Sounds are spatialised according to the three-
dimensional position of their source, and video streams can be 
texture mapped on to objects in the virtual scene. In a typical 
DIVE world, a number of avatars (i.e. the representations of 
human users) leave and enter dynamically. Additionally, any 
number of applications can exist within a world. Such 
applications typically build their user interfaces by creating and 
introducing graphical objects into the virtual world. Thereafter, 
they “listen” to events in the world, so that when an event occurs 
the application can react according to some control logic. Events 
can be user interaction signals, timers, collisions, etc. 
4. THE DIVEBONE ARCHITECTURE 
The key application program of the DIVEBONE is the so-called 
DIVE proxy server. This application provides two different 
services: 
• The proxy server allows multicast unaware processes to join 
regular multicast sessions by acting as a message multiplexer 
for all connected applications. This is depicted in Figure 1 
and detailed below. Here, knowledge of a specific proxy 
server is required when starting an application. 
• The proxy server allows MBone unaware networks to 
support multicast sessions by acting as a message 
multiplexer for all connected proxy servers. This is depicted 
                                                                
1 DIVE runs on many UNIX platforms and on Windows NT. 
Binaries are available for free for non-commercial use at 
http://www.sics.se/dive/. 
in Figure 2 and detailed below. In this case, the existence of 
the proxy servers is invisible to the applications. 
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Figure 1: The proxy server as a simple message multiplexer. 
The proxy server can act as a simple message multiplexer for 
individual clients. It captures all DIVE multicast messages sent by 
applications and replicates the messages to all connected clients. 
Similarly, each time a client sends a message, the proxy server 
will replicate the message to all other connected clients and to the 
multicast group. As an example, in Figure 1, PS is a proxy server 
that will forward all data from App1 to App2 and the multicast 
network, and thus these messages will be received and interpreted 
by App2, App3, and App4. Similarly, all messages sent by App2 
will reach App1, App3 and App4. PS will also forward messages 
coming from the multicast channel, i.e. from App3 or App4, to 
App1 and App2. 
For simplicity, in the previous example we have considered that 
all the running DIVE applications had joined the same session, and 
thus were communicating through the same IP multicast channel. 
However, the DIVE proxy server is able to perform software, high-
level multiplexing among different groups. 
The proxy server can also act as a multicast tunnelling 
application. In addition to serving directly connected DIVE 
applications, proxy servers can also connect to one another in 
order to bind together MBone unaware multicast networks. Figure 
2 depicts a complex example of five different proxy servers, 
named PS1 to PS5, that allow communication between fourteen 
different applications, named App1 to App14. 
For simplicity, in this example we consider that all the running 
DIVE applications have joined the same session, and thus are 
communicating through the same multicast group. But, again, 
proxy servers are able to perform software, high-level 
multiplexing among different groups and serve different 
applications on different groups. Tunnelling proxy servers with 
one another constructs the DIVEBONE. 
Because of the probable complexity of setting up large DIVEBONE 
architectures, proxy servers are guarded against cycles. In short, 
packets entering the DIVEBONE are marked with the identifier of 
the proxy server that introduced them and proxy servers drop 
packets that are received from two different sources with the same 
identifier. The DIVEBONE uses principles that are similar to the 
first versions of the multicast routing daemon, i.e. DVMRP [11]. 
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Figure 2: The DIVE proxy server as an application-level 
multicast tunneller. 
To achieve transparent joining and leaving of multicast groups 
and thus allow applications along the DIVEBONE to communicate 
without knowledge of its existence, the proxy server listens to 
heart beat pings regularly sent by applications. These pings 
contain a list of joined multicast groups and inactive groups will 
be automatically left. 
5. ANALYSIS AND MAINTENANCE 
Another important part of the DIVEBONE is an application that 
allows for visual analysis of the connection architecture and of the 
instant network traffic. Additionally, this application acts as a 
remote controller for the proxy server and enables run-time 
remote maintenance operations. 
The proxy server can log network traffic and a companion 
application visualises the statistics graphically in real-time. The 
application controls and receives data from the proxy server using 
socket communication. Consequently, it can be used to access and 
analyse remote parts of the DIVEBONE. 
 
Figure 3. The companion application displays real-time 
graphical statistics of the instantaneous bandwidth used by 
the proxy server that it is connected to. A click on the 
Details button opens up the windows depicted in Figure 4. 
The application shows real-time graphical statistics of the 
bandwidth used by the different groups that are active within the 
proxy server. This is depicted in Figure 3. The most interesting 
statistics accumulate separate logs for each message type sent by 
DIVE applications, as shown in Figure 4. Using these statistics, it 
has been possible to optimise the most common operations and 
detect flaws in the network algorithms, and thus improve 
scalability. 
 
Figure 4. The companion application displays statistics at the 
network packet level. Clicking on one of the Graph buttons 
will open a window similar to the one depicted in Figure 3, but 
restricted to a given packet type. 
Additionally, the companion application is also a remote 
controller for the proxy server that it is connected to. It can 
perform some maintenance operations on the DIVEBONE, without 
any need for application restart. Especially, it is able to connect or 
disconnect its proxy server to or from another running proxy 
server at run-time. Finally, as depicted in Figure 5, it can visualise 
the packet routing graph of the DIVEBONE, as seen from a proxy 
server. Graph detection is achieved by propagating a specific 
request that will result in propagation graphs being sent back by 
all leaf proxy servers. This allows a better understanding of the 
current configuration of the DIVEBONE. 
 
Figure 5. The routing graph along the DIVEBONE, as seen 
from host with IP number 193.10.67.22. 
6. PAN-EUROPEAN TRIALS 
Within the European ACTS project COVEN [10], we have 
successfully used the DIVEBONE capabilities in a series of large-
scale pan-European tests over the Internet between spring and 
autumn 1998. 
6.1 Architectural Setting 
These trials involved up to 20 active running processes (16 user 
and 4 agent processes) at five different sites. The logical 
networking architecture depicted in Figure 6 was progressively 
established. In the end, a central proxy server run at the 
University of Nottingham and three proxy servers were tunnelled 
from Lancaster, London and Stockholm. All DIVE applications 
involved in the trials, i.e. VR browsers and logging applications, 
ran using multicast. However, in some trials one person from 
SICS in Gothenburg connected his VR browser directly to the 
proxy server running in Stockholm. 
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Figure 6: The logical network architecture of proxy servers 
progressively established during the COVEN trials. 
For the trials, a murder mystery game, similar to Cluedo and 
called WhoDo was developed. The users at each site formed a 
team, and were associated with one of the suspects. Each team 
was then given a set of cards relating details about who 
committed the murder, where and with what weapon. Members of 
each team were then free to roam and question other people in 
order to try and ascertain the information relating to the murder 
(see Figure 7). The WhoDo game play favours collaboration and 
interaction. 
 
Figure 7: An overview of the WhoDo mansion. 
In order to provide a basis for thorough analysis, a great deal of 
data was collected, including network packet headers (using the 
tcpdump tool), application events and additional position and 
orientation for the avatars. 
6.2 Data Analysis 
In this section, we derive some general observations and insights 
from the last two WhoDo trials. These took place on a stabilised 
architecture and provided a consistent set of collected data from 
all sites. The ultimate question which we want to address is: 
• What are the costs and benefits, in terms of network 
utilisation, of application-level multicast bridging as 
exemplified by the DIVEBONE? 
But first, in order to address this question, we must consider the 
following issues: 
• With regard to modelling user activity in CVEs: how much 
did people speak and move in these trials? This will allow us 
to define “average” levels of user activity, as they affect 
network requirements. 
• What would we expect the network requirements for DIVE to 
be for varying numbers of users, i.e. determining a 
(preliminary) network requirements model for DIVE? 
• What are the costs and benefits of a multicast-based platform 
(such as DIVE) compared to an unicast-based platform? 
The details of this analysis can be found in [7]. In the following 
sections, we summarise some of the most important results. 
6.2.1 User Activity Modelling 
In order to construct a model of DIVE network requirements we 
first need to characterise the activities of users, because this has a 
major impact on the traffic generated. 
6.2.1.1 Movement 
We have found that the average fraction of the time which users 
spent moving was 26.3%. Around this average figure there is 
significant variability and the movement rates for individuals vary 
from 17% to 37%. 
We also observe larger numbers of people moving at the same 
time than might be caused by chance. We believe that this arises 
where phases of the activity involve coordinated movement, or 
where movement of others prompts further movement (e.g. out of 
curiosity, or to follow the other). Observations of this kind show 
that caution must be used in attempting to share resources based 
on assumptions such as independence of users’ activities, and 
comparability of users. 
6.2.1.2 Speaking 
DIVE (like many network audio tools) normally uses silence 
suppression to reduce the typical bandwidth utilisation for audio. 
Therefore, the presence of audio packets on the network from a 
particular host indicates that they are speaking. 
We have found that the average fraction of the time which a user 
spent speaking was 8.1%. There is a very broad spread of user 
speaking rates from 0.1% to 19.9%. In particular, the distribution 
appeared to be tri-modal: 
• There is a cluster (4) of high speaking rates, around 20%. It 
appears that at least some of these very high rates correspond 
to users with particular experience or responsibility for the 
trials. 
• There is also a cluster of extremely low speaking rates, 
around 1% or less. In previous trials, it has been observed 
that some users habitually avoid the audio channel, 
sometimes using text channels in preference when responses 
are required. 
• Finally, there is a broader spread of speaking rates between 2 
and 9%. We conjecture that this is a more “natural” level of 
audio participation in these meetings for most users. 
To a first approximation, the audio network traffic is equivalent to 
that which might result from every participant ignoring every 
other participant and speaking at random! This strongly 
contradicts the common intuition (and sometime design heuristic) 
that people will take turns speaking.  
6.2.2 DIVE Network Model 
In this section we construct a simple model of the network traffic 
generated in a multi-user DIVE session. The network traffic 
generated by a DIVE session falls into five main categories: 
• Initial state transfers, when applications join a new world 
and obtain the current world state from another process or 
from the WWW. This comprises one or more TCP flows. 
• Multicast packets carrying real-time audio from users or 
other processes, using UDP multicast. 
• Multicast packets carrying new updates to the shared virtual 
environment state, e.g. the creation, movement, modification 
or removal of objects in the virtual world. These are also 
transported using UDP multicast. 
• Multicast packets dedicated to ensuring reliability and 
liveness of multicast communication, also using UDP 
multicast and based on the SRM approach. 
• Encapsulated multicast packets being passed between 
DIVEBONE proxies, carried using unicast UDP. 
For each of the first four categories, it is possible to use the user 
activity model sketched in the previous section and compare it to 
the actual data collected to provide an evaluation of the 
bandwidth requirements of each component. By combining them, 
we find a traffic model with the following distinct components: 
• Per application unicast traffic: single TCP transfer per world, 
5-1000 Kbytes per application per world-join. 
• Per application multicast traffic: audio, 7450 bits/second 
(92000 bits/second maximum); data updates, 4000 
bits/second (30000 bits/second maximum); liveness, 900 
bits/second; reliability, 800 bits/second (6000 bits/second 
maximum). Total, 13150 bits/second average, 128900 
bits/second maximum. 
• Per world multicast traffic: 2400 bits/second. 
If we assume that there are N simultaneous users and a single 
world then the multicast traffic is: 
240013150 +× N  bits/second average 
2400128900 +× N  bits/second maximum. 
If each user stays in a world for an average of T seconds and the 
world state size is S bits then the average bandwidth used for state 
transfer traffic is: 
TSN ×
 bits/second 
For the example application in these trials S was approximately 
4800 Kbits (the size of the WhoDo world) and T was 
approximately 3600 seconds (each trial lasting one hour) giving 
an average bandwidth of: 
N×1333  bits/second long-term average 
Combining this with the multicast traffic, above, we find that the 
expected bandwidth requirement for a DIVE session with N users 
is: 
( ) 2400133313150 ++ N  bits/second average 
( ) 24001333128900 ++ N  bits/second maximum 
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Figure 8: average and peak modelled bandwidth requirements 
for DIVE. 
Figure 8 plots (on a log-log scale) the predicted average and peak 
bandwidth versus number of users. The average and state transfer 
bandwidths are as calculated for the levels of user activity 
observed in the analysis, above. This shows the total unicast and 
multicast bandwidth assuming that application-level multicast 
bridging (such as the DIVEBONE) is not being used, and that 
reliability-related overheads are moderate and consistent. 
From the figure and equations we can observe that: 
• Maximum bandwidths (ignoring state transfer transients) are 
about ten times average bandwidth figures. We may hope 
that with increasing numbers of participants the likelihood of 
them all being active simultaneously will be low enough to 
ignore; this may often be the case, but applications are likely 
to exist in which this is not. 
• Based on average bandwidths alone, a 10 Mbit/second 
Ethernet corresponds to 760 concurrent users; based on 
maximum bandwidths this falls to 77. Even with maximum 
bandwidth figures the number of users is large enough that 
we might expect reasonable statistical behaviour, allowing 
significantly more concurrent users. 
Based on the authors' experiences it is extremely likely that the 
host performance will become the limiting factor long before 
these levels of simultaneous users are reached. 
6.2.3 Multicast vs. Unicast Communication 
As we have seen, the dominant communication mode for DIVE is 
peer to peer multicasting (based on IP multicasting). This 
provides network communication semantics in which a single 
message can be delivered to any number of hosts. Message 
distribution is achieved by a combination of: 
• parallel reading on shared bus networks, e.g. Ethernet, Token 
ring; and 
• multi-destination fan-out of messages in multicast routers 
(and application-level router and bridge emulators as used in 
the DIVEBONE). 
With non-multicast communication (i.e. unicast) a copy of the 
message would have to be sent directly to every recipient. These 
copies would travel together over any common network links and 
subnets, increasing the total bandwidth requirements with blocks 
of highly correlated packets. 
From the previous section, the expected average bandwidth 
requirement for a DIVE session with N users was: 
( ) 2400133313150 ++ N  bits/second 
If we assume that the only applications present in the world are 
the N users then there will be (N-1) recipients for each multicast 
message. So, with only unicast networking, each multicast 
message must be sent N-1 times, giving a new overall average 
bandwidth requirement of: 
( )( ) ( )124001333113150 −++− NNN  bits/second 
Figure 9 shows how this compares to the multicast case from 
Figure 8. 
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Figure 9: average modelled bandwidth requirements for DIVE, 
assuming multicast or unicast communication. 
6.2.4 Effects of the DIVEBONE 
The COVEN trials have used a star topology of DIVEBONE 
proxies, as depicted in Figure 6. Each of the outlying sites 
connected to the hub via a per-site DIVEBONE proxy. 
Ignoring inter-site packet loss, each site will see exactly the same 
multicast traffic. Some of it originates from local machines while 
the remainder has to be forwarded onto the local network by the 
local DIVEBONE proxy. 
In addition, each leaf (non-hub) site will have one DIVEBONE 
unicast flow connected it to the hub DIVEBONE proxy. As 
confirmed by our data collection, the total bandwidth 
requirements for this flow (in both directions) will be almost 
exactly the same as the total local multicast traffic. This is 
because: 
• every multicast packet on the local network which originated 
from a local machine will be forwarded by the DIVEBONE 
proxy (as a unicast packet) to the hub; and 
• every multicast packet on the local network which originated 
from a remote machine must have got here by being sent to 
the local DIVEBONE proxy (as a unicast message) from the 
hub. 
From this it should be clear that each leaf network of the 
DIVEBONE will observe as much additional unicast inter-site 
traffic as there is DIVE multicast traffic on the local network. In 
the worst case this would double the total bandwidth utilisation on 
the local network. 
We can generalise this observation to include the hub network 
and non-star topologies: if P is the number of DIVEBONE 
connections to a network, then a network will send or receive P 
times as much additional inter-site unicast traffic as there is 
multicast traffic in the session. For example, the hub site in these 
trials supported three DIVEBONE connections, one to each of the 
other three sites. In a more general tree topology each node in the 
DIVEBONE tree (excepting the root node) has one more connection 
than it has children (since it also has a connection to its parent 
node). 
If we apply this to the simple DIVE bandwidth model developed 
previously, then for a site with P DIVEBONE connections the new 
total bandwidth on the local network will be approximately: 
( )( ) ( )1240013331333113150 +++++ PMNP  bits/seconds 
This is not quite correct, since it fails to take into account the 
distribution of unicast state transfer between DIVEBONE sites. 
Specifically, the initial state transfer to a process at another 
DIVEBONE site will not be seen locally unless that state is 
transferred from a local process. As the number of DIVEBONE 
sites in the network increases this becomes less and less likely. 
This would reduce the effect of the 1333 terms in the above 
expression, although we will ignore this effect for the purposes of 
this simplified analysis. 
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Figure 10: modelled DIVE traffic with varying numbers of 
DIVEBONE connections. 
Figure 10 shows the characteristics of this model for values of P 
from zero (no DIVEBONE) to three. The unicast equivalent 
bandwidth calculated previously is also shown for comparison. 
Provided the total number of users exceeds the number of sites 
then the use of the DIVEBONE is no worse than unicast peer-to-
peer communication. As the number of users increases for the 
same number of DIVEBONE connections then the bandwidth-
related benefits of multicasting are reasserted. 
7. TRIALS ON ALTERNATE CARRIERS 
Whereas the COVEN trials described above have been performed 
over the Internet, the DIVEBONE toolkit has proven useful with 
other network carriers as well, such as ATM and ISDN. Specific 
limitations and problems encountered when running IP traffic 
over these carriers were overcome using of different proxy server 
configurations. 
7.1 National ATM infrastructure 
DIVE has been used in a variety of application demonstrations and 
experiments over the VITI network [12], an ATM network in 
Sweden that interconnects several academic nodes over the 
country. During these trials, IP was used over the ATM network, 
including multicast. 
However, since the setups at the different sites involved in the 
trials varied, it was difficult to achieve a “regular” purely 
multicast-based DIVE session just by re-routing all multicast 
traffic to the ATM network. For instance, at one site the machine 
used to run DIVE was not directly connected to the ATM network 
and multicast traffic could not be cleanly and easily re-routed. In 
addition, all of the involved nodes were simultaneously connected 
to the Internet, which further complicated the process of ensuring 
that DIVE traffic was routed over ATM. 
To address this problem, the DIVEBONE tools were successfully 
used. By using a setup involving a proxy server at one of the sites, 
to which the other nodes could connect explicitly, the DIVE traffic 
was explicitly sent over the ATM network. 
The above-mentioned solution, however, meant that the 
multicasting of the ATM network itself was not used. To remedy 
this, an alternative solution could be to employ proxy servers 
running on the machines directly connected to ATM, and let any 
local DIVE processes connect to them. By doing so, the local 
connections to the proxy servers would be one-to-one, but the 
traffic over the ATM network could be a multicast session 
involving the directly connected proxy servers and DIVE clients. 
7.2 Point-to-point connections using ISDN 
Similarly to the ATM-based experiments described above, ISDN 
has been used as a carrier for IP traffic during several DIVE 
demonstrations and trials where IP connectivity has otherwise 
been limited. In these cases, however, multicast traffic could not 
be routed over the ISDN line, which meant that any direct 
connection between different DIVE peers had to be tunneled 
somehow. 
The DIVEBONE was a natural tool to use for this type of traffic 
tunneling: By setting up a proxy server at one end of the line, any 
DIVE client on the other end could connect directly using regular 
TCP or UDP connections. Alternatively, a multicast tunneling 
setup with one proxy server at each end of the ISDN line, each 
connected to the other, could be used to provide a more 
transparent link between the sites. 
8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
The DIVEBONE may be regarded as a hybrid multicast/unicast 
communication infrastructure. For many users per site it retains 
the benefits of native multicasting. At the expense of some unicast 
traffic it allows a number of distributed sites to be connected 
relatively easily and reliably and without requiring access to the 
normal MBone.  
In its current form it may be argued that the DIVEBONE is an 
interim solution to wide-area multicasting; it is hoped that 
general-purpose solutions to these problems will become 
widespread over the next five years or so. However, beyond the 
bridging role that it currently plays there remain a number of 
additional roles for application-specific wide-area bridges/routers 
such as this, which could not be addressed by generic multicast 
routers. Specifically, there is scope to perform application-
specific manipulation on the wide area traffic. 
Indeed, in its current form, the DIVE proxy server is not aware of 
the worlds within which the different applications interact. It 
simply acts as a message dispatcher at the multicast level. 
However, a clear evolutionary step is to build intelligence into the 
proxy server and use it to compress and pre-format data before 
sending it to its direct clients, allowing them to run on low-
bandwidth networks such as modem lines. Examples of pre-
formatting include audio spatialisation and mixing. Another is to 
automatically duplicate the proxy servers in order to cope with the 
additional computational and network load introduced by new 
clients. Computational load is likely to increase if compression 
and pre-formatting are introduced. Yet another example consists 
in compression or abstraction of wide-area data. 
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An Overview of the COVEN
Platform
Abstract
A central aim of the COVEN project was to prototype large-scale applications of
collaborative virtual environments (CVEs) that went beyond the existing state of
the art. These applications were used in a series of real-scale networked trials that
allowed us to gather many interesting human and technological results. To fulfill the
technological and experimental goals of the project, we have modified an existing
CVE platform: the DIVE (distributed interactive virtual environment) toolkit. In this
paper, we present the different services and extensions that have been imple-
mented within the platform during the four years of the project. Such a presenta-
tion will exemplify the different features that will have to be offered by next-
generation CVE platforms. Implementation of the COVEN services has had
implications at all levels of the platform: from a new networking layer through
to mechanisms for high-level semantic modeling of applications.
1 Introduction
Collaborative virtual environments (CVEs) are networked virtual reality
systems that support group activities. Their central concept is one of a shared
virtual world, a computer-generated space where participants can meet and
interact. Users are embodied in the world by an avatar, a three-dimensional
object that represents their movement, action, and presence in the space. The
contents of the shared virtual space may represent data, other users, or inter-
faces to autonomous computer programs. Because users’ actions are embodied
within the space through their avatar, it is possible to visualize what the other
participants’ activities are, and what they are focused on. Consequently, an
essential achievement of CVEs is that they combine the participants and the
information that they access and manipulate in a single common space, and
thus facilitate users’ collaborating on shared tasks.
CVEs afford many novel uses as they can effectively present spatial data,
such as a large city or landscape to a community of users, so that those users
can interact with respect to this space. Although the advantages of CVEs have
been heralded for a number of years, the supporting platforms and infrastruc-
tures have been restricted to application development. This is due to a number
of factors, such as immaturity of the product, limited functionality (that is, the
product will support some but not all of the technologically available features),
poor application development support (a complex programming paradigm
must be learned), and, generally, a lack of understanding of the nature of
CVEs, due to the immaturity of the technologies (as compared to the variety
of usability guidelines available for more-conventional interface technologies).
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The COVEN project aimed at addressing these issues,
not individually, but in concert, to provide a common
model for application development (Normand et al.,
1999). The result of this approach is a mature, reliable,
and scalable platform with a common application devel-
opment model that supports a number of application
interfaces. The most popular interface is the in-built
TCL scripting interface. Using scripts attached to ob-
jects in the world—which can communicate directly or
through shared properties—provides an efficient envi-
ronment for prototyping VR-based, single-user, or
CSCW applications.
In order to achieve rich, interactive, extended, de-
tailed, and lively environments populated by many users
and applications, COVEN has addressed many different
scalability aspects, and has realized these in the DIVE
platform. In this paper, we present the different exten-
sions that have been applied to DIVE to fulfill the de-
manding requirements of the COVEN applications.
2 Background
During the initial stages of the COVEN project,
existing CVEs simply provided a number of users with a
controllable avatar in a fairly static 3-D space. The major
concerns of such system were the low-level technical
problems of basic reliability and consistency of the
shared world. Applications written in these systems were
often hand-crafted, usually in a low-level language, and
required in-depth knowledge of the actual CVE system
itself. These are common problems of any system that
can be characterized as a stable laboratory prototype.
The underlying mission of the COVEN project was to
investigate existing CVEs to determine the type of ser-
vices required by a next-generation CVE platform.
Through network trials and application prototyping,
we hoped to understand the fundamental types of ser-
vice that a CVE would need to supply in order to sup-
port collaborative work. The driving application areas
that were selected for the exploration of platform re-
quirements included virtual teleconferencing, collabora-
tive object arrangement, and virtual travel rehearsal. Al-
though the aim was to choose areas that were thought
to impose different demands on the software system, all
applications shared a common characteristic, that of in-
volving multiple users.
From the studies of CVE services, a platform was de-
fined in two stages (COVEN, 1997, 1998), and this
was implemented through extensions to the DIVE sys-
tem. Perhaps the most significant result of the COVEN
project is the platform itself, an enhanced VE support-
ing a broad range of collaborative services. In this paper,
we detail the extensions and enhancements made to
DIVE. They range from low-level network enhance-
ments, such as semantic message passing, to high-level
usability enhancements, such as individual, subjective
views of the shared world.
3 Approach
Our approach has been to take an existing CVE
platform and make orthogonal extensions in several ar-
eas: support for large numbers of users, world persis-
tency, support for large and complex models, media
integration, and support for rapid prototyping.
To support an increasing number of participants and
objects within virtual environments, the COVEN plat-
form incorporates a number of scalable networking
techniques. The common theme of these solutions is
that they utilize the properties of occlusion and attenua-
tion with distance to reduce the number of participants
that truly share a region of the environment. (See sub-
sections 5.1 and 5.2.) Additionally, particular attention
has been paid to the most common network operations,
so as to reduce their size and frequency, whenever possi-
ble. (See subsection 5.3.)
COVEN addresses two other significant aspects of
CVEs, namely keeping the environments persistent over
time (see subsection 5.4) and establishing an infrastruc-
ture that will allow network traffic and human-factors
analysis. (See subsection 5.5.)
COVEN has also provided support for many of the
media types that have been made popular by the Web,
such as still and animated pictures, video, and composite
documents (subsection 5.7). In particular, to improve
the quality of the simulation, point audio sources (that
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is, object and avatar sounds) and ambient sounds are
mixed and spatialized to render a soundscape that corre-
sponds to the three-dimensional structure of the envi-
ronment. (See subsection 5.6.)
Presenting environments that are geometrically de-
tailed and extended, as well as visually appealing, is key
to certain applications. However, interactivity is a re-
quirement of any real-time system, and the COVEN
platform incorporates scalable rendering techniques that
provide a continuous experience by maintaining a con-
stant frame rate. (See subsection 5.8.) To provide de-
tailed models, support is provided for international stan-
dards such as VRML (the Virtual Reality Modeling
Language). Additionally, the COVEN platform is
tightly integrated with a three-dimensional modeler that
supports import and export of many file formats includ-
ing the native DIVE file format and VRML. (See subsec-
tion 5.9.)
CVE applications need to be dynamic and responsive
to user interaction. DIVE already offered a low-level C
programming language interface when the project be-
gan. COVEN has developed several complementary
ways of implementing applications. These include script-
ing support for rapid application prototyping (see sub-
section 5.11) and external programming interfaces to
offer lightweight mechanisms to allow external applica-
tions control over the environment. (See subsection
5.11.2.)
Finally, COVEN has enriched the user’s interface to
the virtual environment both by supporting various
types of multimodal interface (such as voice recogni-
tion) and by giving users and applications the ability to
tailor an individual’s user interface. (See subsection
5.10.)
4 A modular summary of DIVE
In this section, we describe the different modules
that compose the COVEN DIVE platform. This descrip-
tion gives an overview of the platform and of its differ-
ent components, together with the basic functionality
that they implement.
4.1 System Services
At the conceptual and programming level, DIVE is
based on a hierarchical database of objects, termed enti-
ties. Applications operate solely on the database abstrac-
tion and do not communicate directly with one another.
This technique allows a clean separation between appli-
cation and network interfaces. Thus, programming will
not differ when writing single-user applications or mul-
tiuser applications running over the Internet. This
model has proven to be successful: DIVE has changed its
interprocess communication package three times since
the first version in 1991, and existing applications did
not require any redesign.
Whereas the hierarchical model is inherited from tra-
ditional scene graphs, as used in the computer graphics
community, the DIVE database is semantically richer.
For example, it contains structures for storing informa-
tion about other users, or nongeometric data specific to
a particular application. In DIVE, the database is partially
replicated at all participating nodes using a top-down
Figure 1. The different modules that compose the DIVE system,
together with their interfaces.
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approach; that is, mechanisms are offered to control the
replication of subbranches of a given entity. Other plat-
forms have chosen different mechanisms (Singhal &
Zyda, 1999), such as using proxies, to represent distant
objects in the local database (Community Place, 1999)
or more object-oriented biased approaches (Greenhalgh
& Benford, 1995). It is worth noting that our concep-
tual model is very similar to that of the Spline system
(Waters et al., 1997), even though both systems have
emerged from distinct efforts and developed separately.
In DIVE, an event system realizes the operations and
modifications that occur within the database. Conse-
quently, all operations on entities such as material modi-
fications or transformations will generate events to
which applications can react. Additionally, there are
spontaneous and user-driven events, such as collision
between objects or user interaction with input devices.
An interesting feature of the event system is its support
of high-level, application-specific events, enabling appli-
cations to define their content and utilization. This en-
ables several processes composed of the same applica-
tion (or a set of applications) to exchange any kind of
information using their own protocol.
Most events occurring within the system will generate
network updates that completely describe them. Other
connected peers that hold a replica of the concerned
entities will be able to apply the described modification
unambiguously. Network messages are propagated us-
ing the multicast mechanisms that are built in the sys-
tem. DIVE uses a variation of SRM (scalable reliable
multicast (Floyd, Jacobson, Liu, McCanne, & Zhang,
1997)) to control the transmission of updates and en-
sure the consistency of the database at all connected
peers. The SRM approach requires the transport layer to
be able to ask the application (in this case DIVE as a
whole) to regenerate updates if necessary. Update re-
generation is necessary when gaps are discovered in the
sequence numbers that are associated with every entity
in the database. Gaps imply that network messages must
have been lost along the path from a sender to one of its
receivers. In addition to SRM, COVEN extensions to
DIVE make it possible to access any document using
more common network protocols (HTTP and FTP)
and to integrate these documents within the environ-
ment by recognizing their media types (such as VRML
and HTML).
In any application, the content of the database must
be initialized. DIVE uses a module that manages several
three-dimensional formats and translates them into the
internal data structures that best represent their content.
Usually only one peer will load and parse a particular
file, and the resulting entity hierarchy will be distributed
to other connected peers through a series of (multicast)
updates that describe the resulting entities. This specific
mechanism differs from many other systems that rely on
being able to access the description files from all con-
nected peers, such as dVS from Parametric Corp.
DIVE has an embedded scripting language that pro-
vides an interface to most of the services of the plat-
form. (See subsection 5.11.) Scripts register an interest
in, and are triggered by, events that occur within the
system. They will usually react by modifying the state of
the shared database. Moreover, these modifications can
lead to other events, which will possibly trigger addi-
tional scripts. A series of commands allow the logic of
the scripts to gather information from the database and
decide on the correct sequence of actions.
The DIVE runtime environment consists of a set of com-
municating processes, running on nodes distributed within
both local- and wide-area networks. The processes, repre-
senting either human users or autonomous applications,
have access to a number of databases, which they update
concurrently. As described earlier, each database contains a
number of abstract descriptions of graphical objects that,
together, constitute a virtual world. A typical DIVE applica-
tion will, upon connection to a virtual world, introduce a
set of objects to the environment that will serve as its user
interface and start listening to events and react accordingly.
One essential application of the system is the 3-D browser,
called vishnu. Vishnu is the application that gives its user a
presence within the environment. It introduces a new en-
tity called an actor to the shared environment, which is the
virtual representation of the real user.
4.2 User-Oriented Services
The services described previously are independent
of any DIVE application. This section focuses on the dif-
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ferent modules present within the vishnu application
that render a visual and aural space and provide the us-
ers with an interface that allows them to explore and
interact with this space.
The primary display module is the graphical renderer.
Traditionally, the rendering module traverses the data-
base hierarchy and draws the scene from the viewpoint
of the user. This module has been subject to a number
of enhancements during the lifetime of the COVEN
project. These include provision of geometry and mate-
rial types beyond those found in common scene descrip-
tion languages, and support for a constant frame-rate
rendering mode. (See subsection 5.8.)
DIVE has integrated audio and video facilities. Audio
and video streams between participants are distributed
using unreliable multicast communication. Audio
streams are spatialized so as to build a soundscape,
where the perceived output of an audio source is a func-
tion of the distance to the source, the interaural dis-
tance, and the direction of the source (Adler, 1996).
The audio module supports mono-, stereo-, or quadri-
phony audio rendering through speakers or headphones
connected to the workstation. Input can be taken from
microphones or from audio sample files referenced by a
URL. Similarly, the video module takes its input from
cameras connected to the workstations or video files
referenced by URLs. Video streams can either be pre-
sented to remote users in separate windows or onto tex-
tures within the rendered environment.
Users may also be presented with a two-dimensional
interface that offers access to rendering, collaboration,
and editing facilities. The interface itself is written using
the same scripting language as offered by the world da-
tabase. Consequently, CVE applications can dynamically
query and modify the appearance of the 2-D interface.
For example, the London Traveler application (Steed,
Fre´con, Avatare No¨u, Pemberton, & Smith, 1999), ex-
ploits this feature by adding an application-specific
menu to the regular interface of the DIVE browser.
Finally, a MIME (Multimedia Internet Mail Exten-
sions) module is provided to better integrate with exter-
nal resources. It automatically interprets external URLs.
For example, an audio stream will be forwarded onto
the audio module where it will be mixed into the final
soundscape.
5 The COVEN extensions to DIVE
This section describes the extensions and enhance-
ments made to the existing DIVE system during the life-
time of the COVEN project.
5.1 The DIVEBONE
To allow the number of participants and applica-
tions to grow, many CVE platforms incorporate scalable
networking techniques. The recurrent theme of these
solutions is that they utilize the general principles of
occlusion and attenuation with (virtual) distance to re-
duce the number of participants that truly share a region
of the environment. This is demonstrated by the use of
regions in various platforms such as MASSIVE-2
(Greenhalgh, 1996; Benford & Greenhalgh, 1997),
Spline (Waters et al., 1997), NPSNet (Macedonia,
Zyda, Pratt, Brutzman, & Barham, 1995) and the DIVE
toolkit (Fre´con & Stenius, 1998).
To minimize traffic within each region, these plat-
forms use one or several IP multicast groups for data,
audio, and video distribution. Through experimenta-
tion, these platforms have shown that IP multicast is
one of the keys to the success of large-scale and media-
rich CVEs. Indeed, used in conjunction with techniques
such as partial and active replication of the shared envi-
ronment, IP multicasting allows a system to minimize
the amount of information that needs to be communi-
cated during interactive simulations, and ensures that
network packets are only duplicated when absolutely
necessary.
For long-distance connections, most multicast-based
distributed VR platforms rely on the existence of the
multicast backbone: the MBone (Erikson, 1994). Ex-
periments and network trials at the beginning of the
COVEN project highlighted some weaknesses of the
MBone, which hinder the establishment and testing of
large-scale CVEs. Despite its wide acceptance within the
research community, the MBone spreads slowly be-
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tween subnetworks, especially at the corporate level.
Also, multicast is not yet supported fully on all carriers
(such as ATM and ISDN) and some older computer
systems. Furthermore, any modification of the network
parameters and configuration require the intervention of
a system administrator. This is in strong opposition to
the trial-and-error strategy that still characterizes most
CVE experiments.
To tackle these obstacles, COVEN has developed an
application architecture that acts as an extension to the
regular MBone and is built as a standalone part of the
DIVE toolkit. The DIVEBONE (Fre´con, Greenhalgh, &
Stenius, 1999) is an application-level backbone that can
interconnect sub-islands with multicast connectivity.
The DIVEBONE offers a framework for future facilities,
not available at the MBone level, such as the ability to
perform compression at the application level. (This
technique is outlined in subsection 5.3.1.) Furthermore,
the DIVEBONE allows for visual analysis of the connec-
tion architecture and network traffic, and for remote
maintenance operations. The DIVEBONE capabilities
have been demonstrated and successfully used in a series
of large-scale pan-European tests over the Internet, as
well as in various experiments involving IP over ISDN
and ATM (Fre´con et al., 1999; Greenhalgh, Lloyd,
Bullock, Fre´con, & Steed, 2001). These trials have
proven the qualitative and quantitative adequacy of the
DIVEBONE in heterogeneous settings in which multicast
connectivity is limited or nonexistent.
5.2 World-Structuring Techniques
DIVE uses hints within the entity hierarchy to con-
trol the replication mechanisms and to indicate regions
of the virtual environment that can be allocated to dif-
ferent multicast groups. This is achieved through the
association of multicast groups with branches of the hi-
erarchy. Consequently, regions generally have a geomet-
rical position that is determined by the entity that car-
ries the multicast information. However, unlike most
other platforms, DIVE does not enforce any extent to
regions and leaves extent to be determined by applica-
tion semantics. Within DIVE, multicast communication
is bound to the world hierarchy (see figure 2) in two
ways:
c The top-most entity of the hierarchy is associated
with three multicast groups that will be used by
default for all data, audio, and video communica-
tion within the environment.
c Any entity of the hierarchy can be associated with a
new multicast group, called a lightweight group.
When a modification message concerning an entity
is to be sent, the hierarchy is traversed upwards un-
til a multicast group is found. If no lightweight
groups are found, the default groups are used. If a
null multicast group is found, this part of the hier-
archy will be local and modification messages will
not be distributed.
Lightweight groups can be associated independently of
the structure of the entity tree, enabling several
branches to be associated with the same group. Joining
and leaving the groups is left to the application, which
can exploit group membership functionality through
any of the programming languages supported by the
platform. Lightweight groups are sufficiently flexible to
Figure 2. Lightweight groups (G1 and G2) and the default group
(Gw). Regular DIVE objects are represented as circles, whole hierarchies
are simplified as triangles, and entities carrying group information are
drawn as trapezoids. Note that G2 spans the hierarchical structure.
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serve as a basis for experiments with different platform
techniques such as aura intersection (Hagsand, Lea, &
Stenius, 1997) or subjective views (Smith, 1996).
The only operations possible on lightweight groups
are join (start receiving updates about entities within
that group) and leave. It is not possible to initialize the
content of a branch in this way. However, in many ap-
plications, it is necessary to be able to initialize the
branch under an entity with adequate content, such as
from a file or a URL. Therefore, DIVE incorporates a
world-structuring technique termed holders. Holders
encapsulate part of the database hierarchy under a mul-
ticast address and associate it with an initial file descrip-
tion. Holders require explicit connection to retrieve the
contents of the branch that they encapsulate. They can
be used in two ways:
c Local holders introduce isolation. All participating
processes will independently load the contents of
the holder. Modifications to the subhierarchy will
not generate network messages and will not be
propagated to other connected peers. Local holders
are especially useful for:
y Describing parts of environments that are guaran-
teed to never change, such as the walls of a large
building. They reduce the size of the dynamic
part of the environment that has to be ex-
changed when new participants enter an environ-
ment and allow for quicker initialization of the
database through the reading of files.
y Distributed script execution—the execution of
parallel, independent, and synchronized scripts,
triggered by high-level events. High-level events
are distributed to all connected sites by being
sent to the holders themselves, whereas low-level
events are kept beneath holders in the database
hierarchy and are thus not distributed. This tech-
nique can be used to drastically reduce network
traffic. This technique is exploited by a semantic
messaging editor (Fre´con & Smith, 1999) that
enables an external command interface to be
constructed for complex, but encapsulated (that
is, within a holder) objects within the DIVE sys-
tem. As none of the events generated by the ob-
jects in the holder is distributed, these semanti-
cally encoded objects are accessed through a
discrete, application-defined, programming
interface.
c Distributed holders offer a framework for world
nesting, such as rooms within buildings. Network
traffic is restricted only to the processes that are
members, typically a sub-set of the total number of
connected sites.
Holders are essential to the achievement of scalable
worlds. Indeed, they allow the platform to address only
the parts of the database that are necessary to the user.
A consequence of this is reduced network traffic. By
desynchronizing part of the hierarchy from the standard
DIVE network mechanisms, holders also provide a
framework for experimenting with new, mixed-
distribution techniques, such as using a client-server
approach only for certain parts of the hierarchy that re-
quire distributed locking.
5.3 Data Distribution Tuning
Networking scalability is one of the key problems
addressed by COVEN. The structuring techniques de-
scribed above restrict the number of interested parties
to a subset of the processes involved in the environ-
ment. Together with the use of SRM, they contribute
to dramatically reduce network traffic.
In this section, we describe two approaches that
focus on the underlying network mechanisms of
DIVE. Our goal here is to be able to decrease band-
width use within a region of the environment. Both
approaches can be seen as a semantically rich com-
pression of the different packets that are sent within
networked virtual environments. They focus on re-
ducing the size of geometrical transformation mes-
sages. This approach is grounded in the network tri-
als, which found that most of the events in a virtual
environment are avatar movement updates (Green-
halgh, 1997). We end this section with a brief discus-
sion of the DIVE network behavior as observed during
one such series of trials.
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5.3.1 Application-Driven Network Message
Aggregation. This technique allows the content of
several network messages to be encoded into a single
(bigger) message. This feature reduces the number of
messages necessary to describe database modifications.
Consider the case of animating a human body. Without
this technique, each part of the body has to be ad-
dressed separately at each frame of the animation. The
required transformations of the limbs will map onto a
separate network message, as depicted in figure 3. These
messages typically contain as much data as protocol-
dependent header information.
To optimize the available bandwidth it is possible to
exploit an application-level aggregation mechanism.
Here, the different transformations applied to the differ-
ent limbs are considered to be a single unary operation
and the individual messages are combined into a single
network message (figure 4).
Other approaches to this problem exist, such as incor-
porating the animation descriptions into the platform,
where each frame can be deterministically calculated at
any time. However, our technique is not restricted to
predefined deterministic animations. For example, when
incorporating crowds of virtual humans to the platform,
the crowd-control mechanism was attached to only one
of the processes, which updates the other peers (Pandzic
et al., 2001). As the behavior of the crowd is dependent
on the (dynamic) content of the environment, it is diffi-
cult to predict movement and frames in advance. The
technique described above allowed us to use the avail-
able bandwidth more judiciously.
Using the DIVEBONE, message aggregation can be
implemented more generically. Because many applica-
tions will run simultaneously on a given network, the
DIVE routing daemons face a continuous and dense flow
of messages that they can aggregate into meta-messages.
These can even be compressed using standard compres-
sion methods,1 such as using a timer that regularly ag-
1. Currently, DIVE uses regular data compression when a conse-
quent amount of data has to be transferred among peers. The imple-
mentation has proven that increased CPU load for compressing data is
of little significance compared to the reduction in bandwidth use and
transmission time.
Figure 3. Simple body animations require a series of small
transformation commands, resulting in a number of small messages.
Figure 4. Using application-level aggregation, an animation frame
can be described in a single packet.
Figure 5. In the DIVEBONE, router messages can be aggregated and
compressed on a regular basis, before being sent as meta-messages
that will be decompressed on reception.
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gregates all received and not-yet-sent messages into a
single meta-message. Redundant messages such as a
series of absolute transformations for a given object can
also be confined to an aggregation period.2 Because the
DIVEBONE is aimed at connecting distant networks on
which the roundtrip time can be up to several hundreds
of milliseconds, this aggregation technique would not
have significant implications on packet delivery time.
5.3.2 Application-Driven Dead Reckoning.
DIVE supports a series of user-defined functions that
may be applied to any entity. The functions are invoked
each time the position and orientation of the object is
required by the platform, letting the functions compute
new values at the time they are called. This supports a
means of implementing dead reckoning at the applica-
tion level, by providing each of the connected processes
with the same functions (based on the same algorithm).
This is exploited in the DIVE platform, which imple-
ments a velocity model for dynamic objects. Each peer
then animates the object based on this information.
This mechanism can be extended to implement gravity
and simple obstacle avoidance, and, with DIVE/TCL (see
subsection 5.11), arbitrary application-driven dead reck-
oning can be implemented.
5.3.3 Network Traffic Analysis. During the
COVEN project, a number of network trials were per-
formed to assess the network behavior of various CVE
applications. The trials were designed in such a way that
they focused on shared activities, involving many users
and often requiring the users to move around and com-
municate with each other to perform certain tasks.
One series of trials took the form of a networked
game, similar to Clue (or Cluedo) (COVEN, 1999a;
Greenhalgh et al., 2001). Here the users, grouped into
a number of teams, were able to freely explore a virtual
mansion. The participants were told to look for clues
and question other team members for information to
solve the murder mystery. These trials were commonly
undertaken with sixteen participants, working in teams
of four. When the network data for each such trial was
analyzed and combined, we found that the users were
moving around 26.3% of the time on average, and
speaking 8.1% of the time. The collected data allowed
us to construct a simple network traffic model of a DIVE
multiuser session. According to this model, the ex-
pected bandwidth requirement for such a session with
N users is
14483*N 1 2400 bits/sec. average
128900*N 1 2400 bits/sec. maximum
Of the average bandwidth per user (14483 bits/sec.),
9.2% of the traffic comes from a single TCP state trans-
fer per session, and the rest from UDP multicast traffic.
This multicast traffic consists of 56.6% audio data,
30.4% data updates (such as the introduction or removal
of objects, and movements) and 13% from reliability
and liveness data (that is, data to ensure consistency),
based on the SRM approach. The rest of the average
traffic (2400 bits/sec.) comes from world multicast data
not concerning any particular user (for example, world
time data). From the equations, we can observe that a
10 Mbit/sec. Ethernet corresponds to 760 concurrent
users based on average bandwidth, and 77 users based
on maximum average.
5.4 Persistency
Many applications require access to a persistent
virtual environment. That is, the environment can be
augmented and edited by participants, but it will retain
its state after all the participants have left and will re-
store that state when they return. COVEN has en-
hanced DIVE with support for persistent environments.
Persistency is managed using a neutral process (called
PERSISTENT), which keeps its own active copy of the
whole world database. The process periodically archives
its state to disk to minimize the impact of hardware,
network, or software failures.
To strengthen persistency, several PERSISTENT pro-
cesses can be run in parallel on different hosts or differ-
ent networks. This arrangement uses DIVE’s active repli-
2. A variation of this technique is used in many server-based 3-D
chat platforms, in which location updates are filtered to scale down to
the low bandwidth of modem lines.
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cation mechanisms to keep PERSISTENT processes from
reading their initial state from their associated file space
on restart. Rather, they receive their initial state from
any other PERSISTENT process that may still be running.
The existence and activity of the persistency manager
is controlled by another process called AUTOPERSISTENT.
The AUTOPERSISTENT process automatically starts a PER-
SISTENT process for each environment that is created, if
such a process is not already running on the host that
the AUTOPERSISTENT process runs on. Automatic starting
can be restricted to a set of worlds, enabling institutions
to offer persistency for the worlds that they wish to
make public. Additionally, the AUTOPERSISTENT process
supervises its associated PERSISTENT processes and re-
starts them on failure. (See figure 6.)
5.5 Logging and Replay
A central activity during the network trials (Green-
halgh et al., 2001) was analysis of the data traffic to pro-
duce a model that predicts the network bandwidth nec-
essary to support a given number of users. For this
purpose, it was essential to match the network packets
that were actually sent during a session against what
happened in the system. Consequently, DIVE was ex-
tended to include a logging facility that can actively
record all events occurring within a DIVE session and
archive them.
Once the logging system was in place, a session re-
corder and player was developed. This tool records and
replays the contents of the recorded packets, including
audio packets. Consequently, the application makes it
possible to replay and review past sessions.
5.6 Audio Communication and
Spatialization
DIVE supports real-time spatialized audio commu-
nication between participants and from objects to par-
ticipants. Results from the COVEN trials have shown
that audio is essential to collaboration and that spatial-
ization improves collaboration and the sense of presence
(COVEN, 1999b).
The audio sources may either be a microphone or a
file containing recorded audio streams. Audio is intro-
duced into the shared environment by one of the con-
nected peers and is distributed to all other interested
parties. For instance, if a microphone is connected to
the workstation, the input will be distributed by the
local process and played back by all receiving processes
with appropriate audio hardware. Because many audio
streams can be active simultaneously, a given process
can be both a sender and a receiver at the same time.
Receivers need additionally to mix all incoming streams
to play them on the local audio hardware. Audio inte-
gration is described thoroughly by Adler (1996).
The distribution of audio streams within DIVE envi-
ronments uses unreliable multicast. Currently, each
world has a dedicated audio group that is used exclu-
sively for audio communication and any number of ad-
ditional lightweight audio groups. Any process that is
interested in audio can subscribe to these groups and
will thus receive all distributed audio packets. Different
types of sound sources with different emission patterns
can be defined. Before the sound block is spatialized, it
is processed according to the sound source type, the
position of the source, and the position of the listener.
Examples of source types are omnidirectional and mega-
Figure 6. PERSISTENT processes (maintained by AUTOPERSISTENT
processes) actively keep a replica of the world database.
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phone. Finally, audio packets are spatialized using the
distance to the source and the interaural and filtering
coefficients. All sources are mixed together, and packets
make their way to the hardware using a double-
buffering scheme.
5.7 Video Integration
DIVE supports video by enabling live video images
to be associated with entities of the environment and
displayed as part of the rendering process. (See figure
7.) The technique used is to convert video images into
textures that may be mapped onto 3-D objects. The
video source may either be a camera, which allows for
VR-based video conferencing, or a file that contains re-
corded video clips. The video is introduced into the sys-
tem by one of the connected peers (the sender) and is
distributed to all other interested parties (the receivers).
The process for managing video streams is similar to
that for audio. Each image belongs to a specific stream
and has a name chosen by the sending peer. The name
is used as an identifier, which makes it possible to sepa-
rate images from different streams as they pass through
the different stages of coding and distribution on their
way from the sender to the receivers.
The rendering portion of the video-streaming mecha-
nism is intentionally video unaware. This enables the
video-streaming mechanism to be used by any applica-
tion or system module to distribute and display images.
This has been used to embed X servers into DIVE
worlds. Previous work on this includes Dykstra (1994),
in which shared memory was used to incorporate an X
server into a virtual environment. With DIVE, similar
techniques combined with the dynamic video-streaming
mechanisms can be used to incorporate X displays into a
multiuser environment. In figure 8, we see the combi-
nation of an embedded X server with the virtual confer-
encing tools presented in (Fre´con & Avatare No¨u, 1998).
Because pictures are notably larger than encoded au-
dio packets, the video module is able to handle both the
distribution of whole pictures and parts of pictures, in a
manner that is similar to many video compression tech-
niques, such as MPEG.
5.8 Scalable Rendering Techniques
Presenting environments that are geometrically
detailed and extended, and that are visually appealing, is
a key issue in the design of CVE applications. However,
it is important to maintain an acceptable frame rate in
visually complex environments. Ideally, this frame rate
Figure 7. Video mapped onto a virtual monitor and an ellipse.
Figure 8. The openness of the video module allows it to be used
for the distribution of other streams, such as the implementation of a
virtual X server, shown here in a virtual conference room.
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has to be close to the video frame rate and it should be
kept fairly constant at all times. In terms of rendering,
this means that the geometry passed to the graphics
hardware should never exceed what it is capable of ren-
dering within the desired frame time. Using appropriate
geometry primitives and material definitions is one ap-
proach to this problem, because they relieve some of the
rendering load. Under COVEN, DIVE has been ex-
tended to support primitives such as level of detail, bill-
boards, switches, materials, and animated textures.
Furthermore, COVEN has experimented with more-
advanced rendering techniques that aim at providing a
constant frame rate. The standard DIVE renderer follows
a very simple scheme. (See figure 9). The hierarchy is
traversed in depth-first order using spherical bounding
volume culling. When an entity containing a level of
detail (LOD) is encountered, a simple range decision is
made and then the geometry is passed to OpenGL.
However, in extended, massive, open-air environ-
ments such as the London model (Steed et al., 1999),
many hundreds of thousands of polygons may be seen
from any viewpoint. In such environments, the standard
renderer can take several seconds to render a frame.
Furthermore, the use of common LOD ranges is insuffi-
cient to provide a constant frame rate. Although LOD
ranges do provide the renderer the ability to select only
appropriate visual detail, the ranges cannot be created so
that, from an arbitrary viewpoint on an arbitrary ma-
chine, a target rendering time is met. Typically, a mini-
mum platform and minimum frame rate would be de-
cided and the LOD ranges tuned to that platform.
However, in some cases, with a faster machine, it is de-
sirable to be able to render more of the model, rather
than rendering at a faster frame rate.
We have experimented with renderers that aim to give
a constant frame-rate experience, no matter the scene
complexity, so that visual continuity can be maintained.
In the simplest version, we optimize the software culling
distance so that a frame-rate target is met. This is done
by computing the distance to objects during scene tra-
versal. When the rendering target is overrun, the culling
distance is rapidly brought nearer to bring the frame
rate under control. When the target is met, the culling
distance is slowly moved outwards. The change in depth
is damped so that the frame time does not oscillate and
objects do not pop on and off. In a more advanced ver-
sion, we incrementally render the scene if the viewer is
not moving, as shown in figure 10.
In order to perform this incremental rendering, it is
necessary to render in three stages per frame. First, the
background is progressively painted in with all static
objects, and the scene image is stored. Secondly, depth
buffer writing is disabled, all moving objects are drawn,
and the resulting image is shown to the user. Finally,
the image without the moving objects is restored to the
off-screen buffer in preparation for another frame. The
process is illustrated by figure 11. In this manner, it is
possible for moving objects including other avatars to
be correctly depth-buffered against the rest of the scene.
For the densely populated areas, a few crude visibility
techniques can be integrated. Although we did not inte-
grate computed visibility solutions such as those devel-
oped by Airey, Rohlf, and Brooks (1990), we have inte-
grated tools into DIVE itself that allow objects to be
grouped together by hand and identified as cells. These
cells can be turned on or off depending upon the user’s
location using the subjective-view capability within
DIVE. (See subsection 5.10.) Although the resulting
visibility relationships are much more conservative than
an analytic solution, they are quick and easy for the
scene author to describe, and are more generally appli-
cable to unstructured geometric models.
5.9 World-Modeling Techniques
Supporting several three-dimensional file formats
is one of the keys to platform openness. In this section,
we concentrate on how the result of 3-D file parsing is
introduced into the environments, the different sup-
ported file formats, and a specific modeling tool that is
integrated into the COVEN platform.
Figure 9. Standard DIVE renderer.
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5.9.1 Supported File Formats. DIVE supports
several three-dimensional file formats. The supported
export formats are the AC3D format (see subsection
5.9.3), VRML 1.0, and DIVE textual and binary formats.
The supported import formats are the DIVE textual and
binary formats, VRML 1.0, AC3D, and (to a limited
extent) VRML97 and 3D Studio.
The main issues regarding the importing of VRML97
descriptions into DIVE environments stem from the fact
that VRML97 introduces its own concepts for scripting,
event passing, and animations. These mechanisms—
such as time sensors, touch sensors, routes, and interpo-
lators—are often quite narrowly defined and tuned to-
wards creating animations to be viewed by a single user
rather than incorporated into a multiuser session such as
a DIVE world. This contrasts with the DIVE model for
events and object behaviors, which has evolved from the
outset to be useful for multiuser interaction and visual-
ization in networked settings. This is discussed in more
detail in (COVEN, 1998).
5.9.2 Parsing Techniques. File parsing in DIVE
is based on the following philosophy: parsing is per-
formed at one peer and its results (such as new objects
and new behaviors) will be introduced to the shared
database. The introduction is performed first locally,
and then duplicated to all other interested peers using
the internal replication mechanisms. The binary data
corresponding to the new entities is streamed in a
platform-independent format, possibly compressed,
and sent as multicast or unicast messages.
The advantage of this approach is twofold:
c Parsing affects only the application that introduces
new geometry and behavior to the environment.
The parsing operation often consumes considerable
time and processor resources. Thus, this approach
puts the load on the application that performs the
introduction, not the receiving applications.
c Only one peer needs to be able to access the files or
URLs that will add one or more branches to the
hierarchical database, avoiding network access prob-
lems. This also provides the invoking peer with con-
tinued control over the uploaded objects.
5.9.3 Geometry Manipulation—Enhanced
AC3D. AC3D (AC3D, 1999) is a 3-D object (or
world) modeling and construction application. It allows
a user to manipulate and construct arbitrary 3-D struc-
tures and assign application-specific behaviors to indi-
vidual entities. The user is presented with a control
panel and four visualization windows: three ortho-
Figure 10. Incremental rendering of the model (after 100 ms and 1 sec., respectively).
Figure 11. Approach for incremental rendering.
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graphic views and a 3-D rendered view. Users interact
with 3-D models by manipulating the orthographic
views that update the view in the 3-D window. (See
figure 12.)
AC3D integrates many of the basic features that are
usually found in professional modeling packages. Within
COVEN, the editor has been integrated with the DIVE
system in two different ways:
c AC3D allows application behaviors to be added to
3-D objects that are being modeled.
c The standard DIVE visualizer and AC3D are able to
exchange models on the fly. The current integration
makes it possible to select an object hierarchy in the
DIVE viewer, send it for editing to AC3D, and put it
back into the shared environment once editing is
completed. This enables users to dynamically up-
date the geometry of a runtime scene. Combined
with the facility above, this allows for an integrated
and dynamic behavioral and geometrical edition of
the environment.
5.10 Cooperative Visualization
Mechanisms
In traditional virtual environments, each user is
presented with the same virtual world, albeit from a dif-
ferent viewpoint. Users cannot tailor their representa-
tion of the virtual scene or the degree to which they are
aware of other users’ activities. This is somewhat analo-
gous to early 2-D shared multiuser interfaces in which
users were each presented with the same application
views. However, research in 2-D interfaces has shown a
strong trend to support individual tailoring of the
shared views to reflect user demands. These lessons
from 2-D interfaces have been integrated into DIVE,
allowing individual users to have more control over
their view of the virtual environment. This provides us-
ers with subjective views (Smith, 1996) of the virtual
environment and provides them with the ability to tailor
the environment to suit their working needs. It also en-
ables applications to address users on a more individual
basis. For example, consider a populated virtual town
that augments the world with large directional arrows
depicting a path between two user-selected locations.
Without individual views, it would be difficult to differ-
entiate individuals’ selected paths. However, with sub-
jective views, not only can the chosen paths be viewed
by only selected users, but the starting and end points
(in this case buildings) of the path can be highlighted
by, for example, making the other buildings in the scene
slightly transparent. (See figure 13.)
Populated virtual environments can be considered as
three-dimensional spaces filled with representations of
users. The need for a common 3-D frame of reference is
required to allow users to feel they are sharing a com-
mon world. Therefore, the model devised to support
subjective views embraces the need to maintain a com-
mon spatial frame of reference. The core feature of the
approach is an access matrix, which defines the represen-
tation of individual objects for individual users. The ma-
Figure 12. The AC3D modeler.
Figure 13. Two subjective views of the same shared space, one
unchanged (left) and another with a highlighted path and transparent
buildings.
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trix defines an object’s view in terms of two indepen-
dent factors:
c Differing geometric definition (such as different
textual definitions), and
c Highlighting and de-emphasizing abilities (such as
making an object appear as wireframe)
These two factors, termed appearance and modifier,
may be arranged orthogonally into a view matrix that
defines an object’s range of possible representations.
(See figure 14.)
For example, consider an object that represents a
first-class honors degree. This may be represented by
either a large “1”, a sphere, or a cap. (See figure 14.)
The modifiers apply orthogonally across each of the rep-
resentations, allowing one user to view this object as a
normal “1” while another sees a transparent sphere.
Although tailored views of the virtual environment
enhance the usability of the system, different presenta-
tions of shared user interfaces, whether 2-D or 3-D, can
cause problems in collaboration due to lack of “com-
mon knowledge” (Fussell & Krauss, 1992). This prob-
lem is also highlighted by Gutwin and Greenberg
(1996), but is termed workspace awareness and defined
as “the up-to-the-minute knowledge a person holds
about another’s interaction with the workspace.” There-
fore, there is an operational tradeoff between the bene-
fits of interface tailoring and the amount of common
knowledge required to facilitate collaboration. Gener-
ally, this fine-tuning of user interface coupling between
users is the responsibility of the users themselves, but
this activity is problematic as it is difficult for individual
users to know the customized details of other users’
interfaces. Hence, the process of user interface recou-
pling (Smith & O’Brien, 1998) must be an automatic
process without placing additional responsibility on the
user. Rather, it should operate seamlessly, and reconfig-
ure the different shared user interfaces on the users’ be-
half. Recoupled user interfaces provide users with inter-
subjective views of the shared world.
The core of our approach is the explicit identification
of the awareness that users have of each other. The
knowledge of this awareness is combined with the sub-
jective information specified for each user to generate an
awareness-sensitive subjective view. The knowledge of a
user’s subjective view is combined within an awareness
map that describes the awareness other users have of
each object to create a new subjective view. This new
subjective view is a second-generation subjective view
derived from a combination of the users’ initial subjec-
tive configuration and the awareness map.
The recoupled view is manifested through increasing
the visibility of objects in a given user’s view, if they are
“more visible” to another, closely aware user. The issue
of “more visible” is discussed in detail by Smith and
O’Brien (1998); however, it can be implemented simply
by making invisible objects appear increasingly solid
(less transparent) as the users’ awareness increases. For
example, consider an application of a CVE in which a
number of users collaborate to define the arrangement
of electronic and hydraulic components. A typical scene
is depicted in figure 15a. To improve the usability of the
tool, each engineer defines a subjective view, which pro-
vides him with only the information that he needs (for
example, figure 15b). However, when the two engineers
are working in the same space, they may be unaware of
any changes made by one, which may affect the work of
the other. To prevent this, they are provided with inter-
subjective views of the shared space (figure 15c). Their
views still concentrate on the aspects that are important
to each user, but they provide them with sufficient
awareness of the other’s work to reduce referential and
confliction problems.
Figure 14. A view matrix of an object, in which the view chosen is
a transparent sphere.
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5.11 High-Level Behaviors
The ability to associate behavioral scripts with ob-
jects in the virtual environment enables objects to act
autonomously, react to external stimuli, and give feed-
back to user actions in a number of scenarios. These
considerations have led to the implementation of a be-
havior description language, based on the Tool Com-
mand Language (TCL), as part of the DIVE platform.
This language is named DIVE/TCL and is described in
detail by Fre´con and Smith (1999).
DIVE is well suited for writing prototypes and other
applications that are necessary to study various aspects
of CVE technology. More generally, CVE applications
are still not well understood, and much of their devel-
opment relies on a trial-and-error approach. Having to
write monolithic applications in a low-level language is
in strong opposition to both the main purpose of the
DIVE platform and the maturity of CVE technology.
Therefore, it is necessary to extend the platform by of-
fering new ways of writing applications.
In order to describe simple behaviors and animations,
prior versions of DIVE have relied on being able to asso-
ciate a state machine to any object of the virtual envi-
ronment. This work is partially described by Carlsson
and Hagsand (1993). Obviously, the state machine had
limited possibilities and was aimed at writing simplistic
behaviors and animations. A more powerful language is
necessary to describe more-complex behaviors. A bene-
ficial advantage to a scripting language is control over a
more common 2-D user-interface paradigm. Many ap-
plications such as word processors or spreadsheets are
currently much simpler to use in a standard 2-D envi-
ronment. Additionally, text-based media does not trans-
late very well to VR. Hence, the ability to integrate 2-D
windowing extensions in a VR platform can serve as an
intermediary solution to this problem.
5.11.1 DIVE/TCL Highlights. DIVE allows TCL
interpreters to be associated to any object in the DIVE
database. These interpreters will register for system
events and react accordingly. Examples of system
events are interaction device input, object collisions, and
timers. Scripts are able to use all of the programming
constructs offered by TCL, as well as an additional set of
DIVE-specific commands, such as gathering information
on objects and modifying their state.
Particular attention is paid to allow the programming
and execution of truly distributed applications, that is,
Figure 15. a) Normal view, b) subjective view of the electrician, and c) intersubjective view of the electrician with the objects relating to the
hydraulic engineer.
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applications for which code execution is allowed to mi-
grate from one process to the other on demand and
according to a controllable scheme. This is made possi-
ble by the fact that DIVE is based on the concept of a
shared database. Thus, all connected processes are made
aware of modifications independently of which process
initiated the modification. For events that are spontane-
ously generated by users, DIVE executes the resultant
code at the process through which users interact. Con-
sequently, this approach ensures the results of the inter-
action to be visible first at the interaction process. This
reduces any delay in user interface updates.
Because the implementation requires application code
to be executed at different processes, it is essential to
store application state within the scene database, so that
application logic can behave similarly at any process.
This is made possible through a specific DIVE feature:
the platform allows applications to associate their own
data to objects of the database through a concept
termed properties. Properties are triplets composed of a
name, a type, and the actual data. They are distributed
and replicated along with their associated objects. Con-
sequently, it is possible for one process to modify the
value of a property and for another connected process
to read the modified content at a later time. DIVE offers
internal support for the most-common types such as
integers, floating-point values and strings, together with
a few internal DIVE types. Additionally, any application
process can register a new type, together with the func-
tions that are necessary to store and retrieve the property
to and from a network packet in a platform-independent
way. This allows properties of unknown types to transit
through a process, and reach another process that will
recognize the type in question. The scripting integra-
tion provides two additional key aspects:
c It offers ways for applications to dialog with users
using a two-dimensional user interface. This is
achieved by enhancing the interpreters associated
with the objects that represent each user within the
shared database with TK, the TCL windowing com-
panion.
c It enables existing, monolithic applications to inter-
face with the DIVE system. This is achieved by al-
lowing applications to have a logical representation
within the database hierarchy, which is accessed
through additionally defined TCL commands.
A progressive approach was undertaken for the imple-
mentation because we wanted to achieve an implemen-
tation that had sufficient commands for writing small to
medium-sized applications without requiring the use of
external plug-in or applications written in C or another
low-level language. The resulting standard interface is
described in (DIVE, 1999a).
5.11.2 External Programming Interface. The
DIVE client interface, known as DCI (DIVE, 1999b),
offers an alternative way to interface DIVE with external
programming environments such as applications written
in other languages, or complex programming systems in
need of a clean separation. DCI enables external appli-
cations to connect to a running DIVE application and
execute commands within the environment on their
behalf. Connected applications can send scripting com-
mands to the DIVE peer, receive replies, and be notified
when given events occur. As any scripting command can
be sent, the networked database shared by all peers can
be modified and queried as needed. The client side of
the DCI has been implemented in several languages,
including C, TCL, Oz, Prolog, and Java. The Java inter-
face, known as JDI, wraps the DIVE class hierarchy into
a Java class hierarchy. Each DCI command is wrapped
in a method associated to the Java class onto which the
command can be called.
6 Conclusions
This paper has presented the numerous extensions
to the DIVE system that have been developed during the
COVEN project. The nature of these extensions ranges
from low-level network performance gains and advanced
graphical rendering techniques to user interface and
usability enhancements. The wide range of extensions
described in this document depicts the range of technol-
ogies that underpin complex CVEs such as DIVE.
The additional functionality described in this docu-
ment details the results of a number of years of work in
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the development of a mature CVE. An important con-
sideration is that DIVE supports these extensions orthog-
onally, which enables an application to exploit any of
these features as required in a single system. Further-
more, due, in part, to the extensive usability and net-
work trials across Europe, applications using DIVE are
inherently multiuser and scalable.
DIVE is a flexible system. The range of application
programming interfaces enables developers to integrate
their application semantics into DIVE in a way that best
suits their requirements. Additionally, the interpreted
scripting support facilitates rapid prototyping of multi-
user VR applications.
DIVE is currently being used as a research tool within a
number of other national as well as European projects
(such as eSCAPE and KidStory), a fact that supports the
validity and usefulness of many of the COVEN extensions.
Several of these projects are introducing additional func-
tionality and refinements, which ensures that the system
will continue to prosper even though the COVEN project
has come to an end. There are also plans to exploit the
COVEN results by developing a commercial version of the
system, based on the research platform but with an in-
creased focus on stability and ease of use.
In summary, this paper has presented the technologi-
cal innovations that have been consistently integrated
into a CVE called DIVE. The range in functionality of
these extensions, combined with the maturity of the
system as a whole, provides application developers and
users with a powerful multiuser VR system.
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Abstract. Scripting facilities within a collaborative virtual environment (CVE) 
allows animation and behaviour to be added to otherwise static scenes. This 
paper describes the integration of the TCL scripting language into an existing 
CVE, and describes the advantages gained by such a marriage. Further, we 
describe how high-level semantic behaviours can be readily introduced into 
cooperative applications. They benefit from the scripting language to provide 
an abstraction over application development and be exploited to drastically 
reduce network traffic. 
1   Introduction 
This paper describes enhancements to a Collaborative Virtual Environment (CVE) to 
ease the development of collaborative applications in distributed virtual worlds. These 
include integrating an interpreted scripting language and support for semantically 
identified behaviours. 
A CVE scripting language is an interpreted language with a semantic relationship 
with objects and actions in the virtual environment. Adding scripting facilities to a 
CVE allows animation and behaviour to be added to otherwise static scenes. The 
power of a scripting facility relies on the fact that scripts offer easy access to the main 
functionality of the platform, in a manner that hides complexity by offering simple 
and coherent commands. Scripts describe how objects react to user interaction and 
other CVE events such as collisions. Interpreted scripts do not require compiling, 
which supports tighter prototyping cycles and greatly improves initial application 
development. 
In addition to a general scripting language, we also wish to consider the nature of 
semantic modelling within virtual environments, the potential role it offers within 
these environments and the development of an approach to modelling that offers 
significant advantages to the development of cooperative environments. Semantics 
are used to convey and represent meaning within virtual environments. Semantic 
modelling is a means of structuring objects in terms of their “meaning”. Conveying 
semantically enriched information aids scalability as a single semantically enriched 
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message can describe a large amount of semantic free data. In essence, the use of 
semantics allows us to deal with a higher degree of abstraction in terms of conveying 
instructions and meaning within the virtual environment. The provision of a rich 
semantic model allows us to express the properties of the world more succinctly. 
2   Background and Motivation 
Traditional CVE platforms rely on low-level programming interfaces. These 
interfaces release the underlying power of such systems, enabling developers to utilise 
the complexity of the platform. However, they also introduce design complexity by 
typically forcing application programmers to understand the internals of the platform. 
Little abstraction is offered over the underlying details of the system. Additionally, 
these interfaces favour compiled languages, such as ‘C’, in an attempt to offer the 
highest computing execution speed in order to increase interaction time. Thus, low-
level interfaces to CVEs are synonymous with long development times and frequent 
application restarts during test phases. This factor is not in accord with the fact that 
CVEs are still a maturing technology that is not yet supported by proven methods of 
programming and design techniques. 
A further drawback of compiled languages is that they are generally platform 
dependent and produce executable code that will only run on specific computer 
architectures.† This drawback opposes itself to the heterogeneous nature of CVEs. 
This is evident in systems such as Massive [8], which does not support behaviour 
scripting, and enforces developers to construct platform dependant code through a 
complex programming interface to the system. Use of a scripting language is not in 
itself novel, and is used in a number of systems. Most notably of these is VRML97 
[10], which uses the ECMAScript language to describe behaviour. ECMAScript is 
based on JavaScript and is platform independent. The scripting language offered by 
VRML97 provides developers with a rapid means of developing behavioural 
attributes of a virtual space. However, VRML97 is a limited virtual environment in 
that it does not support events such as inter-object collisions, and is a single user 
system. Systems such as Blaxxun [5] offer multi-user extensions to VRML97 based 
browsers, but require a dedicated server to manage script-enhanced entities, and are 
obviously limited to the features offered by VRML97. 
These systems also offer little support for network traffic bandwidth optimisation. 
Many numbers of participants in CVEs generate large amounts of update information. 
Network protocols such as DIS [3] aid in this problem by semantically describing the 
update information, but are poorly integrated with CVE application development, and 
support a limited number of event semantics. Little support exists to enable 
application developers to create their own semantically enriched messaging system. 
Such a system would enable developers to simply identify application level 
semantics, and exploit these at a network level. 
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 While new technologies such as Java emerge to solve this problem, they still have relatively 
reduced execution speed. 
In this paper, we show that interfacing a scripting language to a CVE provides 
programmers with a rapid means of developing object behaviours and distributed 
applications. We also show that application level semantic behaviours can be 
identified and exploited to ease application development and network bandwidth. 
3   Approach 
When integrating a scripting language into a CVE platform, our goal is to achieve a 
behavioural interface that provides the highest possible interaction while keeping the 
use of network bandwidth as low as possible. We address network issues by analysing 
different levels of behaviour and investigating the consequences on network 
bandwidth. Hence, we propose a behavioural interface that supports all levels of 
behaviour and promotes synchronisation among connected peers to reduce network 
throughput. 
We demonstrate a programming interface that places the burden of execution on 
the processes that generates the interaction. This is advantageous over a low-level 
interface that uses a unique application to describe the behaviour. In this case, it is the 
specific process, which hosts the application that will endure the execution burden 
that results from user interaction with these entities. Our approach permits 
implementation of truly distributed applications. That is, applications that do not rely 
on the existence of a specific peer, but rather on the will for all connected processes to 
execute the part of the application that they have triggered by generating events. In 
the following sections, we describe how categorising types of behaviours can be used 
to reduce network bandwidth, and how semantic behaviours can be identified, 
implemented and exploited. 
4   Categorising Behaviours 
Classifying behaviours and entities enables them to be reasoned about in terms of 
their complexity and likely activity within the CVE. Any activity within a CVE is 
distributed to all peers. This distribution can be expensive in terms of network traffic 
if many activities are taking place. These taxonomies can be used to aid in the 
reduction of network traffic. We define four levels of behaviour in increasing 
complexity, based on work described in [1]: 
• Level 0. Direct modification of an entity's attributes. This level simply updates 
state within an entity, for example: set colour = blue. 
• Level 1. Change in an entity's attributes over time. This allows an entity’s state to 
be updated deterministically, for example: move forwards at 0.1 ms-1. 
• Level 2. Series of calls to level 1 behaviours to perform some task. A single high 
level command such as: crowd  move towards the door. 
• Level 3. Top-level decision making. This is the highest level of behaviour and 
encapsulates the highest form of intelligent reasoning. This level will normally 
choose from a number of level 2 behaviours. For example, decide whether to move 
crowd to greet a user who has just entered the room; 
disperse; exit the room; etc. 
The level 3 behaviour selects a level 2 behaviour to execute. It sets priorities and 
does “executive level” decision-making. The level 2 behaviours decompose a task 
into simpler level 1 actions, which in turn update the actual entity’s state. 
4.1   Behaviours and Distribution 
A high level of behaviour describes more activities than a lower level of behaviour, 
but requires a greater amount of interpretation. For example, a level 1 call will update 
the hands of a clock so that they move correctly (this is the approach taken by systems 
such as DIS [3] and HLA [2]) this requires three network requests (one for each 
hand). However, this would require many network requests if only level 0 behaviours 
are used, one every second to update the second hand, and so on. Here, level 0 calls 
are distributed between two CVE processes, simply maintaining state between them. 
Level 1 calls however, encapsulate repetitive level 0 calls, and form a virtual link 
between the processes. A virtual link must be formed because: 
• The message sent from A to B, must be executed by B. That is, B must understand 
the semantics of the message. 
• The execution of the message at B must be identifiable and should not result in a 
number of ‘feedback’ level 0 messages being sent to A. For example, if the 
message was move forward at 0.51 ms-1 the entity will continuously 
move in the environment held in B. However, as this causes a change in the 
environment, B will try to communicate the change to A. Hence B must know that 
the results of the issued behaviour should not be distributed. 
Use of level 2 behaviours can aid in network scalability in the same manner that 
level 1 behaviours have been used over level 0. Although level 2 behaviours can be 
too complex to compound into an identifiable message, this is not the case for all 
level 2 behaviours. It is possible to sub-divide level 2 behaviours into categories: 
• Encapsulated. This category of level 2 behaviour contains all behaviours that are 
atomic and pseudo-deterministic. That is, the effects resulting from the executed 
behaviour can be identified. This allows the executing process to identify which 
actions are a result of a level 2 behaviour and which are not, preventing the 
feedback loop described earlier. 
• Non-Encapsulated. These are level 2 behaviours, which cannot guarantee outcome 
of the resultant effects during execution. 
For example, consider the case of a complex avatar, which simulates a doorman 
outside a virtual hotel. Example behaviours may include: 
• Level 3 - Greet closest user; stop a user from entering; help with baggage 
• Level 2 - wave_right_arm; open_door 
• Level 1 – Rotate right arm (joint 1) 0.05° per second for 2 seconds 
• Level 0 – Rotate_fixedxyz [right_forearm] 0 1 0 0.3445 
Level 0 and 1 behaviours can be dealt with as described previously. The level 2 
behaviour wave_right_arm invokes a deterministic action. The behaviour can be 
interpreted by each of the distributed processes and executed (i.e. translated into level 
1 and 0 behaviours) to perform the desired action. This allows a distributed CVE to 
have the doorman wave his hand with minimal network traffic. Both behaviours 
wave_right_arm and open_door are encapsulated as they are deterministic; the 
doorman’s arm comes to the same resting position in the two distributed processes. 
Consider the two ways to define the case where a proximity sensor controls a door, 
using both level 0 calls, and level 1 & 2 calls. The message from the proximity sensor 
to the door is similar in both cases, a simple update/notification message. However, 
the main difference is in the execution of the message by the door. In the case of level 
0 behaviours, the door will animate so that it opens, each angle of opening is 
distributed throughout the CVE. However, in the other case, the single level 1/2 
message is simply distributed throughout the CVE, the network bandwidth saved in 
this manner can be substantial, see Figure 2. 
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Fig. 1. Effect on network when using different levels of behaviours to distribute state. 
5   Semantic Behaviours 
In this section, we describe a scripting language that supports all the different levels 
of behaviours described in the previous section and allows flexible application 
development with the DIVE environment. 
The Distributed Interactive Virtual Environment (DIVE) is an experimental 
platform for the development of virtual environments, user interfaces and applications 
based on shared 3D synthetic environments. DIVE is especially tuned to multi-user 
applications, where several networked participants interact over the Internet. Initially 
developed as a lab tool in 1991, DIVE has evolved into a mature system running on 
many platforms.‡ The DIVE architecture is described in [7]. 
DIVE is based on a peer-to-peer approach with no centralised server, where peers 
communicate by reliable and non-reliable IP multicast. Conceptually, all peers share a 
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hierarchical database and interact by making concurrent accesses to the database. 
Consistency and concurrency control are achieved by active replication and reliable 
multicast protocols. Objects are replicated at several nodes where the replica is kept 
consistent by being continuously updated. Update messages are sent by multicast so 
that all nodes perform the same sequence of updates. 
DIVE has support for application defined data which can be associated to any entity 
of the environment. Application defined data, called properties is distributed along 
with the entities. Properties have a name and a type and specific functions exist to 
retrieve, change and create properties from the applications. A small number of usual 
data types such as strings, integers and floating point numbers are pre-defined; new 
types can be created and smoothly ignored in applications which do not recognise 
these types. Properties enhance the semantics of virtual environments by allowing 
applications to expose their parameters and data and other applications to understand 
these and react according to some logic. 
5.1   Design Requirements 
The undertaken approach is based on a small set of requirements that were isolated 
before interfacing a scripting language to DIVE. These requirements are: 
• Clarity of syntax. As the scripting language is intended for use by a wide range of 
programmers, its syntax should not be cumbersome. 
• Flexibility. As the language is intended for use by a variety of applications, it 
should be sufficiently flexible to support a diverse range of requirements. 
• Compact. If the integration of a scripting language is successful, it is foreseen that 
the behaviour language will be used in many applications and at different levels of 
the VR platform. Thus, one requirement is then to have a scripting language that 
executes in a small kernel, as quickly as possible. 
• Windowing extensions. The scripting language should have extensions to open 
usual two-dimensional windows on a user's screen. 
• Ready for distribution. It should be easy to distribute scripts between the different 
application processes participating to the virtual environment, i.e. scripts should be 
compact in size and should be adapted to run under different platforms. 
There are several scripting languages that partially or totally satisfy these criteria. 
The Tool Command Language (TCL) is one of them. It was chosen for reasons 
summarised in the next section. 
5.2 DIVE/TCL 
The TCL programming system [4] was originally developed at the University of 
California, Berkeley. TCL originates from the idea of offering a common scripting 
language to different applications. As such, it offers a set of standard features and is 
easy to extend to fit the needs of a specific application. Extensions are made by 
adding new commands to the core TCL facilities. TCL supports many of the features of 
conventional procedural languages, including variable assignment and scoping, 
procedure calls and control structures. 
Integrating TCL with DIVE 
TCL scripts are used to describe how DIVE objects react to user interaction and other 
external events. Scripts are associated to the objects themselves so that execution can 
be run in parallel on different hosts and in different scripts. Given the extension 
facilities offered by TCL, a straightforward approach is to add a new set of commands, 
which will interface DIVE specific capabilities. Scripts will then be able to call these 
commands to modify the state of the virtual environment at any time, or to be notified 
when changes are applied. Notification to scripts will be done upon registration when 
events are occurring within the environment. The commands interface the level 0 and 
1 operations that are built in the DIVE platform. The following commands exist in 
DIVE/TCL, a complete list can be found in [6]. Their existence is application driven: 
• Bind a procedure to an event of the simulation, e.g. user interaction, collision 
between objects, entity creation/deletion, geometry modifications, and so on. When 
an event occurs, the procedure is called with the arguments carried by the event. 
• Register commands to be executed on a regular basis and unregister them. 
• Get information from the entities and their hierarchy. Modify their properties and 
attributes including position, orientation, velocity, material, texture and so on. 
• Add and remove entities, additions may be done programmatically or by reading 
files and uniform resource locators. 
• Communicate between scripts associated to entities,§ i.e. call a command in the 
context of another entity and (possibly) get back the result in the calling entity. 
• Visualise external documents by interfacing the DIVE multimedia and WWW 
facilities and execute authorised external programs. 
• Generate high-level application events, together with application specific data, and 
react to these events. 
Core Execution Principles 
Scripts are associated with entities, but not with any peer. Associating a script with a 
peer would excessively load this peer and would not fit with DIVE’s general 
distribution philosophy. Furthermore, this would lengthen reaction time. For example, 
a script reacting on user interaction would only start reacting when the interaction 
event has reached the peer associated to this script, which might happen hundreds of 
milliseconds after the interaction was generated, when running on a long-distance 
network. 
Typically, a peer generating an event will execute the script that it triggers. Results 
of the executed commands within the script are then distributed to all other connected 
peers. For example, consider an object associated with a script that moves the object 
forward on user interaction. User interaction is a system event that will trigger the 
script at the peer where the interaction is generated. Consequently, the script will 
                                                          
§
 Script communication allows an object-oriented approach to application development by 
defining precisely the different types of services that objects offer. 
move the object forward in the local database, ensuring optimal reaction time. 
Moving the object will itself generate a network message which will end up at all 
connected peers and move the object forward in their own local databases. Thus, all 
connected peers will have reached an identical state. 
An additional mechanism consists of windowing system extensions. Users are 
represented in the virtual simulation by process bound entities called ‘actors’. These 
actors are enhanced with TK, the TCL windowing system companion. Thus, adding 
TCL/TK commands to a script, enables application developers to communicate with 
the user through a two-dimensional user interface. 
Parallel Script Execution 
The design model detailed above offers several key advantages. It places the burden 
of script execution onto the responsible peer. Consequently, computing intensive 
scripts will only affect the process that triggers their execution. Furthermore, the 
model guarantees high interaction since the database modifications resulting from 
script execution are applied at the interacting peer first. 
However, this model presents a major drawback: Even if the logic of the entity 
behaviour is distributed at all connected peers, when an event occurs, only one peer 
will react. It is the results of script execution that are distributed in the form of 
database modifications, i.e. generating level 0 and 1 operations. While this 
implementation model fits with the general DIVE philosophy, it can be argued to be 
cumbersome. In this section, we describe two solutions that seek to avoid distributing 
database changes as much as possible by executing the script logic at all peers in 
parallel. 
In order to describe object movements that are a predictive function of time, DIVE 
allows binding the position and orientation of an object to a TCL procedure. Each time 
an application requires the transformation matrix of such an object, the TCL script will 
be called back and return the value at that time. This mechanism is useful for 
describing object animations that follow complex mathematical paths or kinematics 
equations that are not built in the system. Thus, it represents a high-level 
implementation of level 1 behaviours. However, it directly depends on TCL execution 
speed. 
Another technique to achieve parallel script execution is based on local ‘holders’. 
Holders encapsulate a branch of the hierarchy under a multicast group. Parallel 
execution can be achieved by creating local holders that encapsulate objects with 
scripts. Using a reference node, all connected peers will be initiated with the same 
visual and logical database construction. Since holders are shared entities, they can be 
used to send and distribute high-level semantically rich events and synchronisation 
events. The low-level events that result from the logic contained in the scripts, usually 
database modifications, will not generate network traffic since they occur below a 
local holder. 
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Fig. 2. Parallel script execution can be achieved by encapsulating objects and scripts under 
local holders. 
Figure 2 exemplifies these mechanisms in-between two peers sharing the same 
environment. The picture shows the database as seen from Peer1 to the left and as 
seen from Peer2 to the right. Entities of the hierarchy are depicted as diamonds, while 
entire sub-trees are simplified as triangles. The local holder is represented as an 
octagon. The entity tree under the holder is read separately at both peers, it results in 
an identical structure that is not shared between the processes. Consequently, database 
modifications that occur according to script logic do not generate any network traffic. 
However, since the structure is identical, the results are visually and logically 
identical. Since it is shared between both peers, the holder is used to transport 
semantic-rich events that will trigger the logic of the scripts beneath. Additionally, the 
scripts have to contain some logic that allows new incoming peers to loosely catch on 
with the current state. This can be achieved using synchronisation events that are sent 
to the holder at a low frequency. 
6 Visual Semantic Editing 
To ease development of applications that exploit the mechanisms detailed in this 
document, a visual development tool (figure 3) has been built. This enables 
application developers to more easily assign high level behaviours between objects in 
the virtual world. A key abstraction offered by the tool is that level 1 and 2 behaviours 
have been merged and categorised as external functions and events: 
• Functions identify level 1 or 2 behaviours that may be invoked on that entity. 
• Events are invoked by the entity when a particular condition occurs. These are a 
means of an entity promoting its activities to other entities. Events may be linked 
to functions in other entities in a “callback” fashion. 
The only types of link allowed are variables to variables and events to functions. That 
is, events will fire and invoke functions. Links may be easily assigned using the visual 
editor. Any element present within the editor may also be edited, including geometry 
manipulation through the AC3D editor [9]. This enables the geometry to be updated 
independently of its behaviour. All underlying event distribution mechanisms to 
support the communication links specified in the editor are created by the editor when 
the DIVE code is generated. 
In Figure 3, it can be seen that two objects from a simple hierarchy have been 
expanded, depicting a sensor linked to a door. The sensor monitors a space for 
movement, and is configured so that it maintains a local variable ‘Door_state’ and 
generates an event based on activity within the spatial proximity. This event also 
dispatches the contents of the ‘Door-state’ variable. In the editor the event from the 
sensor is linked to the ‘Set_door_state’ function of the door. This defines the event 
sequence to control the state of the door through a sensor object. A counter depicting 
the number events is also kept and updated by the door object. This variable is also 
mirrored, through the link defined in the editor, in the sensor object, providing it with 
local access to the counter state. Each of the elements can also be assigned as 
‘encapsulated’, this notes them as deterministic, and places them in a DIVE holder (see 
above). This stops any non-high level behaviour events from being distributed. 
 
Fig. 3. The visual behaviour editor. (Note: figure distorted for space reasons). 
7   Conclusions 
This paper has described an integration of an interpreted language into a CVE. This 
marriage supports rapid prototyping and development of multi-user applications. 
Identification of semantic behaviours provides a higher level of abstraction over 
application development and can drastically reduce network bandwidth. 
The DIVE/TCL interface has been widely used to develop a range of different 
applications and extensions. Its flexibility, power and simplicity enable developers to 
quickly generate distributed applications. Notable examples include WebPath, an 
interactive Web history visualisation tool. WebPath [11] exploits the windowing 
extensions of DIVE/TCL to present users with common 2D interaction techniques. 
Additionally, a suite of virtual collaborative tools, described in [12], has been 
developed using scripts. The suite supports common meeting functions within any 
DIVE world. 
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Abstract—In this paper we present the DIVE system (Distributed 
Interactive Virtual Environment), an architecture and a 
programming toolkit for the realisation and implementation of 
wide-area, Internet-based multi-user virtual environments. Along 
the years, DIVE has evolved into a generic tool that supports a 
wide range of applications and situations. This paper focuses on 
the networking and architectural aspects that allow the 
deployment of multi-user virtual environments on the Internet. 
Additionally, this paper presents the palette of programming 
interfaces and techniques that are offered by the system. Our 
experience has proven that its ability to mix interfaces made it a 
system of choice for the implementation of distributed 
applications. We conclude with a selection of applications and 
how they make use of the networking and programming features 
of the system. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This paper presents the Distributed Interactive Virtual 
Environment (DIVE) system. DIVE realises an architecture and 
a programming toolkit for the implementation and deployment 
of wide-area, Internet-based multi-user virtual environments. 
The platform is designed to scale to both a large number of 
simultaneous participants and a large number of objects 
populating the environments, while ensuring maximum 
interaction at each site. 
Started as a lab tool in 1991, DIVE has now reached a 
stability and state that allows its use outside the research niche 
that it has been focusing on since its birth. DIVE can be 
compiled for a number of UNIX and Windows platforms. It 
benefits directly from recent advances in 3D hardware that 
have moved 3D capabilities from professional workstations 
into everyday home personal computers and probably soon in 
mobile terminals. 
In this paper, DIVE is presented from the perspective of 
networking, architectural and programming aspects. There are 
a number of issues that are involved by the realisation of large-
scale shared interactive 3D spaces: networking solutions to 
keep interaction high and ensure the illusion of a shared space, 
various interaction methods for input and output (including live 
audio and video communication), support for large spaces both 
in extent and details, openness of the platform towards the 
outside world, etc. 
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. It 
starts with some general background information and some of 
our motivation in designing the system. It continues with an 
actualised discussion pioneered by [1] and describing the 
conceptual abstraction through which DIVE applications 
transparently communicate with each other, namely via virtual 
worlds. Then, it introduces the design choices that allow DIVE 
to scale to a large number of users interacting in real time. 
Following this, it presents the run-time architecture and a 
summary of the main modules composing the system. Finally, 
the paper focuses on the wide-range of programming interfaces 
and techniques and references into their use for various existing 
CVE applications. 
II. BACKGROUND 
A key requirement of CVE applications is the 
responsiveness of the local system to user interactions. To 
maximise responsiveness and scalability, while minimising 
latency, CVE research has focused on three major concepts 
along the years: localisation, scaling and persistence. 
A. Localisation 
To ensure the highest possible interaction at all connected 
peers, partial or full replication of data is necessary. The 
sharing experience requires that replications be kept consistent, 
through the sending of modifications across the network. There 
are two major types of data that can be replicated: the state of 
objects and their predictable behaviour. 
Within a virtual world, some objects will be static and have 
no behaviour at all. Some others will have a behaviour driven 
by the real world, for example by an interacting user. 
Alternatively, object behaviour may be procedurally defined 
through computer logic and characterised as deterministic or 
non-deterministic. 
The Internet introduces into the distribution of messages 
both dynamically changing delays and the possibility of loss. 
Consequently, a CVE system will have to address three 
different issues: synchronisation, causal ordering and 
concurrency. 
B. Scaling 
Scaling allows the amount of objects and users to increase, 
without reducing the fidelity of the experience to any 
connected user. The key solution to achieve an adequate 
balance is through the subdivision of universes into worlds and 
regions.  
Another possible area of focus is aggregation of data. In the 
real world, people are able to reason at different levels of 
granularity: addressing an object or a group of objects, 
depending on the context. Objects behaviour might in some 
cases be aggregated so that only the aggregated form gets 
communicated to well-selected processes. A crowd of people, a 
flock of birds, the complex movement of an avatar (group of 
limbs), are all typical examples. 
C. Persistence 
Users and applications will connect and disconnect at will. 
An object that will have been brought to a world by a user will 
perhaps continue to live within the world once the user has left. 
Therefore, persistence is a key aspect that needs to be 
addressed by a CVE platform. 
There are two basic forms of persistence: static and 
evolutionary. Static persistence maintains an object in the static 
state that its owner has left it. Typically, this object can be 
saved to static storage and retrieved later on, when necessary. 
Evolutionary persistence takes into account that objects have a 
life on their own and that this evolution should continue 
whether their creator is connected or not. 
III. MOTIVATION AND DESIGN GUIDELINES 
The key motivation for the DIVE system has been the 
support for our activities within the field of CVE applications 
development. As such, DIVE is tuned for the rapid development 
and deployment of applications. In particular, DIVE sacrifices 
complex research issues such as concurrency in favour of more 
practical solutions, making such issues visible to both the 
application programmer and user. Mostly, DIVE offers a palette 
of programming interfaces to best suit the need of the 
applications at hand. The system provides the means and 
encourages the mixing of interfaces for the development of 
applications. 
Another key motivation is the ability to experiment within 
the system with a number of conceptual ideas for the 
realisation of scalable communication architectures. Instead of 
providing a number of ready-made implementations to support 
Locales or other partitioning techniques, DIVE provides a 
number of building blocks, which can be assembled to assess 
different communication and interest management techniques. 
To this end, DIVE interfaces these low-level building blocks to 
the scripting interface. 
Some of the major design guidelines of the system are 
strongly related to the background discussion in the previous 
section. DIVE replicates relevant data to all connected 
processes. Any object can be modified by a behaviour, which is 
always considered as non-deterministic. However, DIVE 
provides support for deterministic behaviours at a higher-level 
and at the expense of slightly more complex application 
programming. As explained above, the system provides for the 
building blocks relevant to the experimentation and 
implementation of varying interest management and 
aggregation techniques. Again, this flexibility comes at the 
price of the necessity do some additional programming 
compared to other systems. Finally, DIVE supports both static 
and evolutionary persistence through the shared database 
abstraction that it postulates and the connection of dedicated 
applications. 
IV. THE VIRTUAL WORLD AS A COMMON INTERACTION 
MEDIUM. 
DIVE provides both an architecture and a programming 
model. The architecture focuses on software and networking 
solutions that enable highly responsive interaction at each 
participating peer, i.e. interaction results are whenever possible 
immediately shown locally at the interacting peer but slightly 
postponed at remote peers. The programming model hides 
networking details, allowing the programmer to focus on the 
space, its content and its application logic. 
By peer, we mean an application process running at a 
specific host (computer) connected to the Internet. An 
application or process is any active program interfacing to the 
virtual environment by presenting and modifying entities (see 
below), monitoring and reacting on different types of events, 
and so on. A typical application is the 3D browser that handles 
interaction and visualisation of the environment for a specific 
user. Other applications may for instance perform animations 
and complex simulations within the environment. 
A central feature in the programming architecture is the 
shared, distributed world database. All user and application 
interactions take place through this common medium. The 
world database acts as an abstraction, since DIVE applications 
operate solely on the database and do not communicate directly 
with each other. This technique allows a clean separation 
between application and network interfaces. Thus, 
programming will not differ when writing single-user 
applications or multi-user applications. 
A world is a hierarchical database of what are called 
entities. DIVE entities can be compared to objects in object-
oriented programming, although DIVE is written in plain ANSI 
C. The database is hierarchical to ease ordering of information 
and rendering. Entities contain much more than just graphical 
information: for example, user-defined data and autonomous 
behaviour descriptions. The hierarchical nature of the database 
makes it easy to bridge with the rendering module and to 
reason about the worlds in terms of branches (partitions). 
Entity persistence is ensured as long as one application is 
connected to a world. When the last application disappears, the 
world dies and entities will stop living. The next time an 
application connects to this world, it will reload its state from 
some initial description files or a URL. Currently, active 
persistence is achieved by running monitoring processes (see 
section VI). 
V. PARTIAL, ACTIVE DATABASE REPLICATION 
The DIVE architecture is based on active replication of 
(parts of) the database, so that a copy resides at each 
application process. This model allows applications to access 
the world database directly from memory, which provides low-
latency user interaction. 
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Figure 1.  On this picture two worlds reside “on the network”: W1 and W2. 
The content of these worlds is shared by a number of processes, running on 
different hosts. Only Process1 participates to both worlds. 
Typically, entity additions, removals and modifications are 
done on the local copy first, then distributed to all connected 
peers through network messages and applied to the local copy 
at each receiving peer. By this we mean that the replication of 
the database is active. Conceptually, programmers can think of 
a "global" central database residing somewhere on the network, 
but the database is indeed replicated at each process. 
To achieve scaleable real-time interaction, DIVE:  
• Uses a peer-to-peer multicast communication model 
where partitions of the world are associated to 
multicast groups. 
• Tolerates world copies that differ slightly and 
implements services that ensure their equality over 
time. Dead-reckoning techniques and run-time object 
update mechanisms are used to achieve this. 
• Divides the world into sub-hierarchies that are only 
replicated and used in-between the small number of 
applications that have expressed an interest in a 
particular hierarchy. 
Modifications to the database are applied locally first, then 
transmitted and applied to all receiving copies. Thus, on the 
receiving side, world events are captured and transcribed into 
the database some time after they occur. At all levels, DIVE is 
tuned to accommodate varying round-trip times and packet 
losses. 
Despite network latency, DIVE does not introduce 
differences between peers that are excessively large. The 
distribution principle fits with our experience of virtual 
environments: typically, entities will be modified in bursts and 
then stabilise into a common “inertia”, i.e. a common state that 
lasts. Differences introduced by latency and lost network 
packets are “healed” over time by periodic synchronisation 
using sequence numbers to keep track of entity versions, 
followed by possible update requests. As a result, with time, all 
connected peers will achieve the same “inertial” for these 
entities. DIVE pursues an idea originally in Scaleable Reliable 
Multicast (SRM) [2] to reduce the amount of message passing 
and thereby minimise network load and increase scalability. 
The method uses multicasting heavily, makes communication 
entity-based, and bases reliability on a negative 
acknowledgement request/response scheme. 
To remedy problems with network congestion and traffic 
overhead, and to offer possibility for hundreds of participants 
to share a common place, DIVE provides a mechanism for 
dividing the world into sub-hierarchies that are only replicated 
and used in-between the small number of applications that are 
actually interested in them. Each sub-hierarchy may be 
associated with a multicast communication channel, called a 
lightweight group. As a result, processes that are not interested 
in these sub-hierarchies can simply ignore this branch of the 
entity tree and cut down network traffic. The top-most entity, 
i.e. the world, is itself always associated with a multicast 
channel, and every world member process must listen to it. 
More information on lightweight groups can be found in [1]. 
On top of lightweight groups, DIVE offers an abstraction 
called holders. This abstraction deals with the initialisation of 
the database branch encapsulated by the group, for example 
through a URL. Holders can be associated to empty multicast 
groups, which interfaces total locality of part of the virtual 
world and can be used for scenery or other part of an 
environment that are guaranteed to never change. Holders, 
described in more details in [3] and [4], can also be used to 
drastically reduce network traffic through semantically richer 
application-driven protocols. 
Using the mechanisms described above, DIVE allows to 
experiment with interest management or aggregation 
techniques of various kinds. For example, Figure 2. shows how 
a controller script associated to a boundary (here a simple box) 
can aggregate groups of people into crowds. Avatars colliding 
with the boundary are automatically moved in the hierarchy 
under the object called “crowd” and will continue to move 
freely according to user interaction. The object is associated 
with a holder, which is requested for content as the avatar gets 
added. However, thanks to the multicast group associated to 
the holder, only users within this boundary will undergo the 
burden of this traffic. Simultaneously, all avatars are arranged1 
to copy themselves at a lower level of geometric details under 
an object called “shadow”. They will also update the position 
of this shadow copy and the boundary at a very low rate. Users 
outside the crowd will see this part of the hierarchy only. 
Subjective views mechanisms in DIVE [8] will ensure that it is 
visible to all except to the member of the “crowd” object. 
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Figure 2.  A controller object with an associated script can be used in 
conjunction with light-weight groups to experiment with data aggregation. 
VI. DIVE AS A COMPONENT-BASED ARCHITECTURE 
To finalise our description of the system, we present the 
different main modules that compose the DIVE system and that 
are offered as part of the standard libraries. 
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Figure 3.  Main modules forming the DIVE core libraries 
A. System Components 
In DIVE, an event system realises the operations and 
modifications that occur within the database. Consequently, all 
operations on entities such as coordinate transformations will 
generate events to which applications can react. Additionally, 
there are spontaneous and user-driven events such as collision 
between objects or user interaction with input devices. An 
interesting feature of the event system is its support of high-
level application-specific events, enabling applications to 
define their content and utilisation. This enables several 
processes composing the same application (or a set of 
applications) to exchange any kind of information using their 
own protocol. Most events occurring within the system will 
generate network updates that completely describe them. 
In any application, the content of the database must be 
initialised. DIVE uses a module that manages several three-
dimensional formats and translates them into the internal data 
structures that best represent their content. Usually only one 
peer will load, and parse, a particular file and the resulting 
entity hierarchy will be distributed to other connected peers 
through a series of (multicast) updates that describe the 
resulting entities. This specific mechanism differs from many 
other systems that rely on being able to access the description 
files or URLs from all connected peers. 
DIVE has an embedded scripting language that provides an 
interface to most of the services of the platform. Scripts register 
an interest in, and are triggered by, events that occur within the 
system. They will usually react by modifying the state of the 
shared database. Moreover, these modifications can lead to 
other events, which will possibly trigger additional scripts. 
B. User Oriented Components 
The services described previously are independent of any 
DIVE application. This section focuses on the different modules 
present within the 3D browser. 
The primary display module is the graphical renderer. 
Traditionally, the rendering module traverses the database 
hierarchy and draws the scene from the viewpoint of the user. 
This module has several implementations, on top of various 
graphical libraries such as Performer, OpenGL or Direct3D. 
Some versions support a constant frame-rate rendering mode 
[5]. 
DIVE has integrated audio and video facilities. Audio and 
video streams between participants are distributed using 
unreliable multicast communication and sources are attached to 
the database, so as to benefit from the partitioning techniques. 
Audio streams are spatialised in software so as to build a 
soundscape, where the perceived output of an audio source is a 
function of the distance to the source, the inter-aural distance 
and the direction of the source. The audio module supports 
mono-, stereo- or quadra-phonic audio rendering through 
speakers or headphones connected to the workstation. Video 
streams can either be presented to remote users in separate 
windows or onto textures within the rendered environment. 
Both modules can take input from any connected device 
(microphone, camera) or file and URLs. 
Users may also be presented with a two-dimensional 
interface that offers access to rendering, collaboration and 
editing facilities. The interface itself is written using the same 
scripting language as interfaced to the world database. 
Consequently, applications can dynamically query and modify 
the appearance of the 2D interface. 
Finally, a MIME (Multimedia Internet Mail Extensions) 
module is provided to better integrate with external resources. 
It automatically interprets external URLs. For example, an 
audio stream will be forwarded onto the audio module where it 
will be mixed into the final soundscape. Loading a word 
processing document will open a separate window. 
C. The DIVE Run-Time Architecture 
The DIVE run-time architecture is constructed by a number 
of standard programs distributed over the Internet. 
1) The Name Server 
Sitting directly on top of the networking components, the 
name server allows other DIVE applications to enter worlds and 
sub-hierarchies of worlds controlled by holders. The name 
server listens for connection requests on a well-known 
multicast group and is requested once and only once for each 
world and holder (world partition) by a given process. 
Upon request, a multicast address is returned and this 
address will be used for all further communication within that 
world or partition. Several name servers, tuned on different 
addresses, can coexist on the Internet. This arrangement offers 
for as many hermetic universes as there are name servers. 
Once a process has got back a multicast address, it will join 
the group and request for content. Another process, already 
present within this world or partition, will then send back its 
initial content using point-to-point communication. Since 
sending puts a burden on an already running process and could 
impair interaction within that process, the ability to send state 
is controllable by the user (see below). 
2) The Proxy Server 
On top of the networking component, the proxy server can 
interconnect sub-islands with multicast connectivity and/or 
single local networks. Its goal is double: 
• The proxy server allows multicast unaware processes 
to join regular multicast session by multiplexing 
messages between all relevant connected applications. 
• The proxy server allows networks that are not 
connected to the international multicast backbone 
(MBone) to join DIVE multicast session by offering an 
application-level multicast tunnelling through the 
connection of several proxy servers between remote 
sites. 
A thorough discussion of the proxy server and an analysis 
of typical DIVE traffic can be found in [7]. 
3) Persistence Managers 
On top of the system components, persistence managers 
ensure that the content of an environment will continue to exist 
and evolve even when no user is connected. The persistence 
managers guarantee object persistence. They guarantee 
persistence with evolution for objects which behaviour is 
controlled by a script. 
One persistence manager is responsible for the state of one 
world, but several persistence managers can coexist on the 
Internet for a given world. The existence of every persistence 
manager is ensured through a controller application called 
“AutoPersistent”. The controller surveils a number of 
persistence managers and restarts them upon possible crash. 
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Figure 4.  A set of persistence managers and their controller applications. 
Each persistence manager is associated to a single world, but several can 
coexist for a given world. 
Persistence managers regularly save the whole state of the 
world so as to be able to restart from that very state if that was 
necessary, i.e. upon crash. However, this situation is unlikely to 
happen. Indeed, being fully compliant DIVE processes, a 
restarting persistence manager will probably receive the state 
of the world from another, still running persistence manager, 
running on some other remote host. 
A possible and favoured arrangement consists in only 
letting persistence managers (as opposed to 3D browsers) to 
send the initial state of the world and its partition to other 
connecting processes. This way, interaction will never be 
impaired: persistence managers being non-interactive 
applications. 
4) Session Recorder 
To answer the needs from human behaviour research 
analysis, DIVE supports an session recorder. The application 
connects itself to a given world and all its partitions. Upon 
connection, it represents itself within the world as an actor and 
offers a scripting interface for control. The current 
implementation has two main goals: recording and replaying a 
session (or part of a session). 
When recording there are a number of operations that are 
performed. First of all, the whole current state of the world is 
stored into a file using the same technique as when sending the 
state to a newcomer application. Starting from there, all events 
within the system are stored into a text file as they arrive at the 
application. Additionally, the content of audio and video 
streams from all connected applications and users is saved to 
disk. And finally, new objects introduced within the world in 
addition to the initial state will be saved in as many files as 
necessary to be able to reintroduce them when replaying a 
session. 
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Figure 5.  Upon recording, once the state of the world has been saved, the 
session recorder keeps track of different time-stamped streams to be able to 
replay any session later on. 
5) Standard 3D Browser 
Finally, the 3D browser uses most components to give its 
user a presence within the environment. It introduces a new 
entity called an actor to the shared environment, which is the 
virtual representation of the real user. Additionally, it handles 
interaction with entities, and allows the user to move freely (or 
in a constrained way) within the environment, listen to all 
audio sources and talk through the mouth of the avatar. DIVE 
supports a number of input and output devices: from 3D 
tracked devices to standard mice, from multi-screen displays 
[17] to standard workstation screens and even Personal Digital 
Assistants (PDAs). 
VII. PROGRAMMING THE SYSTEM 
In this section, we present a summary of the palette of 
techniques offered to DIVE application programmers. We will 
see that DIVE offers a wide range of programming interfaces, 
from a high-level scripting language to low-level C 
programming. 
Years of research development have led to a number of 
features that are present in few systems, such as the ability to 
support  a wide range of avatars, spatialised audio 
communication between connected users,  visual environment 
subjectivity [8]. This makes DIVE a software platform of choice 
for the prototyping of CVE applications. 
A. The DIVE Programming Model 
As alluded in previous sections, DIVE applications perform 
three distinct steps to exist and interact within the environment. 
Each of these steps is optional. An application will: 
• Introduce one or more (shared) entities to the 
environment. 
• Register for events on selected parts of the 
environment, usually the entities that it has added to 
the environment itself. 
• React to events occurring in the environment through 
modifications to the database, i.e. modify the 
environment. 
Consider the example of a multi-user whiteboard 
application such as the one described in [9]. Such an 
application follows the steps above. It introduces a 3D model 
of a whiteboard together with icons for the different drawing 
tools available. It listens to user interaction events on the 
surface and icons and reacts by drawing graphical elements on 
the surface or change drawing tool, e.g. from ellipse to free-
hand tool. 
B. Programming Interfaces 
Given this very general principle, DIVE, written itself in 
ANSI C, offers a wide-range of programming interfaces: 
Monolithic applications can be implemented by compiling 
some or all of the DIVE component libraries into a DIVE stand-
alone application (or part of another application if necessary). 
Examples of such applications are the Web planetarium [10] 
and the Pond [11]. DIVE offers interfaces for two major groups 
of languages: C/C++ and Java. 
• The C/C++ interface gives full access to the 
components libraries of the system. This leads both to 
power and complexity in some cases. 
• The Java interface translates the DIVE object-based 
approach into true object orientation. For example, all 
DIVE entities are mirrored by Java objects that 
instantiate a class in a class hierarchy that mirrors the 
DIVE class hierarchy (see chapter 4 in [10]). 
Applications can also be loaded dynamically at run-time. 
These typically need one or several monolithic applications to 
exist. There are two major interfaces for dynamic loading of 
applications: 
• DIVE has support for plugins written in C or C++. By 
construction, plugins have full access to the 
components libraries of the system without any 
restrictions. Plugins can be either loaded when a stand-
alone application starts or later on, programmatically 
or as a result of user actions. For example, the standard 
3D browser that comes with the system offers the user 
to interactively select a plugin from the local file 
system and load it into the 3D browser. 
• More importantly, DIVE offers a high-level 
programming interface in the form of a scripting 
language. This interface is based on TCL (Tool 
Command Language). Any entity of the database can 
be associated to a script that will describe its behaviour 
over time. Scripts follow the DIVE programming 
model: they will register for events and react to events. 
To this end, the set of standard TCL commands is 
enhanced with a number of DIVE specific commands 
for event registration, modification of the environment, 
etc. This forms DIVE/TCL (see [3] for more details). 
Finally, external applications are allowed to connect to a 
running stand-alone application through the DIVE Client 
Interface (DCI). In this case, the DIVE application acts as a 
server and the external application as a standard TCP client. 
External applications will be represented in the environment by 
an entity of a specific type and this entity will operate on the 
environment on their behalf. The language used here is, again, 
DIVE/TCL. DCI is tuned for situations where the external 
application cannot be easily modified but needs some DIVE 
facilities. Standard implementations of the client interface exist 
in many languages: C, TCL, Java, Oz, Prolog. 
C. Building your Application. 
Given the wide palette of programming interfaces and 
architectures, we discuss now the various ways of writing DIVE 
applications and what typical applications that these target. 
1) "Monolithic" Programming 
It is possible to write DIVE applications that apply the 
programming model in one sweep, i.e. within a single piece of 
code. There are different ways to implement these types of 
applications: 
• C, C++ or Java applications can be programmed and 
linked together with the DIVE core libraries. 
• It is also possible to build whole applications using the 
plugin interface. These will be hosted within a stand-
alone application such as above (typically the 3D 
browser, but there is also a minimum application 
which hosts most system components and simply 
participate to the replication and sharing mechanisms 
of the database). 
• External application programmed in any language of 
choice that has support for TCP/IP and connected to a 
running DIVE application through the DCI. 
Such applications will be integrated to a DIVE world 
through event registration. This offers transparent access to a 
networked environment. Monolithic DIVE Programming is 
suitable for applications such as simulation engines, complex 
applications or simple renderers. 
An example of application that uses this centralised 
programming model is the Pond [11]. The Pond is a multi user 
horizontally projected system for access and manipulation of 
information elements from the Internet as well as for 
communication and collaboration between users being present 
around the table. The current demonstrator provides with a 
visualisation of a record database in an under-water 
environment and focuses on touch and sound interfaces. 
The Pond is mostly implemented as a stand-alone 
application (in Java), and this for performance reasons. The 
logic of the Pond application, e.g. flocking behaviour, Internet 
search initiated by users, is on purpose separated from the 
visualisation (a specific DIVE 3D browser, with a number of 
rendering plugins). 
Another application following majorly this technique is the 
Web Planetarium [10]. The application visualises the structure 
behind World Wide Web documents and hyperlinks as a 3D 
virtual world of planet-like abstract objects and connection 
beams. An object is a 3D representation of a corresponding 
web page and, once the user is inside, displays the hyperlinks 
on that page as additional small objects on which the user is 
able to click in order to fetch new pages, and thus extend the 
3D graph with new site representations. 
The Web Planetarium is implemented as a stand-alone 
application (in C), and this for performance reasons. As for the 
Pond above, the logic of the application (parsing of Web pages, 
placement of documents, interaction with the users) is 
contained in an application separated from the visualisation. 
This allows for a number of different visualisation setups: 
standard desktop, multi-screen displays, etc. 
2) Script Programming 
A radically different way of programming consists in 
creating a DIVE world (or set of objects) with scripts attached 
to objects in the database. The TCL layer isolates clients from 
application binary versions, which is of importance as 
DIVE/TCL has stabilised over the years and is generally kept 
backward compatible. 
Of interest to this style of programming is the fact the 
standard 3D browser provides a generic actor environment 
(with audio and visual input and output). On top of this generic 
environment, there can be any number of TCL/TK-based 
“skins”, presenting different user interfaces. This environment 
allows applications that live within the presented DIVE worlds 
and programmed in the form of scripts to modify the layout of 
the 2D user interface at run-time, for example to add 
application specific menus (see [6] for an example). 
Script programming is tuned for rapid prototyping, simple 
applications, interface experiments and avatar animations. 
Script programming is ideal when the behaviour of the 
application can be described through a number of somewhat 
independent visual objects that only consume little CPU power. 
It is particularly suitable to adapt to changing environments of 
all sorts: adding new objects with new scripts to an 
environment will make it behave differently. This can even 
happen at run-time and is therefore very dynamic by nature. 
An example of application that uses this programming 
model is the DIVE Room System [12]. This application actively 
supports collaborative as well as individual work through the 
concept of room. The application stresses on a real-life 
metaphor and introduces virtual counterparts of objects that are 
usually found in meeting and shared group rooms: overhead 
projector, notebooks, screen, documents, etc. 
Every type of object that can be found in the environment is 
very little dependent on other objects. This design fact has 
driven the choice towards a scripting programming model. 
Some objects have to know about one another, for example, 
placing an overhead on the projector will have the effect of 
showing it in a bigger format on the screen. To achieve this, the 
application uses script-to-script communication, which is part 
of the scripting interface. 
3) Mixed Mode. 
A key design of the DIVE system is the possible inter-
connection of all programming components. As such, the 
system encourages application programmers to mix 
programming interfaces in order to best suit the needs of the 
various components that they are working on. 
A typical example is the combination of plugins for 
services and DIVE/TCL for application logic. This combination 
provides with a very powerful prototyping process. Plugins 
will register functions with the DIVE/TCL layer and the TCL 
layer is able to inspect loaded plugins or request a plugin to be 
loaded/unloaded. 
Another example is external applications connecting 
through DCI. Such applications will often extend the entity that 
represent them in DIVE at run-time with some application 
specific DIVE/TCL code in order to relieve the burden placed on 
the socket connection. 
Mixed mode offers many possibilities; examples of use are 
face and body animation, new navigation styles, simulation of 
crowds, etc. This mixed mode is used in many of the latest 
applications, since it combines rapid application development 
(using the scripting language), component focusing (allowing 
to associate components of the application to specific 
programmers) and component reuse (both at the plugin and 
scripting level). 
An example of application that uses this model is the 
London Traveller application [6]. The application supports 
travellers by providing an environment where they can explore 
London, utilise group collaboration facilities, rehearse 
particular journeys and access tourist information data. 
To adapt to the amount of data to visualise (3D model over 
19x10 km of London) the core DIVE rendering engine was 
modified. Additionally, the model is brought to life using 
avatar crowd and face animations. For performance reasons, 
this is implemented using several plugins. Finally, the different 
applications that are embedded within the London model were 
implemented using a set of objects and scripts, designed and 
implemented by different programming teams. 
Another example is WebPath [18], a VR-based application 
to be used alongside traditional Web browsers. The application 
aims at providing a structure to the network of documents that 
have been visited during a browsing session. WebPath uses the 
different dimensions of the 3D space to position 
representations of documents using different metrics, in which 
the relationships between the documents are also depicted. 
WebPath bridges a running Web browser with a running 
DIVE 3D browser using the DCI. New documents visualised in 
the Web browser will lead to new representation in the space. 
These representations are associated with application-level 
DIVE properties so that the system is able to restart from a 
saved world at a later stage and resynchronise its internal 
application state from the application data that was saved 
together with document representations. 
4) Remote Dynamic Programming 
The DIVE/TCL layer supports a remote procedure 
declaration and activation protocol that allows distributed script 
execution. Indeed, the dynamic nature of scripting languages 
and the distributed nature of the DIVE system make possible the 
real-time extension and modification of existing scripts within 
existing entities. 
Building applications in such a context becomes interesting. 
For example, this allows for a per-user customised behaviour, 
e.g. 2D vs. 3D presentation or the ability to extend the user-
interface of other participants by sharing scripts. Finally, it 
allows distributed application development where the code of 
the application can be edited between multiple machines 
interactively from within the system. 
There are a number of situations where this model can be 
useful. For example, the various parts of the London Traveller 
application dynamically add a menu to the standard 3D 
browser to improve control over the information shown. The 
code for menu extension is contained in the code of the London 
Traveller application and brought to all users successively 
connected. 
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper, we have presented DIVE and focused on its 
communication architecture and the programming models and 
interfaces that it offers. We have seen that the various 
programming interfaces are of importance to many different 
applications. This variety and the composite aspects that are 
supported by DIVE allow application writers to focus on 
performance at crucial points only and let them experiment 
different interfaces by reducing the cost of development 
through the introduction of a scripting language. 
Since a few years back and for a number of years to come, 
work within the system is heading towards two distinct but 
complementary directions. Firstly, we have engaged in a finer 
componentisation of the system, through modularisation and 
the widespread use of plugins. Our goal is to reduce the system 
to a minimalist kernel on top of which a number of key 
components are built and through which they interface and 
communicate. This work is similar in some respects to 
platforms such as Bamboo [14], JADE [15] or NPSNET V 
[16]. Secondly, we are slowly moving towards a number of 
modules that will allow the system to serve as the core for 
applications that require real-time interaction, that are 
distributed over the Internet, but not necessarily three-
dimensional by nature. Part of this work consists in being able 
to support different communication models and toning down 
the multicast orientation of the system and making multicast 
only one of the possible communication architectures available. 
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ABSTRACT 
The last few years have seen a rapid growth in 
on-line world systems that allow a number of 
remote users to share a cooperative 
environment. These systems have essentially 
been considered as leisure environments 
allowing users to chat remotely. Little 
consideration has been given to the 
development of virtual worlds to support 
cooperative work. In this paper, we wish to 
consider the development of an environment 
to support synchronous and asynchronous 
collaboration that is directly informed from 
the real world. 
Keywords 
CVE, CSCW, room metaphor, 3D collaborative tools, 
DIVE. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The last few years have seen the emergence of a number of 
online virtual worlds. These exploit the development of the 
World-Wide-Web [2] (WWW or Web) and the emergence 
of three-dimensional standards such as VRML [4] to 
provide a shared 3D space that may be populated by remote 
users. These Collaborative Virtual Environments (CVEs) 
have found their first successful applications as improved 
chat tools [15]. 
The development of these virtual environments has been 
dominated by leisure activities. They are seen as providing 
on-line social facilities rather than supporting different 
forms of work. In this paper, we wish to consider the 
development of virtual environments that are appropriate 
for support of cooperative work activities. We believe that 
CVEs solve a number of key issues central to CSCW 
(Computer Supported Cooperative Work) summarised in 
[1]: 
• Persistence and on-going activity, i.e. the fact that 
cooperation happens over long periods and results 
from a series of inter-related events. 
• Peripheral awareness, i.e. the observation that co-
workers need to be aware of what others are doing 
in order to achieve effective work. 
• Navigation and chance encounters, i.e. the 
recognition that casual communication plays an 
essential role in establishing and maintaining 
relationships. 
• Usability through natural metaphors, i.e. an attempt 
to map people’s understanding of the real world 
onto virtual counterparts. 
To reap the advantages offered by CVEs in supporting 
cooperative work we have developed a common work 
environment centred on the concept of a virtual room. The 
environment is supported by a general CVE platform, the 
DIVE system (Distributed Interactive Virtual Environment) 
[11], and a set of virtual tools designed to ease and organise 
work of groups and individuals. 
2 APPROACH 
The essential achievement of CVEs is that they combine 
the participants and the information that they access and 
manipulate in a single common place [1]. In contrast, 
regular two-dimensional systems divide tasks, information 
and user “representations” – most often simple iconic 
pictures - in separate windows. A major drawback of the 
traditional approach is that, as the number of simultaneous 
participants increases, it becomes more difficult to get a 
mental idea of what is really happening and, thus, to 
cooperate with these other users. 
Unfortunately, existing CVEs have mainly focused on 
social and casual interaction. The public success of the 
various 3D-enhanced chat programs such as those reviewed 
in [15] has proven the validity of such an approach. 
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Surprisingly, while more advanced systems, such as Spline 
[18], MASSIVE [10] or Community Place [13], are 
powerful enough, we are not aware of any attempt to build 
a three-dimensional GroupWare system on top of a general 
virtual environment platform. 
To address this, we have developed a CVE application that 
actively supports collaborative as well as individual work. 
The approach that we exploit is centred around the concept 
of a room, as opposed to most real-time GroupWare 
systems that are based on the concept of a meeting. One 
motivation for the use of rooms is the observation that 
physical team rooms have become an essential tool for 
business teams, as shown in [12]. 
As summarised in [16], while such rooms effectively 
improve social collaboration within the team, they rely on 
two important features: the physical proximity of all 
members and their easy access. The use of team rooms 
motivated the developers of TeamWave [9], a 2D 
GroupWare application, and many of their arguments are 
similar to our own.  
Rooms are inherently long-lived, and, as such help 
organising work of teams. They can: 
• host meetings, 
• offer several individual working places, 
• store artefacts that are related to projects, such as 
documents and reports, but also various electronic 
devices, 
• be used to leave information for others, e.g. PostIt 
notes. 
Additionally, rooms are persistent. Objects that are left in a 
room persist over time in the same spatial location, unless 
they are borrowed or moved by somebody else. 
Team rooms act as a casual social space since teams 
usually elect a room as “theirs”. Members are naturally 
drained towards their room, especially as we have seen 
above that it is a repository for project specific artefacts. 
Therefore, rooms increase the chances of casual meetings, 
often in small groups. 
Common rooms generally offer standard tools for 
collaboration, such as whiteboards, flip charts or overhead 
projectors, but also regular furniture such as chairs, tables 
and bookshelves. Their existence encourages the starting of 
spontaneous meetings. 
Additionally, members can bring into rooms special 
purpose tools in order to customise them. These tools, such 
as books, reports, documents, various electronic devices, 
and so on, will often become common resources which 
location and existence is well-known to any member of the 
team. 
The conceptual idea of our approach can be summarised as 
follows. We intend to mimic the physical characteristics of 
team rooms in electronic rooms. In particular, we 
implement virtual counterparts of the different items that 
can generally be found in team rooms. We hope that the 
affordances of rooms and the different items that they can 
contain will help levelling technical gaps and ease learning 
and usage. 
Recent evaluation of CVE applications [17] has shown that 
making objects realistic endows them with affordances that 
can not always be satisfied within the environment. 
Common examples include participants expecting light 
switches to work, or tables to be movable. Therefore, our 
approach draws the lessons from the traditional desktop 
metaphor. The desktop metaphor takes its inspiration from 
the tools that are generally found on a real desk, and 
extensively derive from the idea of plane paper surfaces – 
the windows – that can be shuffled. However, the desktop 
metaphor does not exactly behave like its real counterparts. 
It even introduces many artefacts that do not exist in real 
life, pull-down menus and aliases, to cite some of them. 
However, humans rapidly understand the differences and 
simplifications that have occurred. Therefore, we intend to 
achieve an adequate balance between resemblance and 
simplification and will not hesitate to artificially modify 
some natural behaviour in order to increase productivity. 
3 A REAL-LIFE SCENARIO 
In order to isolate the different tools that support user 
collaboration within teams, we start by describing a real life 
meeting scenario. Note, however, that we will only use this 
scenario as a starting point for our design. Indeed, we have 
seen above that we intend to support much more than 
meeting situations and intend to implement team rooms and 
to support asynchronous communication. In the scenario 
description, the tools and objects that actively support the 
meeting situation are in bold. However, this list of tools is 
only a subset of the artefacts that are usually located in 
team rooms. Therefore, this scenario only supports parts of 
our design and is presented here to demonstrate our general 
approach of informing the design of the virtual 
environment from real world settings. 
A group always meets in the same room at SICS. One 
member of the project is remotely at an institute in the 
centre of Stockholm. For each meeting he travels 10 km to 
the meeting room at SICS. 
In the middle of the meeting room, there is a table with 
chairs around it. There is also an overhead projector and 
a screen in front of the table. The project leader is 
responsible for the agenda of the meetings. All participants 
can of course ask the project leader to discuss specific 
points. Every member comes to the meetings with a 
notebook in which annotations can be taken. At every 
meeting, one member is chosen to be a secretary. The 
secretary will take notes on what is decided and discussed 
during the meeting. 
The project leader usually starts the meetings. He puts the 
agenda on the overhead projector and gives a brief 
introduction of the key-points. Occasionally, one or several 
participants have prepared a presentation on a specific 
topic. The speaker brings slides and hands-out, possibly in 
a folder. Hands-out, which often are photocopies of the 
slides, will be distributed to the other members. The 
speaker usually stands in front of the screen and presents 
his/her slides. The other participants focus their attention on 
the screen and the speaker. At some meetings, all 
participants are sitting around the table and simply discuss. 
A participant can bring a document into the meeting room. 
All members in the room can read the document or take it 
back for further reading. Additionally, a bookshelf in the 
meeting room contains books, reports, and magazines 
related to the project. 
Many of the tools isolated in this scenario can be seen in 
Figure 1, a photography of a real-life meeting at SICS. 
Whiteboard 
Overhead 
Projector 
Closed 
Door 
Chairs  Notebook Hands-Out 
Table 
Booking Agenda 
(Outside Door) 
 
Figure 1: A typical example of a real meeting. 
Additionally to the different tools that were isolated in 
the scenario description, a booking agenda can be found 
on the outside. 
4 AN INTRODUCTION TO DIVE  
DIVE [11] is an experimental platform for the development 
of persistent virtual environments, user interfaces and 
applications based on shared 3D synthetic environments. 
DIVE is especially tuned to multi-user applications, where 
several networked participants interact over the Internet, as 
it is fully integrated with the WWW. Files and MIME 
(Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions) [8] documents 
located on the WWW can be read and parsed into the 
virtual environment or into separate windows. 
DIVE also offers high-level behaviour support through an 
interface to the TCL scripting language [7] that implements 
a superset of TCL [14]. Each entity of the environment can 
be associated with a TCL script. The script can describe 
how an entity will react to user interaction and stimuli from 
the environment. This approach provides two major 
advantages: 
• It hides the complexity of the distributed VR 
platform behind a simpler programming interface. 
• It reduces development time and costs since TCL is a 
concise language that does not require any 
compilation. 
In the rest of this section, we will summarise the 
communication mediums available to all DIVE applications. 
Since DIVE is a general CVE platform, it offers the basics 
to our room system. We stress here the facilities that are 
useful in the frame of our room application. 
4.1 Individual Avatars 
Participants need to be aware of other participants and of 
their activities. Thus, it is important that users are able to 
recognise each other. Using different avatars for each 
participant generally helps recognition. Users can design 
their own avatars using a simple file format or specific 3D 
modelling tools, such as AC3D [6]. A billboard1 label, with 
the name of the person, may be associated with the avatar. 
Figure 2 shows some examples. 
 
Figure 2: Some avatar examples, from left to right: one 
of the standard avatars - the same avatar, but without 
any garment – the same avatar, but with different 
colours for the clothes – and finally a detailed, human-
like avatar [3]. 
4.2 Audio Communication 
Live audio communication between participants is essential 
to the success of CVEs as it promotes immersion and since 
it is more natural to talk to other users. It allows users to 
express more, e.g. feelings, laughing, screaming, etc. As 
such, audio communication is the central communication 
medium in DIVE. However, audio quality can differ 
between sites, it is influenced by several factors: 
• The CPU load at each local host. 
• The network load of local and remote hosts. 
                                                          
1 A billboard is a geometry primitive that rotates around an axis or a point 
in order to face always the viewer. 
• The network bandwidth in-between hosts. 
In [17], audio communication was evaluated and several 
essential problems were isolated: 
• Because of the technical necessity to introduce 
reception buffers, and thus, delays, it is very easy to 
talk on top of one-another. 
• Participants also see a problem in the lack of 
confidence in audio reception. 
• Participants tend to prefer the text message when the 
content of the message is important, e.g. when data 
such as IP addresses or URLs has to be sent. Indeed, 
text is a more adequate medium to communicate 
such kind of information. 
DIVE has support for spatialised audio communication 
between participants. DIVE audio uses a simple set of filters 
to help users localising audio sources. To increase users’ 
trust in the audio reception, visual cues appear around 
avatars when participants talk, as seen in Figure 3. In 
section 5.7, we describe a virtual object that helps avoiding 
participants to talk on top of each others. 
 
Figure 3: A DIVE avatar (with name label) surrounded 
by the visual wave that appears when participants talk. 
4.3 Text Communication 
DIVE also supports text communication between users of 
the same environment. To start sending messages to 
another user, a user will focus on an avatar and choose an 
operation in a menu. A two-dimensional window will 
appear on both users side2, see Figure 4. Similar operations 
make it possible to send messages to all or some of the 
participants of a world, i.e. group communication. 
Additionally, a rudimentary text to speech interface “says” 
the different messages when total immersion is a 
requirement. This interface benefits from audio 
spatialisation to enhance recognition, see section 4.2. 
                                                          
2 Automatic window mapping can be turned off when running 
immersively. 
 
Figure 4: An example of user-to-user text 
communication. The user that visualises the scene 
converses with the user which body icon can be seen in 
the foreground. The two-dimensional window for that 
conversation can be seen at the top. 
Text communication is useful in many situations, especially 
when typing communicates the information in a more 
adequate way, e.g. spelling names and commands. Group 
communication can be useful if a “leader” gives 
simultaneous instructions to all other members. 
Furthermore, it is a work-around when network connection 
deteriorates and audio communication stops working in a 
satisfactory way. 
4.4 Awareness Features 
DIVE users benefit from the common reference space 
offered by CVEs and the embodiment of participants to 
gain awareness of others by seeing them in the space. 
However, despite being a powerful awareness mechanism, 
viewing is often hindered by obstacles. To alleviate this 
problem, DIVE offers an additional two-dimensional list
3
 to 
promote awareness (Figure 5). 
• DIVE can display a list of participants. Each 
participant is associated with an icon that 
automatically summarises the activities in which 
he/she has been involved – these include interaction, 
movement, audio and text communication. This 
provides an at a glance information of others’ 
involvement in the environment. 
• From the list, several actions are possible. These 
include: 
                                                          
3 DIVE also offers 3D features, especially since the VR field of view is 
much more restricted than our physical field of view. In addition to the 
standard “in-body” view, several other camera angles are possible: a 
rear view, a bird’s eye view, a front view and side views. All of them 
can be zoomed and tuned. 
§ Visualising a business card with information 
such as phone numbers, electronic mail address 
and address, 
§ Starting a private text dialog, as described in 
section 4.3, 
§ Modifying the viewpoint in order to look at a 
given user or to be transported in front of his 
avatar. 
 
Figure 5: In the top left corner is an example of the 
participants list, the activity icons are, from top to 
bottom: inactivity, movement, interaction and audio 
communication. The rest of the figure is occupied by an 
example of a business card. 
5 THE DIVE ROOM SYSTEM 
In this section, we present the set of tools that make up the 
DIVE room environment. These partially derive from the 
physical artefacts discussed in section 3. Additional tools 
are also presented; they are driven by our experience using 
the virtual environment and our goal of ensuring that rooms 
can support synchronous and asynchronous team 
collaboration. 
Most of the virtual tools are simplifications of real-life 
counterparts. We believe that similarity will make their 
usage more natural. However, our experience has shown 
that there is a conflict between realistically modelling the 
objects appearance so that they are easy to recognise and 
the lack of an interface that is the same as the real world 
and that will cause interaction problems [17]. 
Consequently, we need to achieve a balance between 
resemblance and simplification. Indeed, it can get 
complicated for participants to use objects with realistic 
appearance and different virtual behaviour. To further meet 
these problems, additional on-line help is often necessary 
and is provided in DIVE. 
5.1 Virtual Rooms 
Our virtual rooms have properties that are similar to 
physical rooms, namely: 
• Rooms are bounded space that are isolated from 
each other, e.g. by walls and doors, and thus enable 
privacy. 
• Rooms act as object and participants containers. 
Additionally, items within rooms have a spatial 
location and are spatially related. 
In essence, our aim is to allow the taxonomy of rooms 
described below [5] to be developed by users configuring 
rooms to their needs. 
• Personal offices. 
• Shared rooms that are available to several teams. 
Their use is usually subject to a schedule, and their 
state is highly persistent. Their content is seldom 
changed and the spatial arrangement of the furniture 
and items that they contain is kept from one meeting 
to the next one. 
• Dedicated project rooms in which some members of 
a team work daily. 
• Dedicated project rooms that act as a shared space 
where members of a project, that sit elsewhere, can 
leave items or come and work from time to time. 
• Public rooms for casual and social interaction, such 
as coffee rooms or foyers. 
In our meeting rooms, our approach stresses a natural 
meeting point where the participants can get together. This 
meeting point is generally a table surrounded by chairs. By 
sitting on a chair, a participant indicates to other members 
that he agrees to actively participate to the meeting. Figure 
6 exemplifies such a virtual meeting room. 
 
Figure 6: An example of a meeting room populated by 
four different participants, two siting around the table, 
one standing in front of the virtual screen and an 
“invisible” one from which the view is taken. 
We also allow the development of more organised meeting 
rooms such as virtual lecture halls, which are a kind of 
meeting room where there are a few speakers and many 
attending people. We represent lecture halls as big rooms 
with a podium and chairs. Again, by sitting on the chairs, 
participants indicate that they wish to listen to the speakers. 
Standing in front of the podium ensures that users 
communications are broadcast to others. 
5.2 Booking Calendar 
Outside rooms that can be shared by several teams, a 
booking calendar is shown. The calendar schedules room 
occupancy and allow reservations to be made prior to 
meetings. A user can interact with the calendar to see if the 
room is booked for a special day and time and book the 
room. This calendar is Web-based, in order to be used from 
outside the virtual environment. When the calendar is 
accessed from the Web medium, awareness is ensured as 
suggested by [1]. 
5.3 Documents 
In real meeting situations notebooks, hands-out, and slides 
are used. In this section, we describe counterparts to these 
objects in a virtual meeting room. DIVE uses the WWW as 
a medium to ensure that the room members can always 
access information. 
 
Figure 7: Two different documents, a notebook on the 
left and a WWW icon on the right. 
5.3.1 Notebooks 
Notebooks are used to take notes and to be able to save 
them to a local file for future usage outside the 
environment. The three-dimensional representation of a 
notebook looks like a white sheet covered by horizontal and 
vertical lines and a recording button in the bottom left 
corner, as shown in Figure 7. To operate on a notebook, 
participants select them to bring them in front of their 
virtual eyes, as shown in Figure 8. This first interaction 
enables awareness by indicating to other participants a 
current focus on a given document. 
 
Figure 8: A user visualising a document. 
Different operations are then available. A separate window 
appears when a user wants to read or to edit text in a 
notebook. The use of a separate window is mainly driven 
by technology limitations, since representing text in a 3D 
environment is slow and subject to perspective distortions. 
It is also possible to load prepared notes from a file or to 
save the content of the notebook to a file from this window. 
Only one user at a time is allowed to edit. As an indicator 
of modification, the recording button changes colour to red 
when content is edited. 
5.3.2 WWW Icons 
WWW icons are an attempt to embody Web locations 
inside the virtual conference. Web documents allow 
members to have access to a single location. 
 
Figure 9: A WWW icon in viewing position i.e. attached 
to the head of the viewer 
A WWW icon represents a location by a title, an icon and a 
link to the WWW. An icon is represented as a sheet of 
paper showing the picture associated to the current page 
and a set of buttons to browse the pages4 or edit the icon, as 
shown in Figure 9. A number of different operations are 
supported. The document associated with a page can be 
viewed within the virtual environment or in a separate 
application depending on its MIME type. HTML pages are 
shown in a separate Web browser, sounds are played as if 
they originated from the icon and three-dimensional 
descriptions result in new objects being inserted in the 
environment. It is also possible to create new pages, 
remove pages, associate another document to a page, and 
change a picture for a page. 
5.3.3 Folders 
Folders mimic the way that we organise the documents we 
take with us to a meeting. It is possible to add or remove 
WWW icons, notebooks and other folders to a folder. 
 
Figure 10: An opened folder containing three WWW 
icons. 
5.3.4 PostIt Notes 
In a room where people regularly meet and collaborate, the 
ability to leave notes can be useful in different situations. 
For example, leaving personal notes as a reminder on 
                                                          
4 Only if the icon contains more than one location. 
objects or leaving public notes on an annotation board are 
useful means of communication. 
A virtual note can have different information associated to 
it. The information can be a text message, a URL or a 
viewpoint. Users choose the information type on note 
creation and note types are differentiated using colour 
codes. Depending on the type, different behaviours will 
result from user interaction: 
• For text notes, a separate window pop-ups where the 
text can be read or edited. The text is also shown on 
the 3D representation of the note. 
• For URL notes, the associated location is shown in a 
manner similar to WWW icons. 
• For viewpoint notes, the avatar of the participant 
that has interacted with the note will be transported 
to the viewpoint that was saved when the note was 
created. 
 
Figure 11: Two textual notes posted on a public 
billboard. 
5.3.5 Books and Reports 
Virtual bookshelves allow books and reports to be placed 
on them. Books and reports are associated with links to 
documents on the WWW. Bookshelves are placeholders for 
documents that are related to a topic. They act as 
repositories for interesting things and their content is 
gradually updated by each project member, each one 
having his own domain of competence. Consequently, the 
bookshelves content improves with time. 
5.3.6 Electronic Mail 
Electronic mail is a means of involving users that are not 
connected to the environment. Our interface to electronic 
mail is a metaphor borrowed from real-life. Documents are 
inserted in an envelop, an address is written on it and the 
envelope is posted in a mailbox, as shown in Figure 12. A 
few user interactions are enough to send notebooks, folders 
and WWW icons to anyone. 
  
Figure 12: The metaphor used for electronic mail 
consists of envelops – top left corner of the picture to the 
left – and mailboxes – picture to the right. 
5.4 Overhead Projector 
An overhead projector is a central tool in a meeting room. 
In a real meeting, speakers will stand up in front of an 
overhead projector and show slides as they are talking. In 
the virtual setting, notebooks and WWW icons can be 
placed on the overhead projector to display them to others 
in the room. 
  
Figure 13: To the left, a virtual overhead projector 
showing a WWW icon, together with its visualising 
screen. To the left, an overhead remote control. 
The screen in front of the projector shows the same three-
dimensional representation as the document. A control 
panel is used to change between slides. On user interaction, 
the screen acts as an amplifier of the document that is 
placed on its associated overhead projector. The action 
result, instead of having local implications, is distributed to 
all other participants. As an example, if the document 
placed on the overhead projector is a WWW icon 
containing a link to an HTML document, the content of the 
document will be opened in a separate window at all sites. 
Additionally, each participant can have a personal remote 
control to the overhead projector. It is useful in interactive 
situations where one member of the audience wants to ask a 
question related to a given slide. 
5.5 Virtual Objects 
One feature of virtual rooms is that any object, such as a 
prototype model or a data representation, can be shared 
between members. Virtual environments have the freedom 
of being able to represent things that do not exist yet or that 
will never exist. Objects can be placed anywhere, on tables, 
on the floor or simply floating in space, depending on their 
use and size. Participants can get a common point of view 
on a single entity and use it as the centre point of a 
discussion. 
5.5.1 Pointing Arrows 
When looking at a shared object and discussing its 
appearance and different parts, it is useful to have an arrow 
to point at specific locations on the object. We have 
implemented virtual pointing arrows for sharing and 
pointing at objects, as shown in Figure 14. Virtual arrows 
automatically align themselves to the normal to the object 
at the anchor point, but they can be rotated freely later on. 
 
Figure 14: Two users discussing around the model of a 
human heart. A pointing arrow, seen in the lower right 
corner, is attached to the model. 
5.6 Computers and Diskettes 
To represent external applications that do not have a virtual 
embodiment, we use the metaphor of virtual computers and 
diskettes. Diskettes are representations of computer 
programs and consist of a title, i.e. the name of the 
program, and an associated program, i.e. the application to 
be run. They offer editing facilities similar to notebooks 
and icons. 
Rooms can contain virtual computers. When a diskette is 
inserted into a computer, its associated program will start at 
all participants’ site. This allows the smooth integration of 
a range of existing standard applications and packages such 
as word processors and spreadsheets.  
5.7 Improving User Communication in DIVE 
We have seen in section 4.3 that text communication can be 
translated into the audio medium using a public domain 
text-to-speech interface. In order to embody text 
communication into the graphics medium, our room 
environment also offers a virtual board onto which all 
group text communication is translated as 3D text. 
In order to achieve audio stream continuity, DIVE 
introduces reception buffers. Those buffers lead to long 
audio delays, which imply that users can talk on top of one 
another. As a work-around, we have developed a “talking-
stick” which looks like a microphone. Only the owner of 
the microphone is allowed to talk, while the others will still 
be able to listen. The owner of the microphone has to leave 
away the microphone for another participant to take it and 
become the new owner. While this solution is not a 
panacea, we believe that it introduces a necessary 
organisation to internet-based audio conferencing. 
6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
We have detailed the motivations and development of an 
environment to support collaborative work in teams that are 
geographically scattered. Our approach is based on the 
concept of rooms, as opposed to most GroupWare systems 
that are based on the abstraction of a meeting. 
Consequently, our metaphor supports synchronous group 
work, i.e. meetings, but also asynchronous group 
collaboration. Another novelty of our approach is that it is 
based on a three-dimensional virtual environment, the DIVE 
system. Indeed, we believe that the 3D interface increases 
usability and learning. 
Being a CSCW platform, DIVE already has some basic 
support for collaboration. However, the different 
mechanisms that it offers are not enough to effectively do 
some work. As a result, we have prototyped a set of 
collaborative tools that help participants to meet and to use 
the environments as a repository for all the information that 
concern the projects that they are involved in. Most of these 
objects mimic the physical world while achieving a 
necessary balance between resemblance and simplification. 
However, our metaphor leaves also room for objects that 
extend the real world, since virtual reality offers this 
powerful freedom. 
Further work includes a total implementation of the 
metaphor. Another important requirement for its final 
development is the introduction of usability studies. Such 
studies will provide us with the ability to enhance the 
current implementation through highlighting its strengths 
and weaknesses. However, the successive versions of 
prototype have been regularly demonstrated to a broad 
audience, mainly from the industry. We have met interest 
and encouragement and already have incorporated 
improvement suggestions. 
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Abstract 
A number of usability studies report that many users of the WWW 
cannot find pages already visited, additionally many users cannot 
visualise where they are, or where they have been browsing. 
Currently, readily available WWW browsers provide history 
mechanisms that offer little or no support in the presentation and 
manipulation of visited sites. Manipulation and presentation of 
usage data, such as a browse history has been used in a number of 
cases to aid users in searching for previously attained data, and to 
teach or assist other users in their browse or searching techniques. 
This paper presents a virtual reality (VR) based application to be 
used alongside traditional Web browsers, which provides them 
with a flexibly tailorable real-time visualisation of their history. 
 
CR Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.5.1 [Information 
Interfaces and Presentation]: Multimedia Information Systems – 
Hypertext navigation and maps; H.5.4 [Information Interfaces and 
Presentation]: Hypertext/Hypermedia – Navigation; I.3.7 
[Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism – 
Virtual reality 
 
Additional Keywords: Virtual Environments, World-Wide-Web, 
Visualisation. Web Browsing. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Despite the recent emergence of three-dimensional format 
standards, the World-Wide-Web (WWW) [3] remains mainly 
constituted of an ever-growing network of documents. As it 
becomes easier to publish documents, as the number of users, and 
thus publishers, increases and as the number of documents grows, 
searching for information is turning into a cumbersome and time-
consuming operation. Because of the loose inter-connection 
between documents, people have difficulty remembering where 
they have been and returning to previously visited pages. 
 
In this paper, we will present a virtual reality (VR) based 
application to be used alongside traditional Web browsers. The 
application aims at providing a structure to the network of 
documents which have been visited during a browsing session. 
We use the different dimensions of a 3D space to position 
representations of documents using different metrics, in which the 
relationships between the documents are also depicted. 
2. MOTIVATION 
According to a global WWW usability study [11], 17.8% of the 
subjects report not being able to find pages already visited, 8.8 % 
report not being able to visualise where they have been and where 
they can go, and 6.4 % report not being able to determine where 
they are (i.e. the “lost in hyper-space” problem). This shows that 
finding information and organising what is found is a problem for 
many users. In the same study, it was shown that 87.7 % like 
browsing the Web in an opportunistic manner, i.e. by following 
links from page to page with no premeditated goal. Another study 
[7] have shown that “Back” is heavily used to return to a page, but 
that the history list is not. This shows that while pages tend to be 
revisited, the history list is mostly unused. Revisitation frequency 
is confirmed in [18]. 
 
Recent Web browsers offer two different history mechanisms. 
Netscape Communicator 4.0 and Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.0 
implement both: 
 
• A history menu that contains the titles of the nth last 
documents that were previously visited. As described in 
[18], “Web browsers maintain a history list that operates 
as a stack; the most recently visited page is usually 
pushed onto the top of the stack, and older pages appear 
underneath. Pages can be popped off the stack and lost” 
when backtracking or browsing new branches of the 
Web. 
• A history facility that contains a searchable history of all 
documents that have been visited since the installation. 
Information stored together with the documents includes 
the original location, the title, the visiting date and the 
number of visits. Internet Explorer additionally groups 
documents by their visiting date and hosting sites. 
 
However, user studies have highlighted weaknesses in the history 
mechanisms found in current Web browsers: 
 
• The history lists are textual and the information stored 
lacks the cues needed to find a particular page. While 
cues such as visiting date have been added, they still do 
not depict the common ‘burst’ mode of browsing, i.e. 
they are typically used intensively during a short period 
and then not used at all for a much longer period. 
• The history facilities are cumbersome to use, they either 
request the opening of a specific menu or of a specific 
separate window. Searching among the different 
locations involves opening additional windows. 
• The history menu is incomplete. As described earlier, 
large parts of the user’s history are removed when they 
follow a new link from a previous document. 
 
Additionally, most current Web browsers display only the 
document currently being visualised, and do not indicate the 
structure of the pages or how they relate to each other. The main 
browser window presents the current document, but there is no 
window dedicated to presenting how the current document relates 
to previous documents, or how the user has reached a given 
document. 
3. BACKGROUND 
WWW3D [17] takes a radical approach in presenting the structure 
of Web documents: it integrates the display of Web documents 
and structural information about the portion of the Web that the 
user has explored into a single three-dimensional structure. 
Documents are represented within the space as spheres. The 
content of the Web page is depicted on the inside of the sphere as 
three-dimensional icons (images, links, text elements and so on). 
When a user selects a link from within a page, the new page is 
loaded, and represented by a new sphere. The two spheres are 
then connected with an arrow to visually represent the hyper-link 
between them. The new sphere is also connected to all existing 
spheres that have links to or from the current document. This 
results in a three-dimensional graph, representing the part of the 
Web that the user(s) has (have) visited so far. WWW3D uses 
colouring schemes to indicate the age of pages and links. An 
algorithm is used to keep linked documents together in order to 
produce clusters of inter-linked spheres over time. Alternatively, 
the user can arrange the spheres freely to suite personal 
preferences. As a result, WWW3D achieves a three-dimensional 
disposition that is plausible and natural but provides no 
correlation between the contents of the documents. 
 
WebBook [4] is a three-dimensional web browser that allows 
multiple pages to be viewed simultaneously and organises the 
pages into books. Books can order pages according to different 
filters such as relative-URL books (i.e. all the pages from a given 
site which are related to a given page), topic books, hot list books 
(i.e. based on the standard browser bookmark files), search 
reports and book books (i.e. multi-page documents published on 
the Web as a set of hyper-linked pages). Several books can be 
kept in a 3D desktop, the Web Forager. While the three-
dimensional metaphor used by the authors greatly improve 
information look-up, the structure of the Web, and in particular 
the relations in-between books, is not clearly highlighted. 
 
WebMap [8] is a browser extension that shows a 2D graphical 
relationship between pages. Each page is represented by a small 
circle that can be selected to display the actual page. Links 
between pages are coloured to indicate whether the destination 
document has already been read or whether it is located on a 
different server. The graphs produced by WebMap can be saved, 
for use by others. WebMap is based on an exploratory approach, 
i.e. the structure of the documents are queried as a ‘batch job’ so 
that users can visualise the document space without having to visit 
all the documents. However, such operations are time consuming 
and resource intensive. 
 
MosaicG [1] is a modified version of the Mosaic browser that 
incorporates a graphical history mechanism. MosaicG depicts a 
left-to-right hierarchical history of the Web pages visited during a 
browsing session. As opposed to WebMap, MosaicG 
incrementally constructs the hierarchy as users traverse links from 
one page to another. A major drawback with MosaicG is that it 
requests the use of a specific browser. 
 
PadPrints [2] is a prototype zooming Web browser within a multi-
scale graphical environment. Instead of having a single page 
visible at a time, multiple pages and the links between them are 
depicted on a large zoomable information surface. Pages are 
scaled so that the page in focus is clearly readable with connected 
pages shown at smaller scales to provide context. As MosaicG, 
PadPrints is a specific browser. Furthermore, the only information 
that it enhances is the connections between the different 
documents. 
4. APPROACH 
As the number of publishers and documents increases 
dramatically, the World-Wide-Web is turning into one of the main 
sources of information for different working categories. In [11], 
72.7% of the subjects report using the Web for gathering 
information and 54.7% report using it for their work. A few years 
ago, Web browsing was seen as an interesting possibility. Web 
browsing is now part of our working activities and the time that 
we spend looking for information “out there” increases. As a 
result, users have already started to develop their own working 
routines. They have learnt how to use the different facilities 
offered by most browsers to arrange and classify the information 
that can be found on the Web. 
 
Thus to promote transparency, we intend to offer an application 
that can be run alongside all regular browsers, without disturbing 
installed working habits. Our approach is based on an application 
that, while running in tight inter-connection with a two-
dimensional WWW client, can be ignored when necessary. We 
aim at adding value to browsing activities, not complexity. 
 
A driving motivation for this work includes the assistance of users 
in scenarios where they are searching for documents previously 
visited.  Such scenarios include requests such as: “I want to find a 
page I visited this morning, er, it had no images in it”; “I 
remember the page was in Asia somewhere…”; “It had very many 
links and the latest news in it”; and, ”It took a long, long time to 
load”.  Such queries are often difficult to resolve in current history 
mechanisms, and provide an important motivation throughout this 
work. 
 
Our auxiliary tool provides the user or users with an easily 
recognisable presentation of their history. This presentation is 
tailorable in terms of its presentation of individual pages and its 
overall structure. To support this, a three-dimensional presentation 
was chosen. This provides maximum flexibility in data 
visualisation. Each of the three axes provide a simple means of 
orienting a particular metric. For example, the date of a particular 
page may be represented along the X-axis. This technique is 
exploited in a number of 3D plotting tools [15]. In such 
visualisations, orientation within the 3D landscape can become 
  
Figure 1: WEBPATH is articulated around three different applications, each with its own user interface. To the 
right is a regular Web browser. In the upper left corner is the Dive VR browser and in the lower left corner the 
two-dimensional interface of WEBPATH. The two-dimensional interface can be folded to show only the title and 
the location of the current document. 
 
disorienting for novice users, and so navigational techniques are 
provided to maximise the presentation of the data. Organisation of 
the layout is configurable, through a number of different metrics, 
allowing users to alter the 3D structure of the visualisation to suit 
the current working needs. Visualisation of the Web pages 
themselves within the 3D structure provide an “at a glance” 
representation of that page. This representation is configurable, 
allowing a user to readily tailor its appearance.  
5. WEBPATH CONCEPTS 
5.1. Producing 3D Representation Of A 
Web Page 
WEBPATH uses the information contained in the HTML (Hyper 
Text Markup Language)[13] description of each browsed Web 
document to produce a representation in 3D space. Each web 
document is represented as a cube that is labelled with the 
document’s title1 on top, which always faces the user. We have 
chosen cubes and not spheres as in WWW3D because their 
surfaces will often be texture mapped. Texture mapping a sphere 
                                                                  
1
  When the document title is missing, the document location is shown on 
top of the cube. 
is subject to too many deformations and using spheres would thus 
prevent recognition.  
 
Displaying text in current VR systems is still not entirely 
satisfactory. Furthermore, text tends to be difficult to read from a 
distance. As a result, WEBPATH offers an additional method to 
recognise that a cube represents a given document: the surface of 
the cube shows one of the following artefacts (in order of 
preference): 
 
• The background image. 
• The first image in-lined in the HTML document. 
• The background colour. 
 
These artefacts are extracted from the different HTML tags 
contained in the document description. MosaicG uses thumbnail 
pictures of the documents on each node of the hierarchy. We 
preferred to experiment with our iconic representation since we 
feared that a thumbnail picture would again prevent easy 
recognition from a distance. 
 
We have found that the preference order described above works 
surprisingly well with most of the pages that we have visited. 
However, cubes carry interactive icons above them to change their 
external appearance. It is then possible to choose another image if 
the initial image did not summarise the document in a satisfactory 
way. The cube appearance choice can also be made from a more 
traditional 2D interface. Both methods are depicted in Figure 2. 
The chosen document appearance is saved to a preference file for 
future WEBPATH sessions. 
 
To reduce the visual complexity of the environment and scale up 
to long browsing sessions involving many documents, WEBPATH 
uses Level of Detail (LOD). The title on top of a document’s cube 
is replaced by a simple polygon from a distance. Additionally, the 
icons on top of the cubes are suppressed from a distance. As a 
result, rendering complexity is reduced. 
 
 
Figure 2: On top of the cube are two small diamond-shaped 
icons, one of which can be used to modify its appearance. The 
figure also shows the two-dimensional window from which the 
appearance can also be modified 
5.2. Browsing the Web in Conjunction 
with WEBPATH 
When a user loads a new document (using any of the methods 
offered by existing browsers: bookmarks, history facilities, 
manual location entry, etc.), WEBPATH will create a new cube and 
the user will be smoothly transported in front of it. In order to 
indicate the structure of the Web that the user has just explored, 
WEBPATH will draw an arrow between the previous cube and the 
new one. The colour of the arrow will indicate if the destination 
document originates from the same site as the previous document. 
The aim of the arrow is two-fold: it shows that the documents are 
hyper-linked and it shows the user went from the source document 
to the destination document. 
 
WEBPATH uses three orthogonal dimensions to visualise the 
browse history. A number of metrics are available, which may be 
associated to one of the horizontal axes. The vertical axis is 
reserved to portray the time at which the document was loaded, so 
that the last visualised document is always the top-most one. The 
metrics for the horizontal axes are listed below, and can be 
dynamically selected and configured through the two-dimensional 
interface. When a metric is changed, all the cubes are repositioned 
accordingly, as depicted in Figure 3. The different metrics are: 
 
 
 
 
• The document loading time. 
• The number of links contained in the document. 
• The number of images in-lined in the document. 
• The number of hypertext anchors in the document. 
• The number of hypertext paragraphs in the document. 
• The size of the document. 
• The date of last modification of the document, as sent 
back by the Web server. 
• The server containing the document, so that all 
documents that originate from a given server are aligned. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Two visualisations of the same set of web documents. 
The top-most picture uses the axis pointing to the right to 
visualise the number of links contained in the documents. The 
lower picture uses this axis to visualise the number of 
paragraphs. 
In addition to these metrics a ‘geographic’ layout view is available 
which defines the position of documents in the horizontal axes. 
The documents’ positions are related, through the hostname of 
their URL, to a geographic location. For example, the site 
www.comp.lancs.ac.uk would identify the document as 
being from the UK. The ground plane, in this layout view, is 
superimposed with an image of the world, and documents are 
placed over their respective countries of origin, see Figure 4. 
Currently the URL resolution database maps a country to its 
capital city, hence in the above example the document would be 
placed over the geographic location of London. A more detailed 
database offers more accurate placement of documents. 
 
 
Figure 4: Documents positioned according to their geographic 
origins. (The UK is in the lower left) 
If a document happens to be revisited, it will generate a new cube, 
as opposed to MosaicG and WWW3D. We consider that the 
document is visited at a later time and, thus, will have a different 
position than its previous representation along the vertical axis. 
However, the metrics for revisited documents are not recalculated, 
which might lead to inconsistencies and errors, especially when 
loading time is used.  All the cubes representing the same 
document visited at different times, are linked together using a 
yellow column, as depicted in Figure 5. The column accentuates 
recognition of these cubes being the representations of the same 
document, but at different times. The column turns increasingly 
red as the number of visits to the same document increases. 
 
 
Figure 5: All representations of a document that have been 
visited several times are linked together using a column. The 
yellow column is drawn through the large cube, towards two 
other representations that can be seen in the upper right quarter 
of the picture. 
 
 
Figure 6: Old documents tend to disappear in the foggy mist 
created by the separating planes built each time a new browsing 
thread is started. 
 
Clicking on a cube will send the browser back to the 
corresponding location. As a result, this will create the linking 
column in-between both documents, if it did not already exist. 
When the user selects a new document location using the different 
direct methods (i.e. bookmarks, history facilities or manual entry) 
we consider that they are starting a new thread, i.e. a new session. 
Here, semi-transparent horizontal plane, covering the whole 
visualisation area is generated just below the new cube, the 
visibility of the plane can be toggled on or off as required. 
Motivation for the use of planes in this way include: 
 
• Once many planes have been created (i.e. when a user 
has started several Web searches) old documents, at the 
bottom of the visualisation space, will disappear in a 
‘foggy mist (Figure 6. Thus, reducing the user’s 
awareness of their previous results. 
• When looking back for previous documents, all the cubes 
resulting from a browsing sub-session are “isolated” in-
between two semi-transparent layers, which highlight 
them. This is depicted in Figure 7. 
  
Figure 7: All documents rising from the same browsing thread 
are isolated through semi-transparent planes. 
5.3. Using The WEBPATH Environment 
‘Delimiting semi-transparent planes’ can be inserted into the 
virtual environment and moved along the vertical axis from both 
the two-dimensional and the three-dimensional interface, as 
depicted in Figure 8. These planes visualise the value of the 
metric associated to the axis along which they slide. Using these 
planes and the different metrics, it is possible to analyse the data 
set and answer common questions such as: 
 
• Which documents are older that a given date? 
• Which are the long documents? 
• Which documents take time to be loaded into the 
browser? 
 
In addition to their layout, the documents can be associated with a 
user-defined textual note that can be edited and visualised at any 
time. Annotated documents are highlighted in the visualisation 
space. Annotating the nodes in this way provides users with the 
ability to record information particular to that document in the 
browse.  For example, a user may record the source of a manually 
entered site, or describe the aesthetic appearance of the document. 
The flexible layout options enable users to quickly reconfigure 
their view of the document space to help them search for 
particular, previously visited, documents. Earlier in this paper, a 
number of case scenarios were presented. Solutions to these 
queries may be simply offered by WEBPATH:  
 
• “I want to find a page I visited this morning, er, it had no 
images in it”. A delimiting plane along the vertical axis 
can be used to simply identify the documents visited 
during the morning, and by selecting the metric number 
of images in-lined in the document, the desired document 
will be at the origin of the axis assigned to this metric. 
• “I remember the page was in Asia somewhere…”. Using 
the geographic layout, the required document will be 
present over the Asian geographic region. 
• “It had very many links and the latest news in it”.  Using 
the metrics: number of links contained in the document 
and date of last modification of the document, the 
document can be made to appear near the origin of both 
axis. 
 
“It took a long, long time to load”.  Simply selecting the metric 
document loading time will identify documents by how long they 
took to download. Here, another metric may be used to further 
enhance the search. 
 
 
Figure 8: A delimiting plane has been inserted into the 
environment. Its three-dimensional control panel can be seen in 
the lower left corner and its two-dimensional control in the 
upper left corner. Using this plane, it is possible to determine 
that only the document that is represented at the extreme left of 
the picture is longer that 10 kilobytes. 
 
6. WEBPATH - THE IMPLEMENTATION 
6.1. DIVE 
The Distributed Interactive Virtual Environment (Dive) is an 
experimental platform for the development of virtual 
environments, user interfaces and applications based on shared 3D 
synthetic environments. Dive is especially tuned to multi-user 
applications, where several networked participants interact over 
an internet. Initially developed as a lab tool in 1991, Dive has 
evolved into a mature system running on many platforms2. The 
Dive architecture is described in[5], [6] and [12]. 
 
One particular aspect of DIVE which is exploited by WEBPATH is 
its interface to the TCL scripting language [16]. The DIVE/TCL 
interface [10] implements a superset of TCL from which many 
aspects of the virtual environment can be controlled. In this 
scripting language, each entity of the environment, including 
objects, actors and worlds, can be associated with a TCL script. 
The script is triggered by DIVE events and will describe how the 
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 DIVE runs on many UNIX platforms (SGI, HP, Sun and Linux) and on 
Windows NT. Binaries are available for free for non-commercial use at 
http://www.sics.se/dive/. 
entity will react to user interaction and stimuli from the 
environment. The DIVE/TCL interface has two major advantages: 
 
• It hides the complexity of the distributed VR platform 
behind a simpler programming interface. 
• It reduces development time and costs since TCL is a 
concise language that does not require any compilation. 
 
Additionally the DIVE/TCL scripting language is used to offer a 
simple, but powerful, interface for external applications: the DIVE 
Client Interface (DCI) [9]. Any DIVE application can act as a 
server that communicates with external applications using a 
defined protocol. Applications can submit DIVE/TCL commands to 
be executed and, if required, retrieve a result. 
6.2. WEBPATH 
In order to be able to work together with any web browser, 
WEBPATH implements an HTTP [14] proxy server. All types of 
documents are fetched by the proxy server and delivered to the 
user’s web browser. Hypertext documents are further forwarded 
to the main module of the WEBPATH application. This module will 
analyse the content of the URL, gather statistics and create or 
update a (new) data structure for that location. The information is 
shown to the user through a traditional two-dimensional interface, 
as depicted in Figure 1. Additionally, a three-dimensional 
representation for the document is created in the DIVE browser by 
communicating through the DCI interface. Other artefacts such as 
arrows representing links and delimiting planes are also added if 
required. All information about documents and links are stored 
together with their representation in the virtual environment. Use 
of this feature is be explained below. Note that because TCL is an 
extensible scripting language, WEBPATH installs, on start-up, 
several new procedures. These procedures are used during a 
session for creating objects or parsing the database of virtual 
entities. This solution reduces the communication overhead 
between the VR browser and WEBPATH. The overall software 
architecture is depicted in Figure 9. 
 
When events such as user interaction on the icons on top of a 
document’s representations occur, they are forwarded to the main 
module through the DCI interface. When the user requests an 
appearance modification, i.e. changing the picture used for the 
document representation, the main module sends an update to the 
VR database through the DCI interface. When the user interacts 
with the representation of a document, thus requesting to visualise 
the document a second time, the main module requests the web 
browser to visualise the location again3. WEBPATH will be notified 
of this new document through its proxy server, as described 
above.  
 
One particularity of the DIVE browser is that it can save a snapshot 
of a simulation to a file and restart in this snapshot later on. 
WEBPATH makes use of this facility to allow users to continue a 
previously saved browsing session. Document and link 
information is parsed back from the virtual database and sent back 
to WEBPATH, in which all data structures are rebuilt. 
 
                                                                  
3
 The current implementation only works together with Netscape’s 
browser on UNIX workstations. However, both Netscape Communicator 
and Microsoft Internet Explorer can be controlled using DDE or OLE on 
Windows platforms. 
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Figure 9: The software architecture of WEBPATH. 
 
WEBPATH has been used on a range of machines. We ran 
WEBPATH on three different machines: a Silicon Graphics 02; a 
Silicon Graphics Onyx; and a Pentium II based PC with a with a 
3D accelerator graphics card. The time taken by each system to 
render a single frame was generated for each system; this was 
then used to calculate the average frame rate. The data was 
generated using WEBPATH in a number of increasingly complex 
histories. The results are depicted in the table below. 
 
 Average frames per second 
No. 
Nodes 
Silicon 
Graphics O2 
Silicon 
Graphics Onyx 
Pentium II based PC 
10 31   
18 21   
35 12   
44 11 167 14 
55 9 143 9 
83  91 5 
 
The above table demonstrates that with a reasonably complex 
history of fifty nodes, WEBPATH operates at approximately ten 
frames per second on the Silicon Graphics O2 and the 3D 
accelerated Pentium II based machine. We found this frame rate 
sufficiently high for general use. Hence, although very complex 
histories may require the power of high-end workstations such as 
the Silicon Graphics Onyx, more manageable histories may be 
readily used on entry-level machines. 
7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
We have detailed the motivation for an enhanced history 
visualisation tool to aid Web browsing. WEBPATH is such a tool 
that unobtrusively visualises a user’s trail as they browse the Web, 
which can be tailored to best suit the users working needs. 
WEBPATH provides users with a graphical view of their recent 
activities, enabling them to, for example, see how a given 
document was reached and perform complex searches for 
previous documents visited.  
 
Further work includes the ability for users to issue queries within 
the document space, as found in systems such as Q-PIT [15]. In 
such systems documents that match a particular query or filter are 
highlighted. This would give users a two-pass approach for 
searching the document space: positional metrics and query 
highlighting. Other work introduces the notion of keywords as 
supported in HTML 3. Keywords describe the features of the 
document, such as its language, and can be used within new 
layout metrics. 
 
An important requirement for the on-going development of 
WEBPATH is the introduction of usability studies. Such studies 
will provide us with the ability to enhance WEBPATH through 
highlighting its strengths and weaknesses. 
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ABSTRACT 
Travel can be a stressful experience and it is an activity that is 
difficult to prepare for in advance. Although maps, routes and 
landmarks can be memorised, travellers do not get much sense of 
the spatial layout of the destination and can easily get confused 
when they arrive. There is little doubt that virtual environments 
techniques can assist in such situations, by, for example, 
providing walkthroughs of virtual cityscapes to effect route 
learning.  
The London Travel Demonstrator supports travellers by providing 
an environment where they can explore London, utilise group 
collaboration facilities, rehearse particular journeys and access 
tourist information data. These services are built on the 
Distributed Interactive Virtual Environment (DIVE) software from 
SICS. In this paper we describe how the application was built, 
how it exploits the underlying collaboration services, and how the 
platform provides for scaleability both in terms of the large extent 
and detail of this application and in the number of participants it 
can support. 
Keywords 
Collaborative virtual environments, travel applications, large-
model support, real-time rendering. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
With collaborative virtual environment (CVE) toolkits becoming 
more common over the past few years, much research activity has 
focused on providing scaleable systems. By scaleable we mean 
both that the system supports large numbers of users and that 
models that are large in size and extent can be accessed. 
We have taken the approach of extending an existing CVE 
system, DIVE [3], developed at the Swedish Institute of Computer 
Science, to support scaleable applications through a number of 
platform level extensions. Thus we have attempted to provide 
scaleability without compromising the basic collaboration 
services that exist within the platform. 
1.1 Demonstrator Scenario 
In order to demonstrate the scaleability of the resulting platform 
we describe an application based around a scenario of virtual 
travel to London. The broad aim of the demonstrator is to present 
an application to a group of users enabling them to specify and 
rehearse a meeting of any sort. This includes supporting the 
selection of features at a given location (Hotels, Conference 
Venues, etc.), using both abstract and facsimile based information 
visualisation approaches. The demonstrator provides users with 
the ability to navigate through a large virtual cityscape 
(representing a real location). Their navigation is aided by a 
number of dynamic information visualisation systems. A suite of 
collaborative features aids the users in constructing, rehearsing 
and participating in both virtual and real meetings. 
The demonstrator consists of four main geometric and functional 
layers: 
• A 16x10km geometric model of the centre of London 
• Collaboration services for use by groups  
• Tourist information data visualisation service 
• Simulations of public transport and crowds 
The demonstrator integrates all these services into a single 
coherent environment.  
1.2 Background 
Large numbers of users are usually supported by partitioning the 
world into regions that are partially or totally occluded so that 
events passing between those regions might be discarded or 
filtered [9][1][10]. These regions may be tile based or may be 
described on actual visibility relationships between areas of the 
environment. In Section 4.3 we will describe how such techniques 
have been employed within the DIVE platform in order to support 
large numbers of users in complex interactive environments.  
There are two aspects to supporting a geometrically complex and 
extensive model: maintaining a continuous view of the model for 
the user and managing a model that might be too large to maintain 
in memory [8].  Many techniques exist for speeding up rendering 
of large models by partitioning models into separate occluded 
areas or by pre-processing models to extract important objects for 
a particular viewpoint (e.g. [7]). However such techniques are 
often only applicable to well-structured models. In the worlds we 
are supporting, the models often use a wide variety of scene graph 
structures and do not lend themselves to pre-processing. However 
we have taken some of the core ideas behind frame-limited 
rendering and visibility partitioning and have made them platform 
level services that any application can take advantage of (see 
Section 4.2). 
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1.3 The COVEN Project 
The Collaborative Virtual Environments (COVEN) Project brings 
together twelve academic and industrial partners with a wide 
range of expertise in CSCW, networked VR, computer graphics, 
human factors, HCI and telecommunications infrastructures [11]. 
COVEN is developing platforms for large-scale virtual 
environments, and is demonstrating applications in the general 
area of virtual travel. There are two main demonstrator themes, 
the citizen application, a travel agency service for the general 
public, and the business application, a series of scenarios for the 
professional user. The London Demonstrator described in this 
paper is the culmination of the business application theme. 
The project has undertaken research in novel interfaces for virtual 
environments, human representation, crowd simulation, 
collaboration services and network architectures for CVEs. The 
DIVE platform extensions described in this paper are motivated by 
much of that research. 
2. PLATFORM AND  SERVICES  
2.1 DIVE Platform 
DIVE [3], developed at the Swedish Institute of Computer Science, 
is an experimental platform for the development of virtual 
environments, user interfaces and applications based on shared 
3D synthetic environments. DIVE is especially tuned to multi-user 
applications, where several networked participants interact over 
the Internet. Started as a lab tool in 1991, DIVE has evolved into a 
well-developed system running on many platforms1. 
2.2 Basic Services and Extensions 
The demonstrator relies on many of the basic services provided 
by the DIVE platform. These include support for live spatialised 
audio, support for web integration and scripting using the TCL 
language [12]. 
                                                                
1 DIVE runs on many UNIX platforms and on Windows NT. DIVE 
3.3X was recently made available at http://www.sics.se/dive  
The most recent version of DIVE, 3.3X, includes the scalability 
extensions described in this paper. These are: subjective views, 
high-level application events, lightweight groups, rendering 
extensions and database extensions. Although the extensions have 
been made to support this application, they have been written in 
an application independent way and should be applicable to other 
large applications.  
COVEN has also contributed to other extensions that are not 
detailed in this paper. These include user-interface improvement, 
wider geometry format support, mesh optimisation and 
compression, plugin interface and Java API. 
3. APPLICATION COMPONENTS 
3.1 Model 
The basic element of a travel demonstration must be a 
representation of the destination. Our model of London comprises 
a 16x10km segment of the centre of London that is generated 
from 2D vector, building height and 2D image data from the 
Cities Revealed data set2. The resulting model consists of about 
160MB of VRML data, not including texture map data. 
The original maps are stored as 2D DXF files with several layers 
each containing a different type of building structure. We are 
primarily interested in building outlines, roads centre and building 
spot height layers. The conversion stage consists of the following 
major stages [19]: 
• Identifying and repairing building outlines 
• Building extrusion and roof-fitting 
• Identifying and connecting road centre lines 
• Fitting roads between buildings 
• Creating pavements 
                                                                
2  The Cities Revealed data set is licensed from The   
GeoInformation Group. 
       
Figure 1: (a) The London model from the south-west. (b) An example view of the model from just above ground level 
Each building is composed of two or three layers, entrance, 
middle and optional upper level and each has a roof. The entrance 
and upper level are tiled laterally, but are repeated only once 
vertically and have a fixed height. The centre layer is tiled and/or 
slightly stretched to fill the intervening gap. Textures are grouped 
together into matching sets and the set to apply to a particular 
building is chosen by a few simple heuristics: buildings with a 
small footprint are more likely to be brick, tall buildings are likely 
to office blocks, and so on. The resulting model is stored as a 
VRML1.0 model in 160 1km square tiles, with each tile being 
built upon a segment of the Cities Revealed aerial photograph for 
central London. Figure 1 shows an overview of the model and an 
example view from ground level.  
A few of the buildings in the model have been modelled at a 
higher level of detail. In this demonstrator we used UCL as a 
target destination for travel, though the services described in later 
sections could be integrated in other parts of the model as 
appropriate. The Pearson building is modelled in great detail, with 
approximately 100 rooms, some containing furniture or 
conferencing facilities (see Section 3.2). Figures 2(a), 3(a) and 
3(c) show some examples views of this section of the model. 
3.2 Collaboration Services 
Conferences and meetings enable people to exchange information 
and resolve issues in an optimal way. Virtual conferencing is an 
interesting application area that allows reducing costs and saving 
time by enabling distributed users to participate without the need 
for (normally lengthy) travelling. However, in some situations, 
physical contact is an essential human factor that can not be 
replaced. In the London demonstrator, we address this issue by 
allowing users to collaboratively plan a real meeting from their 
separate geographical locations. The virtual meeting will take 
place in a model of the building that will host the final meeting, 
so that prospective visitors may get acquainted with the physical 
building. The demonstrator uses a COVEN plenary meeting that 
would take place at UCL as an example. The meeting takes place 
in the virtual room that represents the targeted meeting room. As a 
result, users will be able to rehearse their way to the main 
conference room. 
In this case the supporting tools can aid in the preparation of the 
meeting. For example, an agenda for the real meeting can be 
prepared virtually. Other cases include ensuring the correct size of 
room for the number of participants, and if breakout sessions 
emerge is there sufficient space/rooms for interested parties. 
Providing the users with a representation of the actual intended 
meeting space enhances such organisation aspects. To support 
such a wide range of interactive meetings, a suite of collaborative 
tools is offered.  
The chosen metaphor consists of implementing virtual 
counterparts of the different items that can generally be found in 
meeting rooms. The meeting rooms stress a natural point where 
the participants can get together, generally a table surrounded by 
chairs. In real meeting situations notebooks, hands-out, and slides 
are used, the rooms of the London demonstrator contain text- and 
WWW- based counterparts that allow for collaborative note 
taking and multimedia document visualisation. Virtual documents 
are “personal” in the sense that they can be used by one person at 
a time. However, placing them on a virtual overhead projector 
allows for simultaneous visualisation at all connected sites. 
Additional tools include virtual folders, mailboxes, text 
communication board, PostIt notes, etc. Finally, we use the 
metaphor of a virtual microphone to enforce turn taking in 
collaborative situations that require a single speaker and several 
listeners. One of the conferencing suites is depicted in Figure 2. 
More detailed information about the conferencing tools and their 
implementation can be found in [4]. 
3.3 Data Visualisation 
The DIVE city visualisation tool has been developed to help users 
select places of interest according to predefined requirements. To 
enable this the tool retains a database of attributes (e.g. hotel 
prices, star ratings, etc.) for each attraction type. Therefore a 
database entry is maintained for each instance of the attraction 
containing numerical measures for each attribute. The tool then 
    
Figure 2: (a) One of the conferencing suites inside the Pearson Building model (b) The tourist data visualisation tool. The 
personal map can be seen on the top right of the main view window 
compares this to user requirements selecting the most appropriate 
attraction according to the user’s selected acceptable range. 
In this demonstrator attractions may be chosen from pubs, hotels, 
and theatres with the tool showing the appropriate attractions’ 
location on the city map in the base of the visualisation tool. From 
this users may add attractions that relate to their requirements to a 
selected list. This is performed after they are happy with the 
results of the search. Subsequently a user may then decide to go 
on and look for other types of nearby attraction, the distance 
between the two affecting their selection of hotel, for example. 
For instance, consider a scenario where a visitor to the city 
requires a hotel and theatre within a reasonable physical distance 
of each other. The visitor only has a certain amount of money to 
spend on the hotel, and requires it to have a reasonable AA & 
RAC “star” rating. Similarly for the theatre they require one with 
an adequate seating capacity to accommodate their party, and a 
short distance between the theatre and the hotel. The city 
visualisation tool can be used to help support this decision 
process. 
Using the city visualisation tool in the above scenario the user 
may specify the attributes that a suitable hotel must posses. For 
example, the user may select the world’s X-axis to reflect the 
hotels’ RAC rating, the Y-axis to reflect the price, and the Z-axis 
to indicate the AA rating (see Figure 2(b)). The acceptable range 
of values that users are willing to allow the tool to use as a 
criterion to select hotels should then be given to the tool. 
Appropriate hotels that meet the user needs, within the chosen 
selection range, are then added to the visualiser showing their 
location on the visualiser’s base map. These may then be added to 
the user’s selected list of attractions. Next the user may then 
choose to look at theatres. Again they will select an acceptable 
selection range for the tool’s theatre selection criterion, and input 
their requirements for the theatre (e.g. price, number of seats, etc.) 
into the tool setting the attributes to be reflected on the 3D-graph 
axis shown in the world. After completing these steps the user 
should amend the suggested theatres to their selected list of 
hotels. 
Upon updating their selected list the user may then turn on a 
personal map that they can take away from the visualiser and 
navigate around the city model to look at a 3D scale 
representation of their chosen locations (in this case in London) 
(see Figure 2(b)). Both the visualiser’s base map and the user’s 
personal map show the locations of the attractions in the city. 
Therefore the visualisation tool has helped the user choose the 
most appropriate hotel that not only fits their selection 
requirements (as all of the hotels on the selected list should do), 
but also one that is within an acceptable distance from the theatre. 
The user can visually assess these distances from the spatial 
information provided on the base map. If more information is 
required about a particular attraction to help the user make their 
final selection, then the user may click on the attraction’s icon on 
the map of the visualiser to display detailed information from the 
database relating to the item. 
Clicking on an attraction icon in the personal map will transport 
the user to that location in the city model (the visualiser is itself 
located above the city). The selected attractions’ location in the 
city are represented via a large “pin” in the city model so that the 
selected locations stand out while navigating the large city model. 
The personal map remains with the user no matter where in the 
city the user is located. A “you are here” pointer on personal map 
shows the direction and position the user is currently situated in 
respect to the city map and their selected attractions. Throughout 
the user may choose to transport to another selected attraction by 
clicking on icons in their personal map. 
The tool providing the interactive elements and user interface has 
been implemented in DIVE with TCL/TK.  
3.4 Simulations 
The demonstrator includes three real-time simulations that 
enhance the travel scenario. The first is a simulation of journey on 
the London Underground that arrives at a station close to the UCL 
campus (see Figure 3(b)). This allows a UCL visitor to rehearse 
the actual route from the station to UCL and through the computer 
science department. Models of Heathrow Terminal 3, the 
Heathrow Express train service and Paddington Station will be 
integrated in the near future, and this will allow participants to 
experience the journey from the airport to our department. 
The second simulation is of crowds of people in the local area. 
These can assist the lost traveller since they indicate major routes 
through the city. Currently the simulation focuses on a small 
crowd of 20-30 participants who follow routes in around the local 
London Underground station and UCL campus. A couple of 
                   
Figure 3 (a) Overview of the UCL front quad. The Pearson Building is the below and to the left of the center of the screen. (b) 
View from a London Underground train. Two members of a crowd are visible. (c) Cut-away view of Room 127 in the Pearson 
building showing the audience simulation situated in a seminar room. 
members of a crowd can be seen through the window of the train 
in Figure 3(b). 
The final simulation component is of an audience in a seminar 
room [13]. This has been integrated within one of the Pearson 
building seminar rooms (see Figure3(c)). The purpose of this 
simulation is to enable talk rehearsals for prospective conference 
attendees, or for support of those who suffer from a fear of public 
speaking. 
All three simulations use holders (see Section 4.3) to limit event 
distribution to only those interested participants that are close to 
the simulation.  
4. SCALEABILITY SUPPORT 
Scaleability is enabled through extensions in three areas: extended 
facilities for event and scene graph management, extensions to the 
renderer to support constant frame-rate rendering and database 
extensions. 
4.1 Extended Facilities 
4.1.1 Subjective Views 
In traditional virtual environments each user is present in the same 
virtual world, albeit from a different viewpoint. Users cannot 
tailor their representation of the virtual scene or the degree to 
which they are aware of other user's activities. This is somewhat 
analogous to early 2D shared multi-user interfaces where users 
were each presented with the same application views. However, 
research in 2D interfaces has shown a strong trend to support 
individual tailoring of the shared views to reflect user demands. 
These lessons from 2D interfaces have been integrated into DIVE, 
allowing individual users to have more control over their view of 
the virtual environment. This provides users with the ability to 
tailor the environment to suit their working needs, and enables 
applications to address users on a more individual basis. 
These considerations have led to the implementation of subjective 
views [14] in the DIVE platform, together with their control from 
various interface levels such as the file format, the behaviour 
interface and low-level C programming. Subjective views allow 
tweaking the representation of individual objects for (groups of) 
individual users. Additionally, subjective modifiers describe 
independent effects that may be applied to any object’s 
appearance. Examples of such modifiers are: 
• Normal: View the object normally, i.e. no modifications; 
• Invisible: The object should not be visible to this user; 
• Transparent: Make the object transparent; 
• Wireframe: Show the object in wireframe mode; 
• Dim: The object should be visible but less obvious, such as 
made darker;  
• Bright: The object should be presented to the user and 
emphasised within their visualisation by means such as 
increasing its luminosity. 
In the London demonstrator, we have used subjective views 
extensively to perform visibility switching on a per-user basis. As 
with most features of the platform, the subjective views 
mechanism is interfaced with DIVE/TCL. This makes it possible to 
use complex predicates to toggle object visibility at run-time.  
4.1.2 High-level Application Events 
DIVE is event based. Modifications applied to the database will 
result in network messages that are distributed to connected peers. 
An event will be generated both at the sender and the receivers. 
Applications process can register to be notified of particular 
events. In addition to a set of predefined system events, such as 
user interaction, object collision, property manipulations, DIVE 
offers a framework to generate and intercept application-level 
events. These events can be triggered on any object of the shared 
environment. They are typed using a string and are supported by 
streaming mechanisms that let applications to decide upon their 
content and organisation. These semantic-rich events can be used 
to send commands to applications, together with arguments and, 
thus, let applications define a standardised communication 
protocol. 
4.1.3 Lightweight groups 
For data communication, any object of the DIVE database 
hierarchy can be associated with a multicast group, called a 
lightweight group. When a modification message concerning an 
object is to be sent, we ascend the database hierarchy, starting 
from this object and as soon as a multicast group is found, this 
will be used as a communication medium. If no group is found 
during the ascent, DIVE will use the default world group 
associated to the top-most object. If the multicast group associated 
       
Figure 4 Example of constant frame-rate rendering. From left to right: view on Onyx at 10fps, view on Onyx at 20fps, view on 
O2 at 5fps. 
to an object is a null group, that part of the hierarchy will be local 
and modification messages will thus not be distributed at all. 
Lightweight groups can be associated orthogonally to the 
hierarchy tree; i.e. several branches can be associated with the 
same group. The lightweight group mechanisms are interfaced 
and controlled from a high level of abstraction using the DIVE/TCL 
scripts. This provides the platform with a flexible tool that makes 
it possible to experiment with a variety of application-dependent 
distribution schemes without requiring a hard coding of the 
semantics into the platform. 
DIVE sends continuous streams of data (i.e. audio and video) using 
unreliable multicast. DIVE associates separate audio and video 
multicast groups to each world. Additionally, lightweight audio 
and video groups can be defined. The logic of lightweight audio 
and video group selection is similar to that described above for 
lightweight object groups. 
4.2 Rendering Extensions 
The London model is massive and from any viewpoint many 
hundreds of thousands of polygons maybe seen. We have 
experimented with renderers that aim to give a constant frame-
rate experience so that visual continuity can be maintained.  
Although a technique such as occlusion culling would be 
eminently suitable for street level locomotion about the city, 
occlusion is not a general technique applicable to all models, and 
even in this demonstrator we find that most time is spent above 
roof height. For these reasons, we did not choose to integrate 
occlusion culling into the platform because of its specificity.  
A reasonable and more generally applicable technique is to 
optimise the depth of the far clipping plane so that a frame-rate 
target is met. When the rendering completes within the required 
time the clipping plane is slowly moved outwards and conversely 
the clipping plane is moved inwards when the rendering 
overshoots the desired target. The change in depth is damped so 
that the frame-time does not oscillate and objects do not pop on 
and off.  
This technique requires no prior knowledge of model structure, 
although it is more successful when there are large numbers of 
small or mid-sized objects rather than a few large objects. Figure 
4 shows three example of the frame-rate limiting in action. Figure 
4(a) and 4(b) were taken on a R10000 Onyx with 196M of ram 
and Infinite Reality graphics system. Figure 4(c) was taken on an 
R5000 O2 with 128M ram.  
For the densely populated interior areas of the model, specifically 
the Pearson building of UCL, we have used an explicit, 
conservative visibility technique. The model is not suitable for 
computed visibility solutions such as those developed by 
Funkhouser [7] since the model is not structured with the required 
identification of cells and portals, nor would it be at all simple to 
identify them automatically. However it is very easy to identify 
large areas of mutual occlusion such as separate floors and groups 
of rooms by hand. We have integrated tools into DIVE itself that 
allow objects to be grouped together by hand and identified as 
"cells". These cells can be turned on or off depending on the 
user's location using the subjective views capability (see section 
4.1.1). Although the resulting visibility relationships are much 
more conservative than an analytic solution, they are simple for 
the scene author to describe, and since this facility is available 
through DIVE/TCL, the types of visibility relationship can be based 
on complex predicates.  
The challenge we are now facing is incorporating other extensions 
such as incremental rendering, visibility culling, image based 
rendering and incremental level of detail control into a single 
renderer in a generally applicable way [16]. 
4.3 Database Extensions 
Given the size of the base model, only a small portion can be can 
be kept in memory or rendered at one time so it must be stored in 
paged tiles. The tiling provides a natural scoping of world events 
since tile proximity can be used as a gross indication of mutual 
awareness. Also, the tiles themselves are static objects in the 
environment since we don't expect the buildings themselves to be 
changed, or at least not very frequently. 
These types of consideration led to the development of a world 
structuring technique called holders. Holders are a database 
abstraction that builds on top of the low-level lightweight groups 
described in section 4.1.3. A holder is a unsynchronised portion of 
the hierarchy that carries a URL or file information and a 
multicast address. Holders are not loaded through the world 
database mechanisms but are explicitly loaded by each peer. This 
relieves another peer from having to serialise and send the state of 
that portion of the scene graph. Events that are then generated 
within the part of the hierarchy below a holder are only 
distributed to parties connected to that holder.  
Holders make it also possible to avoid distributing network 
messages to other participants by using null groups. In this case, 
all connecting peers will read the associated URL, and no local 
change messages will be communicated. However this does not 
mean that these portions of the hierarchy are static. An event 
originating in the holder can be routed via a node at a higher level 
of the hierarchy, outside the holder, and peers can on reception of 
this high-level message make local changes to their own copy of 
the holder as needs be. Such high-level events, described in 
section 4.1.2, can encapsulate complex behaviour as described in 
Figure 5 and we have used them for this purpose in a number of 
situations. Note that holder connection and management is 
interfaced to DIVE/TCL, which allows describing their behaviour 
using scripts. 
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Figure 5: Semantically enriched application-level events can 
be used together with holders to cut down radically network 
traffic in some situations. This figure exemplifies how a few 
high-level messages can generate a cascade of database 
modifications simultaneously, instead of generating many 
network packets describing the modifications. 
For this demonstration, each map tile is placed under a separate 
holder. The holders are loaded when the user collides with a 
bounding sphere. Since this behaviour is scripted in DIVE/TCL, 
more sophisticated look-ahead paging could be performed. 
Individual tiles are loaded incrementally in order to maintain a 
constant frame-rate by not locking out the rendering process. 
Holders are also used within buildings where large areas of 
occlusion occur as a first, crude visibility partitioning. In that 
case, holders are used together with subjective view mechanisms 
(Section 4.1.1) that toggle the visibility of large parts of the model 
for individual users. Finally, holders are used to encapsulate the 
simulations. For example, the crowd simulation is contained 
within a holder. A high-level application event (Section 4.1.2) is 
used to communicate current positions of the crowd members, but 
each peer independently animates the walk cycle, since there is no 
need to synchronise these animations between peers.  
All files used to initialise the content of the holders used in the 
London demonstrator have been saved in the DIVE binary format, 
a general format that had to be developed to support this 
application. The binary format sits on top of the hierarchy 
serialisation mechanisms for socket communication and this 
format both significantly improves file-loading time and saves 
disk space. 
5. TESTING AND EVALUATION 
The types of service that are integrated into the current DIVE  
platform result from previous studies of people using CVE 
systems [17][18].  The London Demonstrator has been refined 
both by our experience in a series of network trials and focused 
usability evaluations. 
5.1 Network Trials 
Network trials form a large part of the COVEN Project's work. 
From March to August 1999 roughly 20 network trials were 
undertaken, with the number of participants varying from 4 to 16. 
Figure 6 shows a snapshot from one of these trials involving eight 
participants taking part in a one-hour session based on a 
conference planning scenario. The eight participants were 
composed of four groups of two with groups in London, 
Nottingham, Lancaster and Stockholm. Participants were using 
Linux, SGI Impact and SGI O2 computers. The trial was held 
over the Internet in mid-afternoon when congestion would have 
been expected to be reasonably high. The details of how such 
trials were supported using the facilities of the DIVEBONE, an 
application layer multicast bridge, can be found in [6]. 
 
 
Figure 6: A group of users meeting in UCL's front quad. 
 This trial was very successful, in that the application supported 
the eight mutually aware participants and they were able to access 
the collaborative facilities provided. Despite the range of 
machines used, the scalability extensions ensured that the 
experience was interactive and responsive for all participants.  
Indeed larger numbers of users were supported on other 
occasions, and we fully expect to be able to support a few tens of 
people simultaneously in this application. With most other CVE 
systems and with previous versions of DIVE, it simply wouldn't 
have been possible to host such an application because of the lack 
of rendering and database control with extremely large models.  
5.2 Usability Evaluation 
The format and tasks undertaken during the network trials are 
designed to answer certain questions about the usability of the 3D 
user interface and application components. We have found, for 
example, that the spatialised audio greatly enhances the ability of 
the users to communicate with one another since speakers can be 
identified by audio location. 
We have, in parallel, also been applying prototype methods for 
usability inspection of CVE applications [15]. These have served 
to improve aspects of the interface such as object representation, 
menus, text chat interface, usage of private audio groups and 
avatar representation. 
 Certain facilities such as the audience simulation are the subject 
of more in-depth studies [13], and the general area of small-group 
collaboration is one that we have been studying using elements of 
this application [17][18].  
6. CONCLUSIONS 
The COVEN project has investigated several aspects of CVE 
design, implementation and evaluation [11]. The resulting 
experience has been applied to the design and creation of the 
COVEN/DIVE platform that integrates many novel services and 
enables a large class of CVE application that wasn't previously 
possible. With the London Demonstrator we have shown new 
levels of scaleability whilst retaining core collaborative services.  
• The demonstrator successfully integrates several applications 
into one coherent space. The model itself provides a space 
within which to integrate other travel information or data 
visualisation services.  
• The resulting application is interesting from a user's 
perspective and provides broad functionality to support a 
general class of travel applications. 
• Scaleability is achieved both in terms of numbers of users 
and size of the model 
• Rendering and database extensions are integrated at a system 
level so are generally available to other applications and 
other large models. 
• Scaleability support is provided in a flexible manner through 
the scene scripting language.  
Future work will concentrate on further scaleability extensions. 
Foremost amongst these will be the integration of further 
geometric visibility techniques, more advanced rendering 
management and geometry streaming. 
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